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About This Report

Sustainability to Far Eastern Department Stores

Far Eastern Department Stores Ltd. was founded in 1967. As the longest-running company in the 
Taiwan department store industry, FEDS has been steadily growing ever since. As a benchmark 
for listed department store companies, FEDS keeps pace with the times and has never stopped 
innovating and growing. We create values of sustainability from the inside out with ideals of 
inclusivity to build a sustainable growth model for the economy, environment and society.

This report has been published annually 
since 2015. The Report discloses the 
performance information, management 
policies, major topics and responses 
of  FEDS in terms of  the economy, 
environment, society, and governance in 
2020 (January 1 to December 31, 2020), 
so that stakeholders can understand our 
LќVY[Z�THKL�[V^HYKZ�LHJO�HZWLJ[��:VTL�
content in the report refers to previous 
years to improve the comprehensiveness 
of the information.
First issue date: August 2015.
Current issue date: June 2021.
Next issue date: June 2022.

Subsidiaries of FEDS cover different industries, such as department 
stores, wholesalers, shopping malls and high-end supermarkets. The 
ZJVWL�VM�[OPZ�YLWVY[�PZ�IHZLK�VU�[OL�YLSL]HUJL�VM�ÄUHUJPHS�ZPNUPÄJHUJL�
with Taiwan’s locality and sustainable strategies, and covers all stores 
of the following companies in Taiwan:
FEDS   (Far Eastern Department Stores Ltd.)
The Mall   (Ya Tung Department Stores Co., Ltd.)
a.mart   (Far Eastern Ai Mai Co., Ltd.)
city'super  (Far Eastern City Super Co., Ltd.)
-,�:6.6� �7HJPÄJ�:6.6�+LWHY[TLU[�:[VYLZ�*V���3[K��

;OL�ÄUHUJPHS�PUMVYTH[PVU�PU�[OPZ�9LWVY[�^HZ�]LYPÄLK�I`�HU�HJJV\U[HU[��
0M�[OL�ZJVWL�VM�[OL�WLYMVYTHUJL�PUMVYTH[PVU�KPќLYZ��P[�^PSS�IL�ZWLJPÄJHSS`�
explained in the report. Because FE SOGO publishes its own 
corporate sustainability report, please refer to its 2020 Corporate 
:\Z[HPUHIPSP[`�9LWVY[�MVY�UVU�ÄUHUJPHS�PUMVYTH[PVU�YLSH[LK�[V�-,�:6.6�

This report was prepared with 
reference to the GRI Standards 
issued by the Global Reporting 
I n i t i a t i v e  ( G R I ) ,  a n d  t h e 
preparation adopts the core 
disclosure principle. In the report 
assurance section, the Report 
OHZ�ILLU�]LYPÄLK�I`�H�[OPYK�WHY[`�
]LYPÄJH[PVU�\UP[�[V�JVUÄYT�[OH[�P[�
meets the core items of the GRI 
Standards and AA1000 (Account 
Ability) Type 1 Moderate Level.

Anita Wang,  
Business Analysis Team
Address :  16 th  F loo r, 
No. 16, Xinzhan Road, 
Banqiao Distr ict,  New 
Taipei City
Tel: (02)7727-8168 
Ext. 8532
E-mail: csr@feds.com.tw
Website: http://www.feds.
com.tw/csr/opinion

The purpose of publishing this Report is to communicate with stakeholders 
how Far Eastern Department Stores implement "sustainability management and 
governance", not only to create an "innovative department store benchmark", 
but also to provide "safe product management" and services with "efficient 
environmental protection operations". We aim to create "A healthy and happy 
workplace", while investing in public welfare with "heartwarming social welfare" 
[V�M\SÄSS�V\Y�JVYWVYH[L�ZVJPHS�YLZWVUZPIPSP[PLZ�

This report can also be found and downloaded on the corporate social responsibility website 
(https://www.feds.com.tw/CSR/ReportDownload).
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the convenience of consumers’ online and offline 
shopping experiences.  If retail operators can be 
consumer-oriented, integrate seamlessly across 
physical and virtual channels, so to establish more 
convenient shopping models, exert maximum 
PUÅ\LUJL��HUK�HJOPL]L�WYVZWLYV\Z�KL]LSVWTLU[Z�

Safe Shopping   Deploy Secured 
Shopping Environment
After going through the coronavirus pandemic, 
consumers will pay more attention on the sanitation 
and safety of the shopping environment.  FEDS, 
together with the general public, has been committed 
to epidemic prevention, and fully activated high-
spec epidemic prevention measures.  Aside from 
the increasing frequencies of sterilizing sales space, 
[OL�*VTWHU`�HSZV�YLX\PYLZ�HSS�Z[Hќ�[V�TLHZ\YL�IVK`�
temperature daily, wear masks, and implement staff 
health management, also establishes the “FEDS 
Quick Pick Up” area allowing consumers to check 
merchandises and make payment swiftly in the open 
area.  In compliance with the government’s epidemic 
prevention regulations, the Company has been 
monitoring diligently over each shopping process, ensuring both epidemic prevention and shopping 
quality, thus providing customers a safe shopping environment to ensure public health.

-\SÄSSPUN�[OL�]PZPVU�VM�¸:\Z[HPU� MVY�H�.VVK�3PML¹�� PU������-HY�,HZ[LYU�+LWHY[TLU[�:[VYLZ�JVU[PU\LK�
to expand stores, delivered outstanding performances in environmental protection, corporate social 
responsibilities, corporate governance, and sustainable developments, and received 34 domestic 
and international major awards.  Based on its long-term commitment to sustainable operations, 
-,+:�^PSS�JVU[PU\L�[V�HK]HUJL�^P[O�[PTLZ�I`�LUNHNPUN� PU� PUUV]H[PVU�[YHUZMVYTH[PVU��KP]LYZPÄJH[PVU��
and readjusting its path to accelerate digital network, so as to keep elevating its sustainable 
competitiveness, and open new sustainable opportunities.

Message from the Chairman
Create New Retailing  Embrace New Normal
�����^HZ�H�[\YI\SLU[�`LHY��HќLJ[LK�I`�[OL�JVYVUH]PY\Z�WHUKLTPJ��HSS� PUK\Z[YPLZ�^LYL� MHJPUN�ZL]LYL�
challenges than before, in particular the retail industry had to deal with the impact unprecedently.  
Given the changes in consumer behaviors and rapid developments of operating environment due to 
[OL�WHUKLTPJ��-,+:��^P[O�P[Z�PUUV]H[P]L�ZWPYP[��OLHS[O`�ÄUHUJPHS�Z[Y\J[\YL��HUK�L_JLSSLU[�O\THU�JHWP[HS��
is quickly reallocating its resources and strategies to respond with agility in order to move towards a 
UPTISLY��TVYL�ÅL_PISL��HUK�Z\Z[HPUHISL�VWLYH[PUN�TVKLS�

Digital Transformation   Build Featured Digitized Shopping Mall
Under the pandemic, operating environment of the retail industry is moving towards “The New 
Normal”.  Digital transformation of the industry has become extremely vital, such as: Apply AI in 
WO`ZPJHS�Z[VYLZ��VW[PTPaL�J\Z[VTLY�L_WLYPLUJLZ��VY�HUHS`aL�ZOVWWPUN�KH[H�[V�ÄUK�TLYJOHUKPZL�HUK�
services that attract consumers, and create new value for the corporations.  Since the establishment 
of the Digital Lab in 2018, FEDS has actively engaged in retail digitization by focusing on three 
directions in “digital operation, digital experiences, and digital management” and expanded the 
application of digital technologies into each phase of “Customer Journey” by satisfying the various 
needs and desires of consumers, and creating warm, convenient, and featured digitized shopping 
malls.

Shopping Experiences���,UYPJO�:HSLZ�,ɉJPLUJPLZ�HUK�+P]LYZP[PLZ
Shopping experiences has always been an important factor of physical channels.  For consumers 
[OL�J\YYLU[�KLÄUP[PVU�VM�ZOVWWPUN�PZ�UV�SVUNLY�ZPTWS`�[V�ZH[PZM`�[OLPY�ZOVWWPUN�ULLKZ��JVTWHYLK�^P[O�
purchase of merchandises, the shopping experiences allow consumers to feel happier, more blessed, 
and more willing to spend more.  FEDS continued to introduce different types of popular brands 
HUK�YLZ[H\YHU[Z��ZWVUZVY�KP]LYZPÄLK�L]LU[Z�PUJS\KPUN�PU[LYUH[PVUHS�L_OPIP[PVUZ��NV\YTL[�MHPYZ��J\SPUHY`�
classes, and craftsman shows to provide unceasing new experiences, new discoveries, aiming to 
enrich the experiences of department store space, embrace the experienced economy, and create 
new retail opportunities.

Virtual and Physical Integrations   Establish More Convenient Shopping 
Model
The arrival of the 5G era has elevated significantly on users’ online experiences, and opened up 
opportunities for retail innovations.  Equipped with speed, latency, and connections, 5G enables 
the retail industry to seize every contact channel and opportunities with consumers effectively in 
order to provide more convenient, speedy, and personalized products and services, thus maximizes 

Far Eastern Department Stores
Chairman Douglas Tong Hsu
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Message from the President
Leading Innovation  Delivering Sustainability
The coronavirus pandemic in 2020 has brought forth the “New Normal” globally.  Far Eastern 
Department Stores (FEDS) has been following this trend, adjusting its pace, facing new changes 
by adopting the mindset of “Innovation for Sustainability”, maintaining organization tenacity, and 
accumulating capability to win over adversity.  We have not only assessed our management 
Z`Z[LTZ��VWLYH[PUN�ZLY]PJLZ��HUK�Z[Hќ�[YHPUPUN��HZ�^LSS�HZ�WYLWHYLK�WYLLTW[P]L�TLHZ\YLZ"�I\[�
also committed to driving environmental sustainability, corporate governance, and inclusive 
society, creating sustainable benchmark, leading sustainable operations with innovative spirits, 
and creating a better tomorrow for the general public.

Boost Revenues   Achieve Milestones
For the department stores sector, the pandemic may seem like a crisis, but it can also bring 
opportunities.  By keeping open-minded and perseverance, we may be able to turn crisis into 
opportunities.  With advanced deployments of various epidemic prevention measures, FEDS 
has engaged in digital media and social platforms to communicate with consumers, actively 
PU[LNYH[L�VUSPUL�HUK�VўPUL�JOHUULSZ��WYV]PKL�HI\UKHU[�TLYJOHUKPZL�TP_��JVU]LUPLU[�ZOVWWPUN�
services, boost shopping momentum and also outperform.  In 2020, the Company registered 
annual revenues of NT$47.8 billion, up 7.7% year-over-year, marking historical high, continued 
to consolidate its leadership position in the retail industry.

Energy Saving and Carbon Reduction   Build Low-Carbon Environmental- 
Friendly Department Stores
“Retail is Detail”, FEDS is committed to promoting environmental sustainability, the island-wide 
���IYHUJO�Z[VYLZ�VM�-,+:�OH]L�YLÄULK�[OLPY�KHPS`�VWLYH[PUN�WYVJLZZLZ�ZV�[V�JYLH[L�NYLLU�]HS\L�
MVY�[OL�ZVJPL[`�[OYV\NO�V\Y�WYVK\J[Z�HUK�ZLY]PJLZ�� PUZ[PSS� [OL�NYLLU�VWLYH[PUN�J\S[\YL��HUK�M\SÄSS�
with the low-carbon environmentally friendly spirit.  During the past three years, the Company has 
WYVTV[LK�HS[VNL[OLY����ZPNUPÄJHU[�LULYN`�JVUZLY]H[PVU�WYVQLJ[Z�� PU]LZ[LK�V]LY�5;����TPSSPVU� PU�
procuring energy-saving facilities, the accumulated saving amounting to 5.63 million watts.  We 
also expanded to introduce in 2020 the ISO management system, conducted greenhouse gas 
inventory, water footprint accounting, complied with government’s greenhouse gas reduction and 
water resource management requirements, lowered the consumption of natural resources across 
operations, progressing forward as a leading sustainable department store.

Happy Workplace   Promote the 
Employee Health and Wellness Project
Employee health and wellness are important assets for 
enterprises.  FEDS provides a comprehensive health 
care measures beyond regulations, creates a friendly, 
safe, and supportive environment, allowing employees 
[V�^VYR�OHWWPS`�HUK�LѝJPLU[S �̀�HZ�^LSS�HZ�LZ[HISPZOPUN�
an inclusive and sustainable workplace for employees.  
;OL�*VTWHU`�JVU[PU\LK�[V�WYVTV[L�¸:[Hќ�/LHS[O�HUK�
Wellness UP” project in 2020, executed 10 employee 
health and wellness programs, effectively lowered 
staff absence rate by 14%, delay of work rate also 
dropped 82%, accumulated no occupational disaster 
work hours exceeding 25.58 million hours, +17% 
`LHY�V]LY�`LHY���;OYV\NO�H�JVTWYLOLUZP]L�Z[Hќ�OLHS[O�
and wellness initiatives, we help employees focus on 
health management, and build a happy workplace for 
them to enjoy the balance between work and life.

Social Caring   Sponsored 600 CSR Events
Following the concept of “Giving back and Making Contribution to the Society”, FEDS has turned 
each retail hub into CSR platforms in respective cities, and has long dedicated to initiatives concerning 
women, children and the under-privileged, environmental education, and children’s education in remote 
areas.  By collaborating with local governments and non-profit associations through sponsorships, 
donations (substances), charity sales, we have engaged in 600 CSR activities in 2020, over 72% as 
JVTWHYLK�[V�[OH[�VM�[OL�WYL]PV\Z�`LHY���<UKLY�[OL�WHUKLTPJ��0�HSZV�LUJV\YHNL�Z[Hќ�[V�M\SÄSS�[OLPY�ZVJPHS�
JVTTP[TLU[Z���0U�������-,+:�Z[Hќ�]VS\U[LLY�ZLY]PJLZ�HTV\U[LK�[V� ���OV\YZ��NYL^�����`LHY�VU�`LHY���
Our people contribute back to the society with their passion to help those in need.

Change is the constant essence of the retail industry.  Facing complex and changing operating 
environments, FEDS continues to embrace new challenges, create game play, also commit to 
Environment (E), Society (S), and Governance (G) to establish benchmark as Taiwan’s best ESG 
sustainable role model in the department stores sector.  Looking forward into the sustainable 
operation of our next phase, based on its core competence, FEDS starting from the “win-win 
HWWYVHJO¹��^PSS� QVPU� MVYJLZ�^P[O�TVYL�Z[HRLOVSKLYZ�[V� M\SÄSS�LU]PYVUTLU[� MYPLUKSPULZZ��LUNHNL� PU�*:9�
endeavors, and become the leading retail brand of sustainability.

Far Eastern Department Stores
President Nancy Hsu
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Creating Sustainable Value

With the vision of "Sustain for a Good Life”, FEDS will expand its stores, continue to innovate and grow, and 
implement corporate governance, environmental protection, and charity care under the leadership of the Board 
of Directors and senior management team in 2020. With the great results of these sustainable actions, we 
will continue to create sustainable value for stakeholders, society and the environment, create a sustainable 
benchmark for the department store industry, lead the sustainable development of the department store industry, 
and create a sustainable future together.

A Sustainable Culture Based on Giving Back
After 53 years of local development, as the oldest and most widely distributed department store chain in Taiwan, 
FEDS keeps pace with the times to "innovate, transform, and diversify" operations. At the same time, "giving 
back" is the basic value of the company. We use our brand advantages and channel resources to exert industrial 
influence, implement sustainable localization actions, and actively work for the sustainable development of 
Taiwan's economy, environment, and society, and create a triple-win environmental (E), social (S), and corporate 
governance (G) sustainable growth model.
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Set Sustainability Goals and Implement Actions
Starting from the department store industry, FEDS has expanded its promotion of the power of sustainable development to society as a whole, and connects the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) with Taiwan’s sustainability goals through the spirit of "Thinking Globally, Acting Locally" and implements sustainable actions to continue to create sustainable value.

◆ Sustainability Strategies and Goals
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Thinking Globally and Responding to the UN's Sustainable Development Goals

In 2020, FEDS responded to the 6 UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) that are most important to us by utilizing our core abilities. We responded to one more goal than the previous year, 
and adopted 43 sustainable practices to contribute to global sustainable development.

Provided resources to disadvantaged families and organized agricultural product markets 
to promote sustainable agriculture

• 118 small farmers’ markets, selling 4,403 specialty agricultural products.
• Mega City Banqiao Store held a Mother's Day cake sale, so that disadvantaged families can enjoy the holiday with love, and 

a total of NT$20,000 was raised for the event.
• To increase public awareness of children with no one to depend on, the Taoyuan store donated 200 kilograms rice to the 

children's home, hoping that children can grow up healthily.
�� /ZPUJO\�:[VYL�OLSK�[OL�	+VUH[PUN�9PJL�[V�:OHYL�[OL�3V]L	�L]LU[��YHPZPUN�������RPSVNYHTZ�VM�^OP[L�YPJL�[V�OLSW�[OL�LSKLYS`�PU�

rural communities.
• On the eve of the Mid-Autumn Festival, Chiayi store collected 53 boxes of mooncakes and delivered them to families in need 

in the West District of Chiayi City.
• Tainan Store worked with counter vendors to care for disadvantaged families by donating 100 meal coupons, and invited 32 

people from caring families to enjoy a meal.
• 166 packs of rice were donated to the Kaohsiung store and they were donated to the Andrew Food Bank.
�� -VY����JVUZLJ\[P]L�`LHYZ������Y\YHS�ZJOVVSJOPSKYLU�HYL�PU]P[LK�[V�LUQV`�H�Ä]L�Z[HY�OV[LS�TLHS�L]LY`�`LHY�

Promote a healthy atmosphere and improve social welfare for 
the general public

�� (SS����Z[VYLZ�PU�;HP^HU�OH]L�ILLU�H^HYKLK�[OL�	/LHS[O`�>VYRWSHJL�*LY[PÄJH[PVU	�
• 46 blood donation events were held and 2,462,500 CC of blood was collected.
• Organized the National Secondary School Dance Competition for three consecutive 

years and the event in Xinyi A13 attracted nearly 1,000 teenagers to participate.
• Organized 54 soccer matches, inline skating, parent-child rhythmic exercises and 

other children's sports events.
�� (SS����Z[VYLZ�PU�;HP^HU�OH]L�VI[HPULK�[OL�	:HML�:WHJL�*LY[PÄJH[PVU	�
• Paoching Store has been selected as a friendly store for 5 consecutive years.
�� /\HSPLU�Z[VYL�ILJHTL�H�KLTLU[PH�MYPLUKS`�Z[VYL�
�� ;OL�L_JLSSLU[�IH[OYVVTZ�VM�[OL�/\HSPLU�Z[VYL�^LYL�ZLSLJ[LK�HZ�VUL�VM�[OL�[VW����

high-quality public toilets in the country.

Established a gender-friendly environment 
and culture

• There are 5 female directors which accounts for 56% of all directors.
• Taoyuan Store partnered with the Taoyuan Women's Development 

Center to organize the "Women Power x Unlimited Creativity with 
Love Exhibition" to increase public awareness of gender equality 
issues.

�� ;VW�*P[`�;HPJO\UN�:[VYL�JVVWLYH[LK�^P[O�[OL�.HYKLU�VM�/VWL�
Foundation to organize a heart-warming market and provide services 
such as counseling for sexual harassment prevention and counseling 
for abused women.

• Tainan Store responded to the "Tainan Sexual Equality Month" 
campaign for the second year, focusing on "Gender Equality, Love 
Is No Obstruction" and calling for the implementation of an inclusive 
spirit for diverse genders.
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Implemented energy savings and carbon reduction in response to climate change and its impact

• Promoted 27 large-scale energy management projects.
�� 0U�YLZWVUZL�[V�[OL�0U[LYUH[PVUHS�,HY[O�/V\Y�L]LU[��;HP^HU»Z�LSLJ[YPJP[`�ZH]PUNZ�YLHJOLK���������R>O��ZL[[PUN�H�UL^�YLJVYK�OPNO�
• Upgraded the parking management system, reducing carbon emissions by 5,210 kg.
�� 4VYL�[OHU�����VM�LTWSV`LLZ�SLH]PUN�[OL�VѝJL�MVY�I\ZPULZZ�[HRL�W\ISPJ�[YHUZWVY[H[PVU�
• Shuttle buses were implemented and carried 239,000 people.
• Completed the planning of the second solar power generation system.
• In response to the "21 Days of Green Living" event and with the theme of "I shall change for the climate",   we 

want to implement green thinking in the daily lives of the public and take action together.
�� ;V�JLSLIYH[L�(YIVY�4VU[O�HUK�LUJV\YHNL�WLVWSL�[V�WSHU[�[YLLZ�[VNL[OLY��/ZPUJO\�:[VYL�� � � �

collaborated with the Forestry Bureau to donate 1,400 saplings.

Green consumption, improved resource sustainability, 
and reduced consumption were promoted

• Won the New Taipei City Government’s Green Procurement Enterprise Award 
for 4 consecutive years.

• Ranked 5th in the country in terms of growth rate for the promotion of 
electronic invoices.

• 6 stores now provide power sharing rental services with 260 mobile power 
supplies.

• Environmental protection activities such as empty bottle recycling and second-
OHUK�WYVK\J[�YLJ`JSPUN��^LYL�WYVTV[LK�HUK���� � �/(77@�.6�WVPU[Z�^LYL�
given away.

• The reduction of packaging materials has decreased packaging costs by 9%.
• Promoted the eight major actions of green consumption based on the 

principles of "3R, 3E".

Provide excellent employment opportunities 
and enhance corporate productivity

• 193 new personnel were recruited.
• By promoting academia-industry cooperation, a total of 188 interns 

have been trained.
• Operations have reached a new height, with revenue of NT$47.8 billion, 

showing a growth of 7.7%.
• Earnings per share continued to grow by 10%.
• To invest in Taiwan, we opened 3 new stores across Taiwan, creating 

thousands of job opportunities.
• The "average salary" of full-time employees who are not in managerial 

positions increased by 1.5%.
�� 0U�[OL�WHZ[���`LHYZ��LTWSV`LL�ILULÄ[Z�OH]L�PUJYLHZLK�I`�����

cumulatively.
• Regarding digital learning, 3,944 employees took part in online 

education and training courses.
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Localization of Actions to Link Taiwan's Sustainable Development Goals

In July 2019, the National Sustainable Development Committee of the Executive Yuan integrated the 17 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and referred to the six major 
transformation actions recommended by the TWI2050 (The World in 2050) plan: "Strengthen human resource capabilities", "Circular Economy", "Energy Transition and Accelerating Decarbonization", 
	:\Z[HPUHISL�-VVK�HUK�(NYPJ\S[\YL�:`Z[LTZ�HUK�,JVSVNPJHS�*VUZLY]H[PVU	��	:THY[�*P[PLZ�HUK�9\YHS�(YLHZ	�HUK�	+PNP[HS�9L]VS\[PVU	��(M[LY�YLÄULTLU[�VM�[OL�NVHSZ��[OL����JVYLZ�NVHSZ�MVY�Z\Z[HPUHISL�
development in Taiwan and 143 specific goals and corresponding indicators were proposed. FEDS integrates the government's sustainable development goals through its partnership with the 
government. We have implemented sustainable actions in terms of the 6 sustainability aspects and 11 sustainability issues, and we are moving towards sustainable development.

Key measures for sustainable 
development in Taiwan

Aspects of sustainability 
implemented by FEDS

Sustainability issues of 
importance to FEDS Major achievements in 2020

Strengthened 
human resources

A healthy and happy 
workplace

Attracted and retained talent
Talent cultivation and 
development
Occupational safety and health

▲ ,Z[HISPZOLK�H�[HSLU[�WVVS�VM�KLW\[`�THUHNLTLU[�Z[Hќ�
▲ The average training hours per supervisor was 19 hours 
▲ Resignation rate 7.8% 
▲ Achieved zero occupational accidents and zero work injuries in 

the workplace

(16 people)
(↑ 52%)
(↓ 34%)

Circular economy Safe product 
management

Supply chain management
Water and waste management

▲ Suppliers signed 277 CSR commitment statements 
▲ 937 tons of recycling 
▲ 3,370 tons of food waste recycled 
▲Water consumption is better than industry performance 

(↑ 24%)
(↑ 1%)
(↑ 11%)
(↑ 18%)

Energy 
transformation

,ѝJPLU[�LU]PYVUTLU[HS�
protection operations

Energy management
Green products and services

▲ Actively established 43,705kWh of solar power 
▲ 0TWYV]LK�WV^LY�LѝJPLUJ`�,<0�[V�����
▲ Established 29 electric vehicle charging stations 
▲ Invested NT$34,199 thousand in energy saving projects 

(↑ 16%)
(↑ 1%)
(↑ 7%)
(↑ 4.7 times)

Sustainable 
agriculture 
and ecological 
conservation

Innovative department 
store benchmark

Store safety and services
Green products and services
Water and waste management

▲ Organized 118 farmers’ markets 
▲ Organized 52 environmental protection events 
▲ Green procurement accounted for 97.7% 
▲ Responded to 5 international environmental protection initiatives 

(↑ 19%)
(↑ 24%)
(↑ 2%)
(unchanged)

Smart cities and 
rural areas

/LHY[^HYTPUN�ZVJPHS�
welfare Charity and social participation

▲ Invested NT$22,824 thousand in social welfare 
▲ Organized 600 social welfare events 
▲ Cared for 2,051 children in rural areas 

(↑ 3.6 times)
(↑ 72%)
(↑ 21%)

Digital revolution
Sustainability 
management and 
governance

Customer service and 
communication
Business performance and 
innovation strategies

▲ A total of 84 management digital systems 
▲ Implemented 56 management innovation projects 
▲ 74 electronic forms 
▲ Provided 11 mobile payment tools 

(↑ 29%)
(↑ 12%)
(↑ 37%)
(↑ 10%)
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Six Major Capitals and Sustainable Value Creation Chain
FEDS adheres to a sustainable culture with the value of "giving back", connecting the upstream to downstream of the value chain, including the construction and operation of department stores, the 
LU[Y`�VM�JV\U[LY�]LUKVYZ��HUK�[OL�WYVJ\YLTLU[�VM�ZLSM�VWLYH[LK�NVVKZ�[V�J\Z[VTLY�ZLY]PJL��[V�ZH[PZM`�L]LY`�JVUZ\TLY�HUK�L_WHUK�ZVJPHS�PUÅ\LUJL��-,+:�JYLH[LZ�[OL�NYLH[LZ[�Z\Z[HPUHISL�]HS\L�PU�
every link of the value chain.
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ESG Key Achievements
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Awards and Honors
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Material topic matrix0KLU[PÄJH[PVU�VM�4H[LYPHS�;VWPJZ

FEDS refers to the AA1000 Accountability Principles and Standards, the Global Reporting 
Initiative (GRI) guidelines, international sustainable development trends, and the major 
topics of the domestic industry as the principles for the disclosure of the report and 
the judgment of the topic. In order to make the content of the report more in line with 
the needs and expectations of stakeholders, we conducted an annual questionnaire 
survey and collected 482 questionnaires. 18 major topics were compiled, of which 8 key 
topics and 6 important topics were listed as highly concerning topics. The topics will be 
disclosed and explained in depth in the report. 

0KLU[PÄJH[PVU

• Collect concerns of the 8 types of stakeholders
• 18 topics was compiled based on the material topics 

identified last year, daily operating conditions, the 
current events and industrial trends etc.

8 types of 
stakeholders

18 material 
topics

Sort

• Quantified the degree of attention of stakeholders 
towards various issues.

• 16 internal questionnaires for the CSR committee 
were used to evaluate the ESG impact on each topic 
within and without the organization.

• Evaluations were carried out by using the response, 
influence, and transparency of stakeholders as 
indicators.

Questionnaires for 

16 
department heads

Analysis

• To analyze the degree of concern for each issue, a 
total of 482 questionnaires were collected, which was 
an increase of 37% from last year.

• The top three groups from whom the questionnaires 
were collected are: Consumers (42%), employees 
(34%), suppliers and counter vendors (12%), taking 
into account the representation of internal and 
external stakeholders.

482 
questionnaires

*VUÄYTH[PVU

• The CSR Executive Office evaluates the analysis 
results and submits to the chairman of the CSR 
Committee for approval.

• The 18 topics are divided into 8 key topics and 6 
important topics. The management policies and 
performance of these 14 topics will be disclosed and 
L_WSHPULK�ÄYZ[�

• We will continue to communicate with stakeholders 
and confirm the appropriateness of the annual 
material topics matrix accordingly.

8 key topics

6 important 
topics

No. Key Topics Changes No. Important Topics Changes No. Basic Topics Changes

1 Store safety and 
services ↑ 4 9 Risk management ↓ 5 15 Attracted and 

retained talent ↓ 3

2 Ethical management ↑ 4 10 Legal Compliance ↓ 9 16 Energy 
management ↓ 1

3 Customer service and 
communication ↑ 4 11

Information 
security 

management
↑ 5 17

Green 
products and 

services
－

4 Product quality and 
food safety ↑ 1 12 Talent cultivation 

and development ↑ 1 18
Water and 

waste 
management

－

5 Brand value and image 
management ↓ 3 13 Charity and social 

participation ↓ 2

6 Occupational safety 
and health ↑ 8 14 Supply chain 

management ↓ 4

7 Corporate Governance ↓ 4

8
Business performance 

and innovation 
strategies

↑ 1
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Changes in the order of major topics and 
explanations

◆ Description of 1 major news event of the company

News Handling procedure Review and improvements

On September 13, 
2020, FEDS Xinyi 
(���Z\ќLYLK�H�WV^LY�
outage in the building 
due to abnormal 
power supply at 18:35 
in the evening.

The evacuation of customers was 
immediately initiated in the store, and 
the escalators and elevators were 
JOLJRLK�H[�[OL�ZHTL�[PTL��;OL�ÄYL�
department, Taipower and other units 
^LYL�HSZV�UV[PÄLK�HZ�ZVVU�HZ�WVZZPISL�
to assist in the safe evacuation of the 
customers. The power outage did not 
cause any injuries.

1. The fault was an abnormality in the PT on Taipower’s end, 
and Taipower had completed emergency repairs in the 
evening of the same day.

2. The emergency response procedures for power outages 
were re-examined and rehearsed.

3. A monitoring signal that is sent back to the central control 
room and an uninterruptible power system (UPS) to the 
elevators were added to prevent the elevator door from 
becoming stuck.

◆ Responding to 3 major industry issues in the news

After analyzing the major news stories of the department store industry in 2020, three topics of concern to 
Z[HRLOVSKLYZ�^LYL�PKLU[PÄLK�HUK�[OL�PUMVYTH[PVU�PZ�HZ�MVSSV^Z!

News Key descriptions The management mechanisms of FEDS

Ethical 
management of 

counters

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic 
impacting economic development, 
counter vendors closed without 
^HYUPUN��HќLJ[PUN�[OL�YPNO[Z�HUK�
interests of consumers and counter 
Z[Hќ�

In the initial stage of vendor recruitment, the Product Division will 
conduct credit checks, select vendors with good reputations and 
sound structures to cooperate, and will also sign contracts to ensure 
the integrity of the counter vendors through legal documents. If a 
possible abnormality is discovered, the legal team and related units 
will activate mechanisms to discuss countermeasures to ensure the 
normal operation of the department store.

Public environment 
safety

0U�(WYPS�������H�SHYNL�ÄYL�IYVRL�V\[�PU�
a well-known KTV in Taipei City, which 
caused heavy casualties. Because of 
[OPZ��[OL�PZZ\L�VM�ÄYL�ZHML[`�PUZWLJ[PVUZ�
in public places has attracted great 
attention from the public.

The Management Division has established management procedures 
[V�HJ[P]LS`�PUZWLJ[�]HYPV\Z�ÄYL�ZHML[`�HUK�W\ISPJ�MHJPSP[PLZ��7V[LU[PHS�
ZHML[`�YPZRZ�HYL�PKLU[PÄLK�[OYV\NO�TVU[OS`�THUHNLTLU[�TLL[PUNZ�
and periodic project audits and improvement plans are put forward to 
highlight safety and maintain the safety of department stores.

Protection of labor 
rights

From November to December 2020, 
the Taipei City Labor Inspection 
6ѝJL�JVUK\J[LK�PUZWLJ[PVUZ�VM�SHIVY�
conditions to protect the labor rights of 
employees in department stores.

We established a management system and working environments 
that meet or even exceed the labor laws and regulations. We also 
established a smooth communication channel to listen to the voices 
of our employees and provide feedback to achieve a harmonious and 
win-win relationship between labor and management.
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◆ StakeholdersCommunication with Stakeholders

Adhering to the service ideals of the department store industry, FEDS 
attaches great importance to the opinions of stakeholders. We refer to 
AA1000 stakeholder discussion and the five major standards: Influence, 
level of attention, responsibility, dependence, and diverse perspectives. We 
\ZL�[OL�Ä]L�Z[HUKHYKZ�[V�PKLU[PM`�[OL�LPNO[�[`WLZ�VM�PTWVY[HU[�Z[HRLOVSKLYZ��
in order to maintain smooth and good communication with them and 
understand the topics of interest to the stakeholders. Furthermore, we 
developed response strategies to actively respond through actions.

◆ Principles for Communication with Stakeholders
  

Stakeholders Importance to FEDS Material topics of concern Channels and frequency of communication Communication 
strategy Corresponding chapters

Consumers

Meeting customer 
needs and 
expectations, driving 
timely innovation and 
growth, and aiming for 
sustainable operation.

Customer service and 
communication
Product quality and food safety
Store safety and services
Ethical management
Information security 
management

．TV commercials/event DM 
(irregular)

．Social media (irregular)
．Satisfaction survey (irregular)
．Customer service hotline/

suggestion mailbox (Instant)

We operate with the 
wishes of consumers 
in mind to improve 
customer satisfaction 
and create good 
sustainable living.

Innovative department 
store benchmark
Safe product 
management

Employees

Employees are an 
important asset of 
the company and an 
important factor in 
creating sustainable 
competitiveness.

Store safety and services
Ethical management
Product quality and food safety
Occupational safety and health
Customer service and 
communication

．Internal announcement (irregular)
．Training and education (irregular)
．Departmental meetings/

management meetings (weekly/
monthly)

．Employee suggestion box 
(irregular)

We created a 
healthy and happy 
workplace, so that 
employees can work 
with peace of mind 
and grow together 
with the company.

Safe product 
management

Suppliers

The cooperation and 
support of excellent 
suppliers are key for 
creating a comfortable 
and safe shopping 
environment.

Ethical management
Customer service and 
communication
Store safety and services
Brand value and image 
management
Product quality and food safety

．Coordination meeting 
(irregular)

．Promotion meeting (irregular)
．Telephone/email (instant)

Through a 
comprehensive 
evaluation system, 
we choose high-
quality suppliers to 
create a sustainable 
supply chain.

Sustainability 
management and 
governance
Innovative department 
store benchmark
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Stakeholders Importance to FEDS Material topics of concern Channels and frequency of 
communication Communication strategy Corresponding chapters

Counter 
vendor

By providing 
popular products 
and personable 
services, we are 
working together to 
create sustainable 
and fashionable 
department stores.

Customer service and 
communication
Store safety and services
Product quality and food safety
Ethical management
Regulatory compliance

．Sales visits (irregular)
．Morning meetings (Daily)
．Merchants' friendly 

association (annual)
．Telephone/email (instant)

We aim to become the 
best partner for counter 
vendors, in order to 
provide high-quality 
goods and services, and 
create great shopping 
experiences for the 
customers.

Innovative department 
store benchmark
Safe product 
management

Shareholders/
investors

We create high-
value returns 
to become a 
good investment 
target through 
the protection of 
shareholder rights 
and interests.

Corporate Governance
Product quality and food safety
Business performance and 
innovation strategy
Ethical management
Customer service and 
communication

． Board of Directors/
Functional Committee 
meetings (Quarterly)

．Shareholders' meetings 
(annual)

．Investor conferences 
(irregular)

．Market Observation Post 
System (monthly)

We aim to create excellent 
WYVÄ[�WLYMVYTHUJL�
^OPSL�M\SÄSSPUN�V\Y�ZVJPHS�
responsibilities, to achieve 
sustainable management.

Sustainability 
management and 
governance
Safe product 
management

Government

The government 
formulates laws 
and regulations 
to improve 
the business 
environment of the 
industry.

Regulatory compliance
Store safety and services
Customer service and 
communication
Product quality and food safety
Ethical management
Corporate Governance

． Symposiums/seminars 
(irregular)

．On-site audits/safety 
inspections (irregular)

．Telephone/email (instant)

We comply with various 
laws and regulations and 
actively cooperate with 
relevant policies to ensure 
stable operations.

Sustainability 
management and 
governance
Innovative department 
store benchmark
Safe product 
management

Media
The company’s 
goodwill and image 
HYL�HќLJ[LK�I`�
media coverage.

Store safety and services
Customer service and 
communication
Product quality and food safety
Charity and social participation
Corporate Governance
Regulatory compliance

．Press conference (irregular)
．Telephone/email (instant)

We carefully maintain 
channels important 
to the transparent 
communication with 
stakeholders.

Innovative department 
store benchmark
Safe product 
management

Community 
residents

Provide local care 
as a good neighbor, 
HUK�M\SÄSS�[OL�
role of corporate 
citizenship.

Product quality and food safety
Ethical management
Occupational safety and health
Information security 
management
Customer service and 
communication

．In-person visits (irregularly)
．Telephone/email (instant)

Listening to feedback 
and communicating 
with care to reduce the 
operational impacts on 
the surrounding residents.

Safe product 
management
Sustainability 
management and 
governance
A healthy and happy 
workplace
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6YKLY�VM�THQVY�[VWPJZ�HUK�PKLU[PÄJH[PVU�VM�PTWHJ[�ZJVWL

Topics
Meaning to FEDS Disclosed items Corresponding chapters Page

Scope of impact

Importance Order Topics FEDS Consumers Suppliers Partners Shareholders/
investors Government Media Community 

residents

Key 1 Store safety and 
services

Inspect the health and 
safety of public facilities and 
establish an inspection and 
management mechanism

416 Customer health and 
safety 2.3 Optimized space 58 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Key 2 Ethical 
management

We comply with the free 
market system to avoid 
business conduct regulations 
that violate the law or the 
principle of customer integrity

102 Integrity and ethics: 
102-16~17
205 Anti-corruption 1.3 Comprehensive risk management 39 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Key 3
Customer 

service and 
communication

We aim to maintain 
customer relationships and 
customer satisfaction, and 
communicate product and 
service information to the 
customers

102 Stakeholder 
communication: 102-43~44
417 Marketing and labeling

1.3 Comprehensive risk management
2.3 Optimized space
4.1 Carefully selected high-quality 
products
����)L[[LY�ZHSHY`�HUK�ILULÄ[Z�[OHU�
others in the industry

39
58
81
95

● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Key 4 Product quality 
and food safety

Attach importance to product 
quality and food safety 
management, and provide 
products at the best price

102 Stakeholder 
communication: 102-43~44
416 Customer health and 
safety
417 Marketing and labeling

1.3 Comprehensive risk management
4.1 Strict selection of high-quality meals
4.2 Safe and delicious food and 
beverage
4.3 Supply Chain Management

39
81
84
88

● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Key 5
Brand value 
and image 

management
Communicate our corporate 
brand value and image

102 Stakeholder 
communication: 102-40˚
102-42~44
202 Market position

����)L[[LY�ZHSHY`�HUK�ILULÄ[Z�[OHU�
others in the industry
6.1 Global response to initiatives
6.2 Transnational window into culture
6.3 Local social welfare and care

95
112
114
116

● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Key 6 Occupational 
safety and health

Improve the safety of the 
working environment and 
allow employees to work with 
peace of mind and protect 
their health

403 Occupational safety 
and health 5.3 Considerate and friendly workplace 103 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Key 7 Corporate 
Governance

We aim to achieve excellent 
corporate governance by 
strengthening the operation 
of the Board of Directors, 
ethical management, internal 
controls, anti-corruption 
policies, etc.

����6YNHUPaH[PVU�WYVÄSL!�
102-1~15
102 Governance: 102-
18~28˚30-35

1.2 Steady sustainable governance 33 ● ● ● ● ●

Key 8
Business 

performance 
and innovation 

strategies

Implement innovations to 
create excellent business 
performance

201 Economic Performance
1.1 Forward-facing innovative 
management
3.2 Real-time smart proper

23
70 ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Important 9 Risk 
management

0KLU[PÄJH[PVU�VM�HUK�JVU[YVS�
measures for systemic and 
unsystematic risks

102-15 Key impacts, risks 
and opportunities 1.3 Comprehensive risk management 39 ● ● ● ● ●

Important 10 Regulatory 
compliance

Comply with the laws and 
regulations related to the 
company's operations

307 Regulatory compliance 
related to environmental 
protection
419 Social and economic 
regulatory compliance

1.3 Comprehensive risk management 39 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
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Topics

Meaning to FEDS Disclosed items Corresponding chapters Page
Scope of impact

Importance Order Topics FEDS Consumers Suppliers Partners Shareholders/
investors Government Media Community 

residents

Important 11
Information 

security 
management

Properly manage personal 
information and establish 
an information security 
management process

418 Customer privacy 1.3 Comprehensive risk management 39 ● ● ● ● ●

Important 12
Talent 

cultivation and 
development

*\S[P]H[L�Z[Hќ�Z�
professionalism to obtain 
better working capabilities, 
HUK�LZ[HISPZO�L_JLSSLU[�Z[Hќ�
development mechanisms

404 Training and education 5.2 Integrated talent cultivation 99 ● ● ● ●

Important 13
Charity 

and social 
participation

Public welfare and charity 
investment to develop 
and prosper with the local 
communities

6.1 Global response to initiatives
6.2 Transnational window into culture
6.3 Local social welfare and care

112
114
116

● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Important 14 Supply chain 
management

In addition to quality control 
of suppliers, it also includes 
sustainable management 
of labor conditions, 
environmental protection, 
etc.

����6YNHUPaH[PVU�WYVÄSL!�
102-9~10
204 Procurement practice
308 Supplier environment 
assessment
414 Supplier social 
assessment

4.3 Supply Chain Management 88 ● ● ● ●

Basic 15 Attracted and 
retained talent

7YV]PKL�ZHSHYPLZ�HUK�ILULÄ[Z�
better than peers the 
industry, so that employees 
can receive incentive and 
competitive treatment

201 Economic Performance
202 Market position
401 Labor relations
402 Employer-employee 
relations
405 Employee diversity and 
equal opportunity
406 Non-discriminant
407 Freedom of association 
and group negotiation
409 Forced or compulsory 
labor

1.3 Comprehensive risk management
����)L[[LY�ZHSHY`�HUK�ILULÄ[Z�[OHU�
others in the industry
5.2 Integrated talent cultivation
5.3 Considerate and friendly workplace

39
95
99
103

● ● ● ● ●

Basic 16 Energy 
management

Promote energy 
management and implement 
energy-saving measures

302 Energy 3.1 Energy saving green intelligence
3.3 Persistent green actions

65
75 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Basic 17 Green products 
and services

Products and services 
combined with green 
concepts to reduce the 
impact on the environment

305 Emissions
3.3 Persistent green actions
4.1 Carefully selected high-quality 
products

75
81 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Basic 18 Water and waste 
management

Review the company's water 
consumption, waste water 
discharge, and the amount 
of waste generated from 
operations, and formulate 
management goals and 
measures

306 Waste water and waste 3.2 Real-time smart property 
management 70 ● ● ● ● ●
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2020企業社會責任報告書 Corporate Social Responsibility Report

Far Eastern Department Stores is the oldest chain department store with the widest distribution of stores 
in Taiwan. With 53 years of development in Taiwan, FEDS has been progressing with the times to create 
a new form of department store for the Taiwanese people with a development model that includes inno-
vation, transformation, and diversification, to meet the all-round life needs of consumers, and establish 
the best sustainable model for Taiwan's department store industry. FEDS is leading the sustainable 
development of the department store industry to create a sustainable future together.

1.1 Forward-Facing Innovative Management 23
1.2 Steady Sustainable Governance  33
1.3 Comprehensive Risk Management  39

2020 Corporate Social Responsibility Report

Sustainability Management and Governance

・Ethical management

・Corporate governance

・Risk management

・Legal compliance

・Information security management

・Brand value and image management

・Business performance and innovation strategy

In response to   7    material topics

22
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1.1 Forward-facing Innovative 
Management

In 2020, the executive management of Far Eastern Department 
Stores led the team to continue innovating and transforming, 
created outstanding performances, implemented forward-
looking vision, planned innovative strategies, continued to 
expand stores, and built digital department stores, so that 
department stores are not only department stores, but also 
the heart of urban areas. We want to improve the quality 
of life of the people, and also energize the local economy. 
FEDS’s passion for change and innovation has created a 
solid foundation for the modernization of Taiwan’s department 
store industry. Thereby, positioning FEDS as the corporate 
benchmark for innovative operations in department stores.

1.1.1 Creating a new model for department 
stores through innovative 
transformations

FEDS follows the trends, transforms with the times, and 
innovates new department store business models. So far, we 
have become into a fifth-generation store. Each generation 
VM�Z[VYL�OHZ�KPќLYLU[�JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ��HUK�^L�JVU[PU\L�[V�HKK�
innovative elements to the main structure of the department 
store to fully meet the needs of different generations of 
consumers. Living needs have led FEDS to repeatedly use 
innovative business models and mall designs to establish an 
innovative benchmark for the transformation and improvement 
of department stores in Taiwan.

Smart store,     
innovative debut of FEDS XinYi A13

6U�1HU\HY`�� ��������-,+:�VѝJPHSS`�VWLULK�P[Z�UL^LZ[�ÄM[O�
generation store, FEDS XinYi A13. It was established in the 
XinYi district, which has the highest density of department 

stores in the world. With the concepts of “Refresh Your 
Experience” and “Third Place”, the store integrates unique 
lifestyle trends such as fashion, dining, home, etc., to 
provide the most important leisure venue for modern 
people to live and work, and it uses digital technology to 
create the only smart mall in Taiwan for customers of all 
ages. The store has successfully established itself in the 
international XinYi area, displaying a new generation of 
retail models with both entertainment and experience, and 
leading Taiwan's department store business structure to a new milestone.

-,+:�?PU@P�(���PZ�[OL�ÄYZ[�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYL�[V�PU[YVK\JL�[OL�L_JS\ZP]L�¸*\Z[VTLY�1V\YUL`¹�[V�ZVS]L�PZZ\LZ�MHJLK�I`�JVUZ\TLYZ�
when browsing and shopping. It allows consumers to experience the convenience and charm created by the implementation of 
technology throughout their experience, from entering the store, browsing, shopping, to leaving the store. In the next step, we will 
gradually introduce the "digital shopping experience" to existing stores and the unopened Zhubei store, so that we can provide 
the wonderful shopping experience to more customers.

◆ The development history of store types

Time 1967 Since 1980s 2011 2019

Store type First generation Second 
generation Third generation Fourth generation Fifth generation

Floor area Under 16,500 m2 Over 33,000 m2 Over 99,000 m2 42,9000 m2

Features Provide high-quality 
imported products.

Provide 
products 
with diverse 
features.

Adding elements of 
culture, education, 
and entertainment to 
the department stores

*YLH[PUN�[OLTLK�ZWHJLZ�I`�
developing international luxury 
goods.

;OL�ÄYZ[�*\Z[VTLY�
Journey provides a unique 
shopping experience.

Highlights

．*YLH[LK�[OL�ÄYZ[�I\ZPULZZ�
model that combined 
department stores with 
supermarkets.

．*V�VYNHUPaLK�[OL�ÄYZ[�
product exhibition with 
the US Department of 
*VTTLYJL�

． Established the only self-operated food 
counter in the department store called World 
Gourmet.

． *YLH[LK�[OL�ÄYZ[�¸4PK�`LHY�*LSLIYH[PVU¹�
promotion in Taiwan, which has been 
adopted by various department stores.

．*YLH[LK�H�
¸9L[HPS�4HSS¹�
to improve the 
experience on 
[OL�ÅVVY�

．The only 
smart mall 
in Taiwan for 
customers 
of all ages.

Representative 
store

;OL�ÄYZ[�Z[VYL�VWLULK�VU�
Yongsui Road in 1967

,_JLW[�MVY�[OL�*OPH`P�
Z[VYL��[OL�ÅVVY�ZWHJL�
in the stores is more 
than 10,000 pings

Hsinchu store/Tainan 
store/Kaohsiung store

4LNH�*P[`�)HU8PHV�Z[VYL� 
;VW�*P[`�;HPJO\UN�Z[VYL FEDS XinYi A13
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+P]LYZPÄLK�VWLYH[PVUZ�[V�TLL[�HSS�YV\UK�YL[HPS�ULLKZ

While promoting innovation and growth in the department store industry, FEDS 
also expanded its retail operations. At present, FEDS retail group has four major 
business types, including department stores, shopping malls, hypermarkets, and 
high-end supermarkets, providing people in Taiwan with a full range of consumption 
VW[PVUZ�� 0U�������[OLYL�HYL����I\ZPULZZ� SVJH[PVUZ� PU�;HP^HU�HUK�*OPUH��^P[O�H�[V[HS�
business volume of NT$114.8 billion, total assets of NT$128.4 billion, and 61,169 
shareholders. FEDS became the most unique and complete large-scale retail group 
on both sides of the strait.

◆ Main Operating Locaions of FEDS Retail Group

Note: The blue is within the report boundary (FEDS XinYi A13 and a.mart Shuinan store were new-opened in 
�������HUK�[OL�NYLLU�PZ�V\[ZPKL�[OL�YLWVY[�IV\UKHY`��:OHUNOHP�*P[`�7SHaH�:[VYL�^HZ�YLTV]LK�PU�������
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Continue to open stores to expand the   
new retail layout

Large department store openings continued to be held in Taiwan in 
2020, and new competitors continued joining the retail market. Far 
Eastern Department Stores adheres to a diversified retail layout and 
continues to open stores in order to meet the comprehensive needs of 
customers. Following the grand opening of FEDS XinYi A13 in January 
������^L�^PSS�VWLU�HUV[OLY�Z[VYL� PU�*O\ILP�HUK�JVUZ[Y\J[PVU�Z[HY[LK�
PU�4HYJO�������;OL�*O\ILP� Z[VYL�^PSS�ILJVTL� [OL� MPYZ[� SHYNL�ZJHSL�
KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYL� PU�/ZPUJO\�*V\U[`�HM[LY� [OL�VWLUPUN"�;OL�H�THY[��H�
subsidiary of FEDS, planned to open the new a.mart 3.0 concept store 
PU�[OL�;HPJO\UN�:O\PUHU�,JVUVTPJ�HUK�;YHKL�7HYR�� 0[�VѝJPHSS`�VWLULK�
on September 23, 2020. FEDS retail group increased its investment 
and opened three more stores across Taiwan.

9LNHYKPUN�KLWSV`TLU[� PU�;HP^HU�HUK�*OPUH�� PU�HKKP[PVU� [V�HKQ\Z[PUN�
operating strategies for existing stores and upgrading department store 
types and business models to better meet the needs of local consumer 
groups, we have also successively evaluated suitable investment 
SVJH[PVUZ�HUK�4(�[HYNL[Z�PU�RL`�JP[PLZ�HUK�LTLYNPUN�I\ZPULZZ�KPZ[YPJ[Z��
We will continue to expand store deployment and scale.

◆ In 2020, FEDS retail group opened three more stores

Using digital technology to move towards smart new retail

Technological innovation has accelerated the changes in new retail. FEDS references the development trends of the 
department store industry in Europe and the United States to establish a steady operation with “digitalization”. FEDS 
makes good use of digital technology, uses data to drive retail, adjusts its business model, and responds to consumer 
needs, innovating the customer shopping experience. In addition to setting up a digital transformation team, we actively 
use digital technologies to re-examine our operations, management, and service processes to enhance the customer 
experience. We also shift our targets on to personalized marketing, enhancing customize services, and creating a 
new shopping journey for consumers. We will move towards a business model that meets customer expectations and 
establish a new benchmark for smart retail.

Increased investment in Taiwan, Chubei Store is under  
construction

-,+:�*O\ILP�:[VYL�OLSK�[OL�ILHT�PUZ[HSSPUN�JLYLTVU`�VU�4HYJO�����������+\L�[V�[OL�*6=0+�� �WHUKLTPJ�HUK�
considering the priority of epidemic prevention, the beam installing ceremony was held by internal personnel in a 
ZPTWSL�HUK�ZVSLTU�THUULY�PU�HJJVYKHUJL�^P[O�J\Z[VTZ��HUK�UV�L_[LYUHS�=07Z�VY�WHY[ULYZ�H[[LUKLK��;OL�*O\ILP�
:[VYL�OHZ�H�IHZL�HYLH�VM�HIV\[��������ZX\HYL�TL[LYZ�HUK�H�[V[HS�ÅVVY�HYLH�VM�HIV\[����� ���ZX\HYL�TL[LYZ��0[�
is a green building with the characteristics of a Hakka walled village and has the most beautiful rooftop garden 
PU�;HP^HU��(�Z\IZ[HU[PHS�HYLH�VU�[OL�ÄYZ[�ÅVVY�PZ�YLZLY]LK�HZ�H�W\ISPJ�^LSMHYL�ZWHJL�[V�L_WYLZZ�Z\WWVY[�MVY�SVJHS�
JVTT\UP[PLZ�HUK�M\SÄSS�JVYWVYH[L�ZVJPHS�YLZWVUZPIPSP[PLZ�
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◆ Financial performance table (IFRS)

Item 2018 2019 2020

Operating ability

Total assets 103,746,341 130,511,105 128,423,769

Total liabilities 66,055,951 91,607,298 88,635,481

Total shareholder equity 37,690,390 38,903,807 39,788,288

Operating revenue 39,242,551 37,896,062 37,287,949

5L[�WYVÄ[�HM[LY�[H_��(ѝSPH[LK�[V�
the parent company) 1,318,150 1,781,843 1,939,139

Economic value of 
distribution

Employee remuneration and 
ILULÄ[Z 3,729,211 3,658,429 3,603,031

Distribution of shareholder 
dividends 1,577,000 1,299,152 2,469,435

Interest paid 278,753 223,010 208,441

Paying government income tax 549,618 334,652 626,394

*VTT\UP[`�PU]LZ[TLU[ 12,920 4,950 22,824

7YVÄ[HIPSP[`

Return on assets (%) 1.91 2.14 2.49

ROE (%) 4.42 5.67 6.46

Earnings per share (EPS) (NT$) 0.94 1.26 1.38

unit: NT$ thousand

1.1.2 Soaring above retail headwinds to 
achieve record-breaking business 
performance

-HJPUN�[OL�KL]LSVWTLU[�[YLUKZ�VM�KP]LYZPÄJH[PVU��KPNP[PaH[PVU��
and intelligentization in the retail environment, FEDS has taken 
the lead with precise vision, planned new strategies with 
new thinking, and built new capabilities with new strategies, 
continued to focus on goods, management, and services. 
We aimed to inject new elements in our stores, accelerate the 
pace of corporate growth, catch the eyes and understand 
the needs of consumers, and create the best business 
performance within the industry.

Continued growth pushes performance to 
new heights

0U� [OL� MPYZ[� OHSM� VM� ������*6=0+�� � WHUKLTPJ� HMMLJ[LK�
people's willingness to leave their homes, and physical 
department stores were affected by the diminishing crowds 
and their performance declined. Starting in the second half of 
the year, as the pandemic slowly resided, customers began 
returning to the stores, and because people were unable to 
go abroad, domestic consumption was driven by the crowds. 
The business performance of FEDS continued to expand, with 
annual turnover reaching NT$47.8 billion, showing growth 
of 7.7% and growth for 17 consecutive years. Our operating 
profit was NT$1.98 billion, becoming a rare example of 
success in the department store industry.

unit: NT$ hundred million
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The productivity improvement plan 
LPSURYHV�RUJDQL]DWLRQDO�HτFLHQF\

Management innovations to increase enterprise productivity  

-,+:�PU[LNYH[LZ�PUUV]H[P]L�HUK�KPќLYLU[PH[LK�[OPURPUN�PU[V�P[Z�I\ZPULZZ�Z[YH[LN �̀�HUK�JVU[PU\LZ�
to promote various management innovation actions. In 2020, 56 projects were implemented. 
Through cross-departmental project cooperation and planning, specific action plans were 
drawn up. In addition to driving continuous improvement in operating performance, the 
effectiveness of the management implementation reform has also greatly reduced operating 
costs, allowing FEDS to continue to grow in a changing environment. We fought against the 
J\YYLU[�HUK�HJOPL]LK�THNUPÄJLU[�YLZ\S[Z�

◆ Number of management innovation action projects

Management Innovation   1 

The department store industry is an industry with high operating leverage. The stimulation of 
rapid revenue growth can drive a rapid increase in operating profits. Therefore, the primary 
operating goal of the traditional department store industry is to increase revenue. However, the 
WYVÄ[�Z[Y\J[\YL�VM�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYLZ�OHZ�ILLU�HќLJ[LK�I`�[OL� PUJYLHZPUN�WVW\SHYP[`�VM�VUSPUL�
ZOVWWPUN��MHZ[�MHZOPVU��KPUPUN�HUK�V[OLY�SV^�THYNPU�JH[LNVYPLZ��JH\ZPUN�[OL�V]LYHSS�NYVZZ�WYVÄ[�
margin to decline year by year.

Facing the challenges to the traditional high operating leverage business model, FEDS 
discarded the traditional thinking of "performance growth can drive the growth of gross 

profit and operating profit", and instead considered the perspective of actual profitability. 
With management innovation actions, FEDS improved employee productivity and equipment 
VWLYH[PVU�LѝJPLUJ �̀�4VYLV]LY��-,+:�HJJLSLYH[LK�KPNP[PaH[PVU�HUK�PTWSLTLU[LK����THUHNLTLU[�
information systems in 2020, with the number increasing by 29% compared with the previous 
year to establish a new business model with low operating leverage to prepare for the future of 
big data in retail.

◆�,Z[HISPZO�H�SV^�VWLYH[PUN�SL]LYHNL�TVKLS�[V�PUJYLHZL�WYVÄ[HIPSP[`

 

Management Innovation   2 

Facing major changes from transformation of the industry, FEDS has taken the lead in the rapid 
development of changes in the industry. Since 2015, the "Productivity Improvement Project" has 
ILLU�SH\UJOLK��)`�Z[HY[PUN�MYVT�[OL�[OYLL�HJ[PVUZ�VM�	LZ[HISPZOPUN�KPNP[PaLK�Z`Z[LTZ��HKQ\Z[PUN�
organizational personnel, and increasing store space", FEDS have incorporated innovative 
thinking into management actions, greatly improving organizational productivity and operational 
LѝJPLUJ �̀�KYP]PUN�[OL�VWLYH[PUN�WYVÄ[�YH[L�MYVT������PU������[V������PU�������H�NYV^[O�VM������
and we hope to reach 5% in the next three years.

．7YVÄ[�PU�[OL�[YHKP[PVUHS�TVKLS�
of high operating leverage is 
represented by area A, while 
low operating leverage expands 
[OL�HYLH�YLWYLZLU[PUN�WYVÄ[�PU[V�
�(�)��

Established a new business model 
with low operating leverage
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Build a repair cost model to control 
planned repairs

Using KPIs for budget management

%XLOGLQJ�D�PRELOH�RτFH�DQG�PRYLQJ�
towards agile managementManagement Innovation   3 

-,+:�LZ[HISPZOLK�[OL�	,07�;HZR�-VYJL	�PU�+LJLTILY������[V�JYLH[L�[OL�*VTWHU`�6WLYH[PVUZ�
6ѝJL��,07��� 0U�6J[VILY���� ��[OL�,07�^HZ�M\SS`� SH\UJOLK��HSSV^PUN�HSS�LTWSV`LLZ�HUK�JV\U[LY�
personnel to work together without location restrictions. In 2020, we continued to integrate 
19 application systems and digitized 74 paper forms, representing an increase of 43% 
compared to last year, and issued 945 announcements to allow employees to receive company 
information immediately, and 1,108 documents were completed on the system platform. The 
system has effectively shortened the work process and time, and also allows employees to 
ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�PUJYLHZL�[OLPY�TVIPSL�WYVK\J[P]P[`�PU�H�KPNP[HS�LU]PYVUTLU[�

◆�4VIPSL�VɉJL

Management Innovation   4
A budget management committee was established in 2015 to set up a budget management 
plan for the seven major operating expenses in order to reduce fixed costs. The seven 
expenses include: Repair expenses, cleaning expenses, information processing expenses, 
electricity expenses, entertainment expenses, transportation expenses, and meal expenses. 
The accounting department tracks the budget adherence status of each department and 
store every month, reviews the reasons for overspending, and uses monthly KPI data to 

effectively manage and control operating expenses. In 2020, due to the impact of the 
*6=0+�� �WHUKLTPJ��[OL�THUHNLTLU[�\UP[�ÅL_PIS`�Z[YLUN[OLU�[OL�I\KNL[�JVU[YVSSPUN��HUK�[OL�
JVZ[�JVU[YVS�LќLJ[�^HZ�YLTHYRHISL��^P[O�[OL�ZH]PUN�LќLJ[�YLHJOPUN�IL[^LLU� ��HUK������0U�
[OL� M\[\YL��^L�^PSS�JVU[PU\L�WYVTV[PUN�I\KNL[�THUHNLTLU[�HUK�[V� PUJYLHZL�VWLYH[PUN�WYVÄ[�
rate to 5% is our target.

◆�,ɈLJ[P]LULZZ�VM�VWLYH[PUN�L_WLUZLZ�ZH]PUN�JVU[YVS�

Management Innovation   5
The important infrastructure and equipment essential to the stable operation of a department 
store include good air-conditioning, lighting and other mechanical and electrical equipment. 
Therefore, FEDS allocates a certain amount of budget to the maintenance and repair of the 
equipment every to ensure that the equipment can be well-maintained. In order to allow various 
maintenance and repair work to be managed on schedule and avoid unnecessary waste, 
the management unit established a task force to analyze the historical repair data of the past 
��`LHYZ��OVWPUN�[V� [HYNL[� [OL�L_WLUKP[\YLZ�YLZ\S[PUN� MYVT�YLN\SHY�THPU[LUHUJL��Ä_LK�YLWHPYZ��
and demand changes of different equipment. A more complete implementation plan and 
management procedures have been established. Through the establishment of a repair cost 
TVKLS��[OL�JVTWHU`�Z�YLWHPY�L_WLUZLZ�JHU�IL�LѝJPLU[S`�WYLKPJ[LK�HUK�L_LJ\[LK�PU�H�WSHUULK�
THUULY��([�WYLZLU[�� [OL�[HZR�MVYJL�OHZ�JVTWSL[LK�[OL�ÄYZ[�]LYZPVU�VM� [OL�MVYLJHZ[�TVKLS�� 0[� PZ�
expected that in 2021, a statistical regression analysis will be integrated to test the accuracy of 
the cost forecast model.

% savings
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6WDEOH�FDVK�ñRZ��&)�DGHTXDF\�
Ratio up to 2.11 timesManagement Innovation   6

Abundant operating cash is an important foundation for the stable growth of a company. FEDS 
OHZ�JVU[YVSSLK�[OL�VWLYH[PUN�JHZO�ÅV^�HSSV^HISL�YH[PV��HUK�\ZLZ�[OL�JHZO�ÅV^�HSSV^HISL�YH[PV�
to measure whether the cash generated by the company’s operations is sufficient to meet 
the company’s operating growth needs. If the ratio is greater than 100%, it means the cash 
NLULYH[LK�I`�[OL�JVTWHU`»Z�VWLYH[PVUZ�PZ�Z\ѝJPLU[�[V�TLL[�[OL�JVTWHU`»Z�SVUN�[LYT�I\ZPULZZ�
growth, which can reduce the dependence on external fundraising and reduce corporate capital 
JVZ[Z��;OL�HSSV^HISL�JHZO�ÅV^�YH[PV�VM�-,+:�OHZ�L_JLLKLK������PU�YLJLU[�`LHYZ�HUK�YLHJOLK�
211% in 2020.

◆�*HZO�ÅV^�HKLX\HJ`�YH[PV

Retail big data, moving towards management 2.0

Peter Ferdinand Drucker, the father of management, once said: "Knowledge will replace land, 
labor, capital, and equipment to become the most important factor of production." In the 53-
year history of FEDS, we have accumulated many knowledge assets. These knowledge assets 
are also precious corporate wisdom and are important core knowledge for FEDS to maintain its 
competitive advantage. On the basis of long-term continuous promotion of digitization by the 
management unit, important documents and data related to operation and management have 
ILLU� PUMVYTH[PaLK�HUK�OH]L�ILJVTL�KH[H�[OH[�JHU�IL�LќLJ[P]LS`�\ZLK��ZOHYLK��HUHS`aLK��HUK�
WYLKPJ[LK�� 0U� [OL�UL_[�Z[LW��-,+:�^PSS� SH\UJO�[OL�	4HUHNLTLU[�����7YVQLJ[	��^OPJO�^PSS�Z[VYL�
HUK�JSHZZPM`�[OL�SHYNL�HTV\U[Z�VM�KH[H�HJJ\T\SH[LK�HUK�V^ULK�I`�[OL�*VTWHU`�MVY�L_[LUKLK�
periods in the spirit of knowledge management, and then use AI technology for automated 
management and application, so that FEDS will gradually move forward, and become a "digital 
smart enterprise."

1.1.3 Contribution is the core value to drive sustainable 
development

FEDS incorporates "giving back" as the core value of our operations, and deepens sustainability 
^P[OPU�[OL�*VTWHU �̀�0U�VYKLY�[V�JVUZVSPKH[L�PU[LYUHS�JVUZLUZ\Z�HUK�Z[YLUN[OLU�UL^�JVUJLW[Z�
of sustainability, FEDS incorporates�*:9� �JVYWVYH[L�ZVJPHS� YLZWVUZPIPSP[`��H^HYLULZZ� PU[V� P[Z�
corporate culture through information sharing, events, etc. FEDS hopes to inject sustainability 
into FEDS corporate brand value, and implement sustainable thinking.
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The comprehensive sustainable growth model leads to sustainable 
operations

As the oldest department store in Taiwan, for 53 years, FEDS has been advancing with the 
times in innovation, transformation, and reengineering. At the same time, it has taken into 
account economic growth, environmental sustainability, and social integration in the process of 
operating to create a triple win sustainable growth model for the economy, environment, and 
society, leading the department store industry into a new era of sustainable development.

Corporate Social Responsibility Committee implants the DNA of 
Sustainability

-,+:�Z�*VYWVYH[L�:VJPHS�9LZWVUZPIPSP[`�*VTTP[[LL�^HZ�LZ[HISPZOLK� PU�
2015. Its members cover three subsidiaries of a.mart, city'super, and 
;OL�4HSS��;OL�JOHPYTHU� PZ�[OL�WYLZPKLU[�VM�-,+:��HUK�[OL�]PJL�WYLZPKLU[��
chief financial officer of the management division serves as the chief 
L_LJ\[P]L�VѝJLY��KPYLJ[PUN�[OL�VWLYH[PVUZ�VM�[OL�JVTTP[[LL�HUK�Z\WLY]PZPUN�
the project. The Executive Office is responsible for the overall project 
implementation performance, cross-departmental communication on 
*:9�TH[[LYZ�HUK�YLZV\YJL� PU[LNYH[PVU��[OL�W\ISPJH[PVU�VM�JVYWVYH[L�ZVJPHS�
responsibility reports.

0U�HJJVYKHUJL�^P[O� [OL� 	-HY�,HZ[LYU�+LWHY[TLU[�:[VYLZ�*VYWVYH[L�:VJPHS�9LZWVUZPIPSP[`�
Policy", the disclosure of corporate social responsibility information is an important principle 
for implementing corporate social responsibility. The Executive Office compile and publish 
[OL�	*VYWVYH[L�:VJPHS�9LZWVUZPIPSP[`�9LWVY[	�L]LY`�`LHY� [V�W\ISPJS`�KPZJSVZL�LU]PYVUTLU[HS��
social and governance performance with contents covering inclusiveness, substantiveness, 
and responsiveness, so as to achieve effective communication with stakeholders. In order 
to ensure that the information disclosure complies with the three principles of completeness, 
materiality, and communication, the report preparation process undergoes rigorous reviews 
and checks. Starting with the convening of the editorial meeting, the dedicated personnel of 
each department would report sustainable performance based on business operations, and the 
,_LJ\[P]L�6ѝJL�PZ�YLZWVUZPISL�MVY�[OL�V]LYHSS�WSHUUPUN�HUK�LKP[PUN��HUK�YLWVY[�[V�[OL�JOHPYTHU�
MVY�[OL�ÄUHS�HWWYV]HS�

Corporate Social 
Responsibilities 

policies
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◆ Report preparation process

Regular senior management meetings implement sustainable performance

FEDS focuses on the targets of corporate sustainable development through regular senior management meetings, and we 
JVU[PU\L� PTWYV]PUN�V\Y�HIPSP[`� [V�JYLH[L�Z\Z[HPUHISL�]HS\L��;OYV\NO�^LLRS`�4HUHNLTLU[�+P]PZPVU�TLL[PUNZ��TVU[OS`�VWLYH[PVU�
meeting, and other meetings, sustainable issues such as energy management, operation services, human resources, mall safety, 
etc., we reviewed and discussed to ensure environmental sustainability, social welfare and corporate governance actions are 
LќLJ[P]LS`�PTWSLTLU[LK��

Key topics Content 2020 results

Public facilities and 
ÄYL�ZHML[`

Implementing inspections of various 
equipment to improve the safety of the
stores

．:[YLUN[OLULK�Z[VYL�WH[YVSZ�HUK�VU�ZP[L�ÄYLÄNO[PUN�LK\JH[PVU
．*VTWSL[LK�H�^LLRS`�PUZWLJ[PVU�THUHNLTLU[�MVYT
．4VU[OS`�THUHNLTLU[�TLL[PUNZ�[V�YL]PL^�HIUVYTHS�L]LU[Z

Epidemic prevention
management 

Tracing the epidemic situation to make 
operation, service, and management 
plans

．Launched covid-19 preventions for a safe shopping environment
．,Z[HISPZOLK�H�OLHS[O�THUHNLTLU[�UV[PÄJH[PVU�Z`Z[LT�MVY�HSS�Z[Hќ
．Established an epidemic response team to implement the plans

Drones and store 
management 
applications

Drone technology can be used in the 
cleaning and security of shopping malls

．*VTWSL[LK�[OL�L]HS\H[PVU�VM�[OL�KYVUL�WH[YVS�WSHU
．*VTWSL[LK�[OL�JVUZ[Y\J[PVU�VM�[OL�ZTHY[�[VPSL[�PTHNL

FEDS APP Project
Accepting the suggestions from frontline
J\Z[VTLY�ZLY]PJL�Z[Hќ�HUK�WYVTV[L�[OL�
FEDS APP to improve customer
satisfaction

．*VTWSL[LK�[OL�VW[PTPaH[PVU�VM�[OL�-,+:�(77�Z�LѝJHJ`
．*VTWSL[LK�[OL�KPNP[PaH[PVU�VM�JYLKP[�JHYK�YL^HYKZ
．*VTWSL[LK�[OL�KPNP[PaH[PVU�VM�]V\JOLYZ�HUK�JV\WVUZ

Procurement 
management

Integrating the procurement needs 
of stores, the advantages of control 
procurement

．:PTWSPÄLK�[OL�WYVJLK\YLZ�HUK�YLK\JLK�ULNV[PH[PVU�WYVJLK\YLZ�VM�Z[VYLZ
．,ќLJ[P]LS`�ZH]LK�L_WLUZLZ�HUK�YLK\JLK�WYPJLZ�[OYV\NO�SHYNL�W\YJOHZPUN�

quantity 

Sustainable KPIs Establishing sustainability KPIs and 
implement sustainability values into work 

．Held 11 discussion meetings
．Implement 59 sustainable management KPIs in 2021

Sustainability UP plan enhances the ability 
to create sustainable value

FEDS has promoted the "Sustainability UP plan" since 
2018, and continued promoting and investing to strengthen 
employees’awareness of sustainability in 2020, to establish 
a sustainable working culture, and improves the sustainable 
development of FEDS. It also drives the sustainable 
performance of Taiwanese society.

Sustainability UP   1
Sharing new knowledge about international 
sustainability trends  

;OL�*:9�,_LJ\[P]L�6MMPJL� YLN\SHYS`� ZOHYLZ� Z\Z[HPUHIPSP[`�
issues and development trends at management meetings. On 
September 23, 2020, FEDS participated in the "AREA Asian 
*VYWVYH[L�:VJPHS�9LZWVUZPIPSP[`�(^HYK�HUK�:\Z[HPUHIPSP[`�
Summit", learning topics such as climate risk, responsible 
Z\WWS`�JOHPU��JPYJ\SHY�LJVUVT`�HUK�V[OLY� PU[LYUH[PVUHS�*:9�
experience. The information was shared with 22 executives 
and employees, expanding their vision of sustainability.
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Sustainability UP   2
Regular cross-functional sharing and communication

0U�VYKLY� [V�Z[YLUN[OLU�JYVZZ�M\UJ[PVUHS�*:9�JVTT\UPJH[PVU��
8 sharing meetings were held in 2020. 464 participants were 
from 5 departments including the management department of 
/8�[V�KPZJ\ZZ�MVY�[OL�[V[HS�OV\YZ�VM�� ��OV\YZ��-LKZ�OLSK�[OL�
"Rising Star Program" and awarded 5 groups and 6 individual 
colleagues who performed well in the program.

◆ Sustainability sharing meeting

Sustainability UP   3   Training sustainability lecturers

In order to improve employees’knowledge of how benchmark companies promote sustainable actions, and also improve the 
performance of the FEDS’s sustainable governance, sustainable environment, and sustainable society, we encourage employees 
[V�WHY[PJPWH[L�PU�JVYWVYH[L�Z\Z[HPUHIPSP[`�[YHPUPUN�JV\YZLZ�HUK�ZLY]L�HZ�]VS\U[LLY�YL]PL^LYZ�MVY�[OL�;HP^HU�*VYWVYH[L�:\Z[HPUHIPSP[`�
(^HYKZ��;*:(��*VYWVYH[L�:\Z[HPUHIPSP[`�9LWVY[�(^HYK��0U����������LTWSV`LLZ�X\HSPÄLK�HZ�YL]PL^LYZ�HUK�HJ[\HSS`�WHY[PJPWH[LK�PU�
the review work.

◆ Sustainability UP development plan achievements

Sustainability UP   4   Implementing sustainable management KPIs

In order to implement the spirit of "Retail is Detail", FEDS established 50 ESG KPIs to implement sustainable value into practical 
operations. We regularly track the performance of each KPI every month and add new ones at the end of the year based on 
[OL�*VTWHU`»Z� M\[\YL�I\ZPULZZ�NVHSZ�VY� YL]PZPUN��>L�OVWL�[V�LZ[HISPZO�H�WVZP[P]L�J`JSL�VM�JVU[PU\V\Z� PTWYV]LTLU[� [OYV\NO�
sustainable performance management, and create the good performance of FEDS sustainable operation.

◆ ESG management indicators
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1.2 Steady Sustainable Governance

*VYWVYH[L�NV]LYUHUJL� PZ�HU� PTWVY[HU[� MV\UKH[PVU� MVY�JVYWVYH[L�Z\Z[HPUHIPSP[ �̀�-,+:�OHZ�H�NVVK�NV]LYUHUJL�Z[Y\J[\YL�� PTWSLTLU[Z�JVYWVYH[L�
NV]LYUHUJL�[OYV\NO�ZWLJPHSPaH[PVU��-,+:�H[[HJOLZ�PTWVY[HUJL�[V�[OL�M\UJ[PVUZ�VM�[OL�)VHYK�VM�+PYLJ[VYZ��PTWYV]LZ�PUMVYTH[PVU�[YHUZWHYLUJ �̀�HUK�ZL[Z�
\W�]HYPV\Z�JVTTP[[LLZ�[V� PTWYV]L�NV]LYUHUJL�LѝJPLUJ`�HUK�KLJPZPVU�THRPUN�X\HSP[ �̀�>L�HJ[P]LS`� QVPU� PU�[OL�KVTLZ[PJ�HUK�MVYLPNU�HZZVJPH[PVUZ�[V�
PUÅ\LUJL�[OL�YL[HPS�PUK\Z[Y �̀�TV]PUN�[V^HYKZ�Z\Z[HPUHISL�NV]LYUHUJL��WYV[LJ[PUN�[OL�YPNO[Z�VM�ZOHYLOVSKLYZ�HUK�Z[HRLOVSKLYZ�

������2UJDQL]DWLRQ�VSHFLDOL]DWLRQ�DQG�HPSKDVL]LQJ�VWDNHKROGHUV
�ULJKW�DQG�EHQHðW

-,+:�OHZ�	*VYWVYH[L�.V]LYUHUJL�7YPUJPWSLZ	�[V�OLSW�LZ[HISPZO�H�NVVK�JVYWVYH[L�NV]LYUHUJL�Z`Z[LT���JVUULJ[PUN�
the governance mechanisms of our subsidiaries to ensure corporate governance efficacy. FEDS has three main 
KP]PZPVUZ!�4HUHNLTLU[�+P]PZPVU��6WLYH[PVU�+P]PZPVU��HUK�7YVK\J[�+P]PZPVU��;OL�KP]PZPVUZ�HYL� YLZWVUZPISL� MVY�
management, operations and business solicitation, FEDS has also established functional committees to develop 
relevant governance strategies and plans to enhance the vision and functions of corporate governance, and ensure 
[OL�*VTWHU`�Z�SVUN�[LYT�KL]LSVWTLU[�HUK�WYVÄ[HISL�NYV^[O�

:L[�\W�[OL�JVYWVYH[L�NV]LYUHUJL�VɉJLY�[V�WYVTV[L�JVYWVYH[L�NV]LYUHUJL

0U�4H`���� ��)6+�VM�-,+:�HWWYV]LK�[OL�WVZP[PVU�VM�H�	*VYWVYH[L�.V]LYUHUJL�6MMPJLY	��ZLY]LK�I`� [OL� Q\UPVY�]PJL�WYLZPKLU[�VM� [OL�HJJV\U[PUN�
department for supervising and executing corporate governance businesses. The main responsibilities and implementations in 2020 are as follows:

Improve information 
transparency to strengthen 
communication with 
stakeholders

FEDS appointed specialized personnel 
responsible for company information 
collection and disclosure. FEDS can 
communicate with the stakeholders 
directly through spokesperson , IR staff 
and e-mail at any time. We also hold 
institutional investor conference for 
investors to express their opinions. These 
are good opportunities to improve the 
quality of corporate governance. Annual 
financial report would be announced 
within three months after the end of 
the fiscal year. The "Investor Relations" 
(https://www. feds.com.tw/shareholder/
shareholder_en.html) and "Stakeholder 
Identification" (https://www.feds.com.
[^�*:9FLU��:[HRLOVSKLY�� ZLJ[PVUZ�VU�
the company’s website (http://www.
feds.com.tw) have disclosed corporate 
governance information and strengthen 
information transparency.

Corporate 
Governance 
Principles

)('6�
Organizational 

Chart
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Ranked in the top 20% of the corporate governance 
evaluation

FEDS has established complete corporate governance standards and various functional 
committees to help improve corporate governance efficiency and decision-making 
quality. In 2020, 10 corporate governance-related standards were revised. Among them, 
in order to strengthen corporate governance and improve the remuneration system for 
KPYLJ[VYZ�HUK�THUHNLYZ�VM� [OL�*VTWHU �̀� [OL�	9LT\ULYH[PVU�*VTTP[[LL�9\SLZ	�^LYL�
revised so that directors, managers of relevant departments of the company, internal 
auditors, accountants, legal advisers or other personnel should be invited to attend the 
meeting and provide relevant and necessary opinions, but should leave the meeting 
during discussion and voting. 

0U� [OL������*VYWVYH[L�.V]LYUHUJL�,]HS\H[PVU��-,+:� YHURLK�HTVUN� [OL� [VW�����
VM�JVTWHUPLZ��-VSSV^PUN� [OL� ¸*VYWVYH[L�.V]LYUHUJL�����:\Z[HPUHISL�+L]LSVWTLU[�
)S\LWYPU[¹� PZZ\LK�I`� [OL�-PUHUJPHS�:\WLY]PZVY`�*VTTPZZPVU� PU�(\N\Z[�������^L�OH]L�
continued to improve our corporate governance mechanisms.

◆ Articles of Incorporation revised in 2020

◆ Operating status of the corporate governance related committee

Name
Types of resolutions

Economic Environmental Social

)VHYK�VM�+PYLJ[VYZ

(\KP[�*VTTP[[LL

9LT\ULYH[PVU�*VTTP[[LL

)\KNL[�*VTTP[[LL

4HYRL[�+L]LSVWTLU[�*VTTP[[LL

*:9�*VTTP[[LL

/9�(YIP[YH[PVU�*VTTP[[LL�

◆ Number of important resolutions passed by the BOD

������'LYHUVLðHG�GLUHFWRUV�ZLWK�SURIHVVLRQDO�
knowledge

There are 9 board members of FEDS, 3 of which are independent 
directors. All directors have extensive knowledge of operations and 
THUHNLTLU[��KLJPZPVU�THRPUN�HUK� PUK\Z[YPHS�RUV^SLKNL��;OL�)VHYK�
of Directors was convened 4 times in 2020 for fully communicate with 
management to ensure the implementation of the operating policies. 
At the same time, regular performance evaluations of directors were 
THKL�L]LY`�`LHY�[V�JVUÄYT�[OL�KP]LYZL�IHJRNYV\UKZ�HUK�JVTWL[LUJL�
of directors to improve the corporate governance, and enrich the 
Z\Z[HPUHISL�KL]LSVWTLU[�VM�[OL�*VTWHU �̀

2018 2019 2020VOTE

19
VOTE

21
VOTE

24
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More than half of directors are female, 
satisfying industry needs

FEDS emphasizes to gender equality and includes this in 
the selection of directors. In 2020, there were 5 female 
KPYLJ[VYZ��HJJV\U[PUN� MVY�TVYL�[OHU�����VM� [OL�)6+��^OPJO�
is much higher than the average female director ratio of 
listed companies in Taiwan. The department store industry 
is dominated by female consumers which allows us to 
care female more, meets their needs, and increase public 
attentions to gender equality issues.

◆ Diversity of the Board of Directors

  

Conducting regular performance evaluations and performance exceeded the standard

-,+:�OHZ� MVYT\SH[LK�[OL�	)VHYK�VM�+PYLJ[VYZ�7LYMVYTHUJL�,]HS\H[PVU�4LHZ\YLZ	� [V�LUOHUJL�JVYWVYH[L�NV]LYUHUJL�HUK�[OL�
M\UJ[PVUZ�VM� [OL�)VHYK�VM�+PYLJ[VYZ��;OL�IVHYK�WLYMVYTHUJL�L]HS\H[PVU�^HZ�JVUK\J[LK� PU�5V]LTILY�������;OL�L]HS\H[PVU�
WLYPVK�^HZ�MYVT�1\UL�������� �[V�1\UL�����������(SS�KPYLJ[VYZ�HUK�[OL�)VHYK�VM�+PYLJ[VYZ��(\KP[�*VTTP[[LL��HUK�9LT\ULYH[PVU�
*VTTP[[LL�YLZWLJ[P]LS`�JVUK\J[LK�PU[LYUHS�L]HS\H[PVUZ�PU�X\LZ[PVUUHPYLZ��;OL�L]HS\H[PVU�YLZ\S[Z�HYL�KP]PKLK�PU[V�	(JOPL]LK� ���
or more - exceeding the standard", "Achieved 80%~90% - meeting the standard" and "Under 80% % - improvements needed", 
totaling three grades.

;OL� YLZ\S[Z� MVY� [OL�KPYLJ[VYZ�� [OL�)VHYK�VM�+PYLJ[VYZ�HUK� [OL� M\UJ[PVUHS�JVTTP[[LLZ�OH]L�HSS�ILLU�KLLTLK�HZ� 	L_JLLKPUN�
Z[HUKHYKZ	��^OPJO�ZOV^LK�[OH[�[OL�KPYLJ[VYZ�HUK�M\UJ[PVUHS�JVTTP[[LLZ�KPK�[OLPY�K\[`�]LY`�^LSS��LќLJ[P]LS`�PTWYV]PUN�[OL�KLJPZPVU�
THRPUN�X\HSP[`�VM�[OL�IVHYK��;OL�L]HS\H[PVU�YLZ\S[Z�^V\SK�IL�YLWVY[LK�[V�[OL�)VHYK�VM�+PYLJ[VYZ�PU�[OL�ÄYZ[�X\HY[LY�VM�������HUK�
individual performance evaluation results would be used as a reference for director nomination. In the future, professional training 
courses for directors will be continuously held, and external performance evaluations will be arranged at least every three years to 
PTWYV]L�[OL�VIQLJ[P]LULZZ�HUK�M\UJ[PVUHS�LѝJPLUJ`�VM�[OL�IVHYK»Z�L]HS\H[PVU�

◆ Board of Directors performance evaluation guidelines

Note: The source of the data is the 2020 statistics of the Taiwan Stock Exchange.

Board members
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◆ Board performance evaluation results

Year 2018 2019 2020

Evalu-
ation 

subject:

Board 
of Dire-
ctors

Direc-
tors

Func-
tional 
com-

mittees

Board 
of Dire-
ctors

Direc-
tors

Func-
tional 
com-

mittees

Board 
of Dire-
ctors

Direc-
tors

Func-
tional 
com-

mittees

Perfor-
mance 
result

ൔ ൔ ൔ ൔ ൔ ൔ ൔ ൔ ൔ

Note: There are three grades for the performance results: Exceed the standard ( ൔ ), meet the standard (◎ ),   
Need improvements (○ )

FEDS pays directors’ remuneration in accordance with Article 27 of the company’s 
(Y[PJSLZ�VM� 0UJVYWVYH[PVU�� 0M� [OLYL� PZ�H�WYVÄ[� PU� [OL�J\YYLU[�`LHY��UV�TVYL� [OHU������
shall be allocated as directors’ remuneration. The actual distribution rate and 
HTV\U[�VM�KPYLJ[VYZ»�YLT\ULYH[PVU�HYL�Z\IQLJ[�[V�[OL�)VHYK�VM�+PYLJ[VYZ�WLYMVYTHUJL�
evaluation, the company’s operating results and future business risks, and other 
factors, and then  are reported to the shareholders meeting. In 2020, FEDS paid 
a total remuneration for directors of NT$57,433 thousand. The proportion of net 
income for directors is 1.97%, and for independent directors is 0.18%. For more 
information, please refer to Annual Report. 

◆ Remunerations to directors, president, and vice presidents in 2020

Under NT$1,000,000 Ding Yu, Dong

NT$1,000,000 ~NT$1,999,999 Edward Wei and Eugene Chien

NT$5,000,000 ~NT$9,999,999 Chee Ching, Nicole Hsu, Jin-Lin Liang, and Phiby 
Lee

NT$15,000,000 ~NT$29,999,999 Douglas Hsu and Nancy Hsu

Directors and managers continue to training to improve their 
professionalism

To ensure that the directors and managers of the company can understand the 
corporate governance laws and the competitive environment of industry, FEDS has 
planned various professional courses to help them keep up with the times. In 2020, all 
KPYLJ[VYZ�JVTWSL[LK���OV\YZ�VM�[YHPUPUN��HUK�[OL�JVYWVYH[L�NV]LYUHUJL�VѝJLY�JVTWSL[LK�
9 hours of training. The topics of the training cover financial information analysis, 
ÄUHUJPHS�JYPZPZ�^HYUPUN�HUK�JVYWVYH[L�NV]LYUHUJL��0U�[OL�M\[\YL��^L�^PSS�JVU[PU\L�[V�WSHU�
diversified professional courses to enhance professionalism and decision-making, to 
improve corporate governance functions, and ensure the sustainable operation of the 
company. For details about the training of directors and managers, please refer to the 
2020 Annual Report of the company.

������3DUWLFLSDWH�LQ�SXEOLF�DVVRFLDWLRQV�WR�H[HUW�LQGXVWULDO�LQñXHQFH

As Taiwan’s oldest department store with the widest operating locations, and being the only listed 
department store, FEDS actively participates in domestic and foreign associations, expanding its 
contributing its influence. To be the only Taiwan representative of IGDS, FEDS communicates with 
international department stores every year. In addition, FEDS also serves as directors and supervisors 
in six associations to promote the development of the industry and become a staunch force for the 
internationalization and modernization of Taiwan's department store industry.

Partnering with peers to prosper industrial development

In 2020, FEDS joined 45 domestic and foreign industry associations, and spent NT$1.74 million to 
promote the development of the industry with industrial partners. We are also founding members of three 
HZZVJPH[PVUZ�^OPJO�PUJS\KL�9L[HPS�(ZZVJPH[PVU�VM�*OPULZL�;HPWLP��[OL�9LW\ISPJ�VM�*OPUH�:OVWWPUN�*LU[LY�
(ZZVJPH[PVU��;HP^HU�*V\UJPS�VM�:OVWWPUN�*LU[LY��HUK�*LU[LY�VM�*VYWVYH[L�:\Z[HPUHIPSP[`�9LZLHYJO�
FEDS joined the Sustainable Development Goals Alliance (A.SDGs), becoming a key force in leading the 
department store industry and driving sustainable development.

2020 
Annual Report
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◆ Associations participation

Joined IGDS to enhance international vision and visibility

The Intercontinental Group of Department Stores (IGDS) was established in Switzerland in 
1946. It has always been the world’s largest department store association and one of the most 
unique and dynamic retail networks since its establishment. As of 2020, the group includes 43 
members from 36 countries. The total sales of member companies exceeded US$100 billion.

FEDS joined IGDS in 1988, which is the first Asian company to join the group and the only 
KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYL�MYVT�;HP^HU��)`�WHY[PJPWH[PUN�PU�[OL�.SVIHS�+LWHY[TLU[�:[VYL�:\TTP[��.+::��
and World Department Store Forum (WDSF) held by IGDS every year, we can comply with 
international trends and standards, not only bring world's famous brands into Taiwan, but also 
marketing Taiwan’s department store industry to the world to improve the internationalization 
HUK�WVW\SHYP[`�VM� [OL�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYL� PUK\Z[Y`� PU�;HP^HU��+\L�[V�[OL�*6=0+�� �WHUKLTPJ� PU�
2020, the 7th World Department Store Forum (WDSF) which was originally scheduled to be 
OLSK�PU�:LH[[SL��<:(�H[�[OL�LUK�VM�4H`�OHZ�ILLU�WVZ[WVULK�[V�1\UL������

◆ Participation in IGDS activities

Year 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Event topics Create new retail 
for the future

A new digital 
and physical 
experience

9LKLÄUPUN�[OL�
power of luxury

The urban role 
of department 

stores

Retail from the 
inside out

FEDS 
participants 

(events)
20 6 6 3 Event postponed

Compliance with IGDS CSR guidelines together 
with global members

0U������� 0.+:�LZ[HISPZOLK�[OL�*:9�*VKL�MVY� P[Z�TLTILYZ�[V� MVSSV �̂�(Z�H�TLTILY�VM�
IGDS, FEDS with the other 43 members agreed that we should effectively manage 
corporate operations, balance the benefits of stakeholders, and pay attention to the 
impact of retail business on the environment, and establish responsible retail and 
W\YJOHZL��WYPUJPWSLZ�HYV\UK�[OL�^VYSK��^OPSL�M\SÄSSPUN�JVYWVYH[L�ZVJPHS�YLZWVUZPIPSP[ �̀
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Communicate with industrial leaders through department store 
associations

Nancy Hsu, president of FEDS, has served as the chairwoman of Retail Association of 
*OPULZL�;HPWLP� �9(*;��ZPUJL�1HU\HY`�������;OL� MPYZ[�TLTILY�TLL[PUN�VM� [OL�LPNO[O� [LYT�
was held on August 20, 2020 to elect 15 directors and 5 seats Supervisors, with members 
MYVT�-,+:��/HUZOPU�+LWHY[TLU[�:[VYL������:OVWWPUN�*LU[LY�HUK�V[OLY�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYL�
YLWYLZLU[H[P]LZ��7YLZPKLU[�5HUJ`�/Z\� YLJLP]LK� [OL�Z\WWVY[�VM� [OL�UL^�)VHYK�VM�+PYLJ[VYZ�
and was re-appointed as the eighth chairwoman of the board. She continued to lead the 
association as a platform for the exchange of opinions among department stores, play the 
role of an industry think tank, and provide the government with appropriate department store 
retail policy recommendations to enhance industrial innovation and added value. As of 2020, 
9L[HPS�(ZZVJPH[PVU�VM�*OPULZL�;HPWLP� PUJS\KLK���NYV\W�TLTILYZ�����NYV\W�YLWYLZLU[H[P]LZ��
and 64 individual members to organize 19 events.

◆ Statistics of the department store retail business association activities over the years

◆ 2020 events type of Retail Association of Chinese Taipei

A member conference of RACT was held to award 
outstanding department stores employees

6U�(\N\Z[�����������9(*;�OLSK�[OL�TLTILY�TLL[PUN�[V�H^HYK����L_JLSSLU[�KLWHY[TLU[�
Z[VYL�LTWSV`LLZ��9(*;�VYNHUPaLK�TVYL�[OHU����HJ[P]P[PLZ�� PUJS\KPUN�V]LYZLHZ�THYRL[�
PUZWLJ[PVUZ��HUK�WHY[PJPWH[LK�PU�[OL�(ZPH�7HJPÄJ�9L[HPS�*VUMLYLUJL�PU�[OL�WHZ[���`LHYZ��
9(*;�OHZ�HSSV^LK�;HP^HU»Z�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYL� PUK\Z[Y`� [V�ZOPUL�VU� [OL� PU[LYUH[PVUHS�
stage.

5V[L!�+\L�[V�[OL�*6=0+�� �WHUKLTPJ��V]LYZLHZ�THYRL[�]PZP[Z�^LYL�UV[�VYNHUPaLK�HUK�[OLYL�^HZ�UV�WHY[PJPWH[PVU�PU�PU[LYUH[PVUHS�
retail conferences.
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In order to strengthen corporate culture and operating mechanisms of ethical management, FEDS revised 
[OL�	*VKL�VM�,[OPJZ	� PU�������JSLHYS`�Z[PW\SH[PUN�[OH[�KPYLJ[VYZ�HUK�ZLUPVY�THUHNLYZ�ZOHSS� PZZ\L�H�Z[H[LTLU[�
of compliance with the ethical management policy, and implement it in internal management and business 
activities. The corporate governance supervisor and the human resources department are responsible for the 
formulation and supervision of the ethical management policy and prevention plan. The supervisor and human 
YLZV\YJLZ�KLWHY[TLU[�ZOHSS�HSZV�YLWVY[� [V� [OL�)VHYK�VM�+PYLJ[VYZ�YLN\SHYS`� �H[� SLHZ[�VUJL�H�`LHY�� [V�JYLH[L�H�
sustainable operating environment.

◆ Implementation of ethical management and behavior in 2020

1.3 Comprehensive Risk 
Management

FEDS has risk management to identify business risks and 
threats over the long term. It has functional committees, 
responsible departments, and management regulations to 
JVU[YVS�YPZR��;OL�H\KP[�VѝJL�HSZV�L]HS\H[LZ�LHJO�KLWHY[TLU[Z�
in accordance with the articles of incorporation, internal 
control system, and relevant laws and regulations. With regard 
to potential risks of the unit’s business, the annual audit plan 
is implemented to reduce the company’s operating risks and 
achieve zero corruption, zero major complaints, and zero data 
leakage in 2020.

1.3.1 Ethical Management Reduces Risk

FEDS abides by the principles of honesty, transparency and 
responsibility, bases its policies on the principle of good faith 
and establishes sound corporate governance, risk control 
and management mechanisms. In order to implement ethical 
THUHNLTLU[��-,+:�OHZ�LZ[HISPZOLK� [OL� ¸*VKL�VM�,[OPJZ¹��
	)LZ[�7YHJ[PJL�7YPUJPWSLZ�VM�,[OPJHS�*VYWVYH[L�4HUHNLTLU[	���
¸9LWVY[�HUK�+PZJPWSPUHY`�4LHZ\YLZ� MVY�=PVSH[PVU�VM�,[OPJHS�
)LOH]PVY�HUK� 0U[LNYP[`�4HUHNLTLU[¹�� PU�HJJVYKHUJL�^P[O�
[OL�¸,[OPJHS�*VYWVYH[L�4HUHNLTLU[�)LZ[�7YHJ[PJL�7YPUJPWSLZ�
MVY�;>:,�;7,?�3PZ[LK�*VTWHUPLZ¹�HUK� [OL�.V]LYUHUJL�
Act. Regulations above as the behavior standards followed 
by all employees, also require each unit to self-evaluate and 
perform business behaviors in the annual internal control self-
L]HS\H[PVU��5V�THQVY�JVYY\W[PVU�OH]L�ILLU�PKLU[PÄLK�PU������

Code
of Ethics
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◆ 2020 ethical management project review and mechanisms

 

Constructing a new era of digital AI audits and green audits

In 2017, Far Eastern Department Stores established a digital audit innovation talent development program 
and established the Digital Auditor Team, actively deploying and launching mid- and long-term digital audit 
transformation projects, and holding related education, training and conferences for a total of 30 sessions. 
The number of participants was 282 people and 101 audit components and 355 audit programs have been 
developed, leading into the new era of AI green audit.
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1.3.2 Systematic and non-systematic risk 
management and response

FEDS has established risk management to ensure that 
the company engages in the development of various 
businesses under a sound risk management system, and 
reduces the impact on customers and the socioeconomic 
environment. We also implemented measures to prevent risks 
from occurring, minimize the impact of risks, and prevent 
recurrence through regular analysis and evaluation of various 
business activities and operational risks.

FEDS’s scope of risk management is not limited to the static 
management system within the organization, but also includes 
focus on the impact of dynamic changes in the external 
environment on business operations. The responsible unit 
or a cross-departmental functional organization will conduct 
comprehensive risk management and response based on the 
reason for "systematic risk" and "non-systematic risk" for each 
risk type.

◆ Risk management training course for managers
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Risk type Control focus

Legal compliance risk

．*HYY`�V\[�[OL�HUU\HS�H\KP[�WSHU�HUK�PU[LYUHS�H\KP[�YLWVY[PUN�VWLYH[PVUZ�
．Revise the internal control systems and internal audit implementation guidelines. 
．*VUZVSPKH[L�[OL�ZWLJPHS�HYLHZ�VM�[OL�ÄUHUJPHS�THUHNLTLU[�JVTTP[[LL��[OL�Z[VJR�L_JOHUNL�HUK�V[OLY 

transaction laws and letters every month, and keep up to date with the latest news from the competent 
authority, and perform inspections in accordance with the latest regulations in a timely manner.

Commodity safety risks ．Inspect the quality and safety of the products sold and displayed in the store.

Department store operational 
risks

．Ensure safe operations in department stores and provide safe shopping environments.
．+YH^�\W�Ä_LK�HZZL[Z�VM�Z[VYLZ�[V�YLK\JL�[OL�YPZR�VM�SVZZ�VM�VWLYH[PUN�HZZL[Z�

Financial management risk

．9LTPUK�HUK�HK]PZL�[OL�ÄUHUJPHS�THUHNLTLU[�\UP[�[V�JVTWS`�^P[O�[OL�YLX\PYLTLU[Z�VM�[OL�JVTWL[LU[�H\[OVYP[`�
in due course.

．9LTPUK�[OL�Z\IZPKPHY`�[V�WLYMVYT�ÄUHUJPHS�THUHNLTLU[�YLSH[LK�VWLYH[PVUZ�PU�HJJVYKHUJL�^P[O�[OL�YLN\SH[PVUZ�
of the competent authority when appropriate.

．Perform audits of accounting operations, including capital loans, back guarantees, asset acquisition and 
KPZWVZHS��HUK�Z[VYL�ÄUHUJPHS�[YLHZ\Y`�ZLJ\YP[`�JVU[YVS�TLHZ\YLZ��PU�HJJVYKHUJL�^P[O�[OL�SH^Z�HUK�YLN\SH[PVUZ�

Human resources manage-
ment risk ．;OL�WH`TLU[�VM�ILULÄ[Z�HUK�HSSV^HUJLZ�JVUMVYTZ�[V�[OL�WYPUJPWSL�VM�MHPYULZZ��

Personal information manage-
ment risk

．Guarantee FEDS members and consumers' personal data application/deletion operations are in line with legal 
requirements.

．;V�]LYPM`�[OL�LќLJ[P]LULZZ�VM�WLYZVUHS�HZZL[�WYV[LJ[PVU�HNHPUZ[�-,+:�(77��Z[YLUN[OLU�WYV[LJ[PVU�THUHNLTLU[�
and control.

．Protect personal data security in the cloud, verify cloud service security mechanisms, and strengthen personal 
data protection measures.

Procurement acceptance 
payment management risk

．The unit price of audited project changes is reasonable.
．Sample and check the authenticity of the business data of the quotation manufacturers, and the inspection 

and supervision of various capital expenditures to ensure the quality of the suppliers.
．There were 31,815 procurement negotiations, acceptance inspections and supervision cases during/after 

payment in the past 5 years.

Subsidiary supervision risk ．Perform supervision and analysis of subsidiaries.
．*OLJR�[OL�VWLYH[PVU�ÄUHUJPHS�THUHNLTLU[�W\YJOHZPUN�IHYNHPUPUN�Z\WLY]PZPVU�VM�JP[`�Z\WLY�HUK�;OL�4HSS�
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Financial risk management team monitors the changes in capital 
and currency markets

;OL�Z`Z[LTPJ�YPZRZ�YLSH[LK�[V�ÄUHUJPHS�THUHNLTLU[�HYL�THPUS`�HќLJ[LK�I`�WVSP[PJHS��LJVUVTPJ�
VY�ZVJPHS�MHJ[VYZ��Z\JO�HZ!�*YVZZ�Z[YHP[�YLSH[PVUZ��LJVUVTPJ�Å\J[\H[PVUZ��PUÅH[PVU��L[J���^OPJO�^PSS�
HќLJ[�[OL�V]LYHSS�THYRL[��0U�������HZ�[OL�^VYSK�MHJLK�[OL�*6=0+�� �WHUKLTPJ��-,+:�WHPK�JSVZL�
attention to the situation of the pandemic and is committed to increasing the allowable ratio of 
VWLYH[PUN�JHZO�ÅV^�[V�YLK\JL�[OL�PTWHJ[�VM�Z`Z[LTPJ�YPZRZ�MHJLK�I`�ÄUHUJPHS�HќHPYZ�

The non-systematic risks faced by financial management are mainly caused by individual 
factors such as operational negligence and accidents, These factors can lead to losses in the 
value of company assets or liabilities. FEDS has formulated a management mechanism to 
avoid such non-systematic risks. We regularly hold weekly risk management team meetings 
to review changes in the value of assets and liabilities, and adjust parts exposed to risk in a 
timely manner. Operations involving capital loans to others, endorsement guarantees, and 
acquisition of disposal assets must be handled in accordance with the "Operating Procedures" 
HWWYV]LK�I`�[OL�)VHYK�VM�+PYLJ[VYZ�HUK�[OL�ZOHYLOVSKLYZ»�TLL[PUN�[V�JVTWS`�^P[O�YPZR�JVU[YVS�
management. Through the establishment of the management mechanism and the company's 
PU[LYUHS�TLHZ\YLZ��[OL�VJJ\YYLUJL�VM�UVU�Z`Z[LTH[PJ�YPZRZ�JHU�IL�WYL]LU[LK��:PNUPÄJHU[�SVZZLZ�
to the company's operations can be avoided and the shareholders' rights and interests will not 
be endangered.

;OL�SLNHS�YPZR�THUHNLTLU[�[LHT�PTWSLTLU[Z�aLYV�ÄULZ�HUK�aLYV�
violations

FEDS has always been focused on the revisions and changes of various laws and regulations, 

and we are compliance with legal through the three aspects of “establishing systems, 
implementing management, and training employees”, to reduce the impact of systemic legal 
risks. Regarding the operations, processes, products, services and other details of department 
store operations, FEDS has formulated relevant measures to strictly abide by the laws and 
regulations, and the responsible units shall implement management actions. Education 
and training have also been organized to enhance the employees’ understanding of legal 
compliance, reduce the company's risks and liabilities for violating laws and regulations, and 
H]VPK�\UULJLZZHY`�ÄUHUJPHS�SVZZLZ�HUK�SVZZ�VM�NVVK^PSS�

In the event of a violation of laws and regulations, FEDS adopts a proactive attitude to deal with 
the violation and complete improvements, At the same time, we will discuss the issues during 
relevant meetings, and establish future preventive measures to serve as a warning for each store 
to avoid the recurrence of related incidents. In 2020, there was 1 major violation and 6 violations 
^P[O�UV�WLUHS[PLZ��ÄULZ���MVY�HSS�VM�^OPJO�MVSSV^�\W�PTWYV]LTLU[�^VYR�OHZ�ILLU�JVTWSL[LK�

◆�4HQVY�]PVSH[PVUZ�HUK�ÄULZ�PU�����

The launch of the capital scheduling system will 
IYPUN�ÅL_PIPSP[`�[V�JHWP[HS�THUHNLTLU[

In June 2020, the "capital scheduling system" was launched to digitize and automate 
the existing paper sign-off process, effectively improving the efficiency of accounting 
operations, reducing the possibility of human errors, and helping to improve risk control 
capabilities.

Unit FEDS XinYi A13 H�THY[�OLHK�VѝJL a.mart Taoyuan store

Faults =PVSH[PVU�VM�7HYHNYHWO����
(Y[PJSL����VM�[OL�)\PSKPUN�(J[

In violation of Paragraph 
1, Article 28 of the Act 

Governing Food Safety and 
Sanitation

=PVSH[PVU�VM�7HYHNYHWO����
Article 7 of the Water Pollution 

*VU[YVS�(J[

Fine NT$300,000 NT$240,000 NT$1.302 million

Corrections and 
improvements

．During the opening period, 
a large number of imported 
goods are required to be 
moved into cabinets for 
display or storage in the 
warehouse as soon as 
possible

．Intensify daily inspections 
VM�[OL�ÄYL�ÄNO[PUN�MHJPSP[PLZ�
VU�[OL�ÅVVY�HUK�LUZ\YL�
the passages are kept 
unblocked.

．The product is immediately 
removed from the shelves 
and the copy is reviewed, 
and the non-compliant text 
is deleted.

．The online shopping  
system has added sales 
related keywords into the 
]LYPÄJH[PVU�TLJOHUPZT�[V�
prevent similar situations 
from happening again.

．Added grease interception 
tank

．Implement sewage 
treatment system 
improvements

．A sewage discharge permit 
was obtained in August 
2020

5V[L!�4HQVY�]PVSH[PVUZ�YLMLY�[V� � � � � � � � �
ÄULZ�L_JLLKPUN�5;���������
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In order to improve the risk prevention and management of managers at all levels, FEDS 
established a legal team to promote laws and regulations, and conduct the evaluation of legal 
JVTWSPHUJL��9LN\SH[VY`�5L^Z� PZ�HUUV\UJLK� [V�THUHNLYZ�H[�HSS� SL]LSZ��:[HY[PUN� MYVT�4HYJO�
2020, the "Regulatory News" announcement has further compiled 114 laws and regulations 
that are relevant to the company's operation and management, so that the managers of all 
units can more precisely understand various regulatory changes. Starting from October 2020, 
we have also strengthened the promotion of laws and regulations, and important regulations 
introduced by the government are announced to colleagues after compilation.

In order to strengthen our colleagues' awareness of intellectual property rights protection and 
implement legal compliance, the legal team held "trademark and copyright case study" training 
for each branch's marketing director in August 2020. The number of participants was 56. 
After class, teaching materials were provided to each store to help each store organize internal 
promotion and explanation.

;OL�0UMVYTH[PVU�:LJ\YP[`�*VTTP[[LL�PKLU[PÄLZ�[OL�ZV\YJL�VM�[YHKL�
secret risks

FEDS attaches great importance to the information security management system, and has 
established strict internal procedures and regulations in terms of corporate information security 
and personal data management. In the face of frequent global data leaks and information 
security incidents, we have established an information security management committee, with 
the vice president of the management department acting as the chairman and leading legal 
affairs, information centers, management units, etc, in order to prudently protect corporate 
information security. We have also adopted the standards set by the International Standards 
6YNHUPaH[PVU� PU� [OL�7+*(�JVU[PU\V\Z� PTWYV]LTLU[�WYVJLZZ�THUHNLTLU[�TVKLS� �WSHU��KV��
check, action), and introduced external measurement tools from information security companies 
for verification, thereby implementing corporate information security management. In 2020, 
there were no violations of information security, and no leaks, theft or loss of customer data.

The information center has set up information security-related AD management for network 
equipment, system account life cycle and account authority management, data access 
records and remote backup, network communication security (antivirus/email) and other 
THUHNLTLU[�TL[OVKZ��HUK�[OL�JLU[LY�JHYYPLZ�V\[�WLYZVUHS� PU]LU[VY`�HUK�KL�PKLU[PÄJH[PVU�VM�
personal information and maintenance of information security policies. At the same time, it also 
LUZ\YLZ�[OL�HWWYVWYPH[LULZZ�HUK�LќLJ[P]LULZZ�VM�PUMVYTH[PVU�ZLJ\YP[`�YLN\SH[PVUZ�HUK�VWLYH[PUN�
procedures through annual audits by the internal auditing unit and external accountants. 

◆ Statistics for complaint management◆ Number of regulatory new cases
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In order to strengthen information security, we reduced internal human related 
information security risks through advocacy and education. The contents of the 
information security advocacy mainly included: Antivirus, data backup, use of legal 
ZVM[^HYL��HUK�L�THPS�\ZHNL�YLN\SH[PVUZ��L[J��>P[O�[OL�LќLJ[P]L� PTWSLTLU[H[PVU�VM�
internal information security regulations and education, there were no infringements 
of information security nor leaks, theft or loss of customer data in 2020.

In July 2020, in order to effectively manage the computer facilities of the store 
offices and maintain system performance and safety, we formulated the "FEDS 
Z[VYL�:LY]LY�9VVT�4HUHNLTLU[�4LHZ\YLZ	�HUK� YL]PZLK� [OL� 	-,+:�5L[^VYR�
4HUHNLTLU[�4LHZ\YLZ	��;OL�::3�=75�HWWSPJH[PVU�WYVJLK\YL�^HZ�HKKLK�[V�TLL[�
[OL�ULLKZ�VM�LTWSV`LLZ�^VYRPUN�H[�OVTL�VY�WLYMVYTPUN�ZWLJPÄJ�ZLY]PJLZ�PU�H�UVU�
company network environment, and to improve the standardized management of 
network usage to ensure the company's information security.

The Personal Data Management Committee protects personal data

-,+:�OHZ�LZ[HISPZOLK�H�7LYZVUHS�+H[H�4HUHNLTLU[�*VTTP[[LL�[V�YL]PL^�[OL�\ZL�HUK�Z[VYHNL�VM�WLYZVUHS�
data by various units within the company to ensure that all personal data are properly protected and 
managed to comply with the Personal Information Protection Act.

9LNHYKPUN� [OL�WLYZVUHS�KH[H�VM� [OL�J\Z[VTLYZ�^P[O� [OL�	/HWW`�.V�7VPU[Z�*HYK	��-,+:�VUS`�RLLWZ� [OL�
membership number for future correspondence with the Happy Go points platform. The company cannot 
obtain member information or identify member in any way. In accordance with FEDS’s "Happy Go Points 
*HYK�4HUHNLTLU[�4LHZ\YLZ	�� [OL� YLSL]HU[�WYVJLK\YLZ� MVY� [OL�JVSSLJ[PVU��WYVJLZZPUN��\[PSPaH[PVU�HUK� MPSL�
security maintenance of customer personal data are established to effectively control the protection of 
customer data during the card application process. FEDS stores customer information in the Happy Go 
WVPU[Z�WSH[MVYT�/HWW`�.V�*V���3[K��;OL�/HWW`�.V�*HYK�IVU\Z�WVPU[Z�WSH[MVYT�OHZ�VI[HPULK� 0:6�������
�0:4:��JLY[PMPJH[PVU�HUK�JVTWSPLZ�^P[O� [OL�;HP^HU�7LYZVUHS�+H[H�7YV[LJ[PVU�4HUHNLTLU[�9LN\SH[PVUZ�
�;707(:���HUK�VI[HPULK� [OL�+H[H�7YP]HJ`�7YV[LJ[PVU�4HYR� �+7�4HYR���(SS�J\Z[VTLY� PUMVYTH[PVU� PZ�Z[YPJ[S`�
encrypted and kept on the Happy Go points platform.

0U�VYKLY� [V� PTWSLTLU[�WLYZVUHS�KH[H�WYV[LJ[PVU�THUHNLTLU[��-,+:�JVTWSPLZ�^P[O� [OL� 	*VTW\[LY�
Processed Personal Data Protection Law” and the "Enforcement Rules of the Personal Data Protection Act". 
It formulated a personal data protection management policy in July 2020, and released member information 
in August 2020. The deletion process was changed to a system for management and control to strengthen 
the management security of the personal information of FEDS members.
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Architecture Governance Strategy Risk management Indicators and goals

Our approach

The energy conservation team will 
regularly review and the matters will 
be reported to the president by the 
vice president of the management 
KLWHY[TLU[��;OL�)VHYK�VM�+PYLJ[VYZ�
will also supervise important related 
risks and opportunities.

Identify risks and opportunities of 
short-term, medium-term, and long-
term that may be caused by climate 
change,  and deve lop re levant 
strategies to reduce the impact 
of risk factors on operations and 
ÄUHUJPHS�PTWHJ[Z�

)`� YLMLYYPUN� [V� [OL�;*-+� YPZRZ� SPZ[��
the energy conservat ion team 
assesses related risks that affect 
operating costs, and formulates 
related risk response management 
procedures to reduce impacts, and 
regularly reviews risk measures 
and performance related to climate 
change.

．St ipu late energy-sav ing and 
carbon reduction goals

．Reduce the amount of waste
．0TWYV]L�^H[LY�YLZV\YJLZ�LѝJPLUJ`
．Increase green energy usage

;HZR�MVYJL�VU�JSPTH[L�YLSH[LK�ÄUHUJPHS�KPZJSVZ\YLZ�HUK�TV]PUN�[V^HYKZ�SV^�JHYIVU�YL[HPS

;OL�>VYSK�,JVUVTPJ�-VY\T��>,-��YLSLHZLK�[OL�	�����.SVIHS�9PZR�9LWVY[	��;OL�[VW�Ä]L�YPZRZ�HYL�HSS�YLSH[LK�[V�LU]PYVUTLU[HS�JYPZLZ��(TVUN�[OLT��[OL�	L_[YLTL�JSPTH[L	�YPZR�OHZ�YHURLK�ÄYZ[�MVY�MV\Y�
consecutive years. With the increasing risks of climate change, FEDS regards the risks of climate change as an important business risk and opportunity, in order to respond to the government’s 
request and international trends for accelerating low-carbon transitions, and also respond to the issues on investors' minds.

:PUJL���� ��-,+:�OHZ�YLMLYLUJLK�[OL�;*-+�MYHTL^VYR�[V�KPZJSVZL�PUMVYTH[PVU�HIV\[�JSPTH[L�JOHUNL��OLSWPUN�\Z�[V�TVYL�HJJ\YH[LS`�HZZLZZ�[OL�JOHSSLUNLZ�HUK�VWWVY[\UP[PLZ�[OH[�JSPTH[L�YPZRZ�TH`�
IYPUN�[V�I\ZPULZZ�VWLYH[PVUZ��HUK�YLÄUL�L_PZ[PUN�THUHNLTLU[�WYHJ[PJLZ��HUK�ÄUK�ZVS\[PVUZ�[OH[�HKOLYL�[V�[OL�HJ[\HS�ZP[\H[PVU�PU�[OL�M\[\YL��>L�^PSS�KL]LSVW�H�Z[YH[LN �̀�YLZWVUK�[V�[OL�ÄUHUJPHS�PTWHJ[�
of risks and opportunities, and move towards sustainable development.
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Risk type Risk content Level of 
PUÅ\LUJL Financial impact Type of 

opportunity Description of opportunity Response measures in 2020

Transformation 
risks

Policies 
and 

regulations

Increase in 
greenhouse gas 
emission costs

4LKP\T�[V�
long term

．Increase in operating 
costs

．Decrease in asset 
value

Energy source
．)\PSK�NYLLU�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYLZ�[V�

reduce energy consumption

．Use green energy to reduce 
carbon emissions

．Promote energy-saving and 
carbon reduction solutions

．Introduce management systems to 
save electricity through technology

．)\PSK�ZVSHY�WV^LY�Z[H[PVUZ

．Track water consumption and 
PTWYV]L�^H[LY�\ZHNL�LѝJPLUJ`

．Strengthen online shopping 
services and develop omnichannel

Policies 
and 

regulations
Duty of report for 

emissions
4LKP\T�[V�
long term

．Increase in operating 
costs Energy source

4HYRL[Z *\Z[VTLY�
behavior changes Short term ．Decrease in revenue Products and 

services
．Develop green products and 

services

4HYRL[Z Increase in 
material costs Short term ．Increase in operating 

costs
Resource 
,ѝJPLUJ`

．(KVW[�TVYL�LѝJPLU[�LULYN`�
generation methods

Physical risk

Extreme ;̀ WOVVUZ��ÅVVKZ��
droughts

4LKP\T�[V�
long term

．Decrease in revenue

．Increase in operating 
costs

．Decrease in asset 
value

Operational 
ÅL_PIPSP[`

．Resource substitution and 
KP]LYZPÄJH[PVU

．Establish a climate risk response 
plan

Long-term Rising average 
temperature Short term

．Decrease in revenue

．Increase in operating 
costs

4HYRL[Z ．Strengthen online shopping 
services

◆�*SPTH[L�JOHUNL�YPZRZ��VWWVY[\UP[PLZ��HUK�ÄUHUJPHS�PTWHJ[Z
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48

2020企業社會責任報告書 Corporate Social Responsibility Report

Facing technological innovations and changing consumption habits, FEDS keeps pace with the times to 
create an innovative benchmark store benchmark, accelerate the pace of digital transformation, and 
focus on "digital operations, digital experience, and digital management" to create a new shopping jour-
ney for customers. By linking products, services and customers through the digital experience, we 
provide a high-quality shopping environment, considerate professional services, and a better life with 
smart retail for customers.

2.1 Digital Transformation of FEDS  49
2.2 Professional Servicese   55
2.3 Optimized Space    58

2020 Corporate Social Responsibility Report

Innovative Department Store Benchmark

・Customer service and communication

・Store safety and services

・Brand value and image management

・Business performance and innovation strategy

In response to   4    material topics

48
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2.1 Digital Transformation of FEDS
In order to cater to the technology savvy youth of Generation Z, the three major aspects of has 
developed for operation, digital experience, and digital management—to provide customers 
with a one-of-a-kind digital consumer experience. Officially opened in January 2020, FEDS 
XinYi A13 stands out for being the only fully-intelligentized mall in Taiwan, for customers of all 
HNLZ�^OPJO�VќLYZ�H�IYHUK�UL^�JVUZ\TLY�QV\YUL �̀�*\Z[VTLYZ�JHU�NL[�[V�L_WLYPLUJL�[OL�THU`�
benefits having technology integrated into the consumer journey, thereby making FEDS the 
leader of digital department stores.

2.1.1 Embracing digital transformations and sprinting towards 
digital retail department stores

With the development of technological innovations, FEDS has accelerated its digital 
transformation and technology deployment, integrating the three key advantages of online 
shopping: "shopping convenience, product diversity, and precise services". We combine 
KPNP[HS� [LJOUVSVNPLZ�HUK�L_WLYPLUJLZ�VM� [OL�Ä]L�ZLUZLZ�[V�WYV]PKL�H�UL^�[`WL�VM�KPNP[HS� YL[HPS�
department store to satisfy the customers' need for an exciting life.

Digital operations use technology to better understand consumers

In 2020, FEDS collected more detailed customer consumption records through the three core 
Z`Z[LTZ�VM�76:��-,+:�(77��HUK�J\Z[VTLY� YLSH[PVUZOPW�THUHNLTLU[� �*94���HUK�JVTIPULZ�
the information with AI big data analysis to better understand each customer's different 
consumption habits and shopping needs, and carry out precision marketing to provide each 
customer with exclusive consumption information, event services, and shopping discounts to 
improve customer satisfaction.

-,+:�HSZV�\ZLZ�[OL��9�THYRL[PUN�Z[YH[LN`��9PNO[�;PTL��9PNO[�>H �̀�9PNO[�7LYZVU��9PNO[�:LY]PJL��
to provide the right people with the right services at the right time and in the right way, so that 
when customers shop in the store , they are able to experience customized services. Through 
digital operations, the utilization of technologies can help us understand consumption habits 
and profiles, and focus on personal marketing. FEDS reversed the traditional retail model, 
transforming itself into a technological retail department store, leading consumers to a better life 
of smart retail.
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Digital experiences create a more convenient shopping journey

Starting from meeting the needs of customers, FEDS has long been committed to researching customer shopping habits 
and optimizing the customer shopping experience. In order to face the impact of online shopping on physical stores, we 
started with the concept of browsing, clicking, shopping and other customer online trajectories in the online world, and 
KLZPNULK�H�*\Z[VTLY�1V\YUL`�^P[O�[OL�J\Z[VTLY�Z�ZOVWWPUN�[OPURPUN��^OPJO� PZ� [OL�ÄYZ[� PU� [OL�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYL� PUK\Z[Y �̀�
and through big data analysis and application, let customers experience the charm of how technology is implemented in the 
customer journey. In this customer journey, we outline the consumption trajectory and actual needs of customers before, 
during and after entering the store, and adds hardware facilities and software services from the perspective of department 
store operations to solve the various issues faced by customers when shopping. We designed 5 major digital experiences 
from the standpoints of the public, crowds, and individuals.

+PNP[HS�THUHNLTLU[�HJJLSLYH[LZ�KPNP[PaH[PVU�HUK�PTWYV]LZ�VYNHUPaH[PVUHS�LɉJPLUJ`

FEDS is committed to the promotion of digitization, and is working hard to establish a paperless environment paperless 
environment, and actively improve the efficiency of employees and the effectiveness of equipment. In 2020, we have 
successfully built and upgraded 84 digital management systems, which is an increase of 19 from the previous year, and 
LZ[HISPZOLK�HU�,U[LYWYPZL� 0UMVYTH[PVU�7VY[HS� �,07�� [V�HSSV^�HSS�LTWSV`LLZ�HUK�JV\U[LY�WLYZVUULS� [V�IL� PUKLWLUKLU[�VM�
WO`ZPJHS�YLZ[YPJ[PVUZ�HUK�^VYR�[VNL[OLY��;OL�JYLH[PVU�VM�H�TVIPSL�VѝJL��NYLH[S`�PUJYLHZLZ�TVIPSL�WYVK\J[P]P[ �̀

;OL�ÄYZ[�NYLLU�I\PSKPUN�
among hypermarkets in 
Taiwan

Starting from August 18, 2020, a.mart Shuinan store has 
attracted more than 210,000 people. The Shuinan store 
PZ�H�UL^�����Z[VYL��*VTIPULK�^P[O�[OL�ZOVWWPUN�JLU[LY�
concept, the store has fully upgraded the various displays 
PU�[OL�Z[VYL��9LNHYKPUN�J\Z[VTLY�ZLY]PJL��[OL�ZOLSM�OLPNO[�
was reduced to 120~150 cm, and the number of shelves 
was reduced by 30%, making the aisles more spacious, 
and an open kitchen was set up to make food security 
more transparent and provide valet cooking services, 
etc., As we become "service and experience" oriented, 
customers will be able to experience the fun of one-
stop shopping while visiting the retail stores.  A.mart's 
Shuinian Store represents a.mart's separation from the 
impression of the traditional mass merchandising store 
"shelf jungle" and transforms into a new type of store with 
UL^�THZZ�YL[HPS������0[�PZ�HSZV�[OL�ÄYZ[�NYLLU�I\PSKPUN�THZZ�
retail store in Taiwan.

Recognize the customer when 
they approach the store and 
enter the store

From outside the stores, the 
public push notification function 
of Geo Push attracts customers 
to enter the store.

Using gender and age 
to further understand 
customers

After entering the store, the 
digital signage display products 
according to customers' gender 
and age, to interact with them in 
real time, and stimulate the 
shopping desire.

Utilizing data to 
understand our 
customers

The new POS 
connecting with FEDS 
APP, CRM  will also
display personalized 
recommendations.

Allowing customers to 
shop easily

After checking out at the counter, 
the customers can use the Smart 
Pick Services, that they can 
continue shopping and dining with 
ease, and pick up their purchases 
when they leave.

Recommending what 
customers like

While customers are using 
the FEDS APP, their 
shopping history and 
preferences are 
continuously analyzed in 
the CRM system.
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2.1.2 The only smart department store in Taiwan, FEDS XinYi A13, 
Debuts its innovations

-,+:�?PU@P�(����VѝJPHSS`�VWLULK�VU�1HU\HY`�� ��������HUK� PZ�H�UL^�ZTHY[�THSS�JYLH[LK�I`�
FEDS by integrating technology and digital services. It is the only smart mall in Taiwan for 
customers of all ages, allowing customers to enjoy shopping convenience and customized 
services brought by technology when they enter, shop in, and exit the store.

The revitalized FEDS APP is completely new and perfect

FEDS APP is one of the three core systems of the FEDS's smart mall. In December 2019, FEDS 
?PU@P�(���)`�YLMLYYPUN�[V�[OL�;*-+�YPZRZ� SPZ[�� [OL�LULYN`�JVUZLY]H[PVU�[LHT�HZZLZZLZ�YLSH[LK�
YPZRZ�[OH[�HќLJ[�VWLYH[PUN�JVZ[Z��HUK�MVYT\SH[LZ�YLSH[LK�YPZR�YLZWVUZL�THUHNLTLU[�WYVJLK\YLZ�
to reduce impacts, and regularly reviews risk measures and performance related to climate 
change.

FEDS APP will continue to listen to the voices of customers, optimize and launch more 
convenient services, attract more customers to download and use, the app, and become the 
customer’s smart shopping assistant.

;OL�ÄYZ[�:THY[�7PJR�ZLY]PJL�MVY�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYLZ

Have you ever encountered a situation like this? After checking out at a certain counter, you 
want to keep shopping at the next counter or go enjoy a meal, but you do not want to carry all 
`V\Y�ZOVWWPUN��0U�-,+:�?PU@P�(����^L�HYL�[OL�ÄYZ[�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYL�[V�WYV]PKL�[OL�JVU]LUPLU[�
Smart Pick service. As long as you join FEDS app membership, you can apply for the service by 
HZRPUN�[OL�JV\U[LY�Z[Hќ�HM[LY�[OL�W\YJOHZL�PZ�JVTWSL[LK��:PTWS`�ZOV^�`V\Y�-,+:�HWW�TLTILY�
89*6+,�HUK�[OL�JV\U[LY�Z[Hќ�^PSS�HZZPZ[�PU�JVTWSL[PUN�[OL�HWWSPJH[PVU��>L�^HU[�[V�THRL�`V\Y�
shopping experience as easy as possible.

◆ Service application procedure

Complete the purchase and put 
forward the delivery requirements

Open the member barcode

Confirm products and pick-up time

1HR mobile phone notification 
reminder before the pick-up time

B2 SMART PICK counter pickup
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Interactive billboards intimately recommend popular new products

FEDS XinYi A13 has installed 19 sets of multi-functional interactive screens in the entire building, 
enabling a new digital communication method. We have digitized our service experience in 
the hopes of creating a visual and sensory experience for the customers. After the customer 
actually enters the store, they will be able to see the large DXD interactive screen next to the 
customer service center on the 1st floor. In addition to the 3D navigation system, the most 
important function of this screen is to "know the customer" through the recognition of gender 
HUK�HNL��;OL�ZJYLLU�^PSS�KPZWSH`�KPќLYLU[�WYVK\J[�JVTIPUH[PVUZ��HJJVYKPUN�[V�[OL� PUMVYTH[PVU��
>OLU�J\Z[VTLYZ�NL[�VU�Vќ�[OL�LZJHSH[VY��[OL`�^PSS�HSZV�ZLL�[OL�T\S[PM\UJ[PVUHS�PU[LYHJ[P]L�ZJYLLU�
we set up to provide instant messaging.

Smart parking saves 5 times the waiting time

FEDS XinYi A13 has launched a new intelligent parking system service. Through the FEDS app, 
customers can check remaining parking spaces, learn about parking discounts, use location 
navigation, and directly enter the store with license plate recognition after arrival. After entering 
[OL�Z[VYL��[OL`�JHU�HSZV�YLJVYK�MYLX\LU[S`�\ZLK� SPJLUZL�WSH[LZ� PU�[OL�HWW��4LTILYZ�JHU�ZOV^�
their member barcode when making purchases to get parking discounts. Additionally, members 
can pay for parking online through their phone, eliminating the need for visiting the service 
counter and providing a fast and convenient process.

◆ Service application procedure

◆ Smart parking service functions

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Download 
and register

Download the FEDS APP 
to register as a member, 
and complete the 
verification after receiving 
the mobile phone SMS 
authentication code.

Identity
authentication

Bring your ID card to 
the customer service 
center of any branch of 
FEDS in Taiwan to 
confirm the 
membership 
information.

    Open "Parking 
    Service" from the 
FEDS APP homepage

Start to experience 
various convenient 
parking services.

30mins

FED-1234

FED-1234D-1234D-1

1 2

34

5

6 7

License plate 
recognition admission
Quick and easy entry into the parking 
lot without the need to press a button 
to get parking tokens.

Enter the license 
plate number
Enter the commonly used license 
plate, confirm the admission time 
and parking information.

Redeem spending for 
parking hours
Use the shopping record in the 
FEDS APP or register the 
receipt to redeem parking hours.

Parking fee calculation
Check the parking time and 
amount at any time

Pay with smartphone
You can pay the parking fee 
online through your mobile 
phone before leaving

Query parking 
transactions
Provides online payment 
parking records for the last 
three months

Complete payment and 
prepare to leave
After payment, the next 30 
minutes is a buffered 
departure time without 
charge.
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2.1.3 Promote E-invoice to win the "Outstanding Organization 
Award" for two consecutive years

FEDS has responded to the E-invoice policy promoted by the government by utilizing the 
resources of all our stores throughout Taiwan to provide E-invoice services to consumers, 
helping to promote ideas of energy saving and paper reducing consumption practices in order 
to progress towards a new lifestyle of smart environmental protection. Since October 2018, all 
10 stores in Taiwan have been mobilized to promote the "New Smart Environmental Protection, 
Let's Do E-Invoicing Together” program. The results have been remarkable after just one year 
VM� PTWSLTLU[H[PVU��HUK�V\Y�NYV^[O�YH[L�MVY�JSV\K�IHZLK� PU]VPJPUN�YHURLK�ÄYZ[�HTVUN�WO`ZPJHS�
stores nationwide in 2019. In 2020, FEDS continued to promote cloud-based invoicing in all 11 
stores across Taiwan and helped guide consumers in developing the habit of storing E-invoice 
on their personal electronic devices. The rate of E-invoice reached a new record high of 39%, 
and on November 24, 2020, FEDS was again awarded the Outstanding Parent Institution 
(^HYK�I`�[OL�4PUPZ[Y`�VM�-PUHUJL�MVY�[OL�5H[PVUHS�)\ZPULZZ�,�PU]VPJL�*VTWL[P[PVU�

◆ 2020 Ministry of Finance E-invoice competition results

Store E-invoice ratio Growth

7HV*OPUN�:[VYL 39.23% 11.04%

4LNH�*P[`�)HUXPHV�:[VYL 39.75% 11.81%

Banqiao Store 36.95% 10.28%

Taoyuan Store 39.75% 12.48%

Hsinchu Store 40.88% 11.67%

;VW�*P[`�;HPJO\UN�:[VYL 41.17% 13.67%

*OPH`P�:[VYL 40.65% 3.50%

Tainan Store 42.50% 2.47%

Kaohsiung Store 36.00% 10.21%

Hualien Store 37.67% 8.32%

5V[L!�;OL�PUMVYTH[PVU�PZ�JVTWPSLK�MYVT�[OL�ZLJ[PVU�VM�[OL�5H[PVUHS�,U[LYWYPZL�,�PU]VPJL�0ZZ\HUJL�*VTWL[P[PVU�VM�[OL�� �
4PUPZ[Y`�VM�-PUHUJL�

◆�-P]L�ILULÄ[Z�VM�JSV\K�PU]VPJLZ

◆�,U]PYVUTLU[HS�ILULÄ[Z�VM�,�PU]VPJL�PU�����

5V[L!���(JJVYKPUN�[V�[OL�KH[H�VM�[OL�*VUZ[Y\J[PVU�HUK�7SHUUPUN�(NLUJ`�MVY�YLZJ\LK�[YLLZ�����[YLLZ�^P[O�HU�H]LYHNL�OLPNO[�VM����MLL[�
and diameter of 15 to 20 centimeters need to be felled per ton of pulp. 

��*HYIVU�LTPZZPVUZ�YLMLY�[V�[OL�WYVK\J[�JHYIVU�MVV[WYPU[�PUMVYTH[PVU�^LIZP[L�MVY�JHYIVU�LTPZZPVUZ��HUK�LHJO�WPLJL�VM�(��WHWLY�
emits 6.8g of carbon.
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2.1.4 Expanding mobile payment methods to create a new 
consumer life

Green consumption and technological intelligence are FEDS's sustainable commitments to a 
IL[[LY� SPML��(JJVYKPUN�[V�[OL�Z[H[PZ[PJZ�VM�[OL�-PUHUJPHS�:\WLY]PZVY`�*VTTPZZPVU��[OL�U\TILY�VM�
users of mobile payment in Taiwan in 2020 has exceeded the 10 million mark. As a pioneer in 
third-party payment in the domestic large-scale department store industry, FEDS is committed 
to providing consumers with convenient services and building a more complete mobile payment 
environment in 2020. We provide 11 types of diversified payment tools, integrated Group’s 
YLZV\YJLZ�[V�WYVTV[L�/HWW`�.6�7H �̀�HUK�ZPTWSPÄLK�[OL�JOLJRV\[�WYVJLZZ�[V�THRLZ�ZOVWWPUN�
and payment easier and faster for consumers, and to create a new way of mobile consumption.

◆ FEDS's 11 mobile payment tools

◆ FEDS APP + HAPPY GO Pay Easy Checkout

FEDS's 
mobile payment
tools
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2.2 Professional Services
FEDS adheres to the concept of "operating with the wishes of customers", constantly 
innovating and seeking change, through solid training, improving service quality, introducing 
ISO 9001 quality system, establishing good service procedures and design, so that FEDS can 
provide high quality, professional services with warmth. As digital technologies continue to 
develop, we have also strengthened communications on social media platforms, listened to 
customer opinions attentively, and seized every opportunity to create good services.

������ &RQVWUXFW�D�FRPSOHWH�VHUYLFH�V\VWHP�WKURXJK�,62�FHUWLðFDWLRQ

Starting in 2007, FEDS began introducing ISO 9001 certification for quality management 
system, starting from the Paoching Store. We can maintain excellent product and service quality 
and ensure the key elements of customer satisfaction through the establishment of a quality 
management system, in order to maintain the long-term trust between FEDS and customers.

0U�������)LSS� 0U[LYUH[PVUHS�*LY[PÄJH[PVU�*VTWHU`�HWWYV]LK�[OL� 0:6 ���!������YL�L]HS\H[PVU��
The scope of the re-evaluation included the quality management system process, the operating 
LU]PYVUTLU[�VM�J\Z[VTLY�YLSH[LK�VWLYH[PVUZ��HUK�[OL�THUHNLTLU[�VM�JVU[YHJ[VYZ��;OL�JLY[PÄLK�
stores include: Paoching Store, Banqiao Store, Hsinchu Store, Tainan Store and Kaohsiung 
:[VYL��H�[V[HS�VM�Ä]L�Z\IZPKPHYPLZ�

◆�7HZZLK�0:6�ZLY]PJL�JLY[PÄJH[PVU

2.2.2 Solid training creates moving services

Perfect service comes from solid training. The first-line service staff of FEDS receives one-

on-one on-site education and training, and abides by the principles of service. The basic 
YLX\PYLTLU[Z�VM�ZLY]PJL� PUJS\KL�W\UJ[\HSP[ �̀�NYVVTPUN��HUK�JSLHUSPULZZ��;OL�Z[Hќ�NYLL[Z�L]LY`�
customer with a cordial, professional and enthusiastic attitude.

Basic courses such as company culture introduction, attendance regulations, insurance 
ILULÄ[Z��ÄYL�ZHML[ �̀�VJJ\WH[PVUHS�ZHML[ �̀�L[J���HYL�HYYHUNLK�MVY�UL^�LTWSV`LLZ�VU�[OL�KH`�VM�
orientation and then the unit supervisor and senior colleagues will conduct work guidance and 
experience teaching to help the new employees acclimate to the situation quickly.

;OL�PUP[PHS�[YHPUPUN�VM�J\Z[VTLY�ZLY]PJL�Z[Hќ�MVJ\ZLZ�VU�IHZPJ�JV\YZLZ�Z\JO�HZ�Z[VYL�RUV^SLKNL��
ÅVVY� PU[YVK\J[PVU��ZLY]PJL�ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ��ZLY]PJL�L[PX\L[[L��L[J�� [OL`�HYL�MHTPSPHY�^P[O�[OL�IHZPJ�
courses, they can learn about gift exchange operations, announcement training, customer 
complaints, etc., through the experience teaching and course management of senior 
colleagues. They also learn about the gift certificate exchange process, foreign currency 
exchange, customer response and system optimization operations and other work matters, to 
ensure and improve the quality of service.

In addition to the courses mentioned above, FEDS also organizes  developmental courses 
covering topics such as health, stress relief, and seasonal fashion information from time to time 
[V�WYVTV[L�[OL�KP]LYZPÄLK�KL]LSVWTLU[�VM�JVSSLHN\LZ��0U�������[OLYL�^LYL�H�[V[HS�VM�����ZLY]PJL�
personnel in FEDS, with a total number of 2,972 trained persons and a total of 2,915.5 hours of 
training.

◆ Training of service personnel

ISO 9001 : 2015

Paoching Store

Banqiao Store Hsinchu Store

Tainan Store

Kaohsiung Store

New employee training
・ Corporate culture
・ Attendance standards
・ Insurance and benefits
・ Occupational safety

Personal development
・ Stress relief
・ Health management
・ Popular information
・ External training

Inheritance of experience
・ Customer complaint handling 
   experience
・ Customer service standards
・ Service philosophy

Professional skills
・ Store information and details
・ Service and etiquette
・ Customer complaint handling
・ Gift redemption operation
・ System operations such as cash 
   register operations
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2.2.3 Social marketing creates a safe shopping atmosphere during the pandemic

0U�������^OLU�[OL�^VYSK�^HZ�PTWHJ[LK�I`�*6=0+�� ��LZWLJPHSS`� PU�[OL�ÄYZ[�OHSM�VM�[OL�`LHY��J\Z[VTLYZ�^LYL�M\SS�VM�HU_PL[`�HUK�
fear about entering and leaving public places. FEDS has strengthened its connection with life and social issues and emphasizes 
"sympathy" with the general public. We immediately implemented pandemic advocacy simultaneously with the government to 
ZOV^�[OL�W\ISPJ�[OL�ZHML[`�VM�V\Y�Z[VYLZ�HUK�M\SÄSS�V\Y�ZVJPHS�JVYWVYH[L�YLZWVUZPIPSP[PLZ�

-,+:�PTWSLTLU[LK�H�[OYLL�Z[HNL�JVTT\UP[`�Z[YH[LN`�PU�������;OL�ÄYZ[�Z[HNL�^HZ�JVVYKPUH[LK�^P[O�[OL�VWLUPUN�VM�-,+:�?PU@P�
(����>L�PU[LNYH[LK�[OL�WV^LY�VM�[OL�LU[PYL�;HP^HULZL�JVTT\UP[`�[OYV\NO�T\S[PTLKPH�HUK�SP]L�IYVHKJHZ[PUN��0U�[OL�ÄYZ[�`LHY�VM�
operation, we have gained 28,000 fans, making FEDS XinYi A13 the newly opened department store with the greatest increase 
in fans in recent years. FEDS XinYi A13 focused the entertainment of the XinYi district and won the "Outstanding Popularity 
(^HYK	�VM�[OL�0U[LYUL[�[OLYTVTL[LY�PU�[OL�ÄYZ[�OHSM�VM������

In response to the immediate outbreak, the second stage made rapid adjustments to keep up with epidemic prevention. We 
uploaded epidemic prevention videos in the fan group, held livestream tours, created supportive stickers, synchronized pink 
THZRZ��Z\WWVY[LK�;HP^HU�*HU�/LSW��L[J��� [V�HJ[�HZ�H�JHSTPUN� MVYJL�HUK� PUJYLHZL�[OL�JVUÄKLUJL� PU� [OL�LWPKLTPJ�WYL]LU[PVU�
TLHZ\YLZ�VM�-,+:�Z[VYLZ��>L�^PSS�Z\Y]P]L�[OL�KPѝJ\S[�LWPKLTPJ�^P[O�;HP^HU�

In the second half of the year, due to the slowdown of the pandemic, the focus of community operations in the third phase has 
returned to consumption and products combined with issues related to life: Such as the triple stimulus vouchers, FUN coupons, 
ZWVY[Z�Z[PT\S\Z�]V\JOLYZ��L[J��*VU[LU[�WYVK\J[PVU� PZ�NLHYLK�[V^HYKZ�JVUULJ[PUN�^P[O�[OL� SP]LZ�VM�J\Z[VTLYZ�HUK�YLK\JPUN�[OL�
W\YL�I\ZPULZZ�JVTT\UPJH[PVU�TVKLS��(S[OV\NO�305,�PZ�UV[�`L[�JVUULJ[LK�[V�-,+:�*94�TLTILYZ�� P[�Z[PSS�HPTZ�[V�PUJYLHZL�[OL�
opening rate and click-through rate, and implement precise marketing based on the gender, age, and content of the members.

◆ Number of followers on social media

◆ Awards and Recognition

unit: Ten thousand people

2020.12

Outstanding
Popularity 
Award 
of Internet Image Star

237.4
194.9 158.8

2018 2019 2020

2018 2019 2020

72.9
78.9

84.2

2018 2019 2020

11.9
13.2

13.8

Average monthly
traffic on the official 

website

FB fan page

Official LINE
friends
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2.2.4 Listen attentively and quickly respond to customer opinions

As the benchmark for department store retail, FEDS understands that customers are our best 
[LHJOLYZ��*\Z[VTLY�VWPUPVUZ� YLTPUK�\Z� [OH[�^L�JHU�HS^H`Z�THRL� PTWYV]LTLU[Z� YLSH[LK� [V�
service, merchandise, and management. In order to provide a friendly and pleasant shopping 
L_WLYPLUJL��-,+:�OHZ�LZ[HISPZOLK�	*\Z[VTLY�:H[PZMHJ[PVU�7YVJLK\YLZ	�� 	6U�ZP[L�*\Z[VTLY�
6WPUPVU�/HUKSPUN�4LHZ\YLZ	�� 	*\Z[VTLY�*VTTVKP[`�:LY]PJL�4HUHNLTLU[�9LN\SH[PVUZ	��
	*\Z[VTLY�6WPUPVU�7YVJLK\YLZ	�HUK�V[OLY�Z[HUKHYKZ��ZV� [OH[�ZVS\[PVUZ�JHU�IL�LMMLJ[P]LS`�
provided for customer comments and increase their satisfaction with the company. FEDS 
also listens to our customers' voices through diversified channels, reviews and improves 
issues mentioned in customer suggestions, and strives to provide customers with the most 
satisfactory service.

◆ Customer feedback channel

◆ Customer opinion processing procedure

In 2020, FEDS received a total of 882 customer feedbacks. Among them, the number of 
feedbacks on goods and services increased by 205 compared with last year. Among them, 
88 were from FEDS XinYi A13, which was opened in 2020, and the remaining 117 were from 
companies in northern parts of Taiwan. The opinions focused on the malls’ temperature and the 
lack of manpower training in two major categories.

The feedback from customers is handled properly in accordance with the internal procedures, 
and after that, we find out the problem points and make improvements to avoid recurring 
PUJPKLU[Z��9LNHYKPUN�[OL�[LTWLYH[\YL�PU�[OL�Z[VYLZ��/8�HUK�LHJO�Z[VYL�OH]L�JVUK\J[LK�VU�ZP[L�
PU]LZ[PNH[PVUZ�HUK�WYVWVZLK�PTWYV]LTLU[�WSHUZ��9LNHYKPUN�[OL�YLZWVUZL�[V�[OL�ZLY]PJL�H[[P[\KL�
JH[LNVY �̀�WLYZVUULS�LK\JH[PVU�HUK�[YHPUPUN�OH]L�ILLU�Z[YLUN[OLULK�[V�PTWYV]L�[OL�WYVÄJPLUJ`�
and service quality of related operations.

◆ Customer feedback statistics

years 2018 2019 2020

*\Z[VTLY�WYHPZL��(� 62 73 68

5\TILY�VM�J\Z[VTLY�VWPUPVUZ��)� 673 609 814

*\Z[VTLY�MLLKIHJR��*$(�)� 735 682 882

7LYJLU[HNL�VM�WYHPZL��(�*� 8% 11% 8%

7LYJLU[HNL�VM�MLLKIHJR��)�*� 92% 89% 92%
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2.3 Optimized Space
The fashionable and novel shopping environment of FEDS, contains care and ingenuity that 
caters to the needs of all customers. We start from the four concepts of "safety, convenience, 
health, and environmental protection" to create a friendly, comfortable, clean and bright 
department store space. In 2020, eight special department store safety enhancement actions 
were completed, so that customers can shop at FEDS with peace of mind.

2.3.1 Established a smart property management APP group, 
department store management moves towards wisdom  

FEDS services many customers every day. We always care about the health and safety of 
customers, and we constantly make improvements to the shopping environment and safety 
equipment of the stores to create a comfortable shopping space for customers. With the 
increasing popularity of smart technology development and application, FEDS established a 
	:THY[�7YVWLY[`�4HUHNLTLU[�(WW�;LHT	�PU�������^OPJO�JVTIPULZ�-90+�HUK�5-*�[LJOUVSVN`�
^P[O�ZTHY[�TVIPSL�KL]PJLZ�[V�LќLJ[P]LS`�JVU[YVS�HUK� PTWSLTLU[�Z[VYL�Z[Hќ�VU�K\[ �̀� PUZWLJ[PVU��
maintenance, etc. We work to greatly improve the safety of various equipment and reduce 
the probability of abnormal risks occurring. The data collected through the app is used in big 
data analysis, assisting the head office in decision-making analysis, establishing predictive 
TVKLSZ��Z[YLUN[OLUPUN�[OL�THUHNLTLU[�LѝJPLUJ`�VM�JOHPU�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYLZ��HUK�OLSWPUN�\Z�
move towards new areas of department store AI and intelligence. For more information about 
[OL�:THY[�7YVWLY[`�4HUHNLTLU[�HWW��WSLHZL�YLMLY� [V� [OL�JOHW[LY�	���,ѝJPLU[�LU]PYVUTLU[HS�
protection operations".

2.3.2 Convenient facilities provide a comfortable shopping 
environment for customers of all ages

*VUZPKLYPUN�[OH[� [OL�J\Z[VTLYZ�VM�-,+:�JVTL�MYVT�HSS�^HSRZ�VM� SPML�� PU�VYKLY� [V�JH[LY� [V� [OL�
needs of different customer groups, we start from the shopping environment that is most 
concerned by the four major customers of "safety, convenience, health, and environmental 
protection." A lot of meticulous planning has been made to show the caring for customers, and 
special attention to the individual needs of women, infants, and elderly, and strive to create a 
comfortable shopping environment suitable for the whole family and all ages.

◆ Full-service facilities

With the increase in the use of consumer electronics by the public, the demand for mobile 
chargers has also increased. To solve the problem of customers running out of power for 
their devices, we provided power bank rental in 6 stores in 2020. "The rental service allows 
customers to rent instead of purchase, and experience a convenient rental experience, without 
causing excessive waste of resources, reducing the high environmental pollution caused by 
batteries during recycling, and sharing convenience while also contributing to the environmental 
protection of the earth.

Safe and secure
AED facilities, safe waiting 
areas, escalator service 
bells, etc.

Environmentally 
friendly and healthy
Electric vehicle charging, 
finger disinfection 
machine, etc.

Elderly care
Wheelchairs, rest 
chairs, etc.

Accessibility 
Bicycle racks, barrier-free 
facilities, taxi-hailing 
services, etc.

Maternal 
and Child Care
Strollers, nurseries, 
special parking spaces 
for pregnant women, etc.

Other Services
Love umbrella, locker, 
power bank, etc.

For detailed service facilities of each branch, please refer to the official website (https://www.feds.com.tw).
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In order to immediately grasp the accidents in the department stores, and establish a review 
and improvement system to avoid accidents from recurring. FEDS established the "Operational 
:[HUKHYKZ� MVY�/HUKSPUN�(JJPKLU[Z� PU�)\ZPULZZ�7SHJLZ	� PU�4HYJO�������HUK�JVTWSL[LK� [OL�
JVUZ[Y\J[PVU�VM� [OL�	6USPUL� 0UJPKLU[�9LWVY[PUN�:`Z[LT	� PU�5V]LTILY���� ��ZPTWSPM`PUN� [OL�
notification channels and allowing relevant units to understand the details of the incident in 
real time and intervene to provide assistance in due course. In addition to setting up complete 
accident handling standards, FEDS also dispatched personnel to inspect the scene regularly 
from the perspective of prevention, and broadcast timely to remind customers to pay attention 
to their own safety to avoid accidents.

0U������� [OL�OPNOLZ[�WYVWVY[PVU�VM�HJJPKLU[Z� PU�LHJO�Z[VYL�VJJ\YYLK� [V�J\Z[VTLYZ� �������
MVSSV^LK�I`�JV\U[LY�]LUKVYZ��������>L�JHYLM\SS`�HUHS`aL�[OL�IHZPJ��KPYLJ[��HUK�PUKPYLJ[�JH\ZLZ�
of each accident, and put forward preventive countermeasures and improvement suggestions, 
OVWPUN�[V�LќLJ[P]LS`�YLK\JL�HJJPKLU[Z�HUK�THRL�[OL�ZOVWWPUN�LU]PYVUTLU[�JVTMVY[HISL�HUK�
safe.

◆ Standard operating procedure for accidents

years 2018 2019 2020

Employees 12.7% 7.5% 6.6%

*\Z[VTLYZ 78.9% 75.4% 73.1%

*V\U[LY�]LUKVY 5.6% 13.2% 15.6%

*VU[YHJ[LK�]LUKVY 2.8% 3.9% 4.7%

◆ Standard operating procedure for accidents

Occurrence 
of accident

On-site
staff

General injury
Floor manager
(emergency personnel)

Serious injury
Floor manager (emergency personnel)

Not taken 
to the 

hospital

Floor manager accompanies the 
injured person to the doctor and 
assists in medical matters

Medical expenses
processing

Insurance
assessment

Fill in the "Accident Record Form"

1. Confirm that there is no further danger to the on-site environment 
and personnel, and calm the involved persons

2. Immediately notify floor manager (emergency personnel) to bring 
a first aid kit

1. Take care of the injury
2. Take a taxi or company car 

to the doctor for examination
3. Other important information

1. Emergency treatment or use CPR+AED
2. Notify the store manager and nursing 

staff immediately
3. Call 119 to call for an ambulance
4. Other important information
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◆ Accident improvement countermeasures

party involved Major accident 
categories Reason of occurrence Strategies for improvement

Employees

*Y\ZOPUN�K\L�[V�
mishandling of 

objects
Inadvertently crushing toes 
when handling equipment

�� 9LTPUK�LTWSV`LLZ�[V�WH`�H[[LU[PVU�[V�
their surroundings

- Use a trolley to assist in handling

*\[Z *\[Z�^OLU�\ZPUN�H�\[PSP[`�
knife

�� 9LTPUK�LTWSV`LLZ�[V�WH`�H[[LU[PVU�[V�
the force applied and direction of use

- Use other tools to assist in holding the 
object down

Tripping ;OL�ÅVVY�PZ�ZSPWWLY`�VY�OHZ�
protrusions

�� 9LTPUK�LTWSV`LLZ�[V�WH`�H[[LU[PVU�[V�
the working environment

- Do not use your phone while walking

*V\U[LYZ�Z[Hќ

Tripping ;OL�ÅVVY�PZ�ZSPWWLY`�VY�OHZ�
protrusions

�� 9LTPUK�LTWSV`LLZ�[V�WH`�H[[LU[PVU�[V�
their work

- Do not use your phone while walking

Burns Scalded by hot water when 
cooking food

- Promote compliance with work safety
- Burn treatment and reporting

Falling *HYLSLZZ�\ZL�VM�SHKKLYZ �� 7YVTV[L�[OL�\ZL�VM�JLY[PÄLK�SHKKLYZ
- Wear safety helmets and work in pairs

*\Z[VTLYZ

Tripping

��4PZZLK�H�Z[LW�VU�[OL�SHKKLY
- Unstable stance on the 

escalator
- Picking up items
�� *V\U[LY�OLPNO[�KPќLYLUJL
�� 9\UUPUN

��4HRL�HUUV\UJLTLU[Z�[V�YLTPUK�
customers to pay attention to safety

�� 7H`�TVYL�H[[LU[PVU�^OLU�[OL�ÅVVY�
THUHNLY�PUZWLJ[Z�[OL�ÅVVY

��4HYR�[OL�NYV\UK�[V�WVPU[�V\[�OLPNO[�
KPќLYLUJLZ

- Ask customers not to run

Slipping :SPWWLY`�ÅVVY

�� *SLHULYZ�Z[YLUN[OLU�ÅVVY�HUK�[VPSL[�
inspections

- Ask counter personnel to pay attention 
to water stains

- Signs must be placed during cleaning
�� *VUÄYT�[OH[�[OL�NYV\UK�PZ�KY`�ILMVYL�

removing the sign

*VU[YHJ[VY

*Y\ZOPUN
A security colleague was 
on duty at night and was 
accidentally crushed by a 
door

- Immediately carry out inspection and 
strengthen maintenance work

*\[Z *VUZ[Y\J[PVU�^VYRLYZ�^LYL�
cut by machinery

�� 9LTPUK�WLYZVUULS�[OH[�WYV[LJ[P]L�
covers should be used with hand tools

Animal attack
Security personnel caught 
stray cats that ran into the 
store and were scratched

�� 9LTPUK�WLYZVUULS�[OH[�LX\PWTLU[�
should be used to capture the animal

- Be careful to avoid direct scratches and 
bites from animals

2.3.3 Childcare-friendly spaces and nursery rooms passed 
HYDOXDWLRQ�DQG�FHUWLðFDWLRQ

FEDS strives to create a friendly environment for childcare to meet the child-raising needs of 
employees and customers. Nursery rooms have been established in each store of FEDS, and 
[OL�SVJH[PVU�THYRPUNZ�HUK�MHJPSP[PLZ�VM�[OL�U\YZLY`�YVVTZ�OH]L�HSZV�ILLU�JLY[PÄLK�I`�[OL�JV\U[`�
and city governments.

◆ Nursery review

◆ Other meritorious deeds

ൔ Set up 147 priority parking spaces for women and children

In order to allow pregnant women and parents with young children to have convenient 
parking spaces, a total of 147 women and children-friendly parking spaces have been 
established in convenient and safe places such as near the elevators, pedestrian 
LU[YHUJLZ�VY�THUHNLTLU[�YVVTZ�PU�[OL�WHYRPUN�SV[Z�VM�LHJO�-,+:�Z[VYL��*SLHY�KPYLJ[PVU�
N\PKHUJL�� PKLU[PÄJH[PVU�ZPNUZ��WHYRPUN�ZWV[�THYRPUNZ�OH]L�ILLU� PTWSLTLU[LK�[V�OLSW�
guide pregnant women and parents with young children when parking.

ൔ Becoming a dementia-friendly store

Since 2018, the National Health Administration has actively promoted the dementia-friendly 
community project, inviting businesses willing to help to assist the elderly with dementia 
in a timely manner. With the help of the community and neighbors, we will take care of 
the rapidly increasing number of dementia patients together and achieve the vision of a 
dementia-friendly Taiwan. In July 2020, FEDS Hualien Store completed the training course 
MVY�KLTLU[PH�MYPLUKS`�VYNHUPaH[PVUZ�PU�YLZWVUZL�[V�[OL�/\HSPLU�*V\U[`�.V]LYUTLU[»Z�MYPLUKS`�
community policy, and joined the ranks of dementia-friendly organizations.
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ൔ Selected as a friendly store for six consecutive years

7HVJOPUN�:[VYL� PZ�HKQHJLU[� [V� [OL�;HPWLP�*P[`�Z� [V\YPZ[�H[[YHJ[PVU�?PTLUKPUN�I\ZPULZZ�
KPZ[YPJ[�� 0[� OHZ�ILLU�ZLSLJ[LK�HZ�H� 	-YPLUKS`�:[VYL	�I`� [OL�;HPWLP�*P[`�+LWHY[TLU[�
VM�*VTTLYJL� MVY� ZP_�JVUZLJ\[P]L�`LHYZ�� 0[�WYV]PKLZ� � MYPLUKS`�ZLY]PJLZ� �� PUJS\KPUN�
convenient payment, friendly toilet/feeding friendly, Japanese friendly, barrier-free friendly, 
English friendly, mobile device charging, Korean friendly, fair trade friendly, so that visitors 
and customers can feel as if they were at home, improving the friendly image of Taipei 
*P[ �̀�;OL�Z[VYL�OHZ�ILJVTL�HU�PTWVY[HU[�WHY[ULY�PU�[OL�KL]LSVWTLU[�VM�[OL�MYPLUKS`�JP[ �̀

ൔ Provide a high-quality toilet environment

FEDS provides customers with a clean and tidy toilet environment in the stores. In 2020, 
each branch participated in the Environmental Protection Agency's "Quality Public Toilet  
Program", and the evaluation results were excellent or above. Six stores have been 
awarded during the event. The public voted as the "Five-Star Premium" level, among 
which FEDS Hualien Store ranks among the top 50 high-quality public toilets in the 
country.

Subsidiary Public toilet rating Popular appraisal (*)

FEDS XinYi A13 Excellent

Paoching Store Excellent

4LNH�*P[`�)HUXPHV�:[VYL Excellent Five-star excellence

Banqiao Store Excellent

Taoyuan Store Excellent Five-star excellence

Hsinchu Store Excellent Five-star excellence

;VW�*P[`�;HPJO\UN�:[VYL Excellent Five-star excellence

*OPH`P�:[VYL Excellent

Tainan Store Gifted class

Kaohsiung Store Excellent Five-star excellence

Hualien Store Excellent Five-star excellence
�5V[L!�����;OL�YLZ\S[Z�HYL�MYVT�[OL�W\ISPJ�L]HS\H[PVU�VM�[OL�	5H[PVUHS�.YLLU�3P]PUN�7\ISPJ�;VPSL[�,]HS\H[PVU��*VTWHYPUN�HUK�,UQV`PUN�.YLLU�

Points" organized by the Environmental Protection Agency in 2020.

������ ���VWRUHV�LQ�7DLZDQ�REWDLQHG�$('�VDIH�SODFH�FHUWLðFDWLRQ

(SS����Z[VYLZ�VM�-,+:�PU�;HP^HU�OH]L� PUZ[HSSLK�	(\[VTH[PJ�,_[LYUHS�*HYKPHJ�+LÄIYPSSH[VY	� �(,+��
HUK�VI[HPULK� [OL�	(,+�:HML�7SHJL	�JLY[PMPJH[PVU�� 0U�������4LNH�*P[`�)HUXPHV�ILJHTL� [OL�
MPYZ[�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYL� PU�5L^�;HPWLP�*P[`� [V�WHZZ� [OL�(,+�JLY[PMPJH[PVU�� 0U�������HSS����(,+�
administrators of FEDS completed training in accordance with the law and participated in 
(,+�HUK�JHYKPVW\STVUHY`�YLZ\ZJP[H[PVU� �*79��JV\YZLZ��ZV�[OH[�HSS�THUHNLYZ�JHU�\UKLYZ[HUK�
THJOPUL�VWLYH[PVU�HUK�ÄYZ[�HPK�TLHZ\YLZ��0U�HKKP[PVU��PU����������-,+:�Z�LTLYNLUJ`�WLYZVUULS�
were required in accordance with the law, and the actual number was 86, which far exceeds 
the standards prescribed by laws and regulations, which shows that FEDS is dedicated to 
safeguarding customer safety.

◆�5\TILY�VM�(,+�MHJPSP[PLZ�HUK�ÄYZ[�YLZWVUKLYZ

 

                Unit

Item           

AED Emergency personnel

Quantity Management 
personnel

Statutory 
number of 

people
Actual number 

of people

More than 
the statutory 
number of 

people

Headquarters 1 2 4 8 4

FEDS XinYi A13 2 1 3 4 1

Paoching Store 1 1 3 4 1

4LNH�*P[`�)HUXPHV�
Store 3 1 6 7 1

Banqiao Store 2 4 3 3 0

Taoyuan Store 1 1 2 19 17

Hsinchu Store 1 1 5 8 3

;VW�*P[`�;HPJO\UN�
Store 4 1 9 12 3

*OPH`P�:[VYL 1 2 1 2 1

Tainan Store 2 2 3 7 4

Kaohsiung Store 1 1 4 7 3

Hualien Store 1 1 2 5 3

Total 20 18 45 86 41
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Improve department store clean   
management and strengthen environmental 
cleanliness
For the floor and wall, entrance and exit glass, door frames and 
accessories, customer rest area and other items, a store cleaning 
checklist, cleaning detailed inspection list and other management 
forms were formulated to implement various cleaning and disinfection 
operations inside and outside the store to create a clean and 
comfortable shopping environment, In 2020, each branch employed an 
average of 595 janitors per day, and the total number of janitors for the 
year reached 214,000.

Regularly monitor air quality to maintain customer 
health
(JJVYKPUN�[V�[OL�	3HIVY�>VYR�,U]PYVUTLU[�4VUP[VYPUN�0TWSLTLU[H[PVU�
4LHZ\YLZ	�VM�[OL�4PUPZ[Y`�VM�3HIVY��HU�L_[LYUHS�HUK�X\HSPÄLK�TVUP[VYPUN�
agency shall be entrusted to perform environmental carbon dioxide 
concentration monitoring every 6 months, and the monitoring results in 
2020 have all passed.

Equipment inspection
to prevent abnormal occurrence
In 2020, app was launched, so that the inspection mechanisms of the 
mechanical and electrical maintenance personnel of each store can 
be more reliable, managed and tracked. With the patrol management 
analysis table, if a piece of equipment shows three abnormal signals 
in a week, the management personnel shall immediately inspect the 
equipment on site and determine the cause of the abnormality and 
perform follow-up treatment, reducing the chance of abnormalities 
in the electromechanical equipment, and ensuring safe and efficient 
operation.

0TWSLTLU[�ÄYL�ZHML[`�PUZWLJ[PVUZ�[V�LUZ\YL�
equipment safety
(JJVYKPUN�[V�[OL�YLN\SH[PVUZ�VM�[OL�4PUPZ[Y`�VM�[OL�0U[LYPVY�Z�	-PYL�:HML[`�
Equipment Inspection and Declarations", the inspection and declaration 
VM�ÄYL�ZHML[`�LX\PWTLU[�PU�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYLZ�ZOHSS�IL�JVTWSL[LK�L]LY`�
ZP_�TVU[OZ�HUK�ZOHSS�WHZZ�YL�PUZWLJ[PVU��0U�4H`�������[OL�	-PYL�:HML[`�
4HPU[LUHUJL�*OLJRSPZ[	�^HZ�MVYT\SH[LK�[V� PUJS\KL����PUZWLJ[PVU� P[LTZ�
in 16 categories, and 11 stores across Taiwan carried out a two-
week physical examination of fire safety equipment. Improvements 
for all defects found in each store were completed in September and 
December of the same year.

8  Actions to Ensure the Safety in Department Stores     
In 2020, FEDS launched a peace-of-mind action plan which was focused on eight major aspects related to mall 
ZHML[ �̀� PUJS\KPUN�ÄYL�WYV[LJ[PVU��ZLJ\YP[ �̀�JSLHUPUN��SPM[PUN�LX\PWTLU[��HUK�HJJLZZ�JVU[YVS�THUHNLTLU[��[V�LUZ\YL�H�
completely safe shopping environment in the stores.

Ensure the safe operation of escalators and 
reduce accidents
According to the "Automatic Inspection Plan" established by the 
company, the elevators and escalators are regularly maintained 
and inspected, and protective poles are set up on both sides of the 
escalator to prevent falling. In the event of an accident, the emergency 
button can also be pressed. Protective panels have been installed 
between the escalator and the building to reduce the occurrence of 
accidents through extensive safety protection mechanisms.

Inspect water quality every quarter to promote 
safe drinking
(JJVYKPUN� [V� [OL�,U]PYVUTLU[HS�7YV[LJ[PVU�(NLUJ`�Z� 	4LHZ\YLZ� MVY�
[OL�<ZL��4HUHNLTLU[� HUK�4HPU[LUHUJL�VM� -P_LK�,X\PWTLU[� MVY�
*VU[PU\V\Z�>H[LY�:\WWS`�VM�+YPURPUN�>H[LY	�� YLN\SHY�THPU[LUHUJL�
of drinking fountains is carried out every month, and drinking water 
quality inspections are implemented every 3 months. In 2020, the water 
quality was inspected 4 times and 111, 122, 121, and 122 points were 
inspected respectively, and the test results all comply with laws and 
regulations.

Position security personnel to strengthen security 
and patrols
According to the daily, weekly, and monthly operation cycles of the 
head office management unit, each store is requested to inspect or 
count the maintenance personnel's duty records, personnel roster, 
duty performance and other operation forms, and regularly review 
them in the monthly assistant store manager meetings. In terms of 
implementation, each store has over 60,000 people on duty for security 
[OYV\NOV\[�[OL�`LHY��HUK�[OL�.LULYHS�(ќHPYZ�+LWHY[TLU[�HSZV�JVUK\J[Z�
random inspections from time to time to ensure that on-site security 
management is implemented correctly.

On-site exercises for disaster prevention 
education to improve resilience
All 11 stores in Taiwan have appointed "fire prevention managers" in 
HJJVYKHUJL�^P[O�[OL�SH^�[V�JVVYKPUH[L�ÄYL�WYV[LJ[PVU�WSHUZ�HUK�KPZHZ[LY�
prevention related matters. Each store holds more than two disaster 
WYL]LU[PVU�LK\JH[PVU�[YHPUPUNZ�WLY�`LHY� �ZLTP�HUU\HSS`�VY�X\HY[LYS`�� [V�
enhance the disaster prevention knowledge and response abilities of 
HSS�LTWSV`LLZ��0U�YLZWVUZL�[V�[OL�ZLYPV\Z�2;=�ÄYL�PU�;HPWLP�*P[`�PU�(WYPS�
2020, in order to strengthen the knowledge and abilities of all personnel 
YLSH[LK�[V�KPZHZ[LY�WYL]LU[PVU��YLSPLM���^L�VYNHUPaLK�ÄYL�ZHML[`�LK\JH[PVU�
and training in July of the same year. The training had 79 participants.
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Retail is Detail. All 11 FEDS stores in Taiwan are focused on the details of daily operations to create 
green value through products and services, actively create a culture of green operation, and implement 
the ideas of low-carbon operations and environmental protection. We are committed to maintaining the 
relationship between department store operations and environmental sustainability, creating a win-win 
relationship, building a sustainable and fashionable environmentally friendly department store for 
customers, and contributing to global warming and climate change improvements.

2020 Corporate Social Responsibility Report

Efficient Environmental Protection Operations

・Legal Compliance

・Energy management

・Green products and services

・Water and waste management

In response to   4    material topics
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3.1 Energy Saving Green 
Intelligence

Using the idea of "green, environmentally friendly 
operations” as a starting point, FEDS implements 
energy saving and carbon reduction measures in our 
operating processes and details, and combines new 
energy technologies and management technologies 
to implement various energy plans and management 
HJ[PVUZ�[V�PTWYV]L�LULYN`�LѝJPLUJ`�HUK�HJOPL]L�LULYN`�
management goals. We aim to fully improve our ability 
to respond to global warming and climate change.

3.1.1 Sustainable environment and 
energy management

FEDS has been implementing energy management 
actions since 2012. With the engineering department 
as the core, it has established an energy conservation 
team, established KPI management indicators, and 
held monthly management assistant store meetings 
to regularly track, review, and improve, to improve 
the efficiency of each point of energy use, and work 
together to achieve the company's power-saving goals.

FEDS has stipulated a "Energy Policy", to guarantee the 
M\SÄSSTLU[�VM�V\Y�JVYWVYH[L�JP[PaLUZOPW�YLZWVUZPIPSP[PLZ��PU�
order to do our part in protecting the environment:

◆ Main energy conservation measures in 2020

◆ Important results of environmental sustainability

I. Committing to energy-saving improvement 
HJ[PVUZ�[V�PTWYV]L�LULYN`�LɉJPLUJ �̀

II. Continuously improving the management system 
to enhance energy management performance.

III. Promoting green consumption experience to 
establish a low-carbon shopping environment.

IV. Making good use of innovative smart technology 
to create a fashionable and environmentally 
friendly department store.
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◆ Supporting investments in green energy
unit: kWh

                                                               Year
     Item                                            2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 Subtotal

Purchased green 
power 100,000 100,000 50 T-REC 30 T-REC - 280,000

Solar power 
generation 34,955 36,784 42,757 37,773 43,705 195,974

Total 134,955 136,784 92,757 67,773 43,705 475,974

5V[L!�,HJO�9LUL^HISL�,ULYN`�*LY[PÄJH[L��;�9,*��PZ�������KLNYLLZ�

◆ Awards and Recognition

3.1.2 Managing the energy efficiency of the service industry through the ideas of the 
manufacturing industry

Each store operates for 10 to 11 hours each day. The long-term operating requirements make energy management an important 
PZZ\L�MVY�-,+:��>L�\ZL�	[OL�PKLH�VM�[OL�THU\MHJ[\YPUN�PUK\Z[Y`�[V�THUHNL�[OL�LULYN`�\ZHNL�LѝJPLUJ`�VM�[OL�ZLY]PJL�PUK\Z[Y`	��
>L�WYVTV[L�]HYPV\Z�LULYN`�ZH]PUN�HJ[PVUZ�I`�LZ[HISPZOPUN�JVTWSL[L�RL`�WLYMVYTHUJL� PUKPJH[VYZ� �270Z���HUK�^L�OVSK�TVU[OS`�
assistant store manager meetings to track the performance of various performance indicators. In 2020, new categories such 
as equipment inspection punctuality, equipment inspection pass rate, and repair acceptance management, were added to the 
energy management KPI. It is hoped that this will strengthen the reliability of the equipment in each store and improve operating 
LѝJPLUJ �̀�7SLHZL�YLMLY�[V�(WWLUKP_�00�MVY�[OL�LU]PYVUTLU[HS�WLYMVYTHUJL�VM�Z\IZPKPHYPLZ�

◆ Energy management results in 2020   

In order to reduce energy consumption and solve the 
challenges of climate change, FEDS Headquarters and Mega 
City Banqiao Store took the lead in introducing the ISO 50001 
energy management system in 2017, hoping to improve 
energy efficiency and reduce energy consumption costs 
through a systematic management process. In November 
2020, we continued to pass the regular review of the ISO 
������LULYN`�THUHNLTLU[�Z`Z[LT�HUK� MVSSV^LK�[OL�7+*(�
WYPUJPWSLZ� [V�KL]LSVW� ZVS\[PVUZ� [V� JVU[PU\V\ZS`� VW[PTPaL�
LULYN`�\ZL�HUK�JHYY`�V\[�TVYL�LќLJ[P]L�LULYN`�ZH]PUN�HJ[PVUZ�
according to the improvement suggestions given after the 
review.

0U�VYKLY�[V�M\Y[OLY�PTWYV]L�LULYN`�LѝJPLUJ �̀�[OL�*VUZ[Y\J[PVU�
Department took stock of the air-conditioning equipment of 11 
Z[VYLZ��(TVUN�[OLT��� �\UP[Z�HYL�V]LY����`LHYZ�VSK�HUK�OH]L�
a high risk of stable operation. In order to improve the energy-
ZH]PUN�LќLJ[�VM� [OL�HPY�JVUKP[PVUPUN�Z`Z[LT��[OL�*VUZ[Y\J[PVU��
Department has drawn up a plan to replace old equipment in 
stages. In 2020, 3 units were replaced. In 2021, there will also 
be 3 units that will be replaced in a new replacement plan, 
which states more than 30% of the old units will be replaced 
in 2 years.
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◆ Schedule for the introduction of important environmental management projects 3.1.3 An exemplary department store in energy saving and carbon 
reduction results  

In 2020, the annual average temperature across Taiwan reached a record high. It increased by 
0.07 degrees from 2019. FEDS continues to implement energy plans and management actions 
[V� PTWYV]L� P[Z�HIPSP[`� [V�YLZWVUK�[V�JSPTH[L�JOHUNL��:PUJL�-,+:�?PU`P�(���VѝJPHSS`�VWLULK� PU�
January 2020, the total electricity consumption of 11 stores in Taiwan in 2020 increased by 
16.17 million kWh compared with the previous year, reaching 203.87 million kWh. If the new 
Z[VYL�VWLUPUN� PZ�L_JS\KLK�� MVY� [OL�LSLJ[YPJP[`�JVUZ\TW[PVU� PU����Z[VYLZ�� [OL�[V[HS�HTV\U[�^HZ�
178.96 million kWh, a decrease of 8.74 million kWh from the previous year, and the power 
ZH]PUN�YH[L�YLHJOLK�������;OL�LULYN`�ZH]PUN�LќLJ[�PZ�L_JLSSLU[�

◆ Energy consumption-electricity

◆ Energy consumption-gasoline

Energy-saving management meetings are held to 
implement energy-saving improvements

On December 10, 2020, the Construction Department gathered 25 equipment supervisors 
HUK�Z[Hќ�MYVT�/8�HUK����Z[VYLZ�[V�WHY[PJPWH[L�PU�[OL�HUU\HS�LULYN`�THUHNLTLU[�TLL[PUN��
In addition to reviewing the implementation of the annual energy performance indicators of 
each store, the energy-saving plans for the following year and the key points of the plans 
were discussed. Outstanding stores were also invited to share their energy-saving practices. 
>L�HPTLK�[V�THRL�JVU[PU\V\Z�PTWYV]LTLU[Z�[V�VW[PTPaL�LULYN`�THUHNLTLU[�LѝJPLUJ`�
through “management” and “education”.

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

19,812 19,299 19,053 18,770 20,387

Unit: 10,000 kWh

5V[L!�0U�������LSLJ[YPJP[`�JVUZ\TW[PVU�Z[H[PZ[PJZ�HKKLK�H�UL^�Z[VYL!�-,+:�?PU`P�(���

12,962

liter

13,899.8

liter

2019 2020
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◆ Carbon dioxide emissions

◆ Achieved annual energy saving goals

In 2020, each store implemented 27 large-scale energy saving projects, effectively saving 
������� ��R>O�VM�LULYN �̀�(TVUN�[OLT��4LNH�*P[`�)HUXPHV�:[VYL�JOHUNLK�[OL�VWLYH[PVU�TVKL�
of 3 passenger elevators, and replaced 2,997 LED lamps on the 3rd and 8th floors. It also 
JVU[YVSSLK�[OL�V\[SL[�[LTWLYH[\YL�VM�[OL�JVVSPUN�^H[LY�K\YPUN�UVU�Z\TTLY�WLYPVKZ��0[�LќLJ[P]LS`�
ZH]LK�HIV\[���������R>O�VM�LSLJ[YPJP[`�MYVT�HPY�JVUKP[PVUPUN��SPNO[PUN��HUK�LSL]H[VYZ��;OL�LќLJ[�
VM�[OL�LULYN`�ZH]PUN�WYVQLJ[�YHURZ�ÄYZ[�HTVUN�[OL�IYHUJOLZ�

◆ Energy conservation projects and results

Year 2018 2019 2020

,ULYN`�JVUZLY]H[PVU�WYVQLJ[Z��<UP[!�JHZLZ� 19 35 27

(J[\HS�PU]LZ[LK�HTV\U[��<UP[!�5;��
[OV\ZHUK� 4,218 6,057 34,199

,ULYN`�ZH]PUNZ��<UP[!�R>O� 1,455,459 2,155,100 2,022,393

In order to seek opportunities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, FEDS took the Hualien 
store as a model store and obtained ISO 14064-1 : 2018 GHG inventory certification in 
June 2020. The internal energy consumption and carbon emissions of the Hualien store 
HYL�JHSJ\SH[LK� [OYV\NO�H�Z[HUKHYKPaLK�WYVJLZZ��HUK���LULYN`� PTWYV]LTLU[�WYVQLJ[Z�^LYL�
PTWSLTLU[LK��^OPJO�HYL�	0TWVY[� 0:6�������,ULYN`�4HUHNLTLU[�:`Z[LT	��	(WWS`� MVY�,ULYN`�
;LJOUVSVN`�:LY]PJL� 0UK\Z[Y`� �,:*6��,ULYN`�:H]PUN�7YVQLJ[	��	9LWSHJL�VSK�LULYN`�JVUZ\TPUN�
air conditioners", "Cooling towers are changed to wet bulb control", "Department store lighting 
is replaced with LED lights", and "Implementation of counters' power saving incentives", helping 
Hualien store reduce carbon emissions by 188,330Kg.

◆ Greenhouse gas emissions

unit: Tons

5V[L!�;OL�JHYIVU�LTPZZPVUZ�HYL�JHSJ\SH[LK�IHZLK�VU�[OL�LSLJ[YPJP[`�JHYIVU�LTPZZPVU�JVLѝJPLU[�HUUV\UJLK�I`�[OL�)\YLH\�
VM�,ULYN �̀�;OL������JVLѝJPLU[�OHZ�UV[�`L[�ILLU�HUUV\UJLK��ZV�[OL���� �JVLѝJPLU[�VM����� �RN�*62e/kWh has 
been used.

5V[L!�;OL������WV^LY�ZH]PUN�[HYNL[�PZ�IHZLK�VU�[OL�L_PZ[PUN����Z[VYLZ��L_JS\KPUN�?PU`P�(���

5V[L!�;OL�ZJVWL�VM�[OL�]LYPÄJH[PVU�PUJS\KLZ�MV\Y�JH[LNVYPLZ!�	-\LS�MVY�]LOPJSLZ	��	LTLYNLUJ`�NLULYH[VY�KPLZLS	��	YLMYPNLYHU[�SVZZ	�
HUK�	JHYIVU�KPV_PKL�ÄYL�L_[PUN\PZOLY�YLWSLUPZOTLU[	�

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

2.8%
Energy 

conservation
results

Energy
conservation

goals

2.6% 1.3% 1.5%

4.7%

2% 2%
1% 1% 1%

105,004

2016

106,916

2017

101,552

2018

100,044

2019

103,770

2020
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◆ Awards and Recognition

3.1.4 Excellent performance in energy usage intensity (EUI)

;OL�HUU\HS�LULYN`�\ZHNL� PU[LUZP[`�WLY�\UP[�HYLH� �,<0�� PZ�VUL�VM� [OL� PTWVY[HU[�LULYN`�THUHNLTLU[� PUKPJH[VYZ� MVY�-,+:��6\Y�
management target refers to the average EUI of the department store industry, and the EUI is tracked and managed by the 
energy conservation team on a weekly basis. Looking at the actual EUI performance figures, we can see that as turnover 
increases annually, FEDS’s dependence on energy has decreased year by year. EUI has decreased from 344 in 2016 to 320 in 
2020, showing a decrease of 7.0%. There are large-scale cinemas in 6 FEDS stores. The daily opening hours are more than 4 
OV\YZ�SVUNLY�[OHU�V[OLY�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYL�WLLYZ��0U�[OL�JHZL�VM�SVUNLY�WV^LY�JVUZ\TW[PVU��,<0»Z�WV^LY�JVUZ\TW[PVU�LѝJPLUJ`�
is still comparable to that of other department stores. The average performance of the department store industry keeps pace, 
KLTVUZ[YH[PUN�[OL�L_JLSSLU[�LULYN`�ZH]PUN�WLYMVYTHUJL�VM�-,+:�

◆�,ULYN`�PU[LUZP[`�OHZ�ILLU�YLK\JLK�MVY�Ä]L�JVUZLJ\[P]L�`LHYZ

 

◆ The EUI of various store types is gradually reducing

◆ EUI reduced by 6.4% in 5 years

unit: kWh/ m2. yr

5V[L!�;OL�H]LYHNL�,<0�KH[H�VM�[OL�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYL�PUK\Z[Y`��L_JS\KPUN�[OL�Z\YMHJL�HYLH�VM�WHYRPUN�SV[Z�PU�[OL�JP[`��HKVW[Z�[OL�	(UU\HS�9LWVY[�VU�,ULYN`�
(\KP[Z�MVY�5VU�4HU\MHJ[\YPUN�0UK\Z[YPLZ	�VM�[OL�)\YLH\�VM�,ULYN`�VM�[OL�4PUPZ[Y`�VM�,JVUVTPJ�(ќHPYZ�

5V[L!�:[VYL�[`WLZ�HYL�JSHZZPÄLK�IHZLK�VU�[OL�JVTWYLOLUZP]L�JVUZPKLYH[PVU�VM�MHJ[VYZ�
Z\JO�HZ�[\YUV]LY��[`WL�VM�I\ZPULZZ��HUK�WO`ZPJHS�ZPaL�

5V[L!�,SLJ[YPJP[`�\ZHNL�PU[LUZP[`�$�,SLJ[YPJP[`�\ZHNL���������R>O��¼�
;\YUV]LY������TPSSPVU��

2018 2019 2020

337.4
332.4

317.6

325.4

322.8

309.0

323.2

313.3

298.5

Large store

Medium store

Small store

45.6%

6.4%

42.7%
2016 2020
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3.2 Real-Time Smart Property Management
>P[O�[OL�HK]HUJL�PM�[LJOUVSVN �̀�L_JLW[PUN�[OL�ZJHSL��SVJH[PVU��HUK�THYRL[�ZOHYL�VM�[OL�Z[VYLZ��-,+:�
HSZV�MVJ\ZLZ�VU�\ZPUN�[LJOUVSVN`�[V�THUHNL�[OL�Z[VYLZ��(Z�[OL�SPZ[LK�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYL�ILUJOTHYR��
FEDS plays a leading role, especially in technology. We have established a task force to increase 
the technological capabilities of FEDS in a planned way, transformed the traditional department 
store business model based on labor, and use digital technology to enhance the environmental 
THUHNLTLU[�LѝJPLUJ`�VM�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYLZ��-,+:»Z�VWLYH[PVUZ�HYL�ILJVTPUN�PUZ[HU[��TVIPSL��HUK�
intelligent.

3.2.1 Strengthen the technological power of department stores to 
promote smart inspection

-,+:�LZ[HISPZOLK� [OL� 	:THY[�7YVWLY[`�4HUHNLTLU[�(WW�;LHT	� PU������ [V� PU[YVK\JL� [OL�
concept of big data and the Internet of Things into the asset and equipment management of 
department stores. It hopes to provide more data on-the-spot through the smart app, reducing 
[OL�THUWV^LY�HUK�[PTL�YLX\PYLK�MVY�[OL�PUZWLJ[PVU�VM�]HYPV\Z�LX\PWTLU[Z�HUK�HZZL[Z��LќLJ[P]LS`�
PTWYV]PUN�[OL�LѝJPLUJ`�VM�VWLYH[PVUZ��HUK�\WNYHKPUN�[OL�KPNP[HS�THUHNLTLU[�VM�KLWHY[TLU[�
store, thereby laying a solid foundation for the future of smart retail. In 2020, the functions 
"equipment inspection" and "asset management” were completed for the FEDS’s digital smart 
HWW�� 0U� [OL� M\[\YL�� [OL�HWW�^PSS�IL�NYHK\HSS`�L_WHUKLK� [V� PUJS\KL�TVYL�I\ZPULZZ� M\UJ[PVUZ��
enabling department store management to be more mobile and intelligent.

3.2.2 Inspection app enhances the inspections

In 2020, the 11 branches of FEDS introduced the mechanical and electrical equipment 
PUZWLJ[PVU�HWW� PU�[^V�WOHZLZ��^OPJO�LќLJ[P]LS`�ZVS]LK�[OL�WYVISLTZ�[OH[�[OL�TLJOHUPJHS�HUK�
LSLJ[YPJHS�LX\PWTLU[�THUHNLTLU[�Z[Hќ�TH`�L_WLYPLUJL��^OPJO�PUJS\KL�PUHKLX\H[L�PUZWLJ[PVUZ��
improper inspections, equipment maintenance information cannot be uploaded immediately, a 
SHYNL�U\TILY�VM�WHWLY�]LYPÄJH[PVU�MVYTZ�[OH[�[OL�THPU[LUHUJL�WLYZVUULS�T\Z[�ÄSS�PU��HUK�V[OLY�
shortcomings. By using the various equipment data recorded by the "digital inspection system" 
PU�[OL�PUZWLJ[PVU�HWW��[OL�Z`Z[LT�^PSS�H\[VTH[PJHSS`�YLZWVUK�[V�[OL�ZL[�ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ�PU�YLHS�[PTL�
and inform the user of any abnormalities in the equipment. The system will prompt the manager 
to enter the site to handle the situation in a timely manner in order to prevent the occurrence of 
HJJPKLU[Z��;OL�Z`Z[LT�JHU�LќLJ[P]LS`�PTWYV]L�[OL�Z\P[HIPSP[`�HUK�YLSPHIPSP[`�VM�[OL�LX\PWTLU[�

◆ The schedule of Inspection app

◆ Features of the inspection app
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������ 3URSHUW\�PDQDJHPHQW�DSS�DFFHOHUDWHV�PDQDJHPHQW�HτFLHQF\

FEDS operating bases are distributed throughout Taiwan. Each piece of major equipment at 
each operating base is an important asset to the company. In order to avoid printing lots of 
paper documents during the control, inquiry and inventory of various assets, in 2018, the "Smart 
Property Management app Team" began to plan the property management app to manage the 
company’s assets. Work Smart, with a more immediate, accurate, fast, and environmentally 
friendly operation procedure. The property management app was commissioned to an outside 
0;�ÄYT�[V�JVTWSL[L�[OL�Z`Z[LT�KL]LSVWTLU[�HUK�VUSPUL�[LZ[PUN�H[� [OL�LUK�VM�������HUK� P[� PZ�
L_WLJ[LK�[V�JVTWSL[L�[OL�PU[YVK\J[PVU�[V�LHJO�Z[VYL�PU�4HYJO������

In the property management app, managers can use a scanner or mobile phone to scan the 
HZZL[�IHYJVKL�VY�89�*VKL�[V�\UKLYZ[HUK�[OL�THUHNLTLU[�OPZ[VY`�HUK�Z[H[\Z�VM� [OL�HZZL[�
or equipment. The manager can also record any verification or abnormal operations in the 
IHJRLUK�Z`Z[LT�[OYV\NO�[OL�PU[LYUL[��HJOPL]PUN�[OL�MV\Y�THQVY�THUHNLTLU[�ILULÄ[Z�VM�¸TVIPSL�
PU]LU[VY �̀�KPNP[PaLK�VWLYH[PVUZ�� PUZ[HU[�HUK�HJJ\YH[L�KH[H� [YHUZTPZZPVU��HUK� MHZ[�JVTWPSH[PVU�
and query of data in the backend”. In addition to asset management, the property management 
app also contains functions such as company vehicle management, labor management, and 
JSLHUPUN� PUZWLJ[PVUZ��HSSV^PUN� [OL�/8�THUHNLTLU[�\UP[� [V� YLTV[LS`�JVU[YVS� [OL�VWLYH[PUN�
K`UHTPJZ�VM�[OL�Z[VYL�HUK�PTWYV]L�THUHNLTLU[�LѝJPLUJ �̀

◆ Property management app function

Facing the era of smart retail, FEDS combines new technologies to achieve the goal 
of improving the efficiency of company asset and equipment management, solving the 
management pain points of chain department store operating bases scattered in various places, 
HUK�HSSV^PUN�/8�[V�\UKLYZ[HUK�IYHUJO�VѝJLZ�^P[O�YLHS�[PTL�THUHNLTLU[�HUK�PUMVYTH[PVU��HUK�
WYVTV[L�M\Y[OLY�KPNP[PaH[PVU�VM�SVNPZ[PJZ�THUHNLTLU[�

3.2.4 Smart parking management reduces waiting times for parking

Since 2013, FEDS has successively upgraded the parking management equipment of 11 stores 
in Taiwan, moving towards paperless and smart system management, in order to achieve the 
energy saving, carbon reduction and environmental protection goals. We upgraded one store 
a year, and took 5 years to implement parking coins in stores using parking tickets. This greatly 
reduced the amount of paper used for parking tickets, and the replacement was completed in 
������ 0U���� ��-,+:�?PU`P�(��� SH\UJOLK�H�UL^�ZTHY[�WHYRPUN�ZLY]PJL�[OH[�\ZLZ� SPJLUZL�WSH[L�
recognition to allow vehicles to directly enter the parking lot, reducing ticket collection and 
parking time, which reduced vehicle carbon emissions. We aim to apply considerate digital 
[LJOUVSVNPLZ�[V�[OL�J\Z[VTLYZ��ZOVWWPUN�L_WLYPLUJL�� 0U�������-,+:� SH\UJOLK�[OL� PU[LSSPNLU[�
shutdown upgrade project, and completed the planning of introducing intelligent parking 
services into two large stores of Top City Taichung Store and Mega City Banqiao Store. It is 
L_WLJ[LK�[V�JVTWSL[L�[OL�JVUZ[Y\J[PVU�VM�YLSH[LK�ZVM[^HYL�HUK�OHYK^HYL�LX\PWTLU[�PU������

◆ Parking management system upgrades implementation schedulee
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◆�,U]PYVUTLU[HS�ILULÄ[Z�VM�\WNYHKPUN�[OL�WHYRPUN�THUHNLTLU[�Z`Z[LT

year 2018 2019 2020
Sheets of paper saved 
�<UP[!�;LU�[OV\ZHUK� 438.7 385.2 429.8

9LZJ\LK�[YLLZ��<UP[!�;YLLZ� 3,159 2,773 3,095

(TV\U[�VM�JHYIVU�YLK\J[PVUc�
�<UP[!�RN� 4,520 3,969 4,428

5V[L!���;OL�U\TILY�VM�ZOLL[Z�VM�WHWLY�ZH]LK�PZ�JHSJ\SH[LK�\ZPUN�(��ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ�
���;OL�U\TILY�VM�YLZJ\LK�[YLLZ�PZ�IHZLK�VU�[OL�KH[H�W\ISPZOLK�I`�[OL�*VUZ[Y\J[PVU�HUK�7SHUUPUN�(NLUJ �̀����[YLLZ�^P[O�HU�

average height of 12 feet and a diameter of 15 to 20 centimeters are needed to make 1 ton of pulp.
��*HYIVU�LTPZZPVU�PZ�JHSJ\SH[LK�\ZPUN�[OL�WYVK\J[�JHYIVU�MVV[WYPU[�PUMVYTH[PVU�^LIZP[L��HUK�LHJO�WPLJL�VM�(��WHWLY�LTP[Z����N�

of CO2.

������ 6WUHQJWKHQ�FODVVLðFDWLRQ�PDQDJHPHQW�WR�UHGXFH�
environmental hazards

The environmental management goals of FEDS include reducing resource consumption and 
environmental pollution. For the daily operations of department stores, we regard "garbage, 
MVVK�^HZ[L��HUK�^HZ[L�VPS	�HZ�[OL�MVJ\Z�VM�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYL�^HZ[L�[YLH[TLU[��([�[OL�ZHTL�[PTL��
we also cooperate with government policies to promote plastic reduction actions, including: 
Restrict the use of plastic shopping bags, disposable tableware, plastic straws, etc., to reduce 
the environmental impact from plastic waste. FEDS implements a classification system in 
/8�VMMPJL�HUK�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYLZ��JSHZZPMPLZ�NHYIHNL� PU[V�NLULYHS�NHYIHNL�HUK�YLJ`JSPUN� [V�
HJOPL]L�[OL�NVHS�VM�^HZ[L�YLK\J[PVU�[OYV\NO�Z[YLUN[OLULK�JSHZZPÄJH[PVU��THUHNLTLU[��NHYIHNL�
removal, food waste removal, waste cooking oil recycling, and waste oil  fume emission, which 
HSS�JVTWS`�^P[O�,7(�YLN\SH[PVUZ�

◆ Waste disposal procedure

In 2020, the proportion of catering counters in the department store business structure has 
JVU[PU\V\ZS`�PUJYLHZLK��YLZ\S[PUN�PU�H�JVU[PU\V\Z�PUJYLHZL�PU�^HZ[L��0U�VYKLY�[V�LќLJ[P]LS`�JVU[YVS�
the growth of waste, FEDS has set up resource recycling management indicators based on the 
local government's management policy for daily waste since 2018, and reduced the total amount 
of waste by increasing the amount of recycling. In 2020, the amount of paper recycled was 937 
tons, showing an increase of 1%, and the number of recycled tons increased by 6 tons. In 2021, 
-,+:�^PSS�PUJYLHZL�[OL�LќLJ[P]LULZZ�VM�[OL�TVU[OS`�YLJ`JSPUN�VM�HS\TPU\T�JHUZ�HUK�WSHZ[PJ�IV[[SLZ��
HUK�Z[YLUN[OLU�[OL�PTWSLTLU[H[PVU�VM�	YLZV\YJL�Z\Z[HPUHIPSP[`	�HUK�	aLYV�^HZ[L	�

◆ Amount of recycling

There are more than 480 food and beverage counters in all 11 stores of FEDS in Taiwan. Before 
the waste water from food and beverage counters enters the sewage tank, it passes through the 
SHYNL�VPS�PU[LYJLW[VYZ�[V�ÄS[LY�V\[�MVVK�ZJYHWZ�HUK�VPS��;OL�[HURZ�HYL�JSLHULK�ZL]LYHS�[PTLZ�H�KH �̀�
and the food scraps are placed in kitchen waste bins and waste oil is stored in special bins. The 
ZS\KNL��PUJS\KPUN�ZWLJPHS�[HURZ��PU�[OL�VPS�PU[LYJLW[PVU�[HURZ�PZ�JVSSLJ[LK�HUK�JSLHULK�H[�ZJOLK\SLK�
times every month, and then sent to the designated sewage treatment plant by a certified 
cleaning company using a special tanker.

774

931 937

2018 2019 2020

unit: Tons

Note: The statistics refer to the amount of paper recycled.
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◆ Waste water (sewage) disposal procedure

0U�VYKLY�[V�WYL]LU[�JVVRPUN�M\TL�L_OH\Z[�NHZ�MYVT�WVSS\[PUN�[OL�HPY�X\HSP[`�HUK�KPZ[\YIPUN�[OL�SP]LZ�VM�[OL�WLVWSL�PU�[OL�Z\YYV\UKPUN�
JVTT\UP[PLZ��-,+:�HKVW[Z�H�^H[LY�W\YPM`PUN�M\TL�L_OH\Z[�OVVK�Z`Z[LT��H�UVU�[YHKP[PVUHS�LUK�^HZOPUN�THJOPUL�Z`Z[LT��;OL�
HK]HU[HNL� PZ�[OH[�[OL�MYVU[�VM�[OL�RP[JOLU� PZ�[YLH[LK�^P[O�^H[LY�[V�H]VPK�[OL�HJJ\T\SH[PVU�VM�NYLHZL� PU�[OL�]LY[PJHS� M\TL�L_OH\Z[�
WPWL��HUK�JHU�ZPT\S[HULV\ZS`�OH]L�[OL�[OYLL�M\UJ[PVUZ�VM�RP[JOLU�JVVSPUN��ZH]PUN�HPY�JVUKP[PVUPUN�^HZ[L��HUK�ÄYL�WYL]LU[PVU��NYLH[S`�
PTWYV]PUN�LU]PYVUTLU[HS�WYV[LJ[PVU�ILULÄ[Z��-VY�4LNH�*P[`�)HUXPHV��^OPJO�PZ�SVJH[LK�PU�H�TP_LK�YLZPKLU[PHS�HUK�JVTTLYJPHS�HYLH��
HJ[P]H[LK�JHYIVU�^HZ�HKKLK�[V�[OL�L_OH\Z[�LX\PWTLU[�[V�ÄS[LY�[OL�ZTVRL�HUK�[V�Z[YLUN[OLU�[OL�ÄS[YH[PVU�VM�JSLHU�HPY�HUK�YLK\JL�[OL�
impact on the environment and health.

◆ Cooking fumes emission process

◆ Waste statistics

year 2018 2019 2020
General waste 5,916 6,576 7,056

Food waste - 3,025 3,370

3.2.6 Water resources are managed to 
improve water-saving performance

The main water source of FEDS and its stores comes 
from local reservoirs. In response to the water shortage 
crisis that may be caused by climate change risks, FEDS 
promotes water-saving management, regularly reviews water 
consumption and improves water use equipment. It also set 
water resources management indicators in 2019. Starting 
MYVT�1HU\HY`�������^L�YLN\SHYS`� [YHJRLK�[OL�LќLJ[P]LULZZ�VM�
^H[LY�THUHNLTLU[�VM�LHJO�Z[VYL�L]LY`�TVU[O��([� [OL�ZHTL�
time, we combined water-saving technologies to promote 
various water-saving measures such as water-saving publicity, 
water reduction, rainwater storage, and water recycling. We 
will implement all-round water conservation and work together 
to achieve the 1% water saving goal.

>HZ[L�̂ H[LY��ZL^HNL��JSHZZPÄJH[PVU�[YLH[TLU[�KVLZ�UV[�WVSS\[L�[OL�LU]PYVUTLU[

>HZ[L�^H[LY��ZL^HNL��[YLH[TLU[�PZ�HU�PTWVY[HU[�WYVJLZZ�[V�WYL]LU[�^H[LY�WVSS\[PVU��;OL�^HZ[L�^H[LY��ZL^HNL��NLULYH[LK�PU�[OL�
KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYLZ�^PSS�IL�WHZZLK�[OYV\NO�[OL�ZS\KNL�HUK�VPS�PU[LYJLW[PVU�[YLH[TLU[�LX\PWTLU[�HUK�KLNYLHZPUN�HUK�KLVKVYPaPUN�
agents will be added before it is discharged to the county and city sewage system. In addition to the simple treatment method 
TLU[PVULK�HIV]L��[OL�KPZJOHYNLK�^HZ[L�^H[LY��ZL^HNL��PZ�[YLH[LK�PU�H�ZL^HNL�[YLH[TLU[�[HUR�HM[LY�TP_PUN�\ZPUN�IPVSVNPJHS�
[YLH[TLU[Z��ZLKPTLU[H[PVU��KVZPUN�HUK�ÄS[LYPUN��;OL�^H[LY�PZ�VUS`�KPZJOHYNLK�HM[LY�YLHJOPUN�[OL�YLN\SH[VY`�Z[HUKHYKZ�

Note: Food waste has been counted since 2019.

unit: Tons
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◆�>H[LY�\ZHNL�LɉJPLUJ`�L_JLLKZ�PUK\Z[Y`�WLYMVYTHUJL◆ Branch offices promote water-saving measures

0U������� [OL�[V[HS�^H[LY�JVUZ\TW[PVU�VM�LHJO�Z[VYL�^HZ��� ���RPSVSP[LYZ��HUK�[OL�L_PZ[PUN����
Z[VYLZ� �L_JS\KPUN�-,+:�?PU`P�(����JVUZ\TLK����� �[OV\ZHUK�RPSVSP[LYZ�VM�^H[LY��^OPJO�^HZ�H�
���HUU\HS� YLK\J[PVU��;OL� MV\Y�THPU�JH[LNVYPLZ�VM�^H[LY�\ZHNL�HYL!�	(PY�JVUKP[PVUPUN�JVVSPUN�
water, kitchen water, toilet water, irrigation and other water uses", of which more than 90% of 
water consumption is used for air conditioning cooling water, kitchen water, and toilet water. 
Considering the water usage for cleaning food and ingredients and maintaining the cleanliness 
of dining areas, we have not included kitchen water usage in the scope of water conservation. 
For air conditioning cooling water and water for toilets, the two categories are included in the 
water conservation measures of each store.

◆ Water consumption of each store

　　

1,753 1,711 1,764 1,793 1,964

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Implement water-saving counselling to improve 
performance

0U�VYKLY� [V�ZH]L�^H[LY�� [OL�4PUPZ[Y`�VM�,JVUVTPJ�(MMHPYZ�HZZPZ[Z�^H[LY�\ZLYZ�^OVZL�
HUU\HS�^H[LY�JVUZ\TW[PVU�L_JLLKZ��������\UP[Z�^P[O�JVUK\J[PUN�^H[LY�ZH]PUN�
potential analysis and water efficiency improvement measures, and rewards those 
^OV�OH]L�HJOPL]LK�L_JLSSLU[� YLZ\S[Z�HUK�Z\IZ[HU[PHS�^H[LY�ZH]PUN� PTWYV]LTLU[Z��
FEDS Hualien Store and Kaohsiung Store participated in the Water Resources 
(NLUJ`�Z�>H[LY�*VUZLY]H[PVU�*V\UZLSSPUN�7YVNYHT�PU���� ��HUK�HJ[P]LS`�PTWSLTLU[LK�
water conservation plans based on the water conservation suggestions put forward 
by the counseling team. The effectiveness of the water conservation measures 
were demonstrated in 2020. In the Kaohsiung store, measures such as water valve 
HKQ\Z[TLU[Z�MVY�^H[LY�LX\PWTLU[��[VPSL[�Å\ZO�]HS]L�YLWSHJLTLU[��^H[LY�[V^LY�JVVSPUN�
fin replacement, and conductivity adjustments were implemented to successfully 
save 30% of toilet water and 23% 
of cool ing water, which achieved 
L_JLSSLU[�^H[LY�ZH]PUN�LќLJ[Z��/\HSPLU�
store and Kaohsiung store both won 
the "Water Conservation Counseling 
Implementation Improvement" award 
MYVT�[OL�4PUPZ[Y`�VM�,JVUVTPJ�(ќHPYZ�PU�
December 2020.

Note: 1. Water consumption value= 
water volume per square meter 
�SP[LY�ZX\HYL�TL[LY���KH`Z��

2. Data resource Water Resources 
(NLUJ �̀�4PUPZ[Y`�VM�,JVUVTPJ�
(ќHPYZ�PU������

unit: Thousand kL

5V[L!�0U�������^H[LY�JVUZ\TW[PVU�Z[H[PZ[PJZ�HKKLK�H�UL^�Z[VYL!�-,+:�?PU`P�(���
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3.3 Persistent Green Actions
Using the core abilities of the company as a starting point, FEDS incorporates the spirit of environmental protection into 
operating procedures, creating green value for society through products and services to build sustainable and fashionable 
green department stores. In 2020, FEDS continued to "support green transportation, build green buildings, adopt parks 
and green spaces, and promote green consumption", four major green environmental protection actions, and regard the 
stakeholders as an important partner for FEDS to implement green values.

3.3.1 Supporting green transportation to promote energy saving and carbon reduction

More than 70% of employees use public transportation

With stores around Taiwan, FEDS encourages employees to take public transportation to ease traffic congestion and 
achieve energy conservation and carbon reduction. Since 2017, from the start of public transportation promotion, more 
than 30,000 employees on used public transportation during business trips. In 2020, 9,173 employees were sent on 
business trips, 72% of whom used public transportation. In addition, 697 video conferences and 66 video interviews were 
used to reduce the carbon footprint caused by transportation.

◆ The use of public transportation by people on business trips

year 2017 2018 2019 2020

Number of riders 7,580 8,144 7,824 6,605

Usage ratio 74% 78% 75% 72%

◆ Number of video conferences and video interviews

year 2018 2019 2020

Video conference 258 659 697

Video interview 36 47 66

Provided 239,000 customers with shuttle bus 
transportation

From the perspect ive of environmental sustainabi l i ty and 
consideration for customers, there are shuttle buses at Banqiao 
Store, Mega City Banqiao Store, and Hsinchu Store, transporting 
MRT stations, train stations and major local transportation 
routes, which are convenient for shoppers. The buses reduce the 
environmental impact caused by transportation during shopping, 
and provide a more environmentally friendly and comfortable living 
LU]PYVUTLU[�PU�[OL�Z\YYV\UKPUN�ULPNOIVYOVVKZ��>L�^PSS�ÅL_PIS`�HKQ\Z[�
the schedule according to the number of passengers. In principle, 
we will not run empty vehicles. Please refer to announcements on 
[OL�VѝJPHS�^LIZP[L��O[[WZ!��^^ �̂MLKZ�JVT�[^��MVY�[OL�KHPS`�ZJOLK\SL��
The total number of passengers in 2020 reached 239,000.

◆ Number of shuttle bus riders
unit: Thousand

year 2018 2019 2020

Number of riders 117 60.3 23.9

Established 29 electric vehicle charging stations

(Z�H^HYLULZZ�VM�LU]PYVUTLU[HS�WYV[LJ[PVU�JVU[PU\LZ� [V� PUJYLHZL��
more and more customers choose electric vehicles as a means 
of transportation in order to protect the environment and reduce 
WVSS\[PVU��(JJVYKPUN�[V�YLZLHYJO�KH[H��LSLJ[YPJ�]LOPJSLZ�JHU�YLK\JL�
emissions of greenhouse gases and suspended particulates, 
YLK\JPUN�[OL�PTWHJ[�VM�HPY�WVSS\[PVU�HUK�ZSV^PUN�[OL�LќLJ[Z�VM�JSPTH[L�
change, which provides substantial benefits to environmental 
protection. FEDS has 29 electric vehicle charging stations in 8 stores. 
The number of charging stations increased by 7% compared with 
the previous year. Together with customers, they responded to the 
government's green transportation policy and created a sustainable 
low-carbon life.
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◆ Locations and number of electric vehicle charging stations

7YLLTW[P]LS`�THUHNL�[YHɉJ�K\YPUN�L]LU[Z�[V�YLK\JL�[OL�PTWHJ[�VU�
transportation 

FEDS stores attract a large number of people during the anniversary events. In order to alleviate 
traffic congestion, FEDS meet with the police in charge, the staff of every county and city 
transportation bureau, and the surrounding businesses to communicate and coordinate before 
the beginning of the anniversary sales. Traffic control measures that can effectively relieve 
]LOPJ\SHY� [YHѝJ� PUJS\KPUN�HKKPUN�N\PKL�ZPNUZ��HWWVPU[PUN�TVYL�[YHѝJ�]VS\U[LLYZ��HKKPUN�TVYL�
ZO\[[SL�I\ZLZ�HUK�JVU[YHJ[LK�WHYRPUN�SV[Z��L[J���LќLJ[P]LS`�TPUPTPaL�[OL�PTWHJ[�VU�[YHѝJ�PU�[OL�
local community during the anniversary sales.

◆ 4HQVY�[YHɉJ�THPU[LUHUJL�TLHZ\YLZ�MVY�[OL�HUUP]LYZHY`�JLSLIYH[PVU

Fully update company vehicles to reduce air pollution 

([�WYLZLU[� PU�;HP^HU��HIV\[�����VM�7HY[PJ\SH[L�4H[[LY� �74�����ZV\YJLZ�HYL�TVIPSL�WVSS\[PVU�
sources such as automobiles and motorcycles. Old vehicles emit high air pollutants. Therefore, 
promoting environmentally friendly and low-carbon transportation is the key to improving air 
WVSS\[PVU��-,+:�/8�HUK�P[Z�Z[VYLZ�VWLYH[L�� �JVTWHU`�]LOPJSLZ�PU�[V[HS��^P[O�HU�H]LYHNL�ZLY]PJL�
life of 11.6 years. In 2020, we have replaced 3 company vehicles with new environmentally 
friendly vehicles, and will replace 2 more vehicles in 2021. The remaining 14 vehicles will be 
replaced over a course of three years to support green transportation and reduce air pollution.

3.3.2 Build green landmarks to create a sustainable city

Environmentally friendly silver-level green building corporate 
headquarters

(Z�H�[YHPSISHaLY��-,+:�^HZ�[OL�ÄYZ[�[V�PUJVYWVYH[L�[OL�JVUJLW[Z�VM�NYLLU�I\PSKPUN�PU[V�[OL�KLZPNU�
of department stores to create a new type of environmental protection and energy saving with 
the four main principles of Ecology, Energy Saving, Waste Reduction and Health. The concept 
KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYL�L_JLLKZ� [OL�UVYTHS�L_WLJ[H[PVUZ� MVY�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYLZ��I`�ILJVTPUN�H�
ILH\[PM\S�WHY[�VM�[OL�JP[ �̀�([�WYLZLU[����KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYLZ�HUK�I\PSKPUNZ�OH]L�ILLU�I\PS[�^P[O�[OL�
JVUJLW[�VM�NYLLU�I\PSKPUNZ��HUK�[OL�/8�I\PSKPUN�OHZ�HSZV�YLJLP]LK�[OL�NYLLU�I\PSKPUN�ZPS]LY�SHILS�

◆ A member which incorporates the idea of green buildings
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◆ Nine major indicators for green buildings

Low-carbon operation, fashionable and environmentally friendly department store

FEDS integrates the spirit of environmental protection into the space details of every mall. Top City Taichung, Mega City Banqiao 
:[VYL��-,+:�?PU`P�(����HUK�*O\IP�:[VYL� �L_WLJ[LK�[V�VWLU� PU������� [OH[�OH]L�ILLU�VWLULK�ZPUJL������HYL�HSS�WSHUULK�HZ�
environmentally friendly and energy-saving green department stores aim at low-carbon operations to reduce the impact of mall 
operations on the environment.

-,+:�?PU`P�(����VWLULK� PU�������UV[�VUS`�OHZ�H� YHPU^H[LY�
YLJ`JSPUN�Z`Z[LT��I\[�HSZV�\ZLZ�3V^�,�NSHZZ�VU�[OL��[O�ÅVVY�
to allow a large area of "natural lighting" for the purpose 
of saving lighting and energy. It also implements "three-
KPTLUZPVUHS�NYLLUPÄJH[PVU	�VU�[OL�^HSSZ�VM� [OL�THSS�� PU�VYKLY�
to reduce the indoor temperature and improve the comfort 
of the environment by adding nature to the space. We have 
also created an urban oasis on the top floor by planting a 
large area of grassland, which in turn achieves energy-saving 
and carbon reduction effects. The green environment also 
HJOPL]LZ�ZL]LYHS�LU]PYVUTLU[HS�ILULÄ[Z�Z\JO�HZ�W\YPM`PUN�[OL�
HPY��YLK\JPUN�[OL�NYLLUOV\ZL�LќLJ[��HUK�PUJYLHZPUN�IPVKP]LYZP[ �̀

◆ Solar power generation

◆ Rainwater recovery storage tank 

34,955
36,784

42,757

37,773

43,705

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

unit: kWh

Note: Statistics from Top City Taichung.

unit: kL
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Adopting green spaces to maintain the green scenery of the city

In order to respond to urban greening and provide a high-quality cityscape, FEDS adopts the 
ZPKL^HSR�[YLLZ�HUK�WHYR�NYLLU�HYLHZ�HYV\UK�[OL�THSS�L]LY`�`LHY��HUK�YLN\SHYS`�ZLUKZ�Z[Hќ�[V�
green, beautify, and clean the environment. In 2020, the total area adopted reached 11,319 
square meters, providing a more tidy place for the local community, a comfortable green 
environment, but also contributing to the urban landscape.

◆ Adopt trees and green spaces along the road

3.3.3 Promote green consumption through products and services

In 2020, FEDS continued to promote the "Three Rs, Three Es" in the consumption process, 
including: Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Economic, Ecological, and Equitable, to work together 
with customers to reduce the impact of customer behavior on the environment, improve the 
sustainable use of resources, and change the world with consumption power.

◆ Green consumption results
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Supporting fair trade through responsible retail
Starting in 2016, FEDS World Gourmet has introduced Italian fair trade 
JVќLL�[OH[�OHZ�VI[HPULK�[OL�,<�VYNHUPJ�HNYPJ\S[\YHS�WYVK\J[�JLY[PÄJH[PVU�
mark, in order to implement responsible retail through the three fair 
trade principles of "friendly to small farmers, friendly to the environment, 
HUK� MYPLUKS`� [V� [OL�J\Z[VTLYZ	��(Z�VM���� �� [OL�ZHSLZ�]VS\TL�VM� MHPY�
[YHKL�JVќLL�[V[HSLK�����RN�� 0U�������K\L�[V�NV]LYUTLU[�YLN\SH[PVUZ��
EU countries that have not signed bilateral organic equivalence mutual 
recognition treaties with Taiwan have abolished their equivalence 
recognition announcements. Therefore, since January 2020, we 
Z[VWWLK�[OL�ZHSL�VM�MHPY�[YHKL�VYNHUPJ�JVќLL�

Green procurement promotes green business 
opportunities
-,+:�OHZ�ILLU�UHTLK�HU�	,_JLSSLU[�,U[LYWYPZL� PU�.YLLU�7\YJOHZPUN	�
by the New Taipei City Government for four consecutive years. In 2020, 
green procurement accounted for 97.7%. Green procurement is the 
best tool to implement green consumption, and it further promotes 
a green circular economy. FEDS supports green procurement by 
giving priority to green products that are low-polluting, energy-
saving, and beneficial to the environment and human health. We 
build environmentally-friendly green department stores through green 
WYVJ\YLTLU[�HJ[PVUZ��W\YZ\PUN�LU]PYVUTLU[HS�Z\Z[HPUHIPSP[ �̀�HUK�M\SÄSSPUN�
our corporate social responsibilities.

Reduced printing minimizes paper consumption
-,+:�Z[YLUN[OLULK�P[Z�KPNP[HS�JOHUULSZ�Z\JO�HZ�-,+:»Z�HWW�HUK�VѝJPHS�
website to deliver scheduled activities and discount information to 
customers, gradually reducing the amount of publicity products printed, 
HUK�L_[LUKPUN� [OL�ZWPYP[�VM�LU]PYVUTLU[HS�Z\Z[HPUHIPSP[`� MYVT�WO`ZPJHS�
stores to online channels. In 2020, due to the new opening of Xinyi 
(���HUK�[OL�HKKP[PVU�VM� [^V�UL^�THYRL[PUN�HJ[P]P[PLZ�� [OL�U\TILY�VM�
marketing materials printed increased by 14%. If the aforementioned 
[^V�MHJ[VYZ�HYL�KLK\J[LK��[OL�]VS\TL�VM�WYPU[LK�WHWLY�PU�L_PZ[PUN�Z[VYLZ�
decreased by 2%.

Recycling bins were established to encourage 
recycling and reuse
Since 2014, Paoching Store, Mega City Banqiao Store, and Tainan 
Store have responded to the environmental protection activities 
promoted by the local government, setting up environmental protection 
bags, paper bags, and used book recycling bins in the malls to 
encourage people to bring the environmental protection bags, paper 
bags and old books to each store and put them into recycling bins to 
YLK\JL�[OL�\ZL�VM�UL^�WHWLY�IHNZ�HUK�TH_PTPaL�YLZV\YJL�ZOHYPUN�HUK�
\[PSPaH[PVU�LѝJPLUJ �̀

The eco-friendly paper bags comply 
with environmental protection policies
Paper bags are the most consumed paper products in department 
stores. In response to the international trend of environmental 
protection, the raw pulp used in FEDS shopping bags have been 
certified by the FSC, comply with EU environmental protection 
directives, and the bags are printed with high-cost environmentally 
friendly inks.

Reduced packaging minimizes environmental 
waste
Using the concept of green packaging as a starting point, FEDS strives 
to reduce the use of packaging materials and reduce the impact on the 
environment. In 2020, the cost of packaging materials was reduced 
I`� ���^OPJO�ZOV^Z�V\Y�LќVY[Z�[V^HYKZ�LU]PYVUTLU[HS�WYV[LJ[PVU�HUK�
conserving resources.

Environmentally friendly uniforms protect the 
environment and ecology
In order to protect the health of employees and reduce the pollution 
JYLH[LK�K\YPUN�[OL�JSV[OPUN�WYVK\J[PVU�WYVJLZZ��-,+:»Z�Z[Hќ�\UPMVYTZ�
have gradually shifted towards fabrics that meet the environmental 
WYV[LJ[PVU�THYR�JLY[PMPJH[PVU�6,26�;,?�:;(5+(9+�����Z[HY[PUN� PU�
2016, to ensure that the uniforms do not contain harmful substances. 
(Z�VM�������H�[V[HS�VM�������LU]PYVUTLU[HSS`�MYPLUKS`�\UPMVYTZ�OH]L�ILLU�
produced and distributed.

Encouraging local consumption through 
agricultural markets
Shortening the distance for transporting food to reduce carbon footprint 
is one of the methods to ensure environmentally friendly consumption. 
FEDS leverages its channel strength to promote "local production and 
local consumption", assisting in marketing local high-quality agricultural 
products, so that customers can purchase nearby. In 2020, 118 
agricultural product markets were held and 1,142 stalls were assembled 
to sell up to 4,403 merchandise items. The number of shows and 
booths both increased by about 20% compared with the previous year.

8  Major Green Consumption Actions
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FEDS provides high-quality products and delicious meals with a careful and cautious attitude, so that 
customers can consume and eat with ease. With comprehensive supply chain management and contin-
uous improvement of the supplier evaluation system, it is hoped that suppliers can work with FEDS to 
attach importance to social responsibilities such as health and safety, labor human rights, environmental 
protection and ethical requirements, and establish a sustainable supply chain for the companies.

2020 Corporate Social Responsibility Report

Safe Product Management

4.1 Carefully Selected High-quality Products 81
4.2 Safe and Delicious Food and Beverage 84
4.3 Supply Chain Management   88 

・Supply chain management

・Product quality and food safety

・Store safety and services

In response to   3    material topics
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4.1 Carefully Selected   
High-quality Products

In order to allow customers to shop safely, the 13 categories 
of commodities sold in FEDS are inspected, labelled and 
managed in accordance with relevant government laws 
and regulations, and internal management measures 
are formulated as auxiliary norms to implement the rigor 
of commodity management and ensure the quality of 
commodities. FEDS is the only department store in the 
department store industry that has a self-operated food 
counter, "World Gourmet". In 2016, we imported fair trade 
coffee, promoted the concept of "responsible retail", and 
changed the world with the power of consumption.

4.1.1 Commodity Safety Committee 
provides safe products

FEDS has established a "Commodity Safety Committee", 
which is responsible for managing product safety and 
promoting related projects to reduce operational risks. FEDS’s 
products are mainly divided into 13 categories. Each product 
category is inspected in accordance with government laws 
and regulations before being put on sale at counters to 
ensure that products meet safety standards and to protect 
customers' rights and interests. Among the products, 30% of 
products with higher risk are targeted, such as: catering, food, 
and cosmetics that are perishable and have a direct impact 
on customers' health, the contract will force the counter 
vendors to comply with government regulations, formulate 
management measures, and perform random inspections.

For the management of product labeling, FEDS continues 
moving forward from the source of the products to good 
labeling management, including the production batch 
number, manufacturing date, and expiration date labeling 
of genuine cosmetics and trial products, etc., all of which 

are managed under effective traceability of manufacturers to 
reduce consumption disputes and achieve a triple win situation for 
]LUKVYZ��J\Z[VTLYZ��HUK�JVTWHUPLZ�� 0U�HKKP[PVU�� PM� [OL�H\KP[�ÄUKZ�
deficiencies, the responsible unit will improve and strengthen the 
WYVTV[PVU�[V�]LUKVYZ�H[�LHJO�JV\U[LY��HUK�[OLU�[OL�ÅVVY�Z\WLY]PZVY�
will conduct daily audits and work with the counter vendors to 
achieve the improvement goals.

In 2020, FEDS formulated the "Management and Control of 
Self-operated Cosmetics Invoicing" and "Measures for On-site 
Commodity Inventory" to strictly manage products, and conduct 
a quarterly inventory of self-operated cosmetics and a semi-
annual inventory of all products in the store, mobilizing about 388 
people and 1,038 people respectively. The product loss rate is 
less than 0.03‰. Confirming the status of commodities through 
commodity inventory provides customers with the highest quality 
products, reduces customer complaints and spillover costs, and is 
also conducive to maintaining accurate inventory, in order to show 
real-time inventory management performance, and also allow the 
commodity department to formulate the best stocking strategy. In 
2021, FEDS will continue to conduct product labeling management 
and commodity inventory, and achieve the goal of "zero missing 
labels" for products.

◆ Thirteen categories of FEDS

◆ Regulations and management methods related to products
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������ ,QWURGXFHG�IDLU�WUDGH�FRσHH�WR�LPSOHPHQW�UHVSRQVLEOH�UHWDLO

In addition to quality-guaranteed imported top-level gourmet products, FEDS has been 
promoting the concept of responsible retail since 2016. From 2016 to 2019, we introduced 
coffee with the "FAIRTRADE" and "ECOCERT" logo for sale. The production of the coffee, 
MYVT�[OL�ZVPS��JVќLL�[YLL�� YVHZ[PUN�[V�KLSP]LY �̀� PZ� PU� SPUL�^P[O� PU[LYUH[PVUHS�Z[HUKHYKZ��HSSV^PUN�
customers to drink and enjoy high-quality coffee, while also protecting the profits of small 
JVќLL�MHYTLYZ�PU�KL]LSVWPUN�JV\U[YPLZ�HUK�WYV]PKPUN�	N\HYHU[LLK�W\YJOHZL�WYPJLZ	�[V�PTWYV]L�
their living conditions. The cumulative sales reached 833 kg. However, since 2020, due to the 
amendment of the government decree, the import of European organic agricultural products 
OHZ�ILLU�Z\ZWLUKLK��-,+:�OHZ�ZOPM[LK�[V�[OL�PTWVY[�VM�����RN�VM�)90:;6;�9HPUMVYLZ[�*VќLL��
^OPJO� PZ�JLY[PÄLK�I`�[OL�)90:;6;�9HPUMVYLZ[�(SSPHUJL�[V�LUZ\YL�[OH[� [OL�WSHU[PUN�JH\ZLZ� SLZZ�
environmental pollution and waste, protects  natural environment and animal habitats, and 
WYV[LJ[Z� MHYTLYZ��YPNO[Z�HUK�JVTWL[P[P]LULZZ��>L�OVWL�[OH[�I`� PU[YVK\JPUN�JLY[PÄLK�WYVK\J[Z��
we can exert the power of FEDS, implement corporate social responsibilities, and invite 
customers to change the world, and invite customers change the world with the power of 
comsumption.

◆�;YHKL�]VS\TL�VM�JVɈLL�V]LY�[OL�`LHYZ

������ 7KH�RQO\�VHOI�RSHUDWHG�IRRG�FRXQWHU� LQ�WKH�GHSDUWPHQW�VWRUH�
RσHUV�H[RWLF�GHOLFDFLHV

FEDS carefully monitors the merchandise management process, and strives to create a stylish, 
sophisticated, and secure life experience for customers. experience for customers. In 1995, 
FEDS established its own food counter, World Gourmet. In the twenty-five years since its 
establishment, all products sold at FEDS have been personally scrutinized and selected by 
expert product development personnel, to ensure that top ingredients are selected from all 
V]LY�[OL�^VYSK��MYVT�VSP]L�VPS��JVќLL��HUK�IPZJ\P[Z�[V�JLYLHSZ��L[J��;OL�WYVK\J[Z�HYL�WYV]PKLK�I`�
established, well-known international brands, allowing customers to enjoy well-known exotic 
foods without going abroad. In 2020, FEDS World Gourmet sold a total of 460 items, of which 
76 items were newly introduced that year, with a new product introduction rate of 17%.

◆ New product introduction ratio

(SS� PTWVY[LK�NVVKZ�ZVSK� PU�>VYSK�.V\YTL[�HYL� PUZWLJ[LK�HUK�JLY[PÄLK� PU�HJJVYKHUJL�^P[O�[OL�
Act Governing Food Safety and Sanitation of the Ministry of Health and Welfare. The products 
are not subjected to secondary packaging to ensure that the quality of the products is the 
same from the place of production to the place of sale. It can maintain consistency and reduce 
[OL�YPZR�VM�KL[LYPVYH[PVU�� 0U�������^L�PU[YVK\JLK�OPNO�X\HSP[`�-YLUJO�[LH�HUK�0[HSPHU�JVќLL�HUK�
pasta, especially MANTOVA PURE olive oil and extra virgin olive oil. In 2020, more than 57,000 
bottles were sold. Customers eagerly snatched up the safe products.

unit: kg
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Division. The merchandise safety committee updates the latest news, once a suspected 
merchandise incident occurs, the process can be activated immediately. The authority will 
develop a response plan as soon as possible to deal with the incident, and then generalize and 
disclosure it to avoid the recurrence of related incidents and reduce the impacts and harms to 
the customers. There were no disputes over problematic products in 2020.

◆ Product dispute handling procedure

 

◆ Problematic or Erroneous Products  Handling Procedures

������ ,QFUHDVH�WKH�SURSRUWLRQ�RI�ORFDO�SURFXUHPHQW�WR�XQFRYHU�KLJK�
TXDOLW\�LQJUHGLHQWV

FEDS supports local suppliers and promotes the localization of the supply chain. Partnerships 
with local suppliers can minimize import procedures, and can also provide high-quality products 
that better meet customer needs and create local employment opportunities in Taiwan. The 
proportion of goods purchased by FEDS World Gourmet from domestic suppliers has been 
increasing year by year. In 2016, it only accounted for 17%. By 2020, the proportion has 
reached 27%, which is equivalent to NT$1 for every NT$3.7 purchase amount spent on 
Taiwan's local goods, and practical actions are taken to show that we attach importance to 
local development and support Taiwan's suppliers. FEDS will continue to use its core product 
selection capabilities in 2021 to increase the proportion of procurement from local suppliers.

◆ Proportion of domestic procurements made by self-operated counters in the past

������ 6WULFWO\�FRQWURO�SURGXFW�VDIHW\�DQG�SURWHFW�FXVWRPHU�ULJKWV

Regarding the "Disputed Commodity Handling Process" and "Procedures for Handling 
Problematic Products or Erroneous Products on Shelves", FEDS has established a complete 
process. In our internal control operations, 27 operation control points for self-operated 
merchandise management have been established, and the authority inspect the control points 
regularly. The authority shall ensure product safety and quality, and safeguard customer rights 
and interests.

The internal control process of merchandise management includes the monthly regular reporting 
meetings to the president by the Merchandising Division, Operation Division and Administration 
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4.2 Safe and Delicious Food and Beverage
FEDS is committed to providing customers with an excellent dining experience and becoming a social environment 
that cannot be replaced by e-commerce. We ensure customers can be certain of their food and catering safety via 
three management mechanisms: clear regulations, independent management, and regular inspections.

������ )RRG�6DIHW\�0DQDJHPHQW�&RPPLWWHH�WR�HQVXUH�IRRG�VDIHW\

In recent years, the department store industry has been instrumental in catering trends, introducing multinational 
catering, and introducing multinational catering and attracting customers through food. Food safety has also become 
H�ZVJPL[HS� PZZ\L�VM�W\ISPJ�JVUJLYU��-,+:�Z�-VVK�:HML[`�4HUHNLTLU[�*VTTP[[LL� PZ�[OL�ÄYZ[� SPUL�VM�KLMLUZL�MVY�[OL�
food safety of customers, and ensures that they are provided with safe and high-quality catering services. Thanks to 
[OL�LќVY[Z�VM�[OL�-VVK�:HML[`�4HUHNLTLU[�*VTTP[[LL��-,+:»Z�MVVK�HUK�IL]LYHNL�WLYMVYTHUJL�OHZ�PTWYV]LK�`LHY�
over year, demonstrating our customers’ trust in our food and beverage safety.

To promote the plastic limit policy, on August 8, 2020, the Environmental Protection Administration announced the 
revision to announced the revision to announced the revision to "Disposable Tableware Use Restrictions" for the 
department store industry, shopping centers and mass retail store industry. Non-reusable tableware shall not be 
provided to customers in dining areas of the stores. In 2011, FEDS installed washing equipments in Top City Taichung 
Store and Mega City Banqiao Store, prompting 90% catering counters of the two stores to not use disposable 
tableware. In 2020, all 11 stores in Taiwan further followed the new policy and was actively announced to manufacturers 
in advance. We provided guidance and completely banned disposable tableware, and encouraged restaurants to 
WYVTV[L�[OL�ILULÄ[Z�VM�J\Z[VTLYZ�IYPUNPUN�[OLPY�V^U�LU]PYVUTLU[HSS`� MYPLUKS`�[HISL^HYL�HUK�LU]PYVUTLU[HSS`� MYPLUKS`�
straws to the public.

������ 7KUHH�PDQDJHPHQW�PHFKDQLVPV� WR�FRQWURO�
IRRG�VDIHW\�DQG�KHDOWK

In recent years, FEDS’s catering performance has improved year by 
year, and according to the analysis of major issues that customers care 
about, food safety ranks fourth, which shows the trust and requirements 
of customers for FEDS’s catering safety. In order to allow customers 
to "eat with ease", FEDS pays more attention to food and catering 
safety, adopting a triple mechanism of "clear regulations, autonomous 
management, and regular inspections", becoming the first line of 
defense for customers, protecting customers' health, and building a safe 
restaurant network.

Clearly label imported pork and beef from the US so that 
customers can buy without worries

Starting from January 1st, 2021, American pork and American beef over 30 months old and containing 
ractopamine is approved for import. In order to ensure the public’s right to know, products containing 
American pigs and American cattle must be clearly labeled in all major stores selling fresh produce and 
catering stores. Therefore, in 2020, FEDS also advanced the deployment of food safety labels by imitating 
the previous deployment of the plastic restriction policy and communicating with manufacturers and industry 
players in advance to implement comprehensive labeling at each catering counter in response to the 
consumer’s values.
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0DQDJHPHQW�
mechanism       1  (VWDEOLVK�FOHDU�UHJXODWLRQV�DQG�HQVXUH�FRPSOLDQFH�DQG�H[HFXWLRQ

FEDS follows the concept of "safety comes from discipline, and discipline comes from management". The management regulations are clearly listed in the catering counter contract, requiring vendors 
to observe the catering safety aspects such as "dining environment", "food safety", and "kitchen management” to ensure compliance with relevant regulations, including: tableware should be cleaned 
before closing every day, the oil used for frying should be inspected daily, the ingredients and condiments should be covered and stored, and the expiration dates of products should be checked, and 
the kitchen waste should be properly disposed. In accordance with the food safety and sanitation process, management mechanisms should be established for each step of the process, requiring 
vendors to manage themselves, and then FEDS inspects regularly to create a healthy and safe dining space for customers.

◆ FEDS's requirements for catering vendors

                         2  
The Operation Division of HQ has formulated the "Commodity Management Operation 
Method", which regulates the daily and monthly inspections of various food safety, requiresing 
[OL�JVTWSPHUJL�VM�[OL�Z\WLYTHYRL[Z�HUK�MVVK�JV\U[LY�]LUKVYZ�HUK�ÅVVY�Z\WLY]PZVYZ�VM��[OL����
branches. The Labor Safety Department checks checks the electricity usage and environmental 
safety of catering counters twice a year. In accordance with the relevant standards of the 
government's food safety laws and regulations, the auditing unit should preventivly inspect 
food and kitchen safety. If suspected ingredients, oils, or operations are found, they will be 
immediately thrown away.

,PSOHPHQW�VHOI�PDQDJHPHQW�WR�SURWHFW�IRRG�VDIHW\0DQDJHPHQW
mechanism
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                         3  
FEDS is committed to providing high-quality food hygiene. In 
accordance with the "Regulations on Good Hygiene Practice for 
Food", "Drinking Water Quality Standards" and "Drinking Water 
Equipment Maintenance and Management Measures", we 
regularly check whether we meet the requirements of laws and 
regulations every month, and this serves as an improvement 
record and reminder for catering practitioners. The F&B 
Department and Merchandise Development Department of 
supermarkets also follow also follow internal control operations 
every year. According to the food safety procedures set by 
FEDS, we check whether the catering counters provide product 
inspection certificates and product safety commitments. 
In 2020, inspections were checked for more than 90% of 
catering counters. The number of inspections increased by 
28% compared with 2019. The number of inspections on 
supermarkets and food also increased by 17% compared with 
the previous year. The implementation results are shown in the 
following table.

◆ The results of the auditing in 2020

������ ,QWURGXFH�VSHFLDO�FDWHULQJ�VHUYLFHV��SURYLGLQJ�VDIH�JRXUPHW�GLQLQJ

FEDS has been operating catering counters for a long time and adjusts its counters in response to customer preferences. We 
introduced popular specialties, exotic cuisines and themed restaurants, established popular indicators in the department store 
JH[LYPUN�THYRL[�� SLK�[OL�UL^�[YLUKZ� PU�KPUPUN�HUK�IYV\NO[�[OLT�PU[V�[OL�THPUZ[YLHT��;OL�ILULÄ[Z�VM�[OL�	Z[H`�LJVUVT`	� PU�[OL�
catering industry in department stores help to increase the customer capacity of the department stores.

In order to provide customers with good food and beverage quality, FEDS requires the catering counter vendors in the counter 
contract to ensure that the ingredients and quality of the food sold are safe and sound, and the raw materials for its product 
manufacturing have also gained the approval of the Food and Drug Administration of the Ministry of Health and Welfare, and are 
in line with national standards and relevant food safety and hygiene regulations, without any illegal addition, use, or other non-
compliance with laws and regulations. At the same time, if the catering counter operates under a catering category designated 
I`�[OL�.VVK�/`NPLUL�7YHJ[PJLZ��[OL�WYVWVY[PVU�VM�P[Z�RP[JOLU�Z[Hќ�OVSKPUN�H�*OPULZL�MVVK�JVVRPUN�JLY[PÄJH[L�HUK�H�JOLM�JLY[PÄJH[L�
should meet the legal requirements. FEDS cooperates with catering counter vendors to provide safe and delicious high-quality 
catering through rigorous regulations.

3HUIRUP�UHJXODU�LQVSHFWLRQV0DQDJHPHQW
mechanism
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Launch of anti-pandemic 
gourmet lunch boxes

The COVID-19 social distancing programs directly 
HќLJ[�[OL�ÅV^�VM�WLVWSL�PU�[OL�KPUPUN�HUK�LU[LY[HPUTLU[�
parts of the department stores. In response to the new 
ways of life under the nation’s epidemic prevention 
measures, FEDS launched take-out and delivery 
services. 70% of the food and beverage counters 
of FEDS in Taiwan have joined the delivery service. 
Restaurants have also launched bento boxes, not only 
in the store, but also in the adjacent area outside the 
store. They are sold from trolleys, which are extremely 
popular with the community. Taking Mega City Banqiao 
Store as an example, the B1 food street has become a 
bento street, with restaurants such as Golden Sanmai, 
Tim Ho Wan, Xinpuyuan, Food Republic, Japanese 
EN, and Hai Sushi all launchng bento boxes, allowing 
customers to enjoy the delicious food and maintain a 
safe distance for epidemic prevention at the same time.

Promote customized 
services to provide valet 
cooking services

City'super, a subsidiary of FEDS, expanded the scope 
of its valet cooking services in 2020. In response to 
the busy lifestyles of small families and unmarried 
professionals, it launched an all-Taiwan butcher shop 
on the eve of the Mid-Autumn Festival to provide valet 
cured meats and customized butchering services. 
Professional advice can be provided by the butchers 
and customized packaging gift boxes containing all 
RPUKZ�VM�TLH[�WYVK\J[Z�^LYL�VќLYLK��([�[OL�ZHTL�[PTL��
it also cooperated with the Canadian Beef Association 
and the Japanese Government Fisheries Promotion Unit 
(JFOODO) to launch high-quality meat products and 
fresh fish paired with vegetables from small farmers, 
allowing customers to buy good ingredients in a 
convenient one-stop shop, driving the sales of high-end 
meat, fresh and home barbecues. Sales have grown 
by 50% to 60% compared to the same period last 
September, showing that all kinds of valet services are 
indeed part of the trend of meeting customer needs. 

Rigorously selected products 
delivered directly to the 
home, the delivery service 
has achieved great results

With the changing lifestyles of customers, A mart 
cooperates with delivery platforms to provide an additional 
channel to purchase carefully selected products from our 
stores. Since 2019, a. mart has been cooperating with 
-VVKWHUKH�[V�VќLY�KLSP]LY`�ZLY]PJLZ�MYVT�)HUXPHV�5HU`H�
Store. Up to 2020, it has expanded to 14 stores except the 
Taoyuan Store. Nearly 50 types of products and more than 
4,000 items are for sale, including fresh ingredients, snacks, 
daily necessities, etc., with a maximum of 41,000 orders 
per month. A mart cooperates with delivery platforms to 
Z[YLUN[OLU�[OL�Ä]L�THQVY�HK]HU[HNLZ�VM�THZZ�YL[HPS�Z[VYLZ!�
"excellent prices", "diverse products", "fast speeds", "long 
service hours", and "multiple types of service methods", 
making it more convenient for customers to purchase 
products, and also further attracting consumers under 
the age of 35 who enjoy online shopping and frequent 
convenience stores.
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4.3 Supply Chain Management
0U�HKKP[PVU� [V� [OL�JV\U[LY�]LUKVYZ� PU� [OL�THSS��-,+:�HSZV�^VYRZ�^P[O�]HYPV\Z�WHY[ULYZ�^OV�HZZPZ[� PU� [OL�VWLYH[PVU�VM� [OL�THSS��;OL�WHY[ULYZ�JHU�IL�KP]PKLK� PU[V�Ä]L�JH[LNVYPLZ!�JVUZ[Y\J[PVU��
administration, IT, publicity, and labor. Through the supplier management and evaluation system, we ensure that the suppliers comply with laws and regulations during the process of providing 
products and services, and, together with FEDS, attach importance to social responsibilities such as health and safety, labor rights, environmental protection and ethical requirements. In order to 
establish a sustainable supply chain for the company, FEDS holds an annual vendor networking meeting, inviting more than a hundred vendors to share their growth results and future developmental 
visions. At the same time, it praises the outstanding performances of counter vendors, and hopes to work together to innovate products and services. We want to give customers a fresh shopping 
experience and upgrade the business model of the department store industry.
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������ +LJK�TXDOLW\�VXSSOLHUV�DUH�VHOHFWHG�E\�6XSSOLHU�0DQDJHPHQW�
Committee

;OL�7\YJOHZPUN�+LWHY[TLU[�VM�-,+:�KL]LSVWLK�H�Z\WWSPLY�ZLSLJ[PVU�Z`Z[LT�PU�������;OL�ÄYZ[�
step is to select Supplier Selection Committee members to form a "Supplier Project Selection 
Committee", which is selected in a fair, just and open manner. And than, the Committee will select 
high-quality suppliers to establish a vendor database for the Purchasing Department. Starting 
from 2019, we have conducted education and training programs for the supplier management 
VѝJL��W\YJOHZPUN�KLWHY[TLU[��HUK�THUHNLTLU[�[YHPULLZ�� 0U�������[OL�7\YJOHZPUN�+LWHY[TLU[�
planned to establish a supplier database system, which is expected to be completed in 2024. 
The database will distinguish business categories, scales, grades, etc. of suppliers. In addition 
[V�HZZPZ[PUN�WYVJ\YLTLU[�Z[Hќ�[V�JOLJR�]LUKVYZ��PUMVYTH[PVU�HUK�WLYMVYTPUN�IPKKPUN�VWLYH[PVUZ��
they can also select high-quality suppliers directly from the system.

◆ Supplier selection process

In order to support the local industry and shorten the lead time and after-sales service, FEDS 
prefers to cooperate with local suppliers. In 2020, the number of local suppliers and the 
purchase amount accounted for more than 90% of the overall purchase scale. We carefully 
select suppliers who comply with environmental sustainability and labor laws and whose quality 
meets the standards. We follow the requirements of the Far Eastern Group’s Joint Purchasing 
Center for supplier credit investigations and other requirements. The suppliers sign CSR 
commitments clearly pointing out the actions of labor rights, health and safety, environmental 
protection, etc., in order to strengthen the supplier's sustainable management mechanism. 
In 2020, 100% of new suppliers have been screened based on this principle, and a security 
supplier was screened out for having a negative impact on health and safety. Improvements 
have been completed through meetings between the two parties and strengthened safety 
advocacy.

 

◆ Procurement objectives ◆ Supplier selection criteria and quantity

Health and 
safety

Labor and 
human rights Environmental Ethics

Total number of suppliers 
screened 219 219 219 219

The number of suppliers that 
have (or may have) a negative 

PTWHJ[�PKLU[PÄLK
1 0 0 0

Number of improved suppliers 1 0 0 0
Number of terminated suppliers 0 0 0 0
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◆ Supply chain diagram

 

◆ Subsidiary supply chain diagram

 

������ 2EWDLQHG�����VXSSOLHU�&65�FRPPLWPHQWV

FEDS formulated the "Supplier CSR Commitment Letter" in 2017, which stipulates that all 
cooperating suppliers who undertake business with FEDS and with a total procurement amount 
of up to NT$1 million must sign the "Supplier CSR Commitment must also sign the "Supplier 
CSR Commitment" when the contract is signed. Together with FEDS, we have made a total of 
32 sustainability commitments in four categories, including labor and human rights, health and 
safety, environment, and ethics.

◆ Supplier social responsibility commitment indicators

FEDS uses the "Supplier CSR Commitment" as one of the supplier selection criteria, and 
integrates the four procurement phases of "request, purchase, inspection, and payment" 
through the BPM system to achieve timely, collaborative and effective procurement 
THUHNLTLU[�� 0M� [OL�Z\WWSPLY� MHPSZ� [V� M\SÄSS� [OL�ZVJPHS� YLZWVUZPIPSP[`�JVTTP[TLU[�� P[�^PSS�IL�KLHS[�
with in accordance with the contract (such as being placed on the watch list, suspension of 
power, termination of the contract, etc.). In 2019, suppliers continued to be required to sign 
the "Supplier CSR Commitment", and the commitment has been extended to suppliers with a 
procurement amount of less than NT$1 million. The "Green Environmental Protection and Social 
Responsibility" indicator was also included as one of the common evaluation items for supplier 
evaluations in order to establish sustainable supply chain management.
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In 2020, FEDS has effectively obtained 277 signed "Supplier CSR Commitment" from 
suppliers, an increase of 24% compared to 2019. Among them, there were 118 suppliers 
with a procurement amount of more than NT$1 million, and the total procurement amount 
for suppliers who signed was about NT$940 million, accounting for 57% of the total annual 
procurement amount. The total number of signatories was 219, an increase of 107% from 
2019. In order to ensure that suppliers meet the requirements and standards of FEDS, the 
Purchasing Department regularly inspects and visits important contractors and suppliers in their 
construction and manufacturing sites every year. Once any standards is violated, we will discuss  
solutions with the suppliers and proceed to improve the shortcomings and deal with them in 
accordance with the contract. In September 2020, the Purchasing Department, together with 
.LULYHS�(ќHPYZ�+LWHY[TLU[�HUK�[OL�0;�+LWHY[TLU[��]PZP[LK�ZL]LU�LX\PWTLU[�]LUKVYZ�VM�	WHYRPUN�
lot system" in northern Taiwan to conduct factory evaluations. After the evaluations, no major 
KLÄJPLUJPLZ�^LYL�MV\UK�HUK�M\Y[OLY�WYVJ\YLTLU[�VM�YLSH[LK�LX\PWTLU[�^HZ�PTWSLTLU[LK�

������ $Q�RQOLQH� DSSUDLVDO� V\VWHP�ZDV� HVWDEOLVKHG� WR� LPSURYH�
VXSSOLHU�PDQDJHPHQW

In order to improve the service quality of suppliers, the Purchasing Department, Construction 
Department and General Affairs Department cooperated to plan the "acceptance control  
process" and reported in the management meeting in August 2019. The process states that 
if there is a delay or the vendor violates labor health and safety regulations, the Purchasing 
Department will invite suppliers, property management units of HQ and the stores, and related 
I\ZPULZZ�\UP[Z� [V�JVU]LUL�HU� PU[LY�KLWHY[TLU[HS�JVVYKPUH[PVU�TLL[PUN�[V�YL]PL^�KLÄJPLUJPLZ�
in accordance with the "Supplier Evaluation Form", and to develop improvement methods, 
PUJS\KPUN�Z\ZWLUZPVU�VM�YPNO[Z��ÄULZ�HUK�V[OLY�TLHZ\YLZ�

FEDS further incorporated the supplier evaluation mechanism into the BPM system in 2020. 
When the procurement case is reviewed and accepted, the property management unit of HQ 
and the store and the relevant business units will focus on the four major criteria of quality, 
delivery, service, and industrial safety. Evaluation is conducted face-to-face, and four grades are 
given: "Excellent, Good, Needs Improvement, and Needs Immediate Improvement". If it is listed 
HZ�	5LLKZ� 0TWYV]LTLU[	�� [OL�Z\WWSPLY�ZOHSS�L_WSHPU�[OL�KLÄJPLUJPLZ�HUK� PTTLKPH[LS`�WYVWVZL�
improvement measures. If it is listed as “Needs Immediate Improvement" for 2 consecutive 
months, we will evaluate the termination of the contract with the supplier and include it in the 
suspension list. In 2020, a total of 7,619 procurement cases were evaluated. Among which, 
99% of suppliers were rated as good or better, one supplier was added to the watch list, and 
one was suspended.

Expanding the scope of procurement in response 
to the government’s green procurement

FEDS spares no effort in environmental protection. In addition to actively looking for 
environmentally-friendly products that have obtained green certification every year, we are 
gradually increasing our purchasing power. In 2020, there were 8 more green projects than 
in 2019, and the procurement amount also increased by 20% compared with 2019. We also 
promise that the procurement amount in 2021 will increase by 5% compared to 2020, in 
order to actively respond to the government's expectations and contribute to environmental 
sustainability.

unit: cases unit: NT$ hundred million
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������ 6XSHUYLVH�WKH�FRQWUDFWRUâV�FRPSOLDQFH�ZLWK�WKH�HQYLURQPHQWDO�VDIHW\�DQG�KHDOWK�
UHJXODWLRQV�WR�LPSURYH�RSHUDWLRQDO�VDIHW\

FEDS has established "Contractor Management Regulations", "Operating Environment Monitoring 
Regulations", "Automatic Inspection Plan" and other management measures, which are aimed at 
[OL�MYLX\LU[�ÅVVY�TVKPÄJH[PVU�VWLYH[PVUZ�VM�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYLZ��PUJS\KPUN�KLJVYH[PVU�JVUZ[Y\J[PVU��
TH[LYPHS�OHUKSPUN��^HZ[L�KPZWVZHS��L[J��>L�LZ[HISPZO�JSLHY�THUHNLTLU[�HUK�VWLYH[PUN�ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ�
for the noise and dust pollution in construction to improve the internal environmental safety of the 
stores and reduce the impacts on nearby residents and the surrounding environment.

In order to maintain the safety of floor construction and in accordance with the "Contractor 
Management Regulations", the "Construction Entry Application Form" must be completed for all 
projects in advance and approval must be given before entering the site. In October 2019, in order 
to increase the efficiency, the Labor Safety Department has converted the "Construction Entry 
(WWSPJH[PVU�-VYT¹�PU[V�H�KPNP[HS�KVJ\TLU[��;OL�MYVU[���HUK�IHJR���LUK�Z[Hќ�H[�[OL�Z[VYL�JHU�HWWS`�H[�
any time on the EIP system. The construction application must be attached to the project insurance 
WVSPJ`�HUK�[OL�Z[Hќ�YVZ[LY�WYV]PKLK�I`�[OL�JVU[YHJ[VY��;OL�Z[Hќ�T\Z[�OH]L�[OL�PUZ\YHUJL�IL�[YHPULK��
and manage their health, and health management. In January 2020, we also required the contractor 
[V�YLHK�[OL�	/HaHYKV\Z�-HJ[VYZ�5V[PÄJH[PVU�-VYT	�HUK�ZPNU�[OL�MVYT�ILMVYL�[OL`�LU[LY�[OL�ZP[L��;OL�
	/HaHYKV\Z�-HJ[VYZ�5V[PÄJH[PVU�-VYT¹�Z[H[LZ�[OL����OHaHYKZ�[OH[�TH`�VJJ\Y�K\YPUN�JVUZ[Y\J[PVU��
as well as potential hazards and corresponding safety protection measures according to various 
VWLYH[PUN�HJ[P]P[PLZ�VY�TL[OVKZ��HUK�[OYV\NO�[OL�^YP[[LU�JVUÄYTH[PVU�WYVJLK\YLZ�VU�ZP[L��^L�JSLHYS`�
inform all contractors and their personnel of the expected safe behavior.

◆ The contractor shall abide by the safety and health regulations and policies

Promote construction 
insurance to reduce work 
safety accidents

In order to protect the labor safety of suppliers, for example: 
insurance related items and licenses shall be clearly recorded 
on the project bid sheets for operations in high places such as 
water, exterior window washing, oil interception tank washing, 
and electrical and mechanical operations. The contractor 
must provide the information and the information must be 
JVUÄYTLK�ILMVYL�^VYR�JHU�ILNPU�

In order to further reduce the risk of accidents in construction, 
we completed the "Construction Insurance Reference 
Standard" in December 2018, requiring construction 
contractors in the four major categories of electrical and 
mechanical, air-conditioning, fire protection, and decoration 
to follow the requirements of the "Construction Insurance 
Reference Standard" in the bidding documents after 
procurement and distribution. There were a total of 84 
construction procurement cases in 2020, 100% of which 
were insured by construction insurance. The insured 
includes FEDS, contractors and their primary and secondary 
contractors. The insurance period is one year from the 
scheduled start date. The insurance coverage includes: 
construction (installation) project loss insurance, third party 
accident liability insurance, employer's liability insurance, etc.

◆ Contractor 
categories:

Operating activities Potential hazards Necessary safety measures
Electric welding, gas welding, heat 
melting

)\YUZ��YHKPH[PVU�OHaHYKZ��LSLJ[YPJ�ZOVJR��I\YUPUN��ÄYL�HUK�
explosion

Seven items including personal protective 
equipment

Hanging operations Overturning, bending of boom, falling objects, electric 
shock

Eight items including crane operator 
JLY[PÄJH[PVU

Repair and maintenance Bumps, puncture wounds, falls Eight items including work gloves

Overhead work -HSSPUN��JVSSHWZPUN�ZJHќVSKZ��MHSSPUN�VIQLJ[Z Eight items including ladders that meet the 
requirements

Electrical work ,SLJ[YPJ�ZOVJR��ÄYL Six items including leakage circuit breaker

*VUÄULK�ZWHJLZ Hypoxia, poisoning, electric shock 5PUL�P[LTZ�PUJS\KPUN�OHaHYK�JVUÄYTH[PVU�PU�
the space
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FEDS joins hands with vendors to face all challengesTraining for security 
companies to protect 
department stores and 
customers

FEDS’s mall access and access pathways are 
managed via a 24-hour security monitoring system 
and access control system, and external security 
companies are entrusted to conduct patrols. Security 
personnel serving in FEDS should receive more 
than one week of pre-employment professional 
training and more than four hours of on-the-job 
training per month. The training in 2020 included: 
legal knowledge, human rights advocacy, duty skills, 
reception etiquette and other courses. The number 
of participants totaled 311, and the total training 
hours were 684 hours. Through the implementation 
of education and training, FEDS maintains the 
professional skills of security personnel and ensures 
the safety of stores and customers.

The FEDS’s Annual Vendors’ Association was held at the Shangri-La Far 
Eastern, Taipei on October 15, 2020. With the theme of “One Heart Together 
Working for the Future in 2020”, 500 partners were invited to declare the 
ambition of the outstanding performance of anniversary sale. We also gathered 
momentum for the upcoming opening of FEDS Zhubei Store. Furthermore, a 
[V[HS�VM�����]LUKVYZ�^VU�H^HYKZ�PU�KPќLYLU[�JH[LNVYPLZ�VM�[OL������6\[Z[HUKPUN�
Vendor Awards.

All industries have faced more severe challenges in 2020 due to the impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. How should the retail industry reallocate its resources and 
strategies in the future? With the topic of "The New Normal in the Retail Industry", 
Chairman Douglas Hsu pointed out that while customer demand, customer 

behavior and customer attitudes are 
changing, digital services will be the 
goals that retailers should strive for 
in the future, and strategies can be 
formulated through the following four 
directions:

   1   Innovative methods to connect 
with customers

   2   Integrate physical stores and 
online services 

   3   Develop contactless shopping 
services

   4   Experience is an important factor 
in the physical channels

Finally, Chairman Douglas Hsu also 
reminded everyone that although the 
pandemic continues, physical stores 
must pay more attentions to providing 
a safe, hygienic, and reliable shopping 
environment in order to allow customers 
to shop at ease. In the future, whether 
P[� PZ�VUSPUL�VY�VўPUL�ZHSLZ��[OL�\S[PTH[L�
goal of the retailer is to provide diverse 
and various goods for customers to 
shop easily.
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2020企業社會責任報告書 Corporate Social Responsibility Report

Healthy employees are an important asset to any enterprise. FEDS is committed to creating a 
friendly workplace and providing a positive work environment. We have established a complete 
education, training and job experience mechanism to cultivate the professionals needed for the 
company’s development. The performance appraisal system is also used to help with the com-
prehensive development of the organization’s human resources. At the same time, we provide 
salaries that are superior to others within the industry to ensure that employees receive competi-
tive remuneration, creating a healthy and sustainable workplace.

5.1 Better Salary and Benefits 
      Than Others in the Industry  95
5.2 Integrated Talent Cultivation  99
5.3 Considerate and Friendly Workplace 103

2020 Corporate Social Responsibility Report

A Healthy and Happy Workplace

・Attract and retain talent

・Talent cultivation and development

・Occupational safety and health

・Legal Compliance

In response to   4    material topics

94
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����)L[[LY�:HSHY`�HUK�)LULÄ[Z�;OHU�6[OLYZ�PU�[OL�0UK\Z[Y`
-,+:�HJ[P]LS`�YLJY\P[Z�HUK�H[[YHJ[Z�WV[LU[PHS�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYL�YL[HPS�WYVMLZZPVUHSZ��I\PSKZ�H�JVTWSL[L�[LHT�MVY�[OL�M\[\YL�VM�ZTHY[�YL[HPS��HUK�WYV]PKLZ�LTWSV`LLZ�^P[O�L_JLSSLU[�ZHSHY`�HUK�ILULÄ[Z�
[V�THPU[HPU�[OL�Z[HIPSP[`�VM�V\Y�O\THU�YLZV\YJL�Z[Y\J[\YL�� 0U�������[OL�LTWSV`LL�[\YUV]LY�YH[L�^HZ�������ZOV^PUN�H�YLK\J[PVU�VM�����JVTWHYLK�^P[O���� ��,TWSV`LL�ILULÄ[Z�OH]L�HSZV�ILLU�
increased for four consecutive years, with a cumulative increase of 31%. FEDS continues to provide better employee treatment than other employers in the industry to create a good working 
environment, as well as become the ideal workplace for its employees. 

5.1.1 The Human Resources Department 
regularly surveys salaries in the market

The Human Resources Department of FEDS exchanges information 
VU�ZHSHYPLZ�HUK�ILULÄ[Z�PU�[OL�THYRL[�^P[O�KLWHY[TLU[�Z[VYL�WLLYZ�
twice a quarter. In addition, the Company also researches researches 
the latest salary trends and talent retention information in the retail 
industry through relevant surveys on the Internet, newspapers and 
magazines, so as to stipulate fair, competitive, incentivizing salaries 
and benefits. FEDS’s salary structure is much better than the 
minimum wage. The salaries include monetary factors such as basic 
salaries, variable bonuses, employee benefits, and non-monetary 
factors such as a good working environment, job rotation, talent 
development programs, etc. Through the comprehensive design of 
the salary structure, we attract and retain outstanding key talents 
in the organization, while motivating the morale of employees and 
creating the core competitiveness of the company. 

 

5.1.2 Going beyond equality to provide competitive remuneration
FEDS’s salary standards do not distinguish between gender, age, or race. Instead, they are based on academic 
background, professional experience, work performance, demonstrated skills, job description, expertise, and other factors. 
Furthermore, the department store industry is rapidly changing, and accordingly FEDS actively rewards employees who 
show outstanding performance, thereby going beyond mere equality. FEDS eliminates the worst performers to protect 
the health of our workforce. We also create a suitable working environment and conduct salary planning with the goal of 
YL[HPUPUN�KPќLYLU[�WYVMLZZPVUHSZ��;OL�IHZPJ�ZHSHY`�YH[PV�VM�LHJO�YHUR� PU�-,+:�MVY�TLU�HUK�^VTLU�V]LY�[OL�`LHYZ� PZ��!����
;OL�Z[HY[PUN�ZHSHY`�VM�SV^�SL]LS�Z[Hќ�PU������PZ�����[PTLZ�OPNOLY�[OHU�[OL�TPUPT\T�^HNL�Z[PW\SH[LK�I`�[OL�4PUPZ[Y`�VM�3HIVY��
breaking the stereotyped impression of low starting salaries in the service industry, and demonstrating our desire to show 
our appreciation for our hard working professionals.

 

 

◆�:HSHYPLZ�VM�UVU�Z\WLY]PZVY`�M\SS�[PTL�LTWSV`LLZ

Year 2018 2019 2020
Number of non-supervisory full-time 
employees 1,253 1,265　 1,301　

Average salary (NT$ thousand/person) 693 713　 715　

4LKPHU�ZHSHY`��5;��[OV\ZHUK�WLYZVU� 647 659　 669　
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������0DQ\�GLYHUVLðHG�EHQHðWV�DOORZ�� � �
HPSOR\HHV�WR�ZRUN�KDSSLO\

FEDS has a number of diversified benefit measures that are superior to the 
laws and regulations to provide employees with a good work-life balance. The 
Employee The Employee Welfare Committee holds regular meetings to provide 
H�^PKL�YHUNL�VM�ILULÄ[Z�� PUJS\KPUN!�HUU\HS�IVU\ZLZ��IPY[OKH`�IVU\ZLZ�� MHTPS`�
care, leisure activities, etc. At the same time, the Company also cooperates 
with vendors to provide up to 497 shopping discounts which are directly given 
[V�[OL�LTWSV`LLZ��>P[O�[OL�*VTWHU`�Z�L_JLSSLU[�WLYMVYTHUJL�HUK�WYVÄ[HIPSP[ �̀�
FEDS also gives back to the employees who worked hard for the Company 
[OYV\NO�WYHJ[PJHS�HJ[PVUZ��HUK�JVU[PU\LZ�[V�VќLY�L_JLSSLU[�ILULÄ[�WHJRHNLZ�[V�
create a better working environment for all employees.

◆�,TWSV`LL�ILULÄ[Z�VM�-,+:

Regular health check-ups to value every employee's health

FEDS cares about the health of all our employees. In order to completely protect our employees, we not 
only provide employee labor insurance and national health insurance, we also provide fully subsidized group 
PUZ\YHUJL�� 0U�VYKLY�[V�LUZ\YL�[OL�NVVK�OLHS[O�HUK�WO`ZPJHS�Ä[ULZZ�VM�LTWSV`LLZ��^L�WYV]PKL�LTWSV`LLZ�^P[O�
better health checks than required by laws and regulations, so that our colleagues can track their physical health 
through regular examinations. At the same time, we also provide employees with group insurance, including 
hospitalization medical insurance and cancer medical insurance. When an accident requires hospitalization or 
medical treatment, the insurance can reduce the burden of medical expenses for our colleagues. In 2020, the 
number of people insured by the National Health Insurance was 1,342 employees and 937 family members. 
The company paid NT$30.08 million, and the number of employees covered by group insurance was 1,366. 
The company invested NT$2.09 million during the year.

&OHDU�DQG�WUDQVSDUHQW�UHWLUHPHQW�SODQV�WR�VDIHJXDUG�UHWLUHPHQW�EHQHðWV

-,+:�OHZ�LZ[HISPZOLK�H�	,TWSV`LL�9L[PYLTLU[�4L[OVK	�[V�LUZ\YL�[OH[�LTWSV`LLZ�� SP]LZ�HM[LY� YL[PYLTLU[�JHU�
IL�ZLJ\YL��-VY�JVSSLHN\LZ�^OV�HYL�LSPNPISL� MVY� [OL�VSKLY�3HIVY�9L[PYLTLU[�-\UK� �KLÄULK�ILULÄ[Z�WSHUZ��� [OL�
company allocates a retirement reserve at 2% of the employee’s salary every month, which is managed by the 
3HIVY�7LUZPVU�:\WLY]PZVY`�*VTTP[[LL�HUK�KLWVZP[LK� PU�H�IHUR�HJJV\U[� PU�[OL�UHTL�VM� [OL�JVTTP[[LL��;OL�
pension payment is based on the seniority of the employee and the average salary for the six months before 
YL[PYLTLU[��-VY�LTWSV`LLZ�^OV�HYL�LSPNPISL� MVY� [OL�UL^�3HIVY�7LUZPVU�-\UK��KLÄULK�JVU[YPI\[PVU�WSHUZ��� [OL�
*VTWHU`�JVU[YPI\[LZ����VM�[OL�TVU[OS`�PUZ\YLK�HTV\U[�[V�[OL�PUKP]PK\HS�SHIVY�WLUZPVU�HJJV\U[�VM�[OL�3HIVY�
Insurance Bureau on a monthly basis, and appoints a consulting company to conduct actuarial calculations 
according to the old pension system every year to ensure the pension rights of all employees. For detailed 
PUMVYTH[PVU�VU�WLUZPVU�ILULÄ[�WSHUZ��WSLHZL�YLMLY�[V�	7VZ[�YL[PYLTLU[�)LULÄ[�7SHU¹�PU�[OL������JVTWHU`�HUU\HS�
YLWVY[��O[[WZ!��^^ �̂MLKZ�JVT�[^�ZOHYLOVSKLY�ZOHYLOVSKLYF[ �̂O[TS��

Employee club activities enhance the team spirit

-,+:�OHZ�ZL[�\W�	(KTPUPZ[YH[P]L�4LHZ\YLZ� MVY�,TWSV`LL�*S\IZ	� [V�LUJV\YHNL�LTWSV`LLZ�[V�ZL[�\W� SLPZ\YL��
healthy, and service-oriented clubs. Through club activities, employees can improve their leisure time and build 
comradery with each other, and the company’s cohesiveness and sense of identity will also be enhanced. The 
clubs help establish harmony and joy within the work environment and helps improve team morale. We revised 
[OL�	(KTPUPZ[YH[P]L�4LHZ\YLZ�MVY�,TWSV`LL�*S\IZ	� PU�1\UL������[V� SV^LY�[OL�[OYLZOVSK�MVY� [OL�LZ[HISPZOTLU[�
of social clubs, and at the same time, we increased the amount of club subsidies by 20%. We hope that these 
measures would encourage employees to actively form clubs and diversify the development of employee clubs.
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&KLOGFDUH�VHUYLFHV�DOORZ�HPSOR\HHV�WR�ZRUN�ZLWKRXW�ZRUU\

In order to allow employees to work with peace of mind, FEDS cooperates with safe and reliable 
cultural and educational enterprises to offer discounts on educational program registration 
fees for the children of our employees. The Employee Welfare Committee also provides annual 
school subsidies for children. In addition, we have also created a high-quality breastfeeding 
environment for employees and customers to use, so that employees and customers can both 
ILULÄ[�MYVT�[OL�MHJPSP[PLZ�WYV]PKLK�I`�-,+:�MVY�TV[OLYZ�HUK�IHIPLZ�

Due to the characteristics of the department store industry, many sales employees are women. 
Therefore, we actively encourage female employees to continue their career development 
after starting a family. The total number of female employees that have applied for parental 
leave in the past three years was 87. In 2020, the application rate for parental leave by female 
employees increased by 21% compared to 2019.

◆ :[H[PZ[PJZ�VM�WHYLU[HS�SLH]L�V]LY�[OL�`LHYZ

 
year 2018 2019 2020

gender Male Female Male Female Male Female
No. of people who are eligible to 
apply 57 180 69 168 66 131

No. of people applied 0 42 0 23 1 22
Application rate (%) 0 23 0 14 2 17
No. of employees subject to 
reinstatement in the current year 0 24 0 23 1 20

Actual no. of employees who 
applied for reinstatement 0 17 0 12 1 12

Reinstatement rate (%) - 71 - 52 100 60
No. of people reinstated in the 
previous year 0 32 0 17 0 12

Number of people who have been 
reinstated for one year in the 
previous year

0 21 0 12 0 8

Retention rate (%) - 66 - 71 - 67
5V[L!�9LPUZ[H[LTLU[�YH[L�$�(J[\HS�U\TILY�VM�YLPUZ[H[LK�LTWSV`LLZ�PU�[OL�J\YYLU[�`LHY���U\TILY�VM�LTWSV`LLZ�Z\IQLJ[�[V�YLPUZ[H[LTLU[�

in the current year
9L[LU[PVU�YH[L�$�U\TILY�VM�WLVWSL�YLPUZ[H[LK�MVY�VUL�`LHY�PU�[OL�WYL]PV\Z�`LHY�¼�U\TILY�VM�WLVWSL�YLPUZ[H[LK�PU�[OL�WYL]PV\Z�`LHY

������$�KHDOWK\�KXPDQ�UHVRXUFH�VWUXFWXUH�PHHWV�WKH�QHZ�
challenges in retail

As of the end of 2019, the total number of FEDS employees was 1,357, including 1,347 full-
time employees, and 10 short-term contract employees. Contracted employees enjoy the same 
education, training, benefits, and labor rights as regular employees. All senior management 
WLYZVUULS�HYL�;HP^HULZL�PU�-,+:»Z�THQVY�VWLYH[PUN�SVJH[PVUZ��;OL�Z\WLYPVY�ZHSHYPLZ�HUK�ILULÄ[Z�
compared to others in the industry and a complete talent training system enable FEDS to 
maintain a complete human resource structure. In 2020, we recruited 193 new employees 
with a new employee rate of 14.2%. The number of resignations was 106, a decrease of 34% 
JVTWHYLK�^P[O�[OL�WYL]PV\Z�`LHY��PUKPJH[PUN�[OH[�Z[Hќ�Z[HIPSP[`�OHZ�PTWYV]LK�

(�OLHS[O`�HUK�LULYNL[PJ�
`VNH�JS\I

0U�5V]LTILY������� [OL� 	@VNH�3LPZ\YL�*S\I	�^HZ�LZ[HISPZOLK��7YVMLZZPVUHS� `VNH�
teachers were hired to guide colleagues through balancing and relaxing body exercises 
to relieve stress. Our colleagues used their free time to gather every week to exercise, 
exchange health information, and promote physical and mental health. There are 
currently 24 members of the club, and 12 activities have been held which had 135 
participants in total.

-\SS̀ �HJ[P]L�HLYVIPJ�
Ä[ULZZ�L_LYJPZLZ

;OL� 3HIVY� :HML[`� +LWHY[TLU[� VM� -,+:� YLN\SHYS`� HUK� X\HSP[H[P]LS`� WYVTV[LZ�
health-related activities. Starting from October 2020, office exercises have been 
PTWSLTLU[LK��,]LY`�4VUKH`�TVYUPUN��HSS�JVSSLHN\LZ�HYL� PU]P[LK� [V�L_LYJPZL� [VNL[OLY�
PU� [OL�T\S[PM\UJ[PVU�JVUMLYLUJL�YVVT�H[� !����;OL�OLHS[O`�Z[YL[JOPUN�L_LYJPZLZ�HSSV^�
colleagues to be "full of energy and vitality for the entire week." In just three months, 18 
departments have participated, and the cumulative number of participants is around 
171. The regular exercise sessions provide an opportunity for colleagues to develop the 
habit of exercising.
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◆ ,TWSV`TLU[�JVU[YHJ[Z�PU����� ◆ 5\TILY�HUK�NLUKLY�VM�THUHNLYZ�H[�[OL�]PJL�WYLZPKLU[�SL]LS�HUK�HIV]L�PU�����

◆ ,TWSV`LL�KPZ[YPI\[PVU

Employee age distribution Gender and age of new employees Gender and age of resigned employees

2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020

29 and below

4HSL 30% 30% 30% 33% 31% 29% 33% 25% 26%

Female 70% 70% 70% 67% 69% 71% 67% 75% 74%

Number of people 358 436 357 100 203 161 88 98 97 

30-49

4HSL 34% 35% 36% 83% 53% 57% 37% 32% 37%

Female 66% 65% 64% 17% 47% 43% 63% 68% 63%

Number of people 787 791 776 24 47 30 67 56 8 

50 and above

4HSL 49% 48% 46% 0% 100% 50% 44% 71% 100%

Female 51% 52% 54% 0% 0% 50% 56% 29% 0%

Number of people 189 212 224 0 1 2 50 17 1 

Total

4HSL 35% 35% 36% 43% 35% 33% 37% 32% 27%

Female 65% 65% 64% 57% 65% 67% 63% 68% 73%

Number of people 1,334 1,439 1,357 124 251 193 205 171 106
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����0U[LNYH[LK�;HSLU[�*\S[P]H[PVU
FEDS has created a comprehensive talent cultivation system. The 
training plan starts with the recruitment of trainees to cultivate 
professionals in the department store retail industry. Current 
employees are provided with training courses based on their 
ranks and functions. In line with the 2019 management trainee 
[YHPUPUN� WSHU�� [OL� 	(ZZPZ[HU[� :[VYL�4HUHNLY� ;YHPULL� ;YHPUPUN�
7YVNYHT	�� PTWSLTLU[LK� PU�������J\S[P]H[LZ� [OL� [HSLU[Z�ULLKLK� MVY�
the company's future operations and development using a more 
WYVMLZZPVUHS�JSHZZPÄJH[PVU�Z`Z[LT��0U�HKKP[PVU��-,+:�YLNHYKZ�JV\U[LY�
personnel as important partners, and designs exclusive training 
courses for the personnel to improve service quality and provide 
customers with the highest quality service.

5.2.1 Management trainee program cultivates 
talent systematically

Assistant Store Manager Trainee Training Program

In order to cultivate the professionals needed for the company’s 
KL]LSVWTLU[��-,+:� PTWSLTLU[LK� [OL� 	(ZZPZ[HU[�:[VYL�4HUHNLY�
;YHPULL�;YHPUPUN�7YVNYHT	� PU�������;OYV\NO�[OL�JVTWSL[L� [YHPUPUN�
course, 16 management trainees can develop an understanding of 
the stores’ logistics management, business scope, and operation 
methods, and at the same time enhance their personal professional 
knowledge, skills and abilities required to manage the business. 
;OL�WYVNYHT� [V[HSZ�����OV\YZ�HUK� PZ�KP]PKLK� PU[V� [OYLL�Z[HNLZ!�
WYVMLZZPVUHS�ZRPSSZ��270� PTWSLTLU[H[PVU��HUK�ZLTPUHYZ��;OL�Z[\K`�
VM� 	IHZPJ�JVUJLW[Z	�HUK�	WYVMLZZPVUHS�RUV^SLKNL¹�HYL�JVTWSL[LK�
in order according to the professional skills needed by each 
management trainee, and the current assistant store manager is 
invited to share their practical experience and management skills, so 
that the knowledge learned can be internalized and the contents of 
the courses can be applied to real work scenarios.  

◆ Assistant Store Manager Trainee Training Program  

1. Establish standardized 
department store 
management courses

In response to new retail and the new generation of management models, we have 
PU]P[LK�WYVMLZZPVUHSZ�MYVT�KPќLYLU[�\UP[Z�[V�JYLH[L�H�UL^�NLULYH[PVU�VM�KLWHY[TLU[�
store operation management courses by planning new course content.

2. Continue to cultivate 
department store retail 
management professionals

The department store operation and management knowledge is taught through 
standardized courses, and the knowledge is implemented into practical management, 
helping us strive for perfection with the goal of cultivating department store operations 
and management professionals, and developing reserve management professionals for 
the company's expansion.

���7YV]PKL�H�WYVTV[PVU�
channel that fully utilizes our 
employees’ potential

We cultivate outstanding employees through personnel selection, course training, and 
result reviews. The employees who pass the training program will be prioritized when 
being assigned important positions and given opportunities for promotion.

4. Establish a good corporate 
brand image

We provide standardized professional courses for the department store industry, 
establish a promotion channel that can utilize their potential, attract excellent people to 
demonstrate their abilities, work together to create good results for the company, and 
establish a good corporate brand image.

1. Employee selection The supervisors of HQ and stores select outstanding candidates.

2. Training course

;PTL!�1\S`������MVY�H�[V[HS�VM���KH`Z
7HY[PJPWH[PUN�Z[\KLU[Z!���
*V\YZLZ�VќLYLK!����ZLZZPVUZ
;V[HS�U\TILY�VM�[YHPULLZ!����WLVWSL
;V[HS�U\TILY�VM�[YHPUPUN�OV\YZ!�����OV\YZ

3. Completion and assignment After the management trainees complete the training and pass the test, they will be 
prioritized when being assigned important positions or promotion opportunities.

1. Strengthen and implement the knowledge of employees at all levels related to department store operations and 
management.

2. Excellent employees can continuously improve their management skills.

���7YV]PKL�H�NVVK�LU]PYVUTLU[�MVY�V\[Z[HUKPUN�WYVMLZZPVUHSZ�[V�WLYMVYT�
and attract more outstanding people to join the team.

Motivation

Execution

Benefits
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Employee training and development

FEDS has planned comprehensive courses for all employees to meet different professional 
needs, so that employees can continue to grow in their respective roles. In 2020, the average 
training hours of supervisors and sales personnel was increased, and the total number of 
employee education and training hours was 20,006 hours, representing an increase of 28% 
over the previous year. The total number of trainees was 16,874, an increase of 81% over the 
previous year, and each employee received 14.7 hours of training on average. The education 
HUK�[YHPUPUN� PTWSLTLU[LK�I`�-,+:�JHU�IL�JSHZZPÄLK�HZ!�UL^�WLYZVUULS� [YHPUPUN��WYVMLZZPVUHS�
training, and management and leadership training at different levels. The course content 
PUJS\KLZ!� [OL�JVTWHU`»Z�IHZPJ� [YHPUPUN��JVYL�JHYLLY� [YHPUPUN��HUK�ZLSM�KL]LSVWTLU[� [YHPUPUN��
The annual investment in education and training amounted to more than NT$1.09 million. By 
PU]LZ[PUN�PU�HUK�KLZPNUPUN�VUSPUL�HUK�VўPUL�JV\YZLZ��LTWSV`LLZ�JHU�JVU[PU\V\ZS`�PTWYV]L�[OLPY�
professional skills and knowledge, which means employees will be able to demonstrate their 
core values and continue to grow with FEDS.

◆�7VZP[PVUZ�HUK�NLUKLYZ�VM�[YHPULLZ

year 2018 2019 2020
Gender Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total

4HUHNLYPHS�YVSL 6.8 2.6 4.1 12.4 12.6 12.5 18.5 19.6 19.0 
General employee 8.2 7.7 7.9 21.7 19.6 16.7 16.2 14.6 15.3 
Sales personnel 2.6 3.4 3.1 10.5 5.9 6.1 10.6 8.8 8.9 

:[YLUN[OLU�SHIVY�ZHML[`�[YHPUPUN�HUK�OVZ[PUN�VUSPUL�
VJJ\WH[PVUHS�ZHML[`�JVUMLYLUJLZ

In December 2020, the annual occupational safety conference was held through live 
streaming due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. A total of 22 labor safety 
supervisors and personnel participated in the conference to discuss health promotion, 
safety and health matters, and various stages of epidemic prevention measures 
during the meeting. Through the exchange, sharing, and interactive communication, 
the discussion resulted in ideas that enabled the Company's labor safety measures 
to become more refined and effective. This conference also specially discussed the 
timeliness and accuracy of accident reporting, thereby improving the timeliness and 
LќLJ[P]LULZZ�VM�HJJPKLU[�OHUKSPUN�PU�Z[VYLZ�HUK�PTWSLTLU[PUN�[OL�JVUJLW[�VM�WYL]LU[PVU��
By paying more attention on a daily basis, we can avoid any danger.

9PZPUN�:[HY�7YVNYHT

In order to discover the future professionals who demonstrate good performance and 
WV[LU[PHS�^P[OPU� [OL�*VTWHU �̀�-,+:� SH\UJOLK�[OL�	9PZPUN�:[HY�7YVNYHT	� PU���� ��;OL�
vice president of the Administration Division and four inter-departmental unit supervisors 
formed a review team and served as mentors to lead discussions related to management 
topics with our colleagues, and then based on the five indicators "participation, 
presentation, content depth and breadth, expression ability, and spontaneity", the 
performance of the colleagues was given a grade from 0 to 5. After the discussion of 
each topic was over, praise was given to outstanding colleagues based on the evaluation 
scores. A total of 56 young and outstanding colleagues were rewarded and praised in 
2020.

\UP[!�OV\YZ
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&RXQWHU�VWDσ�WUDLQLQJ�DQG�HGXFDWLRQ

In 2020, the total training hours for counter personnel in FEDS reached 17,326 hours. The 
[YHPUPUN�JV\YZLZ� PUJS\KL!� SHIVY�ZHML[`�LK\JH[PVU�HUK� [YHPUPUN��WLYZVUULS�H[[LUKHUJL�HUK�
appearance education, as well as cash register operation, information related to various gift 
JLY[PÄJH[LZ��JHYYPLYZ��NPM[�Z`Z[LT��;PJRL[�?WYLZZ��-,+:�(77�HUK�V[OLY�[YHPUPUN�JV\YZLZ��^P[O�H�
focus on strengthening the introduction of various mobile payment systems that have emerged 
YLJLU[S �̀� PU�VYKLY�[V�PUJYLHZL�[OL�LѝJPLUJ`�VM�[OL�JOLJRV\[�WYVJLZZ�MVY�J\Z[VTLYZ��0U�HKKP[PVU��
in response to the importance of COVID-19 epidemic prevention education, all stores in Taiwan 
have conducted 85 COVID-19 related epidemic prevention courses to enhance the counter 
personnel’s understanding of the epidemic and related prevention knowledge. The number of 
participating counter personnel reached 2,313.

◆�(]LYHNL�[YHPUPUN�OV\YZ�VM�JV\U[LY�WLYZVUULS

year 2018 2019 2020

Total training hours 143,304 39,096 17,326

Number of counter personnel 11,542 11,214 14,098

Average training hours 12.4  3.5 1.2

5V[L!�0U�������K\L�[V�[OL�PU[YVK\J[PVU�VM�KPNP[PaH[PVU�HUK�[OL�SHYNL�ZJHSL�SH\UJO�VM�YLSH[LK�JV\YZLZ��[OL�[YHPUPUN�OV\YZ�^LYL�YLSH[P]LS`�
high. However, in 2020, training hours were reduced due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

◆ *V\U[LY�WLYZVUULS�[YHPUPUN

5.2.2 The performance evaluation system promotes 
outstanding employees

FEDS has a performance evaluation and promotion system. Comprehensive evaluations and 
incentive measures are implemented for evaluations ranging from new employee evaluation to 
annual evaluations, and clear performance targets are provided. FEDS also provides employees 
with open and transparent promotion or transfer channels. During their tenure, supervisors at all 
levels will evaluate the employee’s knowledge, ethics, work ability and performance at any time, 
and transfer or appoint the employee according to duties of the position, company business 
development needs, and personal job willingness surveys. The supervisor will arrange professional 
training and position transfers in order to improve employee experience and award suitable 
WYVTV[PVUZ��0U�������[OL�[V[HS�U\TILY�VM�[YHUZMLYZ�MYVT�[OL�OLHK�VѝJL�HUK�Z[VYLZ�^HZ������^P[O�
H�[YHUZMLY�YH[L�VM��������,TWSV`LL�[YHUZMLYZ�HYL�OHUKSLK�PU�HJJVYKHUJL�^P[O�[OL�Ä]L�WYPUJPWSLZ�VM�
transfers stated in the letter sent by the competent authority, thereby protecting the legal rights 
and interests of employees. The relevant regulations are explained during the training courses for 
new employees upon arrival, and are also clearly stipulated in the Company's Work Rules as well 
as publicly disclosed on the Company's internal website, for employees' reference.

+PNP[HS�SLHYUPUN��WYVTV[PUN�L�SLHYUPUN

Facing the trend of digital learning, FEDS has launched 7 professional online courses 
VU�[OL�,07�WSH[MVYT��;OL�JV\YZL�JVU[LU[� PUJS\KLZ!�^HZ[L^H[LY�[YLH[TLU[���.�HUK�ZTHY[�
retail, general economics and trends, chronic disease prevention, trademarks and 
copyright, and fire safety education, etc. A total of 3,944 people viewed the courses. 
7YVTV[PUN�KPNP[HS�SLHYUPUN�JHU�YLK\JL�[OL�[YH]LS�[PTLZ�VM�LTWSV`LLZ�K\YPUN�[YHPUPUN��ZVS]L�
the problem of organizing a centralized location for training, and allow employees to 
review the content of the courses anytime and anywhere, creating a learning environment 
^OPJO�PUJVYWVYH[LZ�[OL�PKLH�VM�¸HU`[PTL��HU`^OLYL¹�^P[OPU�[OL�VYNHUPaH[PVU�
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-,+:�WYV]PKLZ�H����OV\Y�]VJH[PVUHS�ZLYPLZ�VM�JV\YZLZ��^OPJO� PUJS\KL!�ÅVVY�YLZWVUZPIPSP[PLZ�HUK�
VWLYH[PVU�THUHNLTLU[��J\Z[VTLY�ZLY]PJL��L[J�� 0U[LYUZ�HYL� [H\NO[� [OYV\NO�61;� �6U�[OL�1VI�
Training). Interns can learn more about the  department store industry and learn job skills through 
on-the-job training conducted by supervisors, peer interactions and work processes to increase 
their advantages in future job hunts and career planning.

In 2020, FEDS hired 23 students to work as interns in the various stores. Their responsibilities 
PUJS\KLK�^VYRPUN�PU�I\ZPULZZ�\UP[Z�HUK�J\Z[VTLY�ZLY]PJL��)`�VќLYPUN�[OLZL�PU[LYUZOPWZ��^L�Z[YP]L�
to cultivate a new generation of department store retail professionals. After a series of internships, 
training and assessments, in 2020, two students entered the Company as full-time employees 
after graduation. In the future, FEDS will continue to promote industry-academia cooperation to 
meet the need for talent cultivation in the department store industry.

◆ *\T\SH[P]L�U\TILY�VM�WHY[PJPWHU[Z�PU�PUK\Z[Y`�HJHKLTPH�JVVWLYH[PVU�WYVQLJ[Z�V]LY�[OL�`LHYZ

 

◆ 7LYMVYTHUJL�L]HS\H[PVU�YH[PVZ�MVY������[V�������
 

5.2.3 Industry-academia cooperation programs to train the 
professionals needed by the industry

"Using the resources of the department store industry to cultivate the services and design 
professionals needed by the industry and the Company" is one of the social strategies of FEDS 
corporate social responsibility. Therefore, since 2014, we have implemented the Far Eastern 
.YV\W�Z�	0UK\Z[Y`�(JHKLTPH�7YVMLZZPVUHS�;YHPULLZ�;YHPUPUN�7YVNYHT	�I`�WHY[ULYPUN�^P[O�@\HU�
Ze University and partnering with Yuan Ze University and Asia Eastern University of Science and 
Technology practical internships during the winter and summer vacations, so as to discover 
outstanding talents that may be recruited by FEDS. Through the integration of resources between 
[OL�ZJOVVS�HUK�[OL�HѝSPH[LK�JVTWHUPLZ��^L�^PSS�JHWP[HSPaL�VU�[OL�JVTWYLOLUZP]L�LќLJ[Z�VM�[OPZ�
talent cultivation. FEDS also cooperated with Yu Chang Technical & Commercial Vocational Senior 
/PNO�:JOVVS� [V� PTWSLTLU[�[OL�	,TWSV`TLU[�6YPLU[LK�*V\YZL�:WLJPHS�*VVWLYH[PVU�7YVNYHT	��
which places the development of practical skills at its core to enhance the practical skills and 
employability of the students. As of the end of 2020, the industry-academia cooperation program 
has recruited 188 interns.

9L^HYK�V\[Z[HUKPUN�LTWSV`LLZ�[V�YLJVNUPaL�-,+:�Z�
HJOPL]LTLU[Z

0U�������^P[O�[OL�QVPU[�LќVY[Z�VM�HSS�V\Y�JVSSLHN\LZ�PU�-,+:��^L�^LYL�H^HYKLK�H�[V[HS�VM����
domestic and international sustainability index awards. Each external award represents 
[OL�YLZ\S[�VM�V\Y�NYV\W�LќVY[��;OLYLMVYL��HJJVYKPUN�[V�(Y[PJSL����VM�[OL�*VTWHU`�Z�>VYR�
Rules, we will reward the supervisors and colleagues who contributed to the winning of 
these external awards. A total of 24 employees were rewarded.

@V\[O�LTWSV`TLU[�\S[PTH[L�WYVNYHT��H�`V\UN�LU[LYWYPZL�
JYLH[LZ�H� P̂U� P̂U

;OL�>VYRMVYJL�+L]LSVWTLU[�(NLUJ`�VM� [OL�4PUPZ[Y`�VM�3HIVY� PZ�WYVTV[PUN�[OL�	@V\[O�
,TWSV`TLU[�<S[PTH[L�7YVNYHT	�� [V�LUJV\YHNL�JVTWHUPLZ�[V�OPYL�`V\UN�WLVWSL�HNLK�
15 to 29, with senior company employees serving as workplace training instructors, and 
WYV]PKPUN�`V\UN�WLVWSL�^P[O�VWWVY[\UP[PLZ�[V�ZH[PZM`�[OL�¸QVI�[YHPUPUN¹�YLX\PYLTLU[�MVY�OPNO�
school. In response to the government’s youth training policy, in 2020, FEDS submitted a 
[YHPUPUN�WSHU��(M[LY�P[�^HZ�YL]PL^LK�HUK�HWWYV]LK�I`�LHJO�SVJHS�IYHUJO�VM�[OL�4PUPZ[Y`�VM�
3HIVY�����UL^�LTWSV`LLZ�\UKLY�[OL�HNL�VM�� �^LYL�OPYLK��PUJS\KPUN���PU�/8�HUK����PU�[OL�
stores, and new employee training ranging from 3 to 9 months was conducted according 
to the plan. 

◆ 7LYMVYTHUJL�L]HS\H[PVU�MYLX\LUJ`
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����*VUZPKLYH[L�HUK�-YPLUKS`�
>VYRWSHJL

One of FEDS’s most important goals is to establish a friendly 
workplace, allowing employees to work with peace of mind and 
achieve a balance between work, family and life. In 2020, we 
will continue to promote 10 action plans aimed at the 3 major 
KPYLJ[PVUZ�[V�JYLH[L�H�¸^HYT��OLHS[O �̀�HUK�OHWW`¹�^VYRWSHJL��
so that every employee can work in a positive, pleasant, equal, 
and respectful environment, and work towards a healthy and 
sustainable workplace, so that we can create a win-win for the 
company and our employees. 

5.3.1 Promote the plan for a healthy 
ZRUNSODFH�WR�FUHDWH�D�KDSS\�
enterprise  

Healthy employees are important assets of any enterprise. 
FEDS is committed to creating a healthy, safe and supportive 
working environment to help employees improve their work 
efficiency in a warm and harmonious work environment. We 
PTWSLTLU[LK� [OL� 	,TWSV`LL�/LHS[O�<7	�WYVNYHT��^OPJO�
includes 10 action plans. We hope that every employee can 
become a happy worker, and "Work Hard & Work Happy" in a 
friendly environment!

In response to the COVID-19 epidemic in 2020, FEDS 
established an "Epidemic Response Organization" to draw up a 
contingency plan, and cooperate with the epidemic prevention 
measures of the Central Epidemic Command Center. We 
PTWSLTLU[LK�	7LYZVUHS�/LHS[O�4HUHNLTLU[	��	(KTPUPZ[YH[P]L�
*VVYKPUH[PVU�4LHZ\YLZ	�HUK�	,ќLJ[P]L�*VUZ[Y\J[PVU�*VU[YVSZ	��
At the same time, the organization planned the company's 
epidemic prevention reporting process, and took response 
measures based on the four different epidemic prevention 
SL]LSZ��LќLJ[P]LS`�THPU[HPUPUN�H�ZHML�^VYRWSHJL�LU]PYVUTLU[�HUK�
ensuring the normal operation of the Company.

◆ ���(J[PVUZ�VM�[OL�,TWSV`LL�/LHS[O�<W�7YVNYHT
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������$Q�HTXDO�DQG�UHVSHFWIXO�ZRUNLQJ�HQYLURQPHQW�SURWHFWV�
employees' labor rights

FEDS strives to create an equal and respectful working environment for employees. We 
MVYT\SH[LK�HUK� PTWSLTLU[LK� PU[LYUHS�THUHNLTLU[�WVSPJPLZ� PU�HJJVYKHUJL�^P[O� [OL� 	3HIVY�
Standards Act", "Act of Gender Equality in Employment", "Occupational Safety and Health Act" 
and other relevant labor laws and regulations, which not only improves the cohesion and sense 
VM�PKLU[P[`�VM�LTWSV`LLZ�PU�[OL�*VTWHU �̀�P[�HSZV�OLSWZ�[V�PTWYV]L�[OL�LѝJPLUJ`�HUK�WYVK\J[P]P[`�VM�
employees, and establishes a sustainable workplace environment for FEDS and our employees.

The labor-management meetings promote harmonious employee and 
employer relations

FEDS attaches great importance to labor rights. Each employee’s labor conditions are in 
JVTWSPHUJL�^P[O�NV]LYUTLU[�YLN\SH[PVUZ�HUK�[OL`�LUQV`�Z[H[\[VY`�ILULÄ[Z��,TWSV`LLZ»�^LSMHYL�
policies such as maternity leave and welfare payments are superior to the provisions of labor 
laws. We also hold quarterly labor-management meetings and occasionally hold meetings on 
specific topics to exchange ideas and opinions and provide a communication channel with 
mutual trust, so that the employer and employees can reach consensus on various management 
measures and promote harmony in the workplace. In the event of major operational changes 
and if the impact extends to employees, FEDS shall follow the notice period stipulated by the 
3HIVY�:[HUKHYKZ�(J[��HUK�^PSS� PUMVYT�LTWSV`LLZ�VM� YLSL]HU[� PUMVYTH[PVU�H[� SLHZ[� [LU�KH`Z� PU�
advance to protect employees' rights. There were no related incidents in 2020. The Employee 
>LSMHYL�*VTTP[[LL�VM�-,+:�OHZ�LZ[HISPZOLK�[OL�	(KTPUPZ[YH[P]L�4LHZ\YLZ�MVY�,TWSV`LL�*S\IZ	�
since 2015 to encourage employees to establish leisure, health and social clubs. The measures 
guarantee the freedom of association of all employees and the freedom of collective negotiation.

◆ ;OLYL�^LYL���SHIVY�THUHNLTLU[�TLL[PUNZ�PU�������HUK�[OL�[VWPJZ�KPZJ\ZZLK�PUJS\KL

 

(OLPLQDWH�GLVFULPLQDWLRQ�WR�OHW�HPSOR\HHV�ZRUN�VDIHO\

In order to prevent and stop any discrimination, bullying, and sexual harassment so that every 
LTWSV`LL�JHU�^VYR�ZHMLS �̀�-,+:�OHZ�LZ[HISPZOLK�[OL�	9LN\SH[PVUZ�MVY�,Z[HISPZOPUN�4LHZ\YLZ�VM�
7YL]LU[PVU��*VYYLJ[PVU��*VTWSHPU[�HUK�7\UPZOTLU[�VM�:L_\HS�/HYHZZTLU[��	��^OPJO�^V\SK�IL�
HUUV\UJLK�PU�UL^�YLJY\P[»Z»�[YHPUPUN��WVZ[LK�VU�^LIZP[LZ�HUK�W\ISPJ�^VYRZWHJLZ�� 0U�1\S`�������
-,+:�PU]P[LK�[OL�3HIVY�(ќHPYZ�)\YLH\�VM�[OL�5L^�;HPWLP�*P[`�MVY�[OL�	0U[YVK\J[PVU�VM�[OL�(J[�VM�
.LUKLY�,X\HSP[`� PU�,TWSV`TLU[	�HUK�	:L_\HS�/HYHZZTLU[�7YL]LU[PVU	�JV\YZLZ��^OPJO�OHK�H�
total of 20 participants. Furthermore, 193 new recruits joined gender equality training to enhance 
the awareness of gender equality. In 2020, total training hours was 104 hours with the 213 
participants in the gender equality courses. If there are any sexual harassment complaints, the 
Human Resources Department and related departments will receive the complaints, and set up a 
review committee for follow-up processing.
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$OORFDWH�VXLWDEOH�ZRUNLQJ�KRXUV�ZLWKRXW�IRUFLQJ�HPSOR\HHV

In order to provide convenience and high-quality services to the customers, FEDS needs to be 
VWLU�HSS�`LHY�YV\UK��\USLZZ�ZWLJPHS�JPYJ\TZ[HUJLZ�VJJ\Y��I\[�^L�UL]LY�ZHJYPÄJL�[OL�YPNO[Z�HUK�
PU[LYLZ[Z�VM�LTWSV`LLZ�� 0U�HJJVYKHUJL�^P[O� SHIVY� SH^Z�HUK�YLN\SH[PVUZ��-,+:�HKVW[Z�ÅL_PISL�
working hours. We adjust and arrange schedules in advance for important scheduled activities, 
appropriately dispatch manpower, and do not force our employees to work. We are strictly 
forbidden to force employees to work through threats, harassment, or inhumane treatment. 
However, business volume will inevitably increase during holidays periods. During these times, 
we will issue overtime pay or give paid compensatory leave, and make appropriate adjustments 
in the monthly scheduling so that employees can receive the rest they need.

FEDS attaches great importance to the safety of employee attendance, and follows the 
NV]LYUTLU[»Z�¸9LN\SH[PVUZ�VU�[OL�:\ZWLUZPVU�VM�>VYR�HUK�:JOVVS�K\L�[V�5H[\YHS�+PZHZ[LYZ¹��
In the event of a typhoon or other natural disasters, it will consider the suspension of work and 
ZJOVVS�PZZ\LK�I`�[OL�+PYLJ[VYH[L�.LULYHS�VM�7LYZVUULS�(KTPUPZ[YH[PVU�VM�[OL�,_LJ\[P]L�@\HU�HUK�
other department stores in the same county or city. Decision-making related to the opening of 
the stores depends on the wind and rain conditions. If the stores are opened, the working hours 
will be regarded as working overtime on holidays.

Jointly safeguard the rights and interests of counter personnel

Counter personnel are directly hired by various counter vendors. Although they are not 
employees of FEDS, they have worked with us for a long time to provide high-quality products 
and services to customers. Therefore, we require vendors to ensure the protection of the labor 
rights of its employees in accordance with the law and our counter contracts, and understand 
the needs of counter personnel by communicating with their employees. If there is any violation 
of labor rights, the store will respond to the counter vendors and ask the vendors to protect the 
rights of the counter personnel and take care of every partner in the FEDS family.

5.3.3 Multiple channels of communication are provided to 
listen to the voices of our employees

FEDS actively engages in dialogue with employees, communicates with employees through 
THUHNLTLU[�TLJOHUPZTZ�HUK�PU[LYUHS�TLL[PUNZ��HUK�OHZ�LZ[HISPZOLK�[OL�	/HUKSPUN�4L[OVKZ�MVY�
Employee Feedback". We have established an employee complaint mechanism to collect and 
respond to employee opinions. The relevant employee complaint mechanism will be explained 
in detail during new employee training. The highest supervisor in charge of employee complaints 
PZ�[OL�7YLZPKLU[��;OL�JOHUULSZ�MVY�LTWSV`LL�JVTWSHPU[Z�HYL�UV[� SPTP[LK�[V�[OL�PU[LYUHS�JVTWSHPU[�
mechanism. We will also actively respond to feedback from employees reported through external 
JOHUULSZ�HUK�LUZ\YL�[OH[�Z\JO�MLLKIHJR�PZ�OHUKSLK�WYVWLYS �̀�:PUJL�[OL�VѝJPHS�SH\UJO�VM�[OL�-,+:�
,07� �,U[LYWYPZL� 0UMVYTH[PVU�7VY[HS�� PU���� �� P[�OHZ�WYV]PKLK�LTWSV`LLZ�^P[O�H�TVYL�JVTWSL[L�
JVTT\UPJH[PVU�WSH[MVYT�[OYV\NO�[OL�	4LZZHNL�MYVT�[OL�7YLZPKLU[	��]HYPV\Z�HUUV\UJLTLU[Z��
X\LZ[PVUUHPYLZ�HUK�L]LU[�IVHYKZ��ZV�[OH[�JVTT\UPJH[PVUZ�JHU�IL�TVYL�LѝJPLU[�HUK�ZTVV[O��(�
total of 18 questionnaires were distributed in 2020 to better understand the ideas and opinions of 
employees.
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◆ +LZPNU�VM�LTWSV`LL�VWPUPVU�JVTT\UPJH[PVU�JOHUULSZ

◆ 7YVJLK\YL�MVY�OHUKSPUN�LTWSV`LL�VWPUPVUZ

 

������$ZDUGHG�WKH�+HDOWK\�:RUNSODFH�&HUWLðFDWLRQ�E\�
promoting the physical and mental health of employees

To ensure the safety and health of employees, FEDS has established an "Occupational Safety 
HUK�/LHS[O�7VSPJ`	��HUK�PU�HJJVYKHUJL�^P[O�(Y[PJSL����VM�[OL�	6JJ\WH[PVUHS�:HML[`�HUK�/LHS[O�(J[	�
VM�[OL�4PUPZ[Y`�VM�3HIVY��HU�	6JJ\WH[PVUHS�:HML[`�HUK�/LHS[O�*VTTP[[LL	�OHZ�ILLU�LZ[HISPZOLK�
as the highest decision-making and management unit to formulate the "Occupational Safety 
and Health Committee Charter", which clearly stipulates the purpose and responsibilities of the 
JVTTP[[LL��;OL�JOHPYTHU�VM�[OL�¸6JJ\WH[PVUHS�:HML[`�HUK�/LHS[O�*VTTP[[LL¹�VM�-,+:�PZ�[OL�
7YLZPKLU[��;OL�JVTTP[[LL�TLTILYZ� PUJS\KL�KLWHY[TLU[�OLHKZ��VJJ\WH[PVUHS�ZHML[`�HUK�OLHS[O�
THUHNLTLU[�WLYZVUULS��JVUJ\YYLU[S`�ZLY]PUN�HZ�L_LJ\[P]L�ZLJYL[HY`���TLKPJHS��ÄYZ[�HPK��WLYZVUULS��
and labor representatives. The term of the members is two years. A meeting is held every 
quarter to review, coordinate and provide recommendations for matters related to the company’s 
occupational safety and health. There are eight labor representatives in this term's Committee, 
accounting for 42% of the members of the "Occupational Safety and Health Committee". The 
statutory requirement of labor representatives making up more than one-third of the committee 
OHZ�ILLU�L_JLLKLK��;OL�[LYT�VM�VѝJL�PZ�MYVT�(\N\Z[������[V�1\S`������

◆ 9H[PV�VM�SHIVY�YLWYLZLU[H[P]LZ�VU�[OL�6JJ\WH[PVUHS�:HML[`�HUK�/LHS[O�*VTTP[[LL
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◆ 6JJ\WH[PVUHS�ZHML[`�HUK�OLHS[O�[YHPUPUN

Improve environmental safety management and create a safe 
HQYLURQPHQW�ZLWK�]HUR�RFFXSDWLRQDO�LQMXULHV

FEDS maintains the safety of the workplace by strengthening the promotion 
and implementation of the environmental, safety and health management of 
each store. In the past, if an occupational injury occurs, the store’s occupational 
ZHML[`�VѝJL�PTTLKPH[LS`�UV[PÄLZ�/8»Z�3HIVY�:HML[`�+LWHY[TLU[��([�[OL�ZHTL�
time, the occupational safety personnel would conduct an on-site accident 
investigation to analyze the causes of the accident, develop improvement 
measures, and conduct disaster prevention advocacy to prevent similar 
problems from recurring, and will also conduct work resumption assessment 
HUK�JV\UZLSPUN�MVY� PUQ\YLK�JVSSLHN\LZ��;OL�3HIVY�:HML[`�+LWHY[TLU[�VM�-,+:�
HWWVPU[LK�H�JSHZZ���THUHNLY�VM�VJJ\WH[PVUHS�ZHML[`�HUK�OLHS[O�HќHPYZ��H� SL]LS�
A safety management specialist, a level A health management specialist and 
H�SL]LS�)�ZHML[`�HUK�THUHNLTLU[�Z[Hќ�[V� QVPU[S`�WYVTV[L�VJJ\WH[PVUHS�OLHS[O�
services and protect the health of colleagues. The Company will start planning 
[V� PU[YVK\JL�0:6������6JJ\WH[PVUHS�/LHS[O�HUK�:HML[`�4HUHNLTLU[�:`Z[LT�
in 2021. Through the aforementioned operating procedures, in 2020, FEDS’s 

overall absence rate dropped by 12%, the lost day rate dropped by 82%. In terms of occupational injuries, FEDS 
HSZV�YLHJOLK�[OL�NVHS�VM�¸aLYV�VJJ\WH[PVUHS�PUQ\YPLZ¹�PU�^VYRWSHJLZ�PU�;HP^HU�

◆ ,TWSV`LL�OLHS[O�HUK�ZHML[`�PUKPJH[VYZ

year 2018 2019 2020

Number of occupational 
injury cases

4HSL 6 2 0

Female 3 3 0

Total 9 5 0

Injury rate (IR)

4HSL 2.75 0.39 0

Female 0.74 0.32 0

Total 1.44 0.35 0

Absentee rate % (AR)

4HSL 0.53 0.22 0.16

Female 0.53 0.29 0.27

Total 0.53 0.26 0.23

3VZ[�KH`�YH[L��3+9�
4HSL 35.23 18.74 1.99

Female 12.76 38.65 7.63

Total 20.61 31.61 5.60
5V[L!�
���.90�3VZZ�VM�>VYR�/V\Y�+\L�[V�0UQ\Y`�9H[PV��09��$��;V[HS�6JJ\WH[PVUHS�0UQ\Y`�(JJPKLU[Z�¼�>VYRPUN�/V\YZ�í�����������������YLMLYZ�[V�[OL�YH[PV�WLY�����

employees based on 40 working hours per week, 50 weeks per year.
2. The types of work injuries in 2020 refer to accidental falls, bumps, cuts and crushing injuries caused by improper operation in the workplace, and does not 

PUJS\KL�[YHѝJ�HJJPKLU[Z�K\YPUN�JVTT\[LZ�
���.90�HIZLU[LLPZT�YH[L��(9�$�U\TILY�VM�KH`Z�HIZLU[�MYVT�^VYR¼[V[HS�U\TILY�VM�WLYZVU�KH`Z�H[�^VYR�í������;OL�U\TILY�VM�KH`Z�HIZLU[�MYVT�^VYR�PUJS\KLZ�

sick leave and work injury leave.
���.90�3VZ[�;PTL�9H[L��3+9��$��5\TILY�VM�KH`Z�SVZ[�¼�;V[HS�OV\YZ�VM�^VYR��í������������9LMLYZ�[V�[OL�YH[L�WLY�����LTWSV`LLZ�IHZLK�VU����^LLRZ�WLY�`LHY�HUK�

40 hours per week. The number of days lost is the number of days an employee is unable to work due to work-related injuries or occupational illness).
5. There were no cases of occupational illness or work-related deaths in 2020. Therefore, the GRI occupational diseases-induced lost working hours ratio (ODR) 

HUK�[OL�U\TILY�VM�LTWSV`LLZ�^OV�Z\ќLYLK�^VYR�YLSH[LK�PUQ\YPLZ�HYL�aLYV�

◆ :HML[`�PU�[OL�^VYRWSHJL�PZ�HɉYTLK�I`�[YPWSL�JLY[PÄJH[PVU
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7HVJOPUN�:[VYL�YLJLP]LK�KV\ISL�H^HYKZ�MYVT�[OL�	;HPWLP�
*P[`�3HIVY�:HML[`�(^HYKZ	

FEDS regards occupational safety and health as one of the important missions of 
corporate social responsibility. Therefore, each store pays special attention to creating 
a working environment with safety and health management, ensure employees' labor 
safety, and wholeheartedly provide customers with the best quality environment and 
ZLY]PJL�� 0U�������7HVJOPUN�:[VYL�^HZ� YLJVNUPaLK�I`� [OL�	;HPWLP�*P[`�3HIVY�:HML[`�
Award" for the second consecutive year, winning the two awards of "Excellent Unit" and 
	,_JLSSLU[�7LYZVUULS	�

;HPUHU�:[VYL�^VU�[OYLL�H^HYKZ�MVY�[OL�	-P]L�:[HY�6\[Z[HUKPUN�
>VYRWSHJL	

In order to encourage companies to value the happiness of their employees in the workplace, 
[OL�3HIVY�(MMHPYZ�)\YLH\�VM� [OL�;HPUHU�*P[`�OLSK� [OL� 	MP]L�Z[HYZ�V\[Z[HUKPUN�^VYRWSHJL	�
competition. Tainan Store stood out among many companies through an emphasis on 
NLUKLY�LX\HSP[ �̀�KP]LYZL�ILULÄ[�TLHZ\YLZ��HUK�]HYPV\Z�PUK\Z[Y`�HJHKLTPH�WYVQLJ[Z��^OPSL�HSZV�
providing employment opportunities to local students, and has been awarded the "Five-Aspect 
>VYRWSHJL�,_JLSSLUJL�*LY[PÄJH[PVU�	0U�HKKP[PVU��;HPUHU�:[VYL�HSZV�HJ[P]LS`�WYVTV[LZ�^VYRWSHJL�
safety and health, and has been awarded the "Excellent Occupational Safety and Health Unit" 
HUK�	,_JLSSLU[�7LYZVUULS	�H^HYKZ�I`�[OL�3HIVY�(ќHPYZ�)\YLH\�VM�;HPUHU�*P[ �̀

◆ /LHS[O�JLY[PÄJH[PVU�N\HYHU[LLZ�[OL�WO`ZPJHS�HUK�TLU[HS�OLHS[O�VM�LTWSV`LLZ

-,+:�/8�HUK�[OL�LSL]LU�Z[VYLZ�Z[YP]L�[V�JYLH[L�H�OLHS[O`�^VYRWSHJL�I`�OPYPUN�TLKPJHS�Z[Hќ��PTWSLTLU[PUN�OLHS[O�THUHNLTLU[��
occupational disease prevention and health promotion and other labor health protection measures. Self-health management 
LUZ\YLZ�[OH[�[OL�OLHS[O�VM�LTWSV`LLZ� PZ�WYV[LJ[LK�� 0U�������/8�HUK�[OL�LSL]LU�Z[VYLZ�^LYL�H^HYKLK�[OL�/LHS[O�7YVTV[PVU�
(KTPUPZ[YH[PVU�VM�[OL�4PUPZ[Y`�VM�/LHS[O�HUK�>LSMHYL�

◆ *LY[PÄJH[PVU�MVY�(,+�PUZ[HSSH[PVUZ�LUZ\YLZ�H�ZHML�ZOVWWPUN�LU]PYVUTLU[

0U�HJJVYKHUJL�^P[O� [OL� YLN\SH[PVUZ�YLSH[LK� [V� [OL�	9LN\SH[PVUZ�.V]LYUPUN�*VTW\SZVY`�7YV]PZPVU�VM�,TLYNLUJ`�-PYZ[�(PK�
,X\PWTLU[� 0U�7\ISPJ�7SHJLZ	��-,+:�OHZ� PUZ[HSSLK�	(\[VTH[PJ�,_[LYUHS�+LMPIYPSSH[VY	� �(,+���TVYL�[OHU�����VM�LTWSV`LLZ�[V�
JVTWSL[L�[OL�*79�(,+�[YHPUPUN�JV\YZLZ��0U�������HSS�LSL]LU�Z[VYLZ�PU�;HP^HU�OH]L�VI[HPULK�[OL�JLY[PÄJH[PVU�MVY�PUZ[HSSH[PVUZ�VM�
(,+�:HML�7SHJL�*LY[PÄJH[PVU�PZZ\LK�I`�[OL�JV\U[`�HUK�JP[`�NV]LYUTLU[Z��JYLH[PUN�H�ZHML�ZOVWWPUN�LU]PYVUTLU[�MVY�LTWSV`LLZ�
and consumers.

=HUR�DFFLGHQWV�LQ�WKH�ZRUNSODFH�KLW�D�UHFRUG�IRU�DFFLGHQW�IUHH�ZRUNLQJ�KRXUV

0U�YLZWVUZL�[V�[OL�WVSPJPLZ�VM� [OL�6JJ\WH[PVUHS�:HML[`�HUK�/LHS[O�(KTPUPZ[YH[PVU�VM� [OL�4PUPZ[Y`�VM�3HIVY��-,+:�OHZ�ILLU�
promoting the autonomous management of safety and health, and set the challenge of zero occupational accidents in the 
^VYRWSHJL��0U�������/8�HUK�LSL]LU�Z[VYLZ�PU�;HP^HU�^LYL�H^HYKLK�[OL�	*LY[PÄJH[L�VM�(JJPKLU[�-YLL�>VYRPUN�/V\YZ	��-,+:�OHZ�
accumulatively had no work accidents for more than 25.9 million hours, which is an increase of 18.5% compared to last year.
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,Z[HISPZO�H�MV\Y�HZWLJ[�JHYL�WSHU�[V�THPU[HPU�[OL�OLHS[O�HUK�^LSS�ILPUN�VM�MLTHSL�LTWSV`LLZ
Female employees will face many changes and challenges in their lives and work during pregnancy, postpartum and breastfeeding periods. In order to help female employees 
L_WLJ[�JOPSKIPY[O�^P[O�WLHJL�VM�TPUK�K\YPUN�WYLNUHUJ`�HUK�[V�YHPZL�[OL�UL_[�NLULYH[PVU�^P[O�JVUÄKLUJL�^OLU�YHPZPUN�[OLPY�JOPSKYLU��HUK�[V�LUJV\YHNL�[OLPY�YL[\YU�[V�[OL�
workplace and live up to their potential, FEDS has established a complete maternity health protection plan with the four aspects to ensure the health and rights of female 
employees and their spouses.
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FEDS connects resources from different sectors and leverages the resources and advantages of chain 
department stores to transform each store into a “social welfare platform” for the city in which the store 
is located. We care about all ethnic groups in society, and we encourage our employees to participate in 
society to maximize the benefits of social welfare. We fulfill the company's social commitments and have 
become a force for good that elevates society.

6.1 Response to Global Initiatives  112
6.2 Transnational Window into Culture 114
6.3 Local Social Welfare and Care  116

2020 Corporate Social Responsibility Report

Heartwarming Social Welfare

・Brand value and image management

・Charity and social participation

In response to   2    material topics

110110



FEDS upholds the spirit of "take from society and giving back to society" and has promoted charity activities for more than 50 years. We aim to create a sustainable and wonderful life with the 
consumers by giving back to society with practical actions such as charity sales and donations. In 2020, FEDS invested NT$22,824 thousand in social welfare, and held 600 charity events, showing 
H�NYV^[O�VM������>L�YLJLP]LK�����JLY[PÄJH[LZ�VM�NYH[P[\KL�MYVT�HSS�HYLHZ�VM�ZVJPL[ �̀�^OPJO�^HZ�HU�PUJYLHZL�VM�������>L�^VYR�OHYK�[V�NH[OLY�YLZV\YJLZ�MYVT�HSS�ZLJ[VYZ�HUK�HWWS`�V\Y�V^U�PUÅ\LUJL�[V�
TH_PTPaL�[OL�ILULÄ[Z�VM�ZVJPHS�^LSMHYL��>L�JHYL�MVY�ZVJPL[`�MYVT�[OL�OLHY[�^P[O�UL]LY�LUKPUN�SV]L�

◆ Charity events in previous years

◆ Social welfare participation in 2020 

◆ Types of charity events in 2020

◆ ;VW�Ä]L�WHY[ULYZ�MVY�JOHYP[`�L]LU[Z�PU����� ◆ 5\TILY�VM�*LY[PÄJH[LZ�VM�(WWYLJPH[PVU
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6.1  Response to Global Initiatives
In 2015, the United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development (Rio+20) passed 
the "2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development", with the hope of leading the world in the 
achievement of 17 sustainable development goals and further implement the Agenda 21 
plan. We will reach the next sustainability milestone through international cooperation and 
mutual assistance. FEDS exerts the power of corporate citizenship to realize the ideals of 
sustainable development and respond to global sustainable development actions, in order 
to do our part in the betterment of the environment and society.

In 2020, FEDS stores jointly responded to 9 international sustainability initiatives. They are 
UV[�VUS`�WYVTV[PUN�[OL�JVUJLW[Z�VM�LU]PYVUTLU[HS�WYV[LJ[PVU�� SV]PUN�[OL�,HY[O��[\YU�Vќ�
lights to reduce carbon, and cherish water resources to the public, but also doing their 
best to contribute to environmental sustainability. The stores also called on the public 
and FEDS to pay attention to issues such as children's rights, health and livelihoods, and 
charity care through multiple events, in order to send love and care to those in need, and 
[V�ZLL�[OL�WVZZPIPSP[`�VM�JYLH[PUN�OHWWPULZZ�HUK�T\[\HS�ILULÄ[�

3/8 Power of dance on International Women's Day

The United Nations has designated March 8th every year as International Women’s 
Day to commemorate the feminist movement and celebrate the important 
contributions made by women in fields related to economics, politics, and 
society. At the same time, it promotes gender equality and hopes that everyone 
will understand the importance of women’s rights. In response to International 
Women’s Day, female students from the Hsinchu National Salvation League were 
invited to perform in the Hsinchu Store and celebrate the International Women’s 
Day with brilliant dances on March 8th. They demonstrated the power and beauty 
of women, and we showed our support and encouragement for women together.

3/21 International Day of Forests, planting trees for public 
welfare

Hsinchu Store has always promoted environmental protection public welfare 
activities. In response to the United Nations "International Day of Forests", we have 
partnered with the Hsinchu Forestry Management Office of the Forestry Bureau 
to jointly organize the "Forest Living Gathering" seedling donation event. Invoices 
can be exchanged for seedlings, and all invoices are donated to the Genesis Social 
Welfare Foundation to add more meaning to the tree protection event. A total of 
1,400 rhododendron, osmanthus, mountain cherry, and other seedlings were 
donated on the day of the event to strengthen forest protection.

3/28 3PNO[Z�6Ɉ�MVY�6UL�/V\Y�VU�0U[LYUH[PVUHS�3PNO[Z�6Ɉ�+H`

-,+:�OHZ�ILLU�H�SVUN�[PTL�Z\WWVY[LY�VM�[OL�	,HY[O�/V\Y	�SPNO[Z�Vќ�L]LU[��;OPZ�L]LU[�
was initiated by the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) to unite the world in the 
protection of the earth by implementing energy saving and carbon reducing actions, 
in order to solve global climate change issues. According to statistics, the amount 
VM�LSLJ[YPJP[`�ZH]LK�K\YPUN�[OL�SPNO[Z�Vќ�L]LU[�PU������^HZ�HZ�OPNO�HZ���������R>O��
which reduced emissions by about 63,960 kg of CO2e, which is equivalent to 
planting more than 5,815 trees.
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4/22 Earth Day, loving the Earth through environmental 
protection

In 2020, FEDS Xinyi A13 and the Taiwan Environmental Information 
Association partnered together to respond to the 50th anniversary of 
	,HY[O�+H`	��>L�VYNHUPaLK���WVW�\W�SLJ[\YLZ�PU�Z\JJLZZPVU�VU�(WYPS�� [O��
and senior lecturers were invited to share their environmental protection 
knowledge. We wanted to give customers a better understand of the 
theme of Earth Day, "Climate Action", encourage people to be friendly 
to the environment, and to protect the environment and love the earth 
together.

6/8 ymbiosis with the oceans on World Ocean Day

June 8th every year is "World Ocean Day", and the theme for 2020 was 
"Innovation for a Sustainable Ocean". The event called on the world 
to evaluate ocean resources seriously. Tainan Store responded to the 
	>VYSK�6JLHU�+H`� ��6JLHU�*VUZLY]H[PVU�(SSPHUJL	�VJLHU�JSLHUPUN�
event organized by the Tainan City Government, and cooperated with 
the Ocean Commission, the Marine Conservation Department and 
other units to demonstrate our determination to protect the sea through 
practical actions. A total of 300 people worked together to clear 310 
kilograms of waste and contribute to the preservation of marine ecology.

9/19 World Bone Marrow Donor Day, feel the beauty of helping 
each other

The World Marrow Donors Association (WMDA) defined the third Saturday of 
September every year as "World Bone Marrow Donor Day" in 2015. We want to thank 
donors for their selfless dedication around the world, which has saved countless 
lives. In 2020, Hualien Store cooperated with Buddhist Tzu Chi Stem Cell Center and 
V[OLY�\UP[Z�[V�QVPU[S`�VYNHUPaL�[OL�	>VYSK�)VUL�4HYYV^�+VUVY�+H`	�ISVVK�KYP]L�L]LU[��
The blood donation was used as a symbol to commemorate donors around the 
^VYSK�^OV�OH]L�ZH]LK�SP]LZ�[OYV\NO�[OLPY�ZLSÅLZZ�HJ[��6U�[OL�KH �̀�� ��IHNZ�VM�ISVVK�
were collected, totaling 49,500cc of blood, bringing hope into many more lives.

October International Breast Cancer Prevention Month, caring 
for women's health

Breast cancer has the highest incidence rate among all cancers among women 
PU�;HP^HU��*\YYLU[S �̀� [OL� PU[LYUH[PVUHS�TLKPJHS�JVTT\UP[`�OHZ�JVUÄYTLK�[OH[�LHYS`�
detection and treatment can effectively reduce mortality. In order to convey the 
correct concepts of breast cancer prevention and treatment, in 2020, FEDS Xinyi 
A13 cooperated with the Breast Cancer Prevention Foundation and the SKECHERS 
counter vendor to plan the "Pink Ribbon Charity Day 2020" event. Through a series 
of interactive games, the public was taught the importance of receiving regular 
screenings and doing regular exercise. We faced the issues of breast cancer head on 
to help women stay away from danger.

11/20 International Children's Rights Day, spreading love and 
hope through drawing

To commemorate the adoption of the "Children’s Rights Convention", the United 
Nations General Assembly designated November 20th every year as the "International 
Children's Rights Day" to encourage countries to actively protect the rights of children. 
0U�������;HV`\HU�:[VYL�HUK�>VYSK�=PZPVU�JV�VYNHUPaLK�[OL�	>VYSK�*OPSKYLU�Z�9PNO[Z�
Day Coloring Contest". The event allowed children to be creative with color, and each 
child’s drawing was used to evoke respect for life. We also urged the public to focus 
on programs for disadvantaged children in rural areas. The aim of these programs is 
to provide a better future for disadvantaged children with the love of the public.

6/5 Be vegetarian on World Environment Day to be 
more environmentally friendly

In order to promote global environmental protection awareness, 
the United Nations has designated June 5th every year as "World 
Environment Day" since 1972. In 2020, Kaohsiung Store organized a 
meatless market on May 30th, which introduced 25 vegan brands from 
North, Central and South Taiwan. The brands aim to create sustainable 
and environmentally friendly lifestyles without the consumption of milk 
and eggs and a bare minimum approach to sales. More than 1,000 
people attended the event on the day, and they did their part for 
environmental protection through the green food initiative.
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Germany

6.2  Transnational Window into Culture
FEDS leads Taiwanese department stores in the promotion of international 
cultural exchanges. In 1973, we decided to set an example for department 
Z[VYLZ�HUK�JV�VYNHUPaLK�[OL�ÄYZ[�(TLYPJHU�4LYJOHUKPZL�:OV^�^P[O�[OL�<:�
Department of Commerce, becoming the first department store in Taiwan 
to introduce international exhibitions. After that, we have been organizing 
regular exhibitions that introduce elements from international cultures and 
exotic foods from around the world. These exhibitions have become cultural 
showcases for Taiwanese people to experience exotic products.

Because international travel has been restricted by the pandemic in 2020, 
in order to allow consumers to easily enjoy exotic flavors at home, FEDS 
WSHUULK�H�ZLYPLZ�VM� 	WZL\KV�HIYVHK	�J\S[\YHS�WYVK\J[�L_OPIP[PVUZ��;OLZL�
exhibitions showcased products from Japan, South Korea, Southeast Asia, 
HUK�.LYTHU �̀�;OL�WYVK\J[�L_OPIP[PVUZ�VќLYLK�H\[OLU[PJ� MVVKZ�HUK�J\S[\YHS�
activities, so that customers can experience the exotic customs without going 
abroad. In addition, FEDS also regards the promotion of local Taiwanese 
culture as an important goal, therefore, we aimed to let domestic and 
MVYLPNULY�J\Z[VTLYZ� SLHYU�TVYL�HIV\[�;HP^HU»Z�OPNO�X\HSP[`� SVJHS�WYVK\J[Z�
through the organization of a variety of local Taiwanese product exhibitions.

◆ 2020 FEDS Cultural Product Exhibitions

:V\[OLHZ[�(ZPH�*\S[\YHS�,_OPIP[PVU�IYPUNZ�� � �
[VNL[OLY�:V\[O�7HJPÄJ�J\S[\YHS�J\Z[VTZ

FEDS attaches great importance to multicultural exchanges. In 2020, 3 markets related 
to South Pacific culture were organized in the Hsinchu Store and Kaohsiung Store, 
gathering more than 45 booths. We invited immigrant residents from all over the world 
to come and share the delicious flavors of their home and win the hearts of people 
^P[O�[OLPY�L_JLSSLU[�JVVRPUN��;OL�THYRL[Z�^LYL�ÄSSLK�^P[O�ZWLJPHS�J\PZPULZ�MYVT�]HYPV\Z�
countries, including Indonesian nonya cakes, Vietnamese French bread and other exotic 
KPZOLZ��;OL�THYRL[Z�HSZV�VќLYLK�[YHKP[PVUHS�KHUJL�WLYMVYTHUJLZ��L_V[PJ�J\S[\YHS�ZRPSSZ�
workshops by new residents and other lively activities, allowing the public to taste the 
ZWLJPHS[PLZ�^OPSL�HSZV�KL]LSVWPUN�HU�PU�KLW[O�\UKLYZ[HUKPUN�VM� SVJHS�J\Z[VTZ�HUK�[OL�
charms of multiculturalism.

German Cultural Exhibition, experience a      
century of European culture

Germany is a country with its own unique tea drinking culture. In 2020, Mega City Banqiao Store 
specially introduced the brand of "B&G German Farm Complex Teahouse", a century-old tea factory in 
.LYTHU �̀�[V�IYPUN�JVUZ\TLYZ�H�IYHUK�UL^�MVVK�J\S[\YL�L_WLYPLUJL�MLH[\YPUN�,\YVWLHU�OLYIHS�ÅH]VYZ��
4LHU^OPSL��-,+:�HSZV�JV�VYNHUPaLK�[OL�¸�����4LPZZLU� SV]L¹�H�O\UKYLK�`LHYZ�VM�.LYTHU�WVYJLSHPU�
exhibition, in August to tour Hsinchu Store and Top City Taichung, bringing a 13-day European cultural 
showcase to the public so that they can admire the gorgeous German porcelain up close.

Taiwan's Local Product Exhibition promotes local      
characteristic and culture 

-,+:�Z\WWVY[Z�[OL�UVU�[V_PJ�MYLZO�MY\P[Z�HUK�]LNL[HISLZ�HUK�OPNO�X\HSP[`�WYVJLZZLK�HNYPJ\S[\YHS�WYVK\J[Z�
produced in various parts of Taiwan. In 2020, in combination with local culture, we held 43 special county 
and city product exhibitions for 163 days. More than 560 booths were present to promote the specialties and 
culture of each country and city. The product exchange allowed customers to experience the rich and diverse 
ÅH]VYZ�VM�;HP^HULZL�WYVK\J[Z��;OL�WYVK\J[Z�KPZWSH`LK�PU�[OL�SVJHS�J\S[\YHS�L_OPIP[PVUZ�PUJS\KLK�@PSHU�WYLTP\T�
YPJL��5L^�;HPWLP�>HUSP�JYHI��;HPUHU�4HUNV�-LZ[P]HS��@\USPU�.\RLUN�*VќLL��5L^�;HPWLP�:WLJPHS[`�;LH�HUK�V[OLY�
specialty products. The events not only promoted Taiwan’s carefully selected local foods, but also introduced 
OHUK�THKL�QHTZ��VYNHUPaLK�ZLTPUHYZ�VU�WYVK\JL�MHYTPUN��HUK�V[OLY�KP]LYZPÄLK�HUK�LU[LY[HPUPUN�HJ[P]P[PLZ�
^OPJO�ZH[PZÄLK�[OL�WLVWSL�Z�ULLK�MVY�LH[PUN��KYPURPUN�HUK�OH]PUN�M\U�

Over
614
Booths

assembled

56
events

309
days
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Japan

Korea

TaiwanSoutheast 
Asia

In-depth experiences of the      
Aomori Hirosaki Trade Fair from Japan
For the 9th consecutive year, FEDS has cooperated with the Hirosaki City Government 
to organize the "Aomori Hirosaki City Apple Carnival". The carnival travels around 
stores in Taiwan to bring the most representative product of Hirosaki, apples, to the 
public. In 2020, FEDS carefully selected 7 types of specialty apples and delivered them 
directly to Taiwan. More than 174 Japanese products were assembled in the venue 
to provide consumers with the most authentic taste of Japan. The opening ceremony 
included a lively dance performed by children. FEDS, along with Hirosaki City, donated 
(VTVYP�HWWSLZ�[V�Ä]L�ZVJPHS�^LSMHYL�MV\UKH[PVUZ��PUJS\KPUN�[OL�:`PU�3\�:VJPHS�>LSMHYL�
-V\UKH[PVU�HUK�4HYPH�:VJPHS�>LSMHYL�-V\UKH[PVU��>L�KPK�UV[�MVYNL[�[V�JVTIPUL�[OL�
international exhibitions with public welfare, so that children have a chance to enjoy the 
rich and sweet apples.

Experience Japanese tea-tasting 
culture at the Fujieda Products 
Exhibition from Shizuoka, Japan

In 2020, FEDS and the Fujieda City Government 
organized the "Shizuoka Fujieda City Products 
Exhibition" at the Tainan Store. It not only displayed 
and sold a variety of Fujieda City's characteristic 
agricultural products, but Fujieda City’s famous 
tea leaves were also on display. The traditional 
Japanese "Tea Ceremony" event invited 7 Japanese 
tea craftsmen to engage in tea tastings with the 
public, asking them to guess the place of origin, and 
L_WLYPLUJL�[OL�LSLNHUJL�HUK�[LH�[HZ[PUN�J\S[\YL�VM�
the Japanese aristocracy.

Feel the charm of the Korean craze 
through the Korean cooking competition

In order to introduce foreign food cultural exchanges, in 2020, 
FEDS held 8 cooking competitions with Korean kimchi as the main 
ingredient. Students from high schools, colleges and universities 
were invited to show their creativity by combining fresh local 
ingredients in Taiwan with Korean specialties, and whipping up 
KLSPJPV\Z�KPZOLZ��HSSV^PUN�J\Z[VTLYZ�[V�LUQV`�KLSPJPV\Z�ÅH]VYZ�VM�
Korea. At the same time, FEDS also selected the top 3 winners 
and awarded them with medals and prizes in order to encourage 
the culinary cultural exchange.

Korean Cultural Exhibition,   
bringing the Korean craze    
to FEDS

For eight consecutive years, FEDS 
has organized the "Korean Craze in 
FEDS" Korean Food and Products 
Exhibition. In 2020, it cooperated with 
the Korea Agriculture and Fisheries 
Food Distribution Corporation (aT) to 
bring the exhibition to the 11 stores 
and The Mall, creating a wonderful 
���KH`� MLHZ[��;OL�L_OPIP[PVUZ�VMMLYLK�
classic Korean food, merchandise 
and cultural activities, and glamorous 
2�767�KHUJLZ�^LYL�WLYMVYTLK� [V�
welcome the shoppers. In order to 
bring customers closer to Korean 
culture, FEDS has brought authentic 
Korean street food to our stores for 
[OL�ÄYZ[�[PTL��HUK�OHZ�JHYLM\SS`�JYLH[LK�
Korean food paths that can make the 
shoppers feel as if they are traveling 
through the streets of Korea.
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6.3  Local Social Welfare and Care
As the most widely distributed department store chain in Taiwan, FEDS 
has been caring for women and children, children in rural areas, the elderly, 
and disadvantaged groups for more than 50 years. We also make good 
use of the advantages and strengths of the department store channels 
to transform each store into a local social welfare platform. Every year, 
FEDS employees also spontaneously form a volunteer team to devote 
themselves to visiting the elderly, spending time with young children, 
assisting disabled persons and other volunteer services, in order to extend 
a helping hand to those in need, and improve their lives with love.

Caring for ethnic groups within the society, 
taking the initiative to provide help and support
FEDS has been deeply involved in social welfare for a long time, and 
continues to care for all social groups. We use the resources of the 11 
stores across Taiwan to serve as a bridge to disadvantaged groups. In 
addition to using the space inside and outside the store to organize public 
welfare activities, it invites the public to pay attention to social and public 
issues and be kind to those in need. We want to send our love to every 
corner of society and protect everyone in this land with our hearts.

Provide resources and assistance   
to care for women

-,+:�OHZ�H� SVUN�[LYT�WHY[ULYZOPW�^P[O�[OL�.HYKLU�VM�/VWL�
Foundation in charity activities. In 2020, we held 14 activities 
including charity sale and charity subscription. We hope to 
attract more attention, give more care and love, and help 
disadvantaged women to overcome any difficulties. FEDS 
/\HSPLU�:[VYL�HSZV�JV�VYNHUPaLK� [OL�/LHY[^HYTPUN�.HYKLU�
Party with the Garden of Hope Foundation for the fifth time. 
Not only does it call on local vendors to participate, but baby 
supplies were also donated and the activity proceeds of 
NT$8,425 were all donated to the disadvantaged women. We 
have become their most caring support.

        Caring for disadvantaged children to realize their Christmas wishes

In 2020, FEDS continued to hold charity activities on Christmas Eve, launching a series of charity activities such as 
the Dream Realization Project, fundraising activities, etc., allowing FEDS to act as Santa Claus for the children, and 
deliver resources from every aspect of society into the hands of every child. Among them, FEDS Hualien Store has 
OLSK�[OL�	:[HYY`�+YLHT�7YVQLJ[	�MVY� �JVUZLJ\[P]L�`LHYZ��PU]P[PUN�����MHTPS`�Z\WWVY[LK�JOPSKYLU�[V�OHUN�[OLPY�^PZOLZ�
on the Christmas tree, and then calling on the residents of Hualien to realize the children’s dreams. Kaohsiung Store 
has been planning "Christmas Collection" event for 6 consecutive years, inviting people to pledge donations of 
charity food boxes, and delivering 102 boxes of food to 100 disadvantaged families on Christmas Eve. Four stores, 
including FEDS Xinyi A13 and the Chiayi Store, prepared bountiful Christmas feasts and gifts, and invited 460 
disadvantaged children to the store to celebrate the festive season, hoping to protect the children's purest smiles 
with these small actions.

Making wishes
come true

665
Help the

disadvantaged

1,365people

Gave away

1,557
sets of supplies
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Caring for disadvantaged women 
and children, a.mart donates New 
Year dishes

:PUJL�������L]LY`�`LHY�VU�[OL�L]L�VM�[OL�3\UHY�5L^�@LHY��
a.mart  and the social welfare organizations throughout 
Taiwan jointly organize the “Sending Love Through Food for 
H�)L[[LY�5L^�@LHY	�5L^�@LHY�-VVK�Z\IZJYPW[PVU�L]LU[�[V�
help disadvantaged families and elders living alone celebrate 
the holiday. In 2020, a.mart partnered with the Garden of 
Hope Foundation for the third time to connect 14 stores 
HJYVZZ�;HP^HU�� 0U� Q\Z[����KH`Z��������*OPULZL�5L^�@LHY�
KPZOLZ�^LYL�KVUH[LK��HKKPUN�	SV]L	�[V�[OL�5L^�@LHY�Z�,]L�
dinners of 450 disadvantaged women and children. In the 
WHZ[���`LHYZ��H�THY[�OHZ�KVUH[LK�������5L^�@LHY�KPZOLZ�[V�
help disadvantaged families welcome the new year.

City'super food 
saving project helps 
disadvantaged families

Since 2018, city'super has cooperated with Buy 
NearBy to promote the "Food Wise Project". It 
strictly checks and inspects the products and 
ingredients nearing their sell by dates in the stores 
every week, and then donates them to the social 
welfare units in need, which not only transforms 
leftover food into “bountiful food”, but we also help 
150,000 people avoid starvation every year, so 
that disadvantaged families can also feel at ease.

Christmas charity lighting for 
13 consecutive years, bringing 
joy to rural children

Since 2008, every year on Christmas Eve, Tainan Store 
invites children from rural areas to celebrate the festival 
together. So far, more than 2,000 school children have 
participated in the activities. In 2020, FEDS took the 
teachers and students of 12 rural elementary schools 
in Tainan City on a wonderful journey, including visiting 
[OL�;YLL�=HSSL`�3PML�:JPLUJL�4\ZL\T��L_WLYPLUJPUN�+0@�
coloring, and enjoying a delicious Christmas dinner. 
At night, not only did they light the Christmas tree, 
Chairman Douglas Hsu was there and he personally 
presented 351 pairs of sports shoes to the children, 
encouraging them to run for a better tomorrow. On 
the day of the event, more than 2,800 small gifts were 
given to the children who participated in the event. 
According to internal evaluations and calculations, 
the social return on investment (SROI) of projects and 
activities in 2020 was NT$19.65, that is, for every 
NT$1 invested, NT$19.65 of social value was created 
for the stakeholders. In the future, we will continue to 
L_LY[�WVZP[P]L�ZVJPHS� PUÅ\LUJL�HUK�JYLH[L�IL[[LY�ZVJPHS�
^LSMHYL�ILULÄ[Z�

(JJVTWHU`PUN�[OL�LSKLYS �̀�I\PSKPUN�H�ZLUPVY�JVTT\UP[`

In order to provide more support and care to the elderly, FEDS has planned a total of 19 activities to 
care for the elderly. FEDS Xinyi A13, together with 3 organizations, including the Xinyi District Health 
Service Center, jointly organized the "Recalling the Nostalgic Xinyi District, an Experience of the Five 
Senses" activity, inviting 10 groups of families with dementia to participate in a game and feel the 
UVZ[HSNPJ�H[TVZWOLYL�PU�[OL�Z[VYL�[V�Z[PT\SH[L�ZLUZVY`�L_WLYPLUJLZ��[OLYLI`�HJOPL]PUN�[OL�LќLJ[�VM�
activating the brain and delaying the disease, so as to create a friendly community for the elderly 
with dementia, and move towards a better society for all generations.

           Meal vouchers for helping the young and old

FEDS cooperated with catering counter vendors to hold 6 charity 
sharing activities in 2020, inviting 253 elderly people living alone and 
disadvantaged children to eat in the store and taste delicious dishes such 
as wagyu hot pot and Japanese rice bowls. At the same time, we invited 
[OL�:VJPHS�(ќHPYZ�)\YLH\�HUK�V[OLY�YLSH[LK�\UP[Z��HUK�����TLHS�]V\JOLYZ�
were donated to families in need, so as to show our care and improve 
their lives with love.
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Paying tribute to the epidemic prevention angels 
by sending thousands of bentos with love

In order to express its sincere gratitude to the epidemic prevention angels, 
FEDS cooperated with 11 stores in Taiwan to distribute 10,000 loving bento 
to nearly 30 hospitals across Taiwan in order to cheer and cheer the heroes 
who stick to the front line of epidemic prevention with practical actions. 
;OHUR�[OLT�MVY�[OLPY�OHYK�^VYR��:LSÅLZZ�JVU[YPI\[PVU�HUK�KLKPJH[PVU�[V�[OL�
epidemic. FEDS has set up a "collective support walls" in 8 stores, inviting 
WLVWSL�[V�^YP[L�[OLPY�[OHURZ�[V�[OL�TLKPJHS�Z[Hќ��HUK�ZOV^�[OLPY�JHYL�MVY�HSS�
TLKPJHS�Z[Hќ�

Supporting rehabilitated people,   
creating a platform for exchange

In cooperation with the Ministry of Justice and the Taiwan Rehabilitated 
Persons Protection Association, Mega City Banqiao Store held the "Lucky 
Clover Fair" on July 29, 2020, hoping to help rehabilitated people return 
to society, give them more encouragement, and support them as they 
move into the future. On the day of the event, more than 20 booths were 
constructed and a large crowd attended the event. The event allowed 
rehabilitated people to introduce products to the public, increasing 
opportunities for mutual understanding and helping to reverse the public’s 
established impression of rehabilitated people. 

(ZZPZ[�[OL�OHUKPJHWWLK�PU�� �
ÄUKPUN�QVI�VWWVY[\UP[PLZ

FEDS organized 51 events to care for disabled people, and donated 
NT$103,192 to 7 organizations, including Huashan Social Welfare 
Foundation and the Chensenmei Social Welfare Foundation, to help them 
resolve fundraising difficulties caused by the impact of the pandemic. 
Kaohsiung Store and Kaohsiung City Government Labor Bureau jointly 
organized the " Disabled Vocational Training Achievement Exhibition and 
Talent Recruitment" event. Disabled students displayed the results of their 
learning in 25 booths, and 12 companies attended the event to provide 81 
opportunities for disabled friends to help them develop their talents in the 
workplace.
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Supporting farmers with the 
farmers market in The Mall

The Mall and Muzha District Farmers’ Association 
OH]L�JV�VYNHUPaLK��� MHYTLYZ»�THYRL[Z�� PU]P[PUN�
everyone to support peasant agriculture ! The two 
events gathered small farmers in more than 20 
different booths and attracted nearly 300 people 
to enjoy the event. In addition to the delicious and 
juicy green bamboo shoots brought by the North 
City Bamboo Shoot Champions, for the people 
[V�[HZ[L��HJ[P]P[PLZ�Z\JO�HZ�SVJHS�MYLZO�QHT�+0@�HUK�
cooking performances were also organized. We 
wanted each customer to have fun and enjoy the 
delicious food.

New Taipei's agricultural regeneration     
promotes local development

FEDS, the New Taipei City Government, and 5% Design 
Action jointly promoted the "New Taipei Agricultural 
0UUV]H[PVU�7YVQLJ[	�� PU[LNYH[PUN����JYVZZ�KVTHPU�[LHTZ�[V�
inject innovative design and local spirit into New Taipei’s 
rural specialty products, and Mega City Banqiao exhibited 
the achievements of agricultural innovations on July 24, 
in order to subvert the public's imagination of agriculture, 
open up the opportunity for young people to return to 
their hometowns to cultivate, and carry forward the local 
agricultural innovations of New Taipei, so that the unique 
local food farmers can be seen by more people.

Rural Regeneration Carnival, lighting up the 
agricultural economy

Kaohsiung Store joined hands with 3 units including the Agriculture 
Bureau of the Kaohsiung City Government to organize the "Rural 
Regeneration Carnival" event. 40 Southern Taiwan rural community 
booths exhibited and sold characteristic cultural and creative products, 
HNYPJ\S[\YHS�HUK� MPZOLY`�WYVK\J[Z��HUK�8PZOHU�:\NHY�-HJ[VY �̀�+0@�
L_WLYPLUJL�HJ[P]P[PLZ�Z\JO�HZ�ÅH]VYLK�Z\NHY�HUK�YHPUIV^�[^PUL�MYVT�[OL�
Xiaolin community have fully demonstrated the new vitality of Taiwan’s 
rural areas and let the people experience the unique charm of local 
culture together!

New Taipei Bonsai Bar promotes agricultural products   
from all over Taiwan

-,+:��PU�JVVWLYH[PVU�^P[O�[OL�5L^�;HPWLP�*P[`�.V]LYUTLU[�HUK�@\USPU�*V\U[`�.V]LYUTLU[��
organized the "New Taipei Enjoy Home Bar" series of activities. In January, they jointly 
WYVTV[LK�@\USPU�4HVN\�;HUNLYPULZ�HUK�ZLU[� MYLZO�HNYPJ\S[\YHS�WYVK\JL�KPYLJ[S`�[V�-,+:�
Banqiao Store for sale, which not only allowed residents from outside of New Taipei get a 
[HZ[L�VM�[OLPY�OVTL��P[�HSZV�OLSWLK�[OL�OHYK�^VYRPUN�MY\P[�MHYTLYZ�WYVTV[L�[OL�L_JLSSLU[�[HZ[L�
of their products, and strengthen the connection of agricultural cultures in various regions.

Banding together to support peasant agriculture with the 
farmer-friendly platform

For the second consecutive year, Paoching Store has planned a series 
of activities called "Take a walk for peasant agriculture". From January to 
March, with different special themes, peasant agriculture’ markets were 
VYNHUPaLK� PU�/VWL�7SHaH�VU�[OL� MPYZ[� MSVVY� [V�WYVTV[L�KPYLJ[�ZHSLZ�VM� PU�
season fruits and vegetables and agricultural specialties from the local area 
and sharing the delicious agricultural products in Taiwan with the customers!

Supporting local agriculture, gathering 
the best products in FEDS

FEDS has long supported Taiwan's agriculture. Through its channel 
YLZV\YJLZ�[OYV\NOV\[�;HP^HU��P[�ZLSSZ� SVJHS�OPNO�X\HSP[`�HNYPJ\S[\YHS�
products and uses practical actions to support Taiwan's peasant 
agriculture. In 2020, FEDS held a total of 118 agricultural product 
markets and special product exhibitions, and cooperated with 
1,142 stalls, an increase of 20%, and the number of agricultural 
products promoted reached 4,403 items, an increase of 30%. 
FEDS continues to promote local production and consumption, 
in order to shorten the distance from the production area to the 
dining table and inject sustainable positive energy into Taiwan's 
agricultural development.
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Environmental protection, loving the Earth and 
M\SÄSSPUN�[OL�YLZWVUZPIPSP[`�VM�H�NYLLU�JP[PaLU
FEDS has long promoted the concept of environmental protection 
and spared no effort, fulfilling its responsibilities as a green citizen, and 
JVU[YPI\[PUN�[V�[OL�NSVIHS�LU]PYVUTLU[�[OYV\NO�P[Z�V^U�PUÅ\LUJL��0U�������
-,+:�OLSK����LU]PYVUTLU[HS�WYV[LJ[PVU�HJ[P]P[PLZ��KVUH[LK���� � �/(77@�
GO environmental points, and also called on consumers to work together 
in environmental protection, recycling more than 6,848 items, and jointly 
heading for a green and sustainable life.

◆ (JOPL]LTLU[Z�VM�-,+:�,U]PYVUTLU[HS�7YV[LJ[PVU�(J[P]P[PLZ�PU�����

Environmental protection pioneers help promote cloud invoices

In order to encourage consumers to use vehicles and reduce the printing of paper invoices, FEDS and the National Taxation Bureau 
of the 3 districts of Taiwan jointly organized 12 cloud invoice promotion activities, hoping to achieve the sustainable goal of paperless 
PU]VPJLZ��(TVUN�[OLT��-,+:�;HV`\HU�:[VYL�JV�VYNHUPaLK���W\ISPJP[`�HJ[P]P[PLZ�^P[O�[OL�5H[PVUHS�;H_�(KTPUPZ[YH[PVU�VM�5VY[OLYU�
Taiwan Province in January, July, and September. The public responded enthusiastically, and they took out their mobile phones to 
WHY[PJPWH[L�HJ[P]LS`�HUK�KVUH[LK�������PU]VPJLZ�MVY�JOHYP[ �̀�HSSV^PUN�Z\Z[HPUHISL�HJ[PVUZ�[V�HSZV�IL�ÄSSLK�^P[O�SV]L�

.YLLU�(YR�Z\I]LY[Z�[OL�PKLHZ�VM�LU]PYVUTLU[HS�WYV[LJ[PVU

In order to allow the public to participate in the "rebirth of recyclables" process, 
a traditional recycling plant was concentrated and transformed into a small 
environmentally friendly recycling vehicle called "Mobile Green Ark", which was 
exhibited on tour in October 2019. In 2020, the " Green Ark of Action" was 
Z[H[PVULK���Z[VYLZ��JYLH[PUN�H�����KH`�LU]PYVUTLU[HS�WYV[LJ[PVU�L_WLYPLUJL��;OLYL�
were professional commentators on the scene to explain the concept of recycling, 
HUK�[OL�W\ISPJ�^HZ�PU]P[LK�[V�JHYY`�V\[�H�SHYNL�ZJHSL�YLUV]H[PVU�VM�^HZ[L�TH[LYPHSZ��
0[�VUS`�[HRLZ���TPU\[LZ�[V�[YHUZMVYT�[OL�7,;�IV[[SL�PU[V�HU�LU]PYVUTLU[HSS`�MYPLUKS`�
flower vase. It is hoped that through a simple and interesting experience, the 
W\ISPJ�Z�PUÄUP[L�PTHNPUH[PVU�VM�LU]PYVUTLU[HS�WYV[LJ[PVU�JHU�IL�PNUP[LK�

Digital disaster prevention experience, enhancing awareness of soil and water 
conservation

In order to enhance public awareness of soil and water conservation 
and disaster prevention, FEDS and the Bureau of Soil and Water 
*VUZLY]H[PVU�VM�[OL�(NYPJ\S[\YHS�*VTTP[[LL�VM�[OL�,_LJ\[P]L�@\HU�QVPU[S`�
organized the "Water Conservation Fun for Children" event, which was 
exhibited in 5 stores, including Mega City Banqiao store and FEDS 
?PU`P�(����JYLH[PUN�H�^VUKLYM\S����KH`�L_WLYPLUJL��>L�JVTIPULK��+�
PTHNL�[LJOUVSVN �̀�^P[O�(9�HUK�H�����KLNYLL�=9�YLHS�^VYSK�L_WLYPLUJL��
to improve the public's awareness of disaster prevention through the 
immersive scenes. At the same time, we introduced plays, games and 
V[OLY�WHYLU[�JOPSK�HJ[P]P[PLZ�[V�OLSW�JOPSKYLU�\UKLYZ[HUK�[OL�PTWVY[HUJL�
of soil and water conservation. The aim was to incorporate water 
conservation education into people's lives.
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Collecting second hand clothes in response to fashionable 
environmental protection

In order to solve the problem of resource waste associated with "fast fashion", 
FEDS organized 11 "Old Clothes Rebirth" activities. Taoyuan Store and the 
Carpenter's House have joined hands in the "Clothing Rebirth Exhibition", giving 
new life to old clothes through the skills of the designers. Taoyuan Store and Chiayi 
:[VYL�HSZV� SH\UJOLK�ZLJVUK�OHUK�JSV[OPUN�JVSSLJ[PVU�HJ[P]P[PLZ��-VY�L]LY`�WPLJL�VM�
JSV[OPUN�KVUH[LK��-,+:�NH]L�IHJR���/(77@�.6�WVPU[Z��+\YPUN�[OL�L]LU[��TVYL�
[OHU�������WPLJLZ�HUK�TVYL�[OHU�������RPSVNYHTZ�VM�ZLJVUK�OHUK�JSV[OPUN�^LYL�
donated, and all were given to social welfare organizations. This allowed fashion to 
combine environmental protection and public welfare, and create sustainable and 
beautiful value.

Recycling empty bottles to promote sustainable action

Beauty with environmental protection! FEDS held 5 recycling activities for the original 
JVZTL[PJZ�IYHUK�LTW[`�IV[[SLZ��)`�KVUH[PUN�/(77@�.6�WVPU[Z�HUK�V[OLY�TL[OVKZ��
consumers were invited to take part in environmental protection, and the activities 
were well received by the public. In 2020, FEDS collected 3,713 empty bottles, 
KVUH[LK�TVYL�[OHU��������/(77@�.6�WVPU[Z��HUK�����IV[[SLZ�VM�HU[PIHJ[LYPHS�OHUK�
sanitizer, to take care of the Earth together with consumers.

Recycling second hand books to extend the value of used 
books

In order to encourage the public to be environmentally friendly and continue the 
SPML�VM�\ZLK�IVVRZ��-,+:�;HV`\HU�:[VYL�JV�VYNHUPaLK�[OL�	7\ISPJ�>LSMHYL�:LJVUK�
hand Book Exchange" in March with Sunshine Foundation and Hua Hin Bookstore. 
7LVWSL�JHU�KVUH[L�VY�IYPUN�ZLJVUK�OHUK�IVVRZ�[V�[OL�Z[VYL�[V�L_JOHUNL�[OL�VSK�
IVVRZ�MVY���/(77@�.6�WVPU[Z��+\YPUN�[OL�L]LU[������ZLJVUK�OHUK�IVVRZ�^LYL�
JVSSLJ[LK�HUK�������/(77@�.6�WVPU[Z�^LYL�NP]LU�H^H �̀�WYLZLY]PUN�[OL�RUV^SLKNL�
within the books.
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Sponsored Christmasland in New Taipei City for 9 
consecutive years

"Christmasland in New Taipei City", the grandest event in Taiwan, has been held every year since 
������HUK�-,+:�OHZ�ZWVUZVYLK�[OL�L]LU[�MVY� �JVUZLJ\[P]L�`LHYZ��)LJH\ZL�VM�[OL�*6=0+�� �
pandemic, Taiwanese people were unable to travel abroad. Therefore, we specially partnered with 
Disney to launch the longest running and largest Christmasland in Taiwan. The Christmasland 
included a bright music box Christmas tree, 6 Disney princess installations, and 8 unique features, 
JYLH[PUN����SHYNL�ZJHSL�PUZ[HSSH[PVUZ��>L�HSZV�JYLH[LK�H�SPNO[�ZJ\SW[\YL�ZOV^�Z\YYV\UKPUN�[OL�]LU\L�
of more than 30,000 square meters, allowing the entire event plaza to be immersed in dazzling 
lights and shadows. The scope of activities spanned from the citizen plaza and the station plaza to 
the Fuzhong business district. The event not only brought the Christmas cheer to the residents of 
the area, but also created unlimited business opportunities for the local shops.

(S[OV\NO�[OL�VYPNPUHS����KH`�L]LU[�LUKLK�LHYS`�K\L�[V�[OL�PTWHJ[�VM�[OL�LWPKLTPJ��[OL����KH`�
event still attracted more than 6.67 million visitors, setting a new record for attendance since 
[OL�*OYPZ[THZSHUK��;OL�L]LU[�^HZ�HSZV�[OL�VUS`�SHYNL�ZJHSL�*OYPZ[THZ�L]LU[�PU�[OL�^VYSK�[V�IL�
held as usual. Over the past 10 years, the Christmasland has been held for 436 days in total and 
accumulated more than 38,747,000 visits. In 2016, it was given the title of one of the "19 Most 
Amazing Christmas Trees in the World" by Fashion Magazine.

Local and cultural harmony, creating a 
healthy and happy society
As a member of the local community, FEDS adheres to the 
spirit of deepening the community and helping close relatives 
HUK�ULPNOIVYZ�� 0[� JV�VYNHUPaLZ�T\S[PWSL�HJ[P]P[PLZ�^P[O� SVJHS�
government agencies and social organizations, including 
international cultural exchanges, local characteristics, healthy and 
lively activities, and arts and cultural exhibitions. Type, looking 
forward to using our own efforts to promote the sustainable 
development of the place, deepen the local humanistic literacy, 
strengthen the emotional connection of the community residents, 
and create the unique cultural atmosphere and ecological style of 
the community.

7YVTV[PUN�PU[LYUH[PVUHS�L_JOHUNLZ�HUK�L_WSVYPUN�;HP^HU����/

FEDS hosted the "Explore Taiwan 120H" event for the second time in 
2020. The event was organized by the Taiwan Enterprise Sustainability 
Research and Training Center, leading international students to 
visit outstanding companies in Taiwan’s industries with outstanding 
sustainability performance. On July 7, a total of 48 international students 
from 19 countries arrived at FEDS Xinyi A13 to tour its unique digital 
experience and convenient Smart Pick service to learn about the 
innovations and applications of smart retail in the department store 
industry. During the visit, the students admired the novel space design 
and caring customer services in the store, which also added nicely to the 
international exchange.

National Secondary School 
Dance Competition for a 
healthy and educational life

FEDS cooperated with the National 
Sports Association of Senior Middle 
Schools of the Republic of China to 
provide venues with 4 stores to host the 
largest hot dance competition in Taiwan, 
attracting 149 teams and more than 
1,100 young students to participate, 
encouraging young people to engage in 
legitimate leisure activities and promote 
health Physical fitness and cultivate the 
spirit of sportsmanship. On the day of the 
event, the venue was filled with people, 
and the atmosphere could not have 
been more joyous. Every dancer fully 
demonstrated their personal charm and 
danced with passion and youth.

Continuous
sponsorship

9 years

Visitors
numbered 
more than

38,747,000
people

Selected as 
the most stunning 
in the world
One of 19 
Christmas trees

Days held
so far

436
days
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Respecting soldiers and loving teachers, giving back to local 
communities

FEDS has been working with local communities and has maintained good relations with many 
SVJHS�YLZPKLU[Z��PUJS\KPUN�TPSP[HY �̀�JP]PS�HUK�[LHJOPUN�Z[Hќ��6]LY�[OL�`LHYZ��Z[VYLZ�OH]L�HZZPZ[LK�
in the recruitment and promotion of the armed forces, launched mini military experience 
camps and other activities, hoping to let the public understand the hard work of the military. 
FEDS designated every September as "Respecting Soldiers and Loving Teachers Month" to 
celebrate the Armed Forces Day and Teachers’ Day and thank the military, civil and teaching 
Z[Hќ�MVY�[OLPY�KLKPJH[PVU�[V�ZVJPL[ �̀� 0U�������H�[V[HS�VM����HJ[P]P[PLZ�[V�OVUVY�[OL�TPSP[HY`�HUK�
teachers were held, providing more than 235 the military, civil and teaching staff exclusive 
discounts and more than 510 gifts to pay our deepest respects.

FEDS invites people to donate blood   
and share their love

FEDS has always organized blood donation activities. Each store cooperates with 
blood donation centers in various regions to launch various themed blood donation 
events on consecutive holidays or special festivals when there are large crowds. 
Through FEDS’s own appeal, multiple resources are combined to provide movie 
tickets, fruits and vegetables from peasant agriculture and other gifts to attract the 
public to the blood donation campaign. In 2020, FEDS’s 11 stores held 46 blood 
donation events. The number of people who donated blood was 9,850, an increase 
of 9%, and a total of 2,462,500 of blood was donated, an increase of 3%.

Little workers experience, advocating for 
child protection

FEDS, together with the police and consumer departments of 
counties and cities, the National Army Recruitment Center, and 
other units have joined hands in 51 small craftsman experience 
HJ[P]P[PLZ��JVTIPUPUN�JOPSK�HUK�JOPSKYLU�WYVTV[PVU�^P[O�WHYLU[�JOPSK�
interaction, game breakthroughs, and actual experience of the hard 
work of 14 industries such as the military and police. In August, 
Mega City Banqiao Store cooperated with the New Taipei City 
Government Police Department to not only bring mini police cars 
PU[V�[OL�JVTT\UP[ �̀�I\[�HSZV�PU[LNYH[L�HU[P�KY\N�HK]VJHJ`�PU[V�[OL�
L]LU[��ZV�[OH[�JOPSKYLU�JHU�IL�[H\NO[�HU[P�KY\N�PKLHZ�^OPSL�KYLZZPUN�
up and riding in the cars. We aimed to ensure the comprehensive 
development of the child’s body and mind.

;OL�6`Z[LY�-SV\Y�(Y[�,_OPIP[PVU�
promotes local beauty

Tainan Store and Heliao Elementary School 
jointly organized the "Oyster Flour Art Exhibition", 
JYLH[PUN�H����KH`�HY[� MLZ[P]HS��4VYL� [OHU����
children combined artistic creations with the 
natural, cultural, and ecological environment 
of Tainan through the use of discarded oyster 
shells in Beimen District, Tainan. The art made 
from "oyster flour" depicts the beauty of their 
hometown. They used their skillful hands to give 
new life to the discarded oyster shells, creating a 
series of unique paintings, allowing the public to 
see the unique culture of the region.

Respecting soldiers 
and loving teachers 
events held

32events

Discount gifts
numbering over

510gifts

Exclusive
discounts
for over

235items
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Number of
volunteer events

29 Total number of
participating
employees

325

Total number
of volunteer hours

970 Growth of
the total number

of volunteer hours

78%

*VUULJ[PUN�3V]L��(�VUL�KH`�LTWSV`LL�]VS\U[LLY�L]LU[
Under the idea of “connecting love”, FEDS has been calling on employees of each store 
to spontaneously form volunteer teams to actively participate in social welfare activities 
such as providing support for the disadvantaged, spending time with children, visiting 
[OL�LSKLYS �̀�JHYPUN�MVY�[OL�KPZHISLK��HUK�WYV[LJ[PUN�[OL�LU]PYVUTLU[��+\L�[V�[OL�*6=0+�� �
pandemic in 2020, the number of FEDS’s employee volunteer events was fewer than in 
previous years. Each store held 29 volunteer activities. The total number of employees 
that participated was 325. However, the total number of volunteering hours was 970, 
which was an increase of 78% compared to the previous year.

◆ Volunteer events of FEDS stores in 2020
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In response to environmental 
protection

In order to save the environment and ecology 
of the local seaport, 15 volunteers from Tainan 
Store responded to the "Sea Conservation 
(SSPHUJL	�VJLHU�JSLHU�\W�HJ[P]P[PLZ��=VS\U[LLYZ�
from government units and 7 companies went 
to Tainan Military and Fishing Port to remove 
310 kilograms of marine waste. On the day of 
the event, a hundred volunteers from the Tainan 
Store spent a total of 60 hours to clean the 
coastline through practical actions!

Disability care

Hsinchu Store and Banqiao Stores cooperated 
with the Children Are Us Foundation and Kanner 
Foundation of Taiwan respectively, to go to the 
WHJRHNPUN� MHJ[VY`�VU� [OL�L]L�VM� [OL�4PK�(\[\TU�
-LZ[P]HS� [V�WHJR�4PK�(\[\TU�-LZ[P]HS�NPM[�IV_LZ�^P[O�
the developmentally challenged persons. A total of 
26 volunteers spent 68 hours on the 2 activities, and 
they worked together to complete more than 500 gift 
boxes, turning practical actions into social welfare and 
adding extra meaning to this holiday.

Spending time with children

P a o c h i n g  S t o r e  c o o p e r a t e d  w i t h  3 
kindergartens. From January to March, 10 
volunteers from Paoching Store went to 
:OLUNKHV�*OPSKYLU»Z�/VTL��@PN\HUN�5\YZLY`�
School and Zhongyi Nursery School respectively. 
120 hours and NT$12,000 were invested in the 
3 events so that the volunteers can have fun 
with children in the childcare centers through fun 
HJ[P]P[PLZ�Z\JO�HZ�Z[VY`[LSSPUN�HUK�+0@�JYLH[PVU��
bringing joy and laughter to the children!

Responding to medical care

In order to show our support for the frontline 
epidemic prevention staff, 8 volunteers from 
Hualien Store visited Mennonite Hospital and Tzu 
Chi Hospital for 4 consecutive days and delivered 
����ILU[VZ�JV]LYLK�^P[O�OLHY[�^HYTPUN�UV[LZ�
[V�[OL�TLKPJHS�Z[Hќ� PU�WLYZVU�[V�[OHUR�[OLT�MVY�
actively protecting against the pandemic and 
protecting the people of Taiwan. We hoped to 
WYV]PKL�[OLT�^P[O�UL]LY�LUKPUN�Z\WWVY[�[OYV\NO�
[OL�ILU[VZ�ÄSSLK�^P[O�SV]L�

(ZZPZ[HUJL�MVY�[OL�KPZHK]HU[HNLK

Kaohsiung Store and Andrew Food Bank jointly 
organized two "Food Box Donation" activities, 
raising more than 268 items and the volunteers 
visited the Food Bank twice. 35 volunteers 
were responsible for packing 200 food boxes 
and delivering them to famil ies in need, 
displaying society’s care and providing food for 
disadvantaged groups.

Visiting the Elderly

Top City Taichung’s "Let Love Travel" series of 
charity activities entered its third year. Sunbaby 
led 8 volunteers to 3 social welfare organizations 
inc lud ing the Hongdao Sen ior  C i t i zens 
Foundation to play charades, sing karaoke with 
the elders, and engage in other activities, to 
spend time with the elderly. In 2020, the series 
of public welfare activities visited 9 social welfare 
units and invested 152 hours to spread the love 
and achieve our social welfare goals.
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Appendix 1: Data Related to the Social Data of the Subsidiaries
◆ Employment contracts

　 The Mall city’super a. mart
year 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020

6ѝJPHS�LTWSV`LLZ
4HSL 26% 25% 30% 27% 29% 27% 53% 52% 52%
-LTHSL 74% 75% 70% 73% 71% 73% 47% 48% 48%

5\TILY�VM�WLVWSL 34 28 32 423 356 341 1,549 1,501 1,508

<UVѝJPHS�LTWSV`LLZ
4HSL 0% 0% 0% 29% 24% 25% 48% 51% 50%
-LTHSL 100% 0% 100% 71% 76% 75% 52% 49% 50%

5\TILY�VM�WLVWSL 2 0 2 52 49 67 739 738 715

(SS�LTWSV`LLZ
4HSL 25% 25% 28% 27% 28% 27% 51% 52% 52%
-LTHSL 75% 75% 72% 73% 72% 73% 49% 48% 48%

5\TILY�VM�WLVWSL 36 28 34 475 405 408 2,288 2,239 2,223
5V[L!�6ѝJPHS�LTWSV`LLZ�OVSK�PUKLÄUP[L�JVU[YHJ[Z�VY�HYL�OPYLK�VUJL�H�`LHY��<UVѝJPHS�LTWSV`LLZ�PUJS\KL�[LTWVYHY`�HUK�ZLHZVUHS�ZOVY[�[LYT�LTWSV`LLZ�

◆ Employee age distribution

　 The Mall city’super a. mart
year 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020

(NL�� �HUK�ILSV^
4HSL 20% 17% 25% 20% 25% 20% 61% 65% 62%
-LTHSL 80% 83% 75% 80% 75% 80% 39% 35% 38%

5\TILY�VM�WLVWSL 10 6 8 137 92 55 758 721 672

���� �`LHYZ�VSK
4HSL 35% 33% 39% 29% 26% 26% 50% 48% 50%
-LTHSL 65% 67% 61% 71% 74% 74% 50% 52% 50%

5\TILY�VM�WLVWSL 17 15 18 258 227 210 1,122 1,081 1,071

�(NL����HUK�HIV]L
4HSL 14% 14% 0% 31% 36% 32% 38% 38% 41%
-LTHSL 86% 86% 100% 69% 64% 68% 62% 62% 59%

5\TILY�VM�WLVWSL 7 7 6 80 86 74 408 437 480

(SS�LTWSV`LLZ
4HSL 26% 25% 28% 27% 28% 27% 51% 52% 52%
-LTHSL 74% 75% 72% 73% 72% 73% 49% 48% 48%

5\TILY�VM�WLVWSL 34 28 32 475 405 339 2,288 2,239 2,223
5V[L!�6US`�VѝJPHS�LTWSV`LLZ�^LYL�PUJS\KLK�PU�[OL�LTWSV`LL�HNL�KPZ[YPI\[PVU�VM�;OL�4HSS�PU������
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◆ Gender and age of new recuits

　 The Mall city’super a. mart
year 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020

(NL�� �HUK�
ILSV^

4HSL 0% 0% 25% 20% 30% 29% 68% 66% 50%
-LTHSL 100% 100% 75% 80% 70% 71% 32% 34% 50%

5\TILY�VM�WLVWSL 3 2 4 44 37 24 161 133 68

���� �`LHYZ�VSK
4HSL 40% 67% 100% 20% 22% 15% 62% 53% 58%
-LTHSL 60% 33% 0% 80% 78% 85% 38% 47% 42%

5\TILY�VM�WLVWSL 5 3 3 41 32 20 138 99 71

�(NL����HUK�
HIV]L

4HSL 0% 0% 0% 17% 14% 0% 61% 57% 54%
-LTHSL 0% 0% 0% 83% 86% 100% 39% 43% 46%

5\TILY�VM�WLVWSL 0 0 0 6 7 1 18 23 13

(SS�LTWSV`LLZ
4HSL 25% 40% 57% 20% 25% 22% 65% 60% 54%
-LTHSL 75% 60% 43% 80% 75% 78% 35% 40% 46%

5\TILY�VM�WLVWSL 8 5 7 91 76 45 317 255 152

◆ Gender and age of resigned employees

　 The Mall city’super a. mart
year 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020

(NL�� �HUK�
ILSV^

4HSL 0% 0% 0% 21% 18% 19% 73% 67% 62%
-LTHSL 100% 100% 100% 79% 82% 81% 27% 33% 38%

5\TILY�VM�WLVWSL 4 1 2 89 55 31 126 106 102

���� �`LHYZ�VSK
4HSL 0% 50% 100% 29% 23% 22% 63% 56% 49%
-LTHSL 100% 50% 0% 71% 77% 78% 37% 44% 51%

5\TILY�VM�WLVWSL 2 6 2 105 77 46 145 135 105

�(NL����HUK�
HIV]L

4HSL 0% 100% 0% 20% 20% 36% 64% 70% 52%
-LTHSL 0% 0% 100% 80% 80% 64% 36% 30% 48%

5\TILY�VM�WLVWSL 0 1 1 15 15 22 14 44 21

(SS�LTWSV`LLZ
4HSL 0% 50% 40% 25% 21% 24% 67% 63% 55%
-LTHSL 100% 50% 60% 75% 79% 76% 33% 37% 45%

5\TILY�VM�WLVWSL 6 8 5 209 147 99 285 285 228
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◆ Number and gender of managers

　 The Mall city’super a. mart

year 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020

=PJL�WYLZPKLU[�HUK�
HIV]L

4HSL 100% 0% 0% 0% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
-LTHSL 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

5\TILY�VM�
WLVWSL 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

1\UPVY�=PJL�
7YLZPKLU[

4HSL 0% 0% 0% 50% 75% 75% 100% 100% 82%
-LTHSL 0% 0% 0% 50% 25% 25% 0% 0% 18%

5\TILY�VM�
WLVWSL 0 0 0 2 4 4 10 10 11

(ZZPZ[HU[�
4HUHNLY�HUK

HIV]L

4HSL 100% 50% 0% 59% 63% 53% 73% 72% 71%
-LTHSL 0% 50% 100% 41% 37% 47% 27% ���� 29%

5\TILY�VM�
WLVWSL 1 2 1 27 24 15 170 160 166

5\TILY�VM�WLVWSL

4HSL 100% 50% 0% 59% 66% 60% 75% 74% 72%
-LTHSL 0% 50% 100% 41% 34% 40% 25% 26% 28%

5\TILY�VM�
WLVWSL 2 2 1 29 29 20 181 171 178

Employee salary structure

◆ Comparison of basic salary for each position

The Mall city’super a. mart

year 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020

.LUKLY -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL

4HUHNLY ���� 1 ���� 1 ��� 1 ���� 1 ���� 1 ��� 1

.LULYHS�LTWSV`LL ��  1 ���� 1 1 1 ���� 1 ��  1 �� � 1
5V[L!�4HUHNLY�PZ�LTWSV`LL�^OV�OVSK�THUHNLTLU[�WVZP[PVUZ�VY�LX\P]HSLU[�Z\WLY]PZVY`�WVZP[PVUZ��HUK�[OL�YLZ[�HYL�NLULYHS�LTWSV`LLZ�
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◆ Comparison of average salary for each position

The Mall city’super a. mart
year 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020

.LUKLY -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL

4HUHNLY ���� 1 ���� 1 ���� 1 ���� 1 ��� 1 ���� 1 1 1 ���� 1 ��� 1

.LULYHS�
LTWSV`LL ���� 1 �� � 1 ���� 1 ���� 1 ��  1 ���� 1 1 1 ��  1 �� � 1

5V[L!�(]LYHNL�ZHSHY`�$�IHZPJ�ZHSHY`���^HNL

◆ Comparison of basic salary and the national minimum wage

The Mall city’super a. mart
2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020

-LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL
���� ���� ���� ���� ��� ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ��� ��� 1 1 1 1 1 1

5V[L!�;OL�MVYT\SH�\ZLK�PZ�Z[HY[PUN�ZHSHY`�VM�[OL�SV^�SL]LS�Z[Hќ�¼�[OL�UH[PVUHS�TPUPT\T�^HNL��;OL�TPUPT\T�^HNL�KH[H�JVTLZ�MYVT�[OL�+PYLJ[VYH[L�.LULYHS�VM�)\KNL[�VM�[OL�,_LJ\[P]L�@\HU�HUK�[OL�4PUPZ[Y`�VM�3HIVY��

◆ Statistics of parental leave

The Mall city’super a. mart
Year 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020

.LUKLY 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL 4HSL -LTHSL
5V��VM�WLVWSL�^OV�HYL�LSPNPISL�[V�

HWWS` 0 1 0 0 0 0 6 12 5 22 5 28 14 15 12 10 6 5

5V��VM�WLVWSL�HWWSPLK 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 8 0 6 2 10 2 5 2 4
(WWSPJH[PVU�YH[L���� 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 58 0 36 0 21 14 67 17 50 33 80

5V��VM�LTWSV`LLZ�Z\IQLJ[�[V�
YLPUZ[H[LTLU[� 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 4 0 6 5 12 3 3 3 5

(J[\HS�UV��VM�LTWSV`LLZ�^OV�
HWWSPLK�MVY�YLPUZ[H[LTLU[� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 4 0 5 0 8 2 3 1 4

9LPUZ[H[LTLU[�YH[L���� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 67 0 100 0 83 0 67 67 100 33 80
5V��VM�WLVWSL�YLPUZ[H[LK�PU�[OL�

WYL]PV\Z�`LHY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 4 0 4 4 5 0 8 2 2

5V��VM�ZPUNSL�WLYZVUZ�YLPUZ[H[LK�
PU�[OL�WYL]PV\Z�`LHY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 0 4 2 5 0 6 2 1

9L[LU[PVU�YH[L����� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 60 0 50 0 100 50 100 0 67 100 50
5V[L!�※9LPUZ[H[LTLU[�YH[L�$�(J[\HS�5V��VM�YLPUZ[H[LK�LTWSV`LLZ�PU�[OL�J\YYLU[�`LHY�¼�5V��VM�LTWSV`LLZ�Z\IQLJ[�[V�YLPUZ[H[LTLU[�PU�[OL�J\YYLU[�`LHY�

※�9L[LU[PVU�YH[L�$�;OL�U\TILY�VM�ZPUNSL�WLYZVUZ�^OV�OH]L�ILLU�YLPUZ[H[LK�PU�[OL�WYL]PV\Z�`LHY�¼�[OL�U\TILY�VM�WLVWSL�^OV�OH]L�ILLU�YLPUZ[H[LK�PU�[OL�WYL]PV\Z�`LHY�
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◆ Employee health and safety indicators

The Mall city’super a. mart
year 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020

>VYR�PUQ\Y`�YH[L
�09�

4HSL 0 0 0 ������ ���� �� � ���� ���� ����
-LTHSL 0 0 0 ������ ���� ���� ���� ��� ����
;V[HS 0 0 0 ������ ��� ��� ���� ���� ����

(IZLUJL�YH[L
�(9�

4HSL ��� � 0% ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
-LTHSL ����� 0% 0% ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
;V[HS ����� 0% ����� ����� ����� ��� � ����� ����� �����

3VZ[�[PTL�YH[L
�3+9�

4HSL 0 0 0 ����� ����� � ��� ��� � ����� �����
-LTHSL 0 0 0 ����� ���� ���� ��� � ����� ������
;V[HS 0 0 0 ����� ���� ����� ����� ����� � ���

5V[L!� ���.90�3VZZ�VM�>VYR�/V\Y�+\L�[V�0UQ\Y`�9H[PV��09��$��;V[HS�>VYR�0UQ\Y`�(JJPKLU[Z�;V[HS�>VYRPUN�/V\YZ�í�����������������YLMLYZ�[V�[OL�YH[PV�WLY�����LTWSV`LLZ�IHZLK�VU����^VYRPUN�OV\YZ�WLY�^LLR�WLY����^LLRZ�
���;OL�[`WLZ�VM�^VYR�PUQ\YPLZ�PU������PUJS\KL�HJJPKLU[HS�MHSSZ��I\TWZ��J\[Z�HUK�JY\ZO�PUQ\YPLZ�JH\ZLK�I`�PTWYVWLY�VWLYH[PVU�PU�[OL�^VYRWSHJL��HUK�KVLZ�UV[�PUJS\KL�JVTT\[PUN�[YHѝJ�HJJPKLU[Z�
���.90�(IZLUJL�9H[L��(9�$�U\TILY�VM�KH`Z�HIZLU[�MYVT�^VYR�[V[HS�U\TILY�VM�WLYZVU�KH`Z�H[�^VYR�í������;OL�U\TILY�VM�KH`Z�HIZLU[�MYVT�^VYR�PUJS\KLZ�ZPJR�SLH]L�HUK�^VYR�PUQ\Y`�SLH]L�
���.90�3VZ[�;PTL�9H[L��3+9�$�3H[LUJ`�VM�3VZ[�>VYR�;V[HS�/V\YZ�VM�>VYR�í�����������������YLMLYZ�[V�[OL�YH[PV�VM�L]LY`�����LTWSV`LLZ�^P[O����^VYRPUN�OV\YZ�WLY�^LLR�PU�L]LY`����^LLRZ��;OL�U\TILY�VM�KH`Z�SVZ[�PZ�[OL�U\TILY�VM�KH`Z�HU�LTWSV`LL�PZ�\UHISL�[V�^VYR�K\L�

[V�^VYR�YLSH[LK�PUQ\YPLZ�VY�VJJ\WH[PVUHS�PSSULZZ�
���;OL�Z\IZPKPHY`�KPK�UV[�YLWVY[�HU`�VJJ\WH[PVUHS�PSSULZZ�VY�^VYR�YLSH[LK�KLH[OZ�PU�������;OLYLMVYL��[OL�.90�VJJ\WH[PVUHS�KPZLHZLZ�PUK\JLK�SVZ[�^VYRPUN�OV\YZ�YH[PV��6+9��HUK�[OL�U\TILY�VM�LTWSV`LLZ�K\L�[V�^VYR�YLSH[LK�PUQ\YPLZ�HYL�aLYV�

Appendix 2: Data Related to the Subsidiary’s Environmental Matters
\UP[!�;LU�[OV\ZHUK�R>O��TL[YPJ�[VUZ��R>O��T2�`Y

The Mall city’super a. mart

year 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020

7V^LY�JVUZ\TW[PVU 630 628 631 808 758 757 8,892 7,954 8,087
*6�L 3,358 3,197 3,212 4,307 3,858 3,853 47,394 40,486 41,163

,ULYN`�PU[LUZP[` 368 307 293 546 532 536 367 381 348
5V[L!�;OL�JHYIVU�LTPZZPVUZ�HYL�JHSJ\SH[LK�IHZLK�VU�[OL�LSLJ[YPJP[`�JHYIVU�LTPZZPVU�JVLѝJPLU[�HUUV\UJLK�I`�[OL�,ULYN`�)\YLH\��;OL������JVLѝJPLU[�OHZ�UV[�ILLU�HUUV\UJLK��ZV�[OL���� �JVLѝJPLU[�VM����� �RN�*6�L�KLNYLL�PZ�\ZLK�

The Mall city’super a. mart

,TWSV`LL�
WLYMVYTHUJL�
L]HS\H[PVU

4VU[OS` V

(UU\HSS` V V

◆ Performance evaluation frequency

The Mall city’super a. mart

5L^�LTWSV`LL�
L]HS\H[PVU

;OYLL�TVU[OZ V V V

6UL�`LHY V
5V[L!����;OL�MYLX\LUJ`�VM�UL^�L_LJ\[P]LZ�PU�H�THY[�[HRLZ�OHSM�H�`LHY�����;OL�MYLX\LUJ`�MVY�THUHNLY�SL]LS�LTWSV`LLZ�PU�H�THY[�PZ�L]LY`�`LHY�
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Appendix 3: GRI Standards Index Table
◆ GRI 100: Universal standards

Disclosed items Reference chapters Page number
GRI 102: General Disclosures

���6YNHUPaH[PVUHS�WYVÄSL
����� 5HTL�VM�[OL�VYNHUPaH[PVU (IV\[�[OPZ�9LWVY[ 1
����� (J[P]P[PLZ��IYHUKZ��WYVK\J[Z��HUK�ZLY]PJLZ ���� 23
����� 3VJH[PVU�VM�OLHKX\HY[LYZ ���� 23
����� 3VJH[PVU�VM�VWLYH[PVUZ ���� 23
����� 6^ULYZOPW�HUK�SLNHS�MVYT ���� 23
����� 4HYRL[Z�ZLY]LK ���� 23
����� :JHSL�VM�[OL�VYNHUPaH[PVU ��� 23
����� 0UMVYTH[PVU�VU�LTWSV`LLZ�HUK�V[OLY�^VYRLYZ ���� 95
���� :\WWS`�JOHPU ���� 88
������ :PNUPÄJHU[�JOHUNLZ�[V�[OL�VYNHUPaH[PVU�HUK�P[Z�Z\WWS`�JOHPU ��������� ������
������ 7YLJH\[PVUHY`�7YPUJPWSL�VY�HWWYVHJO ���� 39
������ ,_[LYUHS�PUP[PH[P]LZ ���� 33
������ 4LTILYZOPW�VM�HZZVJPH[PVUZ ���� 33

2. Strategy

������ :[H[LTLU[�MYVT�ZLUPVY�KLJPZPVU�THRLY
4LZZHNL� M YVT�[OL�
*OH P YTHU
4LZZHNL� M YVT�[OL�
7YLZ PKLU[

4, 5

������ 2L`�PTWHJ[Z��YPZRZ�HUK�VWWVY[\UP[PLZ★
0KLU[PÄJH[PVU�VM�4H[LYPHS�
;VWPJZ��*VTT\UPJH[PVU�
^P[O�:[HRLOVSKLYZ�����

16, 18, 39

3. Ethics and integrity

������ =HS\LZ��WYPUJPWSLZ��Z[HUKHYKZ�HUK�UVYTZ�VM�ILOH]PVY ���� 39

������ 4LJOHUPZT�MVY�HK]PJL�HUK�JVUJLYUZ�HIV\[�L[OPJZ★ *VTT\UPJH[PVU�^P[O�
:[HRLOVSKLYZ���������� 18, 33, 39

4. Governance

������ .V]LYUHUJL�Z[Y\J[\YL ���� 33

����� +LSLNH[PUN�H\[OVYP[`★ ���� 33

������ ,_LJ\[P]L�SL]LS�YLZWVUZPIPSP[`�MVY�LJVUVTPJ��LU]PYVUTLU[HS��
HUK�ZVJPHS�[VWPJZ★ ���� 33

Disclosed items Reference chapters Page number

������ *VUZ\S[PUN�Z[HRLOVSKLYZ�VU�LJVUVTPJ��LU]PYVUTLU[HS��HUK�
ZVJPHS�[VWPJZ★

0KLU[PÄJH[PVU�VM�4H[LYPHS�
;VWPJZ��*VTT\UPJH[PVU�
^P[O�:[HRLOVSKLYZ������

16, 18, 23

������ *VTWVZP[PVU�VM�[OL�OPNOLZ[�NV]LYUHUJL�IVK`�HUK�P[Z�
JVTTP[[LLZ★ ���� 33

������ *OHPY�VM�[OL�OPNOLZ[�NV]LYUHUJL�IVK`★ ���� 33
������ 5VTPUH[PUN�HUK�ZLSLJ[PUN�[OL�OPNOLZ[�NV]LYUHUJL�IVK`★ ���� 33

������ *VUÅPJ[Z�VM�PU[LYLZ[★
7SLHZL�YLMLY�[V�̧ ���*VYWVYH[L�
.V]LYUHUJL�9LWVY[	�VM�[OL�
JVTWHU �̀Z������(UU\HS�
9LWVY[�

������ 9VSL�VM�OPNOLZ[�NV]LYUHUJL�IVK`�PU�ZL[[PUN�W\YWVZL��]HS\LZ��
HUK�Z[YH[LN`★ ���� 33

������ *VSSLJ[P]L�RUV^SLKNL�VM�OPNOLZ[�NV]LYUHUJL�IVK`★ ���� 33
������ ,]HS\H[PUN�[OL�OPNOLZ[�NV]LYUHUJL�IVK`»Z�WLYMVYTHUJL★ ���� 33
������ ,ќLJ[P]LULZZ�VM�YPZR�THUHNLTLU[�WYVJLZZLZ★ ���� 39
������ /PNOLZ[�NV]LYUHUJL�IVK`»Z�YVSL�PU�Z\Z[HPUHIPSP[`�YLWVY[PUN★ ���� 23
������ 9LT\ULYH[PVU�WVSPJPLZ★ ���� 33

5. Stakeholder engagement

������ 3PZ[�VM�Z[HRLOVSKLY�NYV\WZ
0KLU[PÄJH[PVU�VM�4H[LYPHS�
;VWPJZ��*VTT\UPJH[PVU�
^P[O�:[HRLOVSKLYZ

������

������ *VSSLJ[P]L�IHYNHPUPUN�HNYLLTLU[Z
;OLYL�PZ�UV�\UPVU��ZV�UV�
NYV\W�HNYLLTLU[�^HZ�
ZPNULK�

������ 0KLU[PM`PUN�HUK�ZLSLJ[PUN�Z[HRLOVSKLYZ
0KLU[PÄJH[PVU�VM�4H[LYPHS�
;VWPJZ��*VTT\UPJH[PVU�
^P[O�:[HRLOVSKLYZ

������

������ (WWYVHJO�[V�Z[HRLOVSKLY�LUNHNLTLU[
0KLU[PÄJH[PVU�VM�4H[LYPHS�
;VWPJZ��*VTT\UPJH[PVU�
^P[O�:[HRLOVSKLYZ

������

������ 2L`�[VWPJZ�HUK�JVUJLYUZ�YHPZLK
0KLU[PÄJH[PVU�VM�4H[LYPHS�
;VWPJZ��*VTT\UPJH[PVU�
^P[O�:[HRLOVSKLYZ

������

6. Reporting practice
������ ,U[P[PLZ�PUJS\KLK�PU�[OL�JVUZVSPKH[LK�ÄUHUJPHS�Z[H[LTLU[Z (IV\[�[OPZ�9LWVY[ 1

������ +LÄUPUN�YLWVY[�JVU[LU[�HUK�[VWPJ�)V\UKHYPLZ
(IV\[�;OPZ�9LWVY[��
0KLU[PÄJH[PVU�VM�4H[LYPHS�
;VWPJZ��*VTT\UPJH[PVU�
^P[O�:[HRLOVSKLYZ

1, 16, 18

������ 3PZ[�VM�TH[LYPHS�[VWPJZ
0KLU[PÄJH[PVU�VM�4H[LYPHS�
;VWPJZ��*VTT\UPJH[PVU�
^P[O�:[HRLOVSKLYZ

16,18

★：5VU�JVYL�P[LT
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Disclosed items Reference chapters Page number
������ 9LZ[H[LTLU[Z�VM�PUMVYTH[PVU (IV\[�[OPZ�9LWVY[ 1

����� *OHUNLZ�PU�YLWVY[PUN
0KLU[PÄJH[PVU�VM�4H[LYPHS�
;VWPJZ��*VTT\UPJH[PVU�
^P[O�:[HRLOVSKLYZ

������

������ 9LWVY[PUN�WLYPVK (IV\[�[OPZ�9LWVY[ 1
������ +H[L�VM�TVZ[�YLJLU[�YLWVY[ (IV\[�[OPZ�9LWVY[ 1
������ 9LWVY[PUN�J`JSL (IV\[�[OPZ�9LWVY[ 1
������ *VU[HJ[�WVPU[�MVY�X\LZ[PVUZ�YLNHYKPUN�[OL�YLWVY[ (IV\[�[OPZ�9LWVY[ 1
������ *SHPTZ�VM�YLWVY[PUN�PU�HJJVYKHUJL�^P[O�[OL�.90�Z[HUKHYKZ (IV\[�[OPZ�9LWVY[ 1

������ .90�JVU[LU[�PUKL_ .90�:[HUKHYKZ�0UKL_�
;HISL 131

������ ,_[LYUHS�HZZ\YHUJL (IV\[�[OPZ�9LWVY[ 1
GRI 103: Management Approach

����� ,_WSHUH[PVU�VM�[OL�TH[LYPHS�[VWPJ�HUK�P[Z�)V\UKHY`
0KLU[PÄJH[PVU�VM�4H[LYPHS�
;VWPJZ��*VTT\UPJH[PVU�
^P[O�:[HRLOVSKLYZ

16,18

◆ .90����!�,JVUVTPJ�[VWPJZ��ZWLJPÄJ�[VWPJ�Z[HUKHYKZ��

Disclosed items Reference chapters Page number

GRI 201: Economic Performance 2016

����� +PYLJ[�LJVUVTPJ�]HS\L�NLULYH[LK�HUK�KPZ[YPI\[LK ��� 23

����� -PUHUJPHS�PTWSPJH[PVUZ�HUK�V[OLY�YPZRZ�HUK�VWWVY[\UP[PLZ�K\L�
[V�JSPTH[L�JOHUNL �������� � ����

����� +LÄULK�ILULÄ[�WSHU�VISPNH[PVUZ�HUK�V[OLY�YL[PYLTLU[�WSHUZ ��� 95
GRI 202: Market Presence 2016

�����
�����

;OL�THUHNLTLU[�HWWYVHJO�HUK�P[Z�JVTWVULU[Z
,]HS\H[PVU�VM�[OL�THUHNLTLU[�HWWYVHJO

0KLU[PÄJH[PVU�VM�4H[LYPHS�
;VWPJZ��*VTT\UPJH[PVU�
^P[O�:[HRLOVSKLYZ�������
����

�������
 ������

����� 9H[PVZ�VM�Z[HUKHYK�LU[Y`�SL]LS�^HNL�I`�NLUKLY�JVTWHYLK�[V�
SVJHS�TPUPT\T�^HNL�★ ���� 95

����� 7YVWVY[PVU�VM�ZLUPVY�THUHNLTLU[�OPYLK�MYVT�[OL�SVJHS�
JVTT\UP[` ���� 95

GRI 204：Procurement Practices 2016

204-1 7YVWVY[PVU�VM�ZWLUKPUN�VU�SVJHS�Z\WWSPLYZ 4.1, 4.3 81, 88

Disclosed items Reference chapters Page number
GRI 205: Anti-corruption 2016

�����
�����

;OL�THUHNLTLU[�HWWYVHJO�HUK�P[Z�JVTWVULU[Z
,]HS\H[PVU�VM�[OL�THUHNLTLU[�HWWYVHJO

0KLU[PÄJH[PVU�VM�4H[LYPHS�
;VWPJZ��*VTT\UPJH[PVU�
^P[O�:[HRLOVSKLYZ�����

��������� 

����� 6WLYH[PVUZ�HZZLZZLK�MVY�YPZRZ�YLSH[LK�[V�JVYY\W[PVU ���� 39

����� *VTT\UPJH[PVU�HUK�[YHPUPUN�HIV\[�HU[P�JVYY\W[PVU�WVSPJPLZ�
HUK�WYVJLK\YLZ ���� 39

����� *VUÄYTLK�PUJPKLU[Z�VM�JVYY\W[PVU�HUK�HJ[PVUZ�[HRLU★ ���� 5V�YLSL]HU[�
TH[[LYZ�

◆�.90����!�,U]PYVUTLU[�[VWPJZ��KPZJSVZ\YL�VM�ZWLJPÄJ�[VWPJZ�

Disclosed items Reference chapters Page number
GRI 302: Energy 2016
����� ,ULYN`�JVUZ\TW[PVU�^P[OPU�[OL�VYNHUPaH[PVU ���� 65
����� ,ULYN`�PU[LUZP[` ���� 65
����� 9LK\J[PVU�VM�LULYN`�JVUZ\TW[PVU ���� 65

����� 9LK\J[PVUZ�PU�LULYN`�YLX\PYLTLU[Z�VM�WYVK\J[Z�HUK��
ZLY]PJLZ ���� 65

GRI 305: Emissions 2016
����� ,ULYN`�PUKPYLJ[��:JVWL����./.�LTPZZPVUZ ���� 65
����� 9LK\J[PVU�VM�./.�LTPZZPVUZ ���� 65
����� ,TPZZPVUZ�VM�VaVUL�KLWSL[PUN�Z\IZ[HUJLZ��6+:� 5V[�HWWSPJHISL

GRI 306: Waste 2016
����� >HZ[L�NLULYH[PVU�HUK�ZPNUPÄJHU[�^HZ[L�YLSH[LK�PTWHJ[Z ���� 70
����� 4HUHNLTLU[�VM�ZPNUPÄJHU[�^HZ[L�YLSH[LK�PTWHJ[Z ���� 70
����� >HZ[L�NLULYH[LK 5V[�HWWSPJHISL
����� >HZ[L�KP]LY[LK�MYVT�KPZWVZHS 5V[�HWWSPJHISL
����� >HZ[L�KPYLJ[LK�[V�KPZWVZHS 5V[�HWWSPJHISL

GRI 307: Environmental Compliance 2016
�����
�����

;OL�THUHNLTLU[�HWWYVHJO�HUK�P[Z�JVTWVULU[Z
,]HS\H[PVU�VM�[OL�THUHNLTLU[�HWWYVHJO ���� 39

����� 5VU�JVTWSPHUJL�^P[O�LU]PYVUTLU[HS�SH^Z�HUK�YLN\SH[PVUZ★ ���� 39
GRI 308: Supplier Environmental Assessment 2016

����� 5L^�Z\WWSPLYZ�[OH[�^LYL�ZJYLLULK�\ZPUN�LU]PYVUTLU[HS�
JYP[LYPH ���� 88

����� 5LNH[P]L�LU]PYVUTLU[HS�PTWHJ[Z�PU�[OL�Z\WWS`�JOHPU�HUK�
HJ[PVUZ�[HRLU ���� 88

★ !�;OL�KPZJSVZLK�P[LTZ�VM�[OL�RL`�[VWPJZ�JVTWS`�^P[O�HSS�YLWVY[PUN�YLX\PYLTLU[Z�VM�[OL�.90�Z[HUKHYKZ
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◆ .90����!�:VJPHS�[VWPJZ��KPZJSVZ\YL�VM�ZWLJPÄJ�[VWPJZ��

Disclosed items Reference chapters Page number
GRI 401: Employment 2016

����� 5L^�LTWSV`LL�OPYLZ�HUK�LTWSV`LL�[\YUV]LY ��������  ������

����� )LULÄ[Z�WYV]PKLK�[V�M\SS�[PTL�LTWSV`LLZ�[OH[�HYL�UV[�
WYV]PKLK�[V�[LTWVYHY`�VY�WHY[�[PTL�LTWSV`LLZ ��������  ������

����� 7HYLU[HS�SLH]L ��������  ������
GRI 402:Labor/Management Relations 2016

����� 4PUPT\T�UV[PJL�WLYPVKZ�YLNHYKPUN�VWLYH[PVUHS�JOHUNLZ ���� 103
GRI 403: Occupational Health and Safety 2018

�����
�����

;OL�THUHNLTLU[�HWWYVHJO�HUK�P[Z�JVTWVULU[Z
,]HS\H[PVU�VM�[OL�THUHNLTLU[�HWWYVHJO ���� 103

����� 6JJ\WH[PVUHS�OLHS[O�HUK�ZHML[`�THUHNLTLU[�Z`Z[LT ���� 103

����� /HaHYK�PKLU[PÄJH[PVU��YPZR�HZZLZZTLU[��HUK�PUJPKLU[�
PU]LZ[PNH[PVU ���� 103

����� 6JJ\WH[PVUHS�OLHS[O�ZLY]PJLZ ���� 103

����� >VYRLY�WHY[PJPWH[PVU��JVUZ\S[H[PVU��HUK�JVTT\UPJH[PVU�VU�
VJJ\WH[PVUHS�OLHS[O�HUK�ZHML[` ���� 103

����� >VYRLY�[YHPUPUN�VU�VJJ\WH[PVUHS�OLHS[O�HUK�ZHML[` ���� 103
����� 7YVTV[PVU�VM�^VYRLY�OLHS[O ���� 103

����� 7YL]LU[PVU�HUK�TP[PNH[PVU�VM�VJJ\WH[PVUHS�OLHS[O�HUK�ZHML[`�
PTWHJ[Z�KPYLJ[S`�SPURLK�I`�I\ZPULZZ�YLSH[PVUZOPWZ ��������� �������

����� >VYRLYZ�JV]LYLK�I`�HU�VJJ\WH[PVUHS�OLHS[O�HUK�ZHML[`�
THUHNLTLU[�Z`Z[LT ���� 103

���� >VYR�YLSH[LK�PUQ\YPLZ ���� 103
GRI 404: Training and Education 2016

����� (]LYHNL�OV\YZ�VM�[YHPUPUN�WLY�`LHY�WLY�LTWSV`LL ���� 99

����� 7YVNYHTZ�MVY�\WNYHKPUN�LTWSV`LL�ZRPSSZ�HUK�[YHUZP[PVU�
HZZPZ[HUJL�WYVNYHTZ ��� 99

����� 7LYJLU[HNL�VM�LTWSV`LLZ�YLJLP]PUN�YLN\SHY�WLYMVYTHUJL�HUK�
JHYLLY�KL]LSVWTLU[�YL]PL^Z ��� 99

GRI 405: Diversity and Equal Opportunity 2016

����� +P]LYZP[`�VM�NV]LYUHUJL�IVKPLZ�HUK�LTWSV`LLZ ��� 33

����� 9H[PV�VM�IHZPJ�ZHSHY`�HUK�YLT\ULYH[PVU�VM�^VTLU�[V�TLU ���� 95

GRI 406: Non-discrimination 2016
����� 0UJPKLU[Z�VM�KPZJYPTPUH[PVU�HUK�JVYYLJ[P]L�HJ[PVUZ�[HRLU ���� 103

Disclosed items Reference chapters Page number
GRI 407: Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining 2016

����� 6WLYH[PVUZ�HUK�Z\WWSPLYZ�PU�^OPJO�[OL�YPNO[�[V�MYLLKVT�VM�
HZZVJPH[PVU�HUK�JVSSLJ[P]L�IHYNHPUPUN�TH`�IL�H[�YPZR ���� 103

GRI 409: Forced or Compulsory Labor  2016

�� �� 6WLYH[PVUZ�HUK�Z\WWSPLYZ�H[�ZPNUPÄJHU[�YPZR�MVY�PUJPKLU[Z�VM�
MVYJLK�VY�JVTW\SZVY`�SHIVY ���� 103

GRI 413: Local Communities 2016

����� 6WLYH[PVUZ�^P[O�SVJHS�JVTT\UP[`�LUNHNLTLU[��PTWHJ[�
HZZLZZTLU[Z��HUK�KL]LSVWTLU[�WYVNYHTZ ��� 75

GRI 414: Supplier social assessment 2016
����� 5L^�Z\WWSPLYZ�[OH[�^LYL�ZJYLLULK�\ZPUN�ZVJPHS�JYP[LYPH ��� 88

����� 5LNH[P]L�ZVJPHS�PTWHJ[Z�PU�[OL�Z\WWS`�JOHPU�HUK�HJ[PVUZ�
[HRLU ��� 88

GRI 416: Customer Health and Safety 2016

�����
�����

;OL�THUHNLTLU[�HWWYVHJO�HUK�P[Z�JVTWVULU[Z
,]HS\H[PVU�VM�[OL�THUHNLTLU[�HWWYVHJO

0KLU[PÄJH[PVU�VM�4H[LYPHS�
;VWPJZ��*VTT\UPJH[PVU�
^P[O�:[HRLOVSKLYZ����������

��������� ��
81

����� (ZZLZZTLU[�VM�[OL�OLHS[O�HUK�ZHML[`�PTWHJ[Z�VM�WYVK\J[�HUK�
ZLY]PJL�JH[LNVYPLZ ��������� ������

����� 0UJPKLU[Z�VM�UVU�JVTWSPHUJL�JVUJLYUPUN�[OL�OLHS[O�HUK�
ZHML[`�PTWHJ[Z�VM�WYVK\J[Z�HUK�ZLY]PJLZ★ ��� 39

GRI 417: Marketing and Labeling 2016

�����
�����

;OL�THUHNLTLU[�HWWYVHJO�HUK�P[Z�JVTWVULU[Z
,]HS\H[PVU�VM�[OL�THUHNLTLU[�HWWYVHJO

0KLU[PÄJH[PVU�VM�4H[LYPHS�
;VWPJZ��*VTT\UPJH[PVU�
^P[O�:[HRLOVSKLYZ����������

��������� ��
81

����� 9LX\PYLTLU[Z�MVY�WYVK\J[�HUK�ZLY]PJL�PUMVYTH[PVU�HUK�
SHILSPUN ���� 81

����� 0UJPKLU[Z�VM�UVU�JVTWSPHUJL�JVUJLYUPUN�WYVK\J[�HUK�
ZLY]PJL�PUMVYTH[PVU�HUK�SHILSPUN★ ���� 5V�YLSL]HU[�

TH[[LYZ

����� 0UJPKLU[Z�VM�UVU�JVTWSPHUJL�JVUJLYUPUN�THYRL[PUN�
JVTT\UPJH[PVUZ ���� 39

GRI 418: Customer Privacy 2016

����� :\IZ[HU[PH[LK�JVTWSHPU[Z�JVUJLYUPUN�IYLHJOLZ�VM�J\Z[VTLY�
WYP]HJ`�HUK�SVZZLZ�VM�J\Z[VTLY�KH[H ���� 39

GRI 419: Socioeconomic Compliance 2016

�����
�����

;OL�THUHNLTLU[�HWWYVHJO�HUK�P[Z�JVTWVULU[Z
,]HS\H[PVU�VM�[OL�THUHNLTLU[�HWWYVHJO

0KLU[PÄJH[PVU�VM�4H[LYPHS�
;VWPJZ��*VTT\UPJH[PVU�
^P[O�:[HRLOVSKLYZ�����

��������� 

�� �� 5VU�JVTWSPHUJL�^P[O�SH^Z�HUK�YLN\SH[PVUZ�PU�[OL�ZVJPHS�HUK�
LJVUVTPJ�HYLH★ ��� 39

★ !�;OL�KPZJSVZLK�P[LTZ�VM�[OL�RL`�[VWPJZ�JVTWS`�^P[O�HSS�YLWVY[PUN�YLX\PYLTLU[Z�VM�[OL�.90�Z[HUKHYKZ
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$SSHQGL[����9HULðFDWLRQ�6WDWHPHQWAppendix 4: Corporate Social Responsibility Best Practice 
Principles for TWSE/TPEx Listed Companies

Content Reference chapters

*OHW[LY����.LULYHS�7YV]PZPVUZ 7\YWVZL�VM�WVSPJ �̀�ZJVWL�VM�
WYHJ[PJL�HUK�WYPUJPWSLZ

4LZZHNL�MYVT�[OL�*OHPYTHU
4LZZHNL�MYVT�[OL�7YLZPKLU[��*YLH[PUN�
:\Z[HPUHISL�=HS\L�����������������

*OHW[LY����,_LYJPZPUN�JVYWVYH[L�
NV]LYUHUJL

9LN\SH[PUN�JVYWVYH[L�
NV]LYUHUJL

0KLU[PÄJH[PVU�VM�4H[LYPHS�;VWPJZ��
*VTT\UPJH[PVU�^P[O�:[HRLOVSKLYZ�������
�������������

*OHW[LY����+L]LSVWPUN�H�Z\Z[HPUHISL�
LU]PYVUTLU[

9LN\SH[PUN�[OL�
KL]LSVWTLU[�VM�H�
Z\Z[HPUHISL�LU]PYVUTLU[

�������������

*OHW[LY����:HMLN\HYKPUN�W\ISPJ�^LSMHYL
9LN\SH[PUN�[OL�
ZHMLN\HYKPUN�VM�W\ISPJ�
^LSMHYL

�����������������������

*OHW[LY����:[YLUN[OLUPUN�*:9�
PUMVYTH[PVU�KPZJSVZ\YL

9LN\SH[PUN�[OL�
Z[YLUN[OLUPUN�VM�*:9�
PUMVYTH[PVU�KPZJSVZ\YL

*YLH[PUN�:\Z[HPUHISL�=HS\L���������������

*OHW[LY����(KKLUK\T 9LN\SH[PUN�[OL�HTLUKTLU[�
VM�[OL�*:9�Z`Z[LT

0KLU[PÄJH[PVU�VM�4H[LYPHS�;VWPJZ��
*VTT\UPJH[PVU�^P[O�:[HRLOVSKLYZ

 

dt>WW�ϱϬϬϴ�/ƐƐƵĞ�ϮϭϬϰ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SGS TAIWAN LTD.’S REPORT ON SUSTAINABILITY ACTIVITIES IN THE FAR 
EASTERN DEPARTMENT STORES’s CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
REPORT FOR 2020  
 
NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE ASSURANCE/VERIFICATION 
SGS Taiwan Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as SGS) was commissioned by Far Eastern Department Stores CO., 
LTD. (hereinafter referred to as FEDS) to conduct an independent assurance of the Corporate Social 
Responsibility Report for 2020 (hereinafter referred to as the Report). The scope of the assurance, based on the 
SGS Sustainability Report Assurance methodology, included the sampled text, and data in accompanying tables, 
contained in the report presented during on-site verification in the period of 17 March 2021 to 21 April 2021. SGS 
reserves the right to update the assurance statement from time to time depending on the level of report content 
discrepancy of the published version from the agreed standards requirements  
 
INTENDED USERS OF THIS ASSURANCE STATEMENT 
This Assurance Statement is provided with the intention of informing all FEDS’s Stakeholders.  
 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
The information in the FEDS’s CSR Report of 2020 and its presentation are the responsibility of the directors or 
governing body (as applicable) and management of FEDS. SGS has not been involved in the preparation of any 
of the material included in the Report. 
 
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the report content within the scope of verification with the intention 
to inform all FEDS’s stakeholders. 
 
ASSURANCE STANDARDS, TYPE AND LEVEL OF ASSURANCE 
 
The SGS ESG & Sustainability Report Assurance protocols used to conduct assurance are based upon 
internationally recognized assurance guidance, including the Principles contained within the Global Reporting 
Initiative Sustainability Reporting Standards (GRI Standards) 101: Foundation 2016 for report quality, and the 
guidance on levels of assurance contained within the AA1000 series of standards and guidance for Assurance 
Providers. 
 
The assurance of this report has been conducted according to the following Assurance Standards: 
 

Assurance Standard Options  Level of 
Assurance 

A SGS ESG & SRA Assurance Protocols (based on GRI Principles 
and guidance in AA1000) n/a 

B AA1000ASv3 Type 1  
(AA1000AP Evaluation only) Moderate 

   
Assurance has been conducted at a moderate level of scrutiny. 

ASSURANCE STATEMENT 
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SCOPE OF ASSURANCE AND REPORTING CRITERIA 
The scope of the assurance included evaluation of quality, accuracy and reliability of specified performance 
information as detailed below and evaluation of adherence to the following reporting criteria: 
 

Reporting Criteria Options 

1 GRI Standards (Core) 

2 AA1000 Accountability Principles (2018) 

 
x AA1000 Assurance Standard v3 Type 1 evaluation of the report content and supporting management 

systems against the AA1000 Accountability Principles (2018) at a moderate level of scrutiny; and 
x evaluation of the report against the requirements of Global Reporting Initiative Sustainability Reporting 

Standards (100, 200, 300 and 400 series) claimed in the GRI content index as material and in 
accordance with. 
 

ASSURANCE METHODOLOGY 
The assurance comprised a combination of pre-assurance research, interviews with relevant employees, 
superintendents, CSR committee members and the senior management in Taiwan; documentation and record 
review and validation with external bodies and/or stakeholders where relevant. 
 
LIMITATIONS AND MITIGATION 
Financial data drawn directly from independently audited financial accounts, Social Return on Investment 
assessments (SROI) and Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) has not been checked 
back to source as part of this assurance process. 
 
STATEMENT OF INDEPENDENCE AND COMPETENCE 
The SGS Group of companies is the world leader in inspection, testing and verification, operating in more than 
140 countries and providing services including management systems and service certification; quality, 
environmental, social and ethical auditing and training; environmental, social and sustainability report assurance. 
SGS affirm our independence from FEDS, being free from bias and conflicts of interest with the organisation, its 
subsidiaries and stakeholders. 
 
The assurance team was assembled based on their knowledge, experience and qualifications for this assignment, 
and comprised auditors registered with ISO 26000, ISO 20121, ISO 50001, SA8000, RBA, QMS, EMS, SMS, 
GPMS, CFP, WFP, GHG Verification and GHG Validation Lead Auditors and experience on the SRA Assurance 
service provisions. 
 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
VERIFICATION/ ASSURANCE OPINION 
On the basis of the methodology described and the verification work performed, we are satisfied that the specified 
performance information included in the scope of assurance is accurate, reliable, has been fairly stated  and has 
been prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with the reporting criteria. 
 
We believe that the organisation has chosen an appropriate level of assurance for this stage in their reporting. 
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AA1000 ACCOUNTABILITY PRINCIPLES (2018) CONCLUSIONS, FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Inclusivity 
FEDS has demonstrated a good commitment to stakeholder inclusivity and stakeholder engagement. A variety 
of engagement efforts such as survey and communication to employees, customers, investors, suppliers, CSR 
experts, and other stakeholders are implemented to underpin the organization's understanding of stakeholder 
concerns. For future reporting, FEDS may proactively consider having more direct two-ways involvement of 
stakeholders during future engagement. 
Materiality 
FEDS has established effective processes for determining issues that are material to the business. Formal review 
has identified stakeholders and those issues that are material to each group and the report addresses these at 
an appropriate level to reflect their importance and priority to these stakeholders. 
Responsiveness 
The report includes coverage given to stakeholder engagement and channels for stakeholder feedback. 
Impact 
FEDS has demonstrated a process on identify and fairly represented impacts that encompass a range of 
environmental, social and governance topics from wide range of sources, such as activities, policies, programs, 
decisions and products and services, as well as any related performance.  Measurement and evaluation of its 
impacts related to material topic were in place at target setting with combination of qualitative and quantitative 
measurements. 
 
GLOBAL REPORTING INITIATIVE REPORTING STANDARDS CONCLUSIONS, FINDINGS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The report, FEDS’s CSR Report of 2020, is adequately in line with the GRI Standards in accordance with 
Core/Comprehensive Option. The material topics and their boundaries within and outside of the organization are 
properly defined in accordance with GRI’s Reporting Principles for Defining Report Content. Disclosures of 
identified material topics and boundaries, and stakeholder engagement, GRI 102-40 to GRI 102-47, are correctly 
located in content index and report. For future reporting, it is recommended to have more descriptions of FEDS’s 
involvement with the impacts for each material topic (103-1), and how efforts were given to mitigate the impacts.  
When reporting on goals and targets for each material topic, the expected results are suggested to be set, if 
applicable, with quantitative objectives 
 
 
 
 
Signed: 
For and on behalf of SGS Taiwan Ltd. 
 
 
 
 
 
David Huang 
Senior Director 
Taipei, Taiwan 
21 May, 2021 
WWW.SGS.COM 
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